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GET UP EVERY

MORNING?

→ cravens.co.uk → @cravensagencyWant to know more about us?

No, not because of your alarm. What’s your reason for 
leaping out of bed and taking on the working week? 
In other words, what’s your purpose? We all have one, 
from making a difference to making a profit.

That sense of inner drive that powers us, powers 
the world’s most successful organisations too. 
An embedded organising purpose can align how you 
act, look and speak. Helping with the questions in 
business that matter and ensuring everyone works 
towards the same goal. At Cravens we find the heart 
of your company’s purpose and then use creativity to 
bring it to life. We call it Giving Life To Purpose™.

We’ve already done this for brands as diverse 
as global streaming platform Recast, helping 
to make meaningful connections between 
content creators and their audiences, and for 
FuturePlus, empowering every business on earth 
to become more sustainable by showing every 
little thing adds up. 

So if you’re dreaming of creating proper impact, 
through finding or reconnecting with your 
purpose, why not get in touch?

phil.coverdale@cravens.co.uk
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Foreword

Welcome to the February edition of Northern Insight.

After an extended Christmas break it was great to return to  
the desk on January 3rd. With our 100th issue on the horizon this 

promises to be another important year for the magazine.

Over the first few weeks of 2024 it has been lovely to get out and  
about and meet so many of our longstanding clients.  

Your ongoing support is truly humbling.

We kickstart the year with another vibrant issue packed  
with all of the traditional Northern Insight ingredients.  

A joy to put together.

We hope you enjoy it. Till next month...
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188
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North East Solar Company wins National 
Contractor of the Year Award
Advanced Renewable Power (AR Power) based in Washington was set up by 
husband-and-wife team Mark and Maria Dunville. In its 12 years in business, 
the installers of commercial and industrial solar energy systems have grown 
exponentially in the sectors with contracts now totalling to around £10 million  
per annum.

The firm were delighted to win ‘Contractor of the Year’ at the National Solar and 
Storage Live Awards. The event recognised the most innovative and impactful solar 
and storage projects and contributors throughout the UK. 

AR Power was cited as having exemplary best practice, outstanding customer service 
and a trail of brilliant, completed projects. Some of the company’s recent projects 
include the installation of 11 solar systems at key buildings owned by Newcastle 
City Council such as swimming pools and the Theatre Royal. In addition, the new 
installation at drawer manufacturers BHK (UK) in Peterlee was the firm’s largest 
project to date and ranks amongst one of the largest rooftop installations in the North 
East with 2344 panels and a staggering 1.3MW Solar PV power output.

Technical Director Mark Dunville said “We are delighted to win this major accolade. 
It’s all about our team and the way we focus on quality workmanship and customer 
service, which comes down to our people and the culture we’ve created. We always 
pay attention to detail and put the same amount of care into every project regardless 
of its size or scale.”

Sunderland gift card gives local 
economy a boost
Since its launch in 2020 by Sunderland BID the card has 
created sales of more than £265,000 for companies operating 
across retail, hospitality and leisure. And 2023 has proven to 
be the best year yet, with sales of £137,930 – representing a 
massive 86 per cent increase on the previous year. The card 
is now accepted across 184 different businesses, with new 
ones constantly coming on board.

Pre-Christmas the Empire Theatre signed up, as did Keel Tavern, 
one of the city’s newest bars and restaurants.

Ollie Vaulkhard of Vaulkhard Group which owns the venue, 
believes it was important to be part of the scheme.

“We are new to the business community in Sunderland and 
welcome the opportunity to meet our peers and extend our 
hospitality to them,” he said.

“There are so many exciting things happening in the city and 
we hope that people receiving the gift card will come and enjoy 
what we have to offer at Keel Tavern.”

Sharon Appleby, Chief Executive of Sunderland BID, believes 
the impressive total has been helped by bulk purchases by 
corporate customers, who have seen it both as a way to reward 
staff, thank customers and support the local economy at the 
same time.

“This is a fantastic result for 2023 and it shows that more people 
are aware of the gift card and are choosing it as a way of gifting,” 
said Sharon.

Cards can be bought online at www.sunderlandgiftcard.com or 
at sales points at the Bridges, Sunderland Museum and Winter 
Gardens, National Glass Centre, Houghton and Washington 
libraries. They are also available as digital downloads which 
can be bought online and then go directly into the wallet of the 
recipient.

Any businesses interested in signing up for the scheme should 
contact gftcard@sunderlandbid.co.uk for more information.

Anglo Scottish Asset Finance completes 
management buyout
Durham-based company Anglo Scottish Asset Finance Ltd is excited to announce 
the completion of a management buyout (MBO) to take back control of the 
business. The investment is backed by a consortium of UK-based funders, the 
company’s original founding directors, wider management team, existing 
employees, and contractual agents.

Founded in 2007, Anglo Scottish quickly established its name in the finance brokerage 
sector. In 2015, the company was acquired by McMillan Shakespeare Group, a publicly 
listed Australian company seeking an appropriate acquirer for its UK operations 
following a strategic view to exit the UK and focus on its core capabilities down under.

The MBO will result in an expansion of the business’s presence in the UK as Anglo 
Scottish aims to develop a new funding option for customers while establishing new 
partnerships, joint ventures and strengthening relationships with current funding 
partners. It plans to leverage new technologies and expand its capacity to secure 
new clients and support partner relationships in the industry. The funding raised will 
support these initiatives as the Anglo Scottish brand continues to develop.

The announcement follows a successful year for the business with Anglo Scottish 
adding three new divisions – Renewables, Agriculture and Ground Transport – to its 
existing structure, which already covers Vehicle Finance, Asset Finance, Commercial 
Finance and more.

Additionally, the company brokered over 12,900 deals in the financial year 2022/23, 
reaching a substantial milestone with over £519 million of brokered business within 
the year. During the MBO process, the company offered investment opportunities to 
all employed staff and agents, allowing all to benefit from the company's success.
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Palintest strengthens 
manufacturing 
operations at UK site
Water analysis technology pioneer Palintest has 
made a major investment in its manufacturing 
facilities, to meet increasing demand for its 
products and support its strategic growth 
ambitions.

The Gateshead, UK-headquartered company, 
which manufactures equipment for water quality 
monitoring and disinfection control, has invested 
in a range of new equipment and strengthened the 
infrastructure at its Team Valley site.

It is the largest investment by Palintest in its 
manufacturing operations in a decade.

The investment has included increasing the number 
of production lines at the site from one to three. 
The large production line will be dedicated to the 
production of large batch products, a second line 
will focus on Palintest’s smaller batch products 
and a smaller production line will be dedicated to 
sample batches for use in R&D, and products which 
require more complex manufacturing processes.

Two new tablet manufacturing machines have 
been installed on the Team Valley site, which 
have increased its tablet manufacturing capacity 
by 115%, and improvements have been made to 
Palintest’s PQT laboratory, which will support the 
company’s testing and R&D activities, and aid new 
product development.

In addition, a £500,000 investment has been made 
to create a new fully automated liquid product line 
at the Team Valley site, which has been introduced 
to streamline the liquid product manufacturing 
process, and a further £500,000 has been invested 
into a new air handling unit.

Established in the UK in 1989, but with a history 
dating back to the 1800s, Palintest has pioneered 
techniques and technology used in water 
management, the pool and spa sector, the food and 
beverage sector and humanitarian aid, as well as in 
a variety of industrial processes.  

Palintest’s technologies are manufactured in the UK 
and are used globally in a variety of applications to 
protect lives and the environment. Its customers 
include water companies and municipal authorities, 
leisure facility operators, NGOs and food processing 
plants.

Business leaders shape 
plans for city showcase
Expo Sunderland, led by Sunderland City 
Council in partnership with the University 
of Sunderland, will explore the future of 
homes, living and cities with a programme 
that will be shaped by businesses and 
people from Sunderland. 

‘Future Living’ is one of three key Expo 
Sunderland themes and the first stakeholder 
meeting brought together more than 30 
businesspeople and educationalists from 
organisations including Tombola, South 
Tyneside and Sunderland NHS Foundation 
Trust and Nissan, to focus on how to showcase 
the high-quality careers available in the city 
as well as future opportunities, as Sunderland 
transforms. 

Held at City Hall, groups explored education 
and employment opportunities that will 
support residents to access new and emerging 
careers in areas such as Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) and automotive design, animation 
and graphics, biotechnology, healthcare 
and science, Esports, and film lighting and 
production.  The insights gained at the 

meeting will help to shape a line-up of events 
and activations – forming part of the Expo 
Sunderland programme – that will showcase 
future investment and job opportunities to 
drive the city’s success long into the future.

Sarah Gilley, event director for Expo 
Sunderland, said: “The first of our working 
group cohorts provided a unique opportunity 
for employers to contribute to a programme 
that aims to inspire residents about the 
careers available to them in their ever-
changing city. 

“We want to create career and skills events 
within the Expo programme that raises 
aspirations and enable people to understand 
how the skills they possess can be transferred, 
unlocking exciting new opportunities 
in Sunderland’s existing and emerging 
industries.

Expo Sunderland’s headline sponsor is the 
University of Sunderland. 

Joanne Usher, Corporate Engagement Officer, 
Expo (University of Sunderland), said: “We’re 
thrilled to be playing a pivotal role in Expo 
Sunderland.

“We’re wholeheartedly committed to the 
future economic, social, environmental, and 
cultural success of the city. The Expo offers 
an incredible opportunity to showcase all the 
things that will make it an even better place to 
live, work and study for years to come.

“It’s fantastic to see work engaging residents, 
including our staff and students, with the 
exciting programme of events already 
underway, connecting the Expo programme 
to the people who will ultimately drive 
Sunderland’s success in the future.” 

To find out more about Expo Sunderland, visit 
www.exposunderland.com

Plant-based firm open 
‘UK first’ site
MYCO Holdings will transform a former food 
manufacturing plant in Leeming Bar into a 
vertically farmed production unit. It will be 
the first site of its kind in the UK.

The North East-based firm hopes the move 
into the purpose-built 20,000 sq ft site will 
launch an exciting period of growth, amid an 
expected boom in sales of plant-based meat 
substitutes.

“This is a great move for MYCO, and one we 
all believe will help the business unlock its 
extraordinary potential,” said John Shepherd, 
co-founder and chairman of MYCO.

“This new site is a food industry first, and the 
concept of combining both the growing of the 
raw materials and the manufacturing of the 
finished product under one roof will pave the 
way for more sustainable food manufacturing 
practices in the future.”

MYCO’s own plant-based protein is made from 
oyster mushrooms and has already attracted 
interest from a host of household names 
across the food industry.

The move follows months of work with Judith 
Turner of North Yorkshire Council to secure 
the unit, which given its proximity to the A1, 
will further aid sustainability by reducing food 
miles. To cope with the expected influx of 
demand, the six staff initially based at the new 
site will need to swell to around 75 over the 
forthcoming period.
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Cover Story

In conversation with...

David Taylor
Managing Director, Howie White Resourcing

Tell us about your background?

I went to Durham School then went onto Northumbria University to 
study Business Management, I did a couple of summer placements 
with Howie White Resourcing joining them after I graduated and then 
took over the running of the business in 2022.

What is your role?

I am the Managing Director of Howie White Resourcing.

What is the main purpose of HWR? 

Howie White Resourcing was established, to provide an alternative 
to database recruitment agencies. We do not have a database of 
people seeking employment but proactively find candidates for the 
role through our extensive range of contacts and by networking within 
relevant markets.

What is your proudest business achievement? 

Working my way up through the business starting as a graduate in 2013 
to taking over the business in 2022. 

What were your career ambitions growing up?

I always wanted to own my own business, was never sure doing what I 
just knew that is what I wanted to aspire to do when I was older, which 
makes me proud that I have achieved that ambition, but now it’s about 
bettering myself in the role and making the business the best it can 
possibly be. 

What is your business USP?

People buy from people, every role that we recruit is unique because 
every business and every appointment is different. We take time and 
use our experience to really understand what a client wants from 
someone coming into a role. We seek to understand not only the 
technical requirements of a role but also the culture and values of a 
business. When you understand what you’re looking for you can find it.

What services do you provide?

We are a search based recruiter, pure and simple. We do not have 
a database of people seeking employment but proactively find 
candidates for the role through our extensive range of contacts and by 
networking within relevant markets. While this sounds simple, making 
it happen takes a unique skill set. We find that people are incredibly 
helpful if approached and treated properly and are happy to engage 
with us to reach relevant candidates. 

How do you like to unwind?

Spending family time with my wife , our 3 year old son and 2 dogs. 
Going to watch NUFC - although this isn’t always relaxing! We enjoy 
getting away on family holidays...and playing golf when the weather 
allows! Having a good work/life balance can be challenging at times, 
especially as a business owner, but it’s important to me to make sure I 
maintain one and don’t miss any key milestones with our son because 
I’ve got my head in a laptop. 

Briefly, what does a typical working day comprise for you?

It’s the cliche of business owners to say, ‘there isn’t really a typical day, 
everyday is different’ but it is entirely true. Working with a wide variety 
of sectors and clients means every role we handle is different. Typically 
though, my day always starts with taking my 3-year old son to nursery, 
then it’s head down with emails, calls and meetings for the rest of the 
day. I really cherish that twenty minutes in the car with my son each 
morning and having a chat with him before work mode kicks in. 

What are the plans longer term?

There are no plans for fundamental change, as we are confident 
that our business model is one which is attractive to our existing and 
prospective clients. What drives me, is making sure Howie White can 
be the best it can be and continue to provide a first class service to our 
clients.

What advice would you give to someone with a business idea?

I’d say, surround yourself with likeminded people and also people 
that know a lot more than you. Build a network and get out and meet 
business owners as well as setting yourself goals, you will get knock 
backs, but persevere. 

What is your company’s mission? 

To raise standards within the recruitment industry and to ensure that 
we continually add value to the businesses that we work with.

What has been your career highlight? 

I wouldn’t say I have one career highlight. I am very proud of the 
business as a whole and the fact that we are celebrating our 25th 
birthday this year in a competitive market. Coming through COVID 
where the world changed as a whole in terms of business as usual, was 
a real challenge, but one that we rose to. Seeing Howie White change 
and adapt when technology tries to infiltrate the recruitment industry 
more and more, while still retaining the personal element of the job is 
always rewarding to see.

Finally, a quick fire round of ‘Either/Or’

Dog or cat? Dog - we have a pug and a Cockapoo puppy!  
Indian or Chinese? Indian - Goan Chicken Curry always!  
Sunshine or slopes? Sunshine hands down! Preferably with  
beer in hand. 
Teams or face to face? Face to face, can’t beat meeting people  
in person.  
Email or call? Both! Both have their place for different requirements. 
Tea or coffee? Coffee always - milk no sugar if you’re asking!

www.howiewhite.co.uk
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“...surround 
yourself with 

likeminded 
people...

David Taylor



Still going 
strong...
Just Williams launched in 
2015 as a Sales Consultancy 
business, nine years later 
we are still going strong and 
like many, have diversified, 
evolved, and enhanced our 
offering. We now provide Sales 
and Marketing solutions to 
business looking to grow. In 
2021 we launched our second 
business, The Just Williams 
Sales Academy to bring to life 
our desire to professionalise 
the sector and create an 
industry standard in Sales. 

Recruiting and retaining salespeople is a 
battle many of us face... that’s one of the 
many reasons we exist and continue to. I 
believe that Sales is a profession that remains 
under-invested in and overlooked and so 
often, failing.

If you are looking to grow this year, you are more 
than likely looking to hire a full-time Business 
Development/Sales Professional as a result, at 
a significant cost and risk to your business. Yet 
there is another way – one we have developed 
and been delivering for almost nine years. 
Sales however, cannot work alone and without 
support the cost and risks will be high and both 
parties are often left with a bitter taste. Sales 
has to be supported by marketing to achieve the 
best possible results and provide that crucial 
ROI.

Our Vision is to be the leader of purposeful sales 
and marketing solutions: facilitating change in 
businesses and communities, for sustainable 
growth across the globe.

I founded JW with a different belief, to 
professionalise the sales industry and provide 
an alternative solution with less risk, cost 
and stress while delivering a sustainable and 
strategic sales solution. Enhanced five years 
ago with our marketing department, working 
in partnership with the sales team. Sales and 
Marketing both carry broad job descriptions 
and role remits, yet we hire these individuals 
with unrealistic expectations and then are 
surprised when they don’t deliver. Generic sales 
roles can comprise of data analysis, strategy 
development, process development, account 

management, lead generation, new business 
development, pitching, presenting, proposal 
generation to mention a few. There are a few 
exceptional individuals out there who can 
achieve all of these but in my experience of 
managing salespeople for 20 years, they are like 
hen’s teeth. Yet this is our expectation time and 
time again as our budgets don’t stretch to hire 
mutliple people within these roles. Similarly 
in the field of marketing we expect content 
creation, social media management, SEO, PR, 
graphic design, award applications, tender 
writing to name a few. Again, is this really the 
role of one person? 

We hire people to deliver results ultimately – to 
help achieve the organisations strategy and 
goals, yet do we really give them the tools, 
support and structure to achieve this?

Our Why is to help create responsible, 
sustainable businesses through encouraging 

a local supply chain, supporting the local 
community and making a difference at every 
encounter. Why – because we believe in using 
our business as a force for good. We believe 
in challenging the status quo and providing 
outsourced sales and marketing in a purposeful, 
accessible and sustainable way.  2024 is looking 
even stronger with huge ambitions for both 
businesses.

The Just Williams Sales Academy launched in 
2021 has now trained over 3000 individuals 
online and face-to-face in customer service 
and sales and like Just Williams, is a certified 
B-Corporation business.  As the only training 
business in the NE with this certification, we 
adopt the highest standards and continue to 
work with SMEs, Colleges, Universities all with 
a mindset of delivering exceptional customer 
service, enhancing their market position, 
increasing retention, and generating new 
opportunties.

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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We are looking forward to another bumper year 
for us, our clients and our stakeholders. 

Late last year we launched our latest Impact 
Report, which saw us;

  Become a certified B-Corporation scoring 
100.1

 Raise and Donate over £6000 to local charities 

 Reduce our landfill by 25%

  Win the best business community impact 
award 

 Plant over 250 Trees

 Increase our local supply chain by over 50%

  Work with freeelancers, local businesses 
and fellow organisations passing over 30K of 
projects 

  Support the local B-Corp community by 
hosting the first B-Social on Teesside.

This year across both businesses we will 
continue to offer a range of opportunities to 
all our stakeholders including access to our 
wellbeing training series, community litter picks, 
and why not join us for our Just Williams CEO 
Yorkshire 3 Peaks Challenge in June 2024; if you 
too like a goal, a fitness challenge whilst raising 
money for charity. (Contact me asap for more 
info via Linkedin)

Our Charity Partner for both businesses in 2024 
will be Catalyst – a not for profit organisation 
supporting and working with the VCSE sector 
to innovate, evolve and thrive. Winning their 

Business Community Impact award in 2023 
and seeing firsthand the impact they have, 
spurred us on to support them further. Through 
volunteering, donations in kind and raising 
funds, we will be working in partnership with 
Catalyst to drive change in our local community. 
Find out more:  www.catlyststockton.org

As a self-confessed adventurer and lover of a 
physical and mental challenge, this year will see 
me complete my first Ultramarathon in February 
and later on in the year Everest Base Camp. 
Following five marathons and Mont Blanc in 
2023, this year had to be ‘next level’ and help us 
achieve our aim of raising £50,000 for charities 
by our tenth birthday next year. Running has for 
the last six years been my ‘thing’, my headspace, 
my love, and given me the ability to demolish 
more cheese boards, drink more red wine and 
devour more pasta than ever before. Finding 
the thing that keeps me mentally and physically 
fit I know without a shadow of doubt, has kept 
me focused, taught me grit and keeps me 
progressing forward. It also allows me to go 
on some wild adventures and enables much-
needed headspace in our busy challenging lives, 
so be able to do this whilst raising funds for our 
local communities is in itself an achievement 
and a focus for 2024.

Last year was challenging for so many, and I 
like others had to dig deep at times. With 2023 
over and as ever I am looking at the horizon 
of a new year with hope, determination and 
my favourite characteristic of all – grit. I am 

proud of all we have achieved to date and 
proud I continue to challenge myself physically 
and mentally, and being a huge fan of both 
reflection and continuous learning, I have a 
few recommendations for you that have been a 
beacon for me in the last year:

Book recommendations:  
The Great Game of Business -Jack Stack, Bo 
Burlingham  

Doughnut Economics – Kate Raworth 
The Responsible Company – Yvon Chouinard

Podcast recommendation:  
Business without bull****/On Purpose/Feel Better 
Live More 

Event Recommendation:  
TEDx Newcastle (Nov) and Manchester (March)

We are looking forward to another year of 
Northern Insight publications and hope you’ll 
join us over the next 12 editions of our thoughts, 
tips, recommendations, and maybe the odd 
promotional push too (we are in sales and 
marketing after all!)

Here’s to a healthy, happy and fulfilling  
2024 for us all!

Just Williams –  
Sales and Marketing www.justwilliamsltd.co.uk

Just Williams Sales Academy  -  
Sales and Customer Service Training  
www.justwilliamssales.academy

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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Lucy Owens of Catalyst, Emma McDonald



Comment...
The announcement of the 2024 
Oscar nominations produced 
no great surprises but some 
disappointments. Whilst 
some may find Barbie is of 
questionable artistic merit, it 
was the highest grossing film of 
2023 - £1.12billion. It does have 
nominations for best film and  
for Ryan Gosling as best 
supporting actor, but not for  
the Director Greta Gerwin or  
the star Margot Robbie.

Gerwin reimagined the story and wrote the 
script and is the highest grossing female 
director in history. Watch out for a Me Too 
demonstration at the 96th Annual Awards in 
Hollywood on 10th March.

Deserved multiple nominations for Oppenheimer 
and Maestro, but surely One Life deserves 
recognition. It tells the amazing story of Sir 
Nicholas Winton who with others saved 669 
children in Prague, mainly Jewish, from the 
Nazis in 1939. It is surely Anthony Hopkins’ finest 
performance, subtle and understated.

A happy oasis for ever optimistic Newcastle United 
fans, witnessing a rare derby match at the Stadium 
of Light on 6th January and a momentous cup 
win. We were all obliged to travel in a convoy of 
coaches from St James Park. Having queued from 
the top of Leazes Park Road we were rewarded by 
an energy bar, water and a black and white scarf. 
Don’t say the club does not value its supporters.

After our 3-0 win, it was a bitter pill for Sunderland 
when their credit card machinery failed and they 
gave away hundreds of free pints of lager to the 
thirsty celebrating Geordie faithful.

That it should have taken the four day prime time 
docudrama Mr Bates vs The Post Office to bring 
to public prominence the greatest miscarriage 
of justice in British legal history, is a scandal in 
itself. The call for those responsible to be held 
to account will continue. Too late for the many 
who have already died before having their names 
cleared or receiving compensation.

The return by Paula Vennels, former Chief 
Executive of the Post Office, of her CBE was 
symbolic but a move in the right direction. A major 
hero in the saga is of course the real Mr Bates who 
seeks no plaudits but only justice for the more 
than 4000 sub-postmasters and fair compensation 
for the many who have suffered so much for over 
20 years.

When Suella Braverman as Home Secretary 
warned that our professed multiculturalism 
was an abject failure, many persist with is as 
a realistic utopia. Praise must go to Katherine 
Birbalsingh, Britain’s ‘strictest head teacher’. Half 
of the children at her school, Michaela Community 
School in Wembley, are Muslim. The school is 
secular and has excellent academic results, 80% 
of 6th formers gaining admission to Russell Group 
Universities.

But the school is secular - no prayer rooms, no 
special treatment, meat-free menus so that 
all students eat the same lunch and no mobile 
phones. Cliques based on religion or ethnic 
background are discouraged.

Now Birbalsingh has had to defend High Court 
proceedings brought in the name of a girl claiming 
the right to pray on her blazer prayer mat in the 
school yard - that the ban fundamentally changed 
the girl’s feeling about being a Muslim in this 

country. Blame the lawyers at Matrix Chambers 
(on legal aid) coming up with the gobbledegook at 
immense cost.

The risk is that such challenges, far from dealing 
with alleged but non-existent discrimination, 
will increase marginalisation, frustrate the 
successful efforts of the ambitions of a successful 
educationalist and deprive many children of an 
excellent education.

Time to celebrate the Chinese New Year 2024 - 
this time it’s the Year of the Dragon. The usual 
celebrations will take place in Stowell Street 
beside the Imperial Arch on Sunday 11 February 
at 10.30. Dancing, firecrackers, delicacies. An 
excellent outing for the whole family - and 
multicultural!

Kung Hei Fat Choi!

barryspeker@hotmail.com

B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T

Barry Speker
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25 YEARS OF 
SANDERSON YOUNG

25 years on, Sanderson Young has grown from strength to strength.
 

Three landmark offices with over 40 experienced staff.
 

Specialists in coastal, city and suburban areas within Northumberland and Tyneside.
 

Homes for sale and letting as well as our own New Homes Hub.
 

A highly regarded website, social media and marketing department.

 Regional Rare! brand selling unique homes over £850,000 throughout the region.

Sanderson Young are a proven specialist estate agency with a family 
background that takes responsibility for your sale or let from start to finish. 

 
If you are thinking of a move call us on 0191 213 0033 or visit our website 

WWW.SANDERSONYOUNG.CO.UK



requirements enables Ashleigh to successfully and perfectly match 
buyers with their dream homes which are often not currently being 
promoted on the open market. 

It’s not just the standard estate agency service that you get 
with Rare! – Ashleigh and her team are available 7 days a week, 
as well as outside normal working hours, to better fit in with their 
clients’ needs. Combining vast experience and expertise, great 
connections within the business community, and an extremely 
high level of customer service, they excel at developing solid 
relationships and building trust with their clients, placing great 
value on face-to-face consultations and accompanying potential 
buyers to their viewings.  

If you are thinking of moving in 2024, Ashleigh and her team at Rare! 
will do their very best to make it happen! You can contact Ashleigh 
on 0191 2233500 or email ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk

With almost 40 years of estate agency experience, Ashleigh Sundin 
is the driving force behind Sanderson Young’s exclusive Rare! 
brand. As branch manager, and with her dedication to bringing 
buyers and sellers together, Ashleigh is committed to matching 
the region’s exceptional properties with clients who are looking for 
their dream homes. 

Focusing on the sale of homes in excess of £850,000 across our 
beautiful region, Rare! provides a highly personalised and tailored 
service to meet each client’s specific property needs. “Many of our 
Rare! clients don’t want to go out and search for an estate agent 
who will heavily market their current home via online portals and 
for sale boards” comments Ashleigh. “They want to work with a 
trusted and knowledgeable agent who understands their unique 
needs and respects their wishes of discretion in finding a new 
home.” Low profile sales are a regular part of the Rare! sales team’s 
business. Knowing her clients well and listening to their specific 

A RARE! KIND 
OF SERVICE
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South Fields
Tranwell Woods, Morpeth

South Fields provides a modern, detached family residence 
boasting close to 7,000 sq ft of internal living space including a 
private leisure suite with beautiful swimming pool and sauna. 
Positioned towards the edge of Tranwell Woods, the property 
sits in a generous plot of over 0.5 acres and enjoys open views 
over surrounding greenery. This imposing family home is located 
in a tranquil area, a short drive from the delightful market town 
of Morpeth and well placed for the A1 giving access to Newcastle 
and the Airport. Tenure: Freehold. Council Tax Band: H.

Price Guide:
£1.75 Million

5 3 4 D

Ashleigh Sundin
0191 223 3500
ashleigh.sundin@sandersonyoung.co.uk

Henshelwood Terrace
Jesmond

This stylish townhouse is located in the very heart of Jesmond 
and boasts over 4000 sq ft of internal living space combining 
period charm with superb modern detail. The substantial, double 
fronted property is thought to have been originally constructed 
around the turn of the century and is situated within walking 
distance of some of the region’s finest independent and state 
schools. Externally, this fabulous family home offers a lovely 
town garden to the front and a private, south facing, walled rear 
courtyard. Tenure: Freehold. Council Tax Band: F.

Price Guide:
Offers over £995,000

7 4 3 D

Harry Young
0191 223 3500
harry.young@sandersonyoung.co.uk
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CMYK Christmas Golf 
Day raises £1465.00 
for the Red Sky 
Foundation

The region’s leading business technology 
provider CMYK warmly welcomed guests 
to their annual Christmas Golf Day in 
December, held at the magnificent 

Close House in support of the Red Sky 
Foundation.

The day began with a hearty festive 
breakfast, with an introduction from the 

Red Sky Team to highlight the amazing work 
they do for young children across our region. 
Despite the wet weather leading up to the 
event, golfers headed out for an enjoyable 
day of festive golfing fun - whilst raising 

funds for a great cause. After golf, a delicious 
Christmas lunch was served to warm 

everyone up, before concluding the day with 
an obligatory prize giving presentation.  

Craig Pratt, regional sales director of CMYK 
commented; “Massive thanks to our clients, 
partners and guests who attended our 

annual Christmas golf day this year and for 
helping to raise such a significant amount 
of money for the Red Sky Foundation, a 

charity we are extremely proud to be aligned 
with. We can’t thank you all enough for your 
continued support throughout 2023, it’s 
been another extremely positive year for 

CMYK, and we are extremely grateful. Special 
thanks to our partner and client Close House 
for hosting us all and congratulations again 

to all the prize winners.”
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When Cathal Doocey acquired a failing engineering firm 15 
years ago, he probably didn’t expect it to be turned into the 
success that CPD Bodies has become. As well as acquiring 
all of the mechanical equipment, he also acquired the 
workforce...of 1. 

Now Cathal’s workforce hovers around the 100 mark and the 
company has just announced its accounts which show a £37m 
turnover and an overall profit of £6.7m. 

“Since the COVID pandemic, we’ve taken the business forward 
so that it’s now stronger than ever,” said CPD Managing 
Director, Cathal. “We continue to build the firm in all areas. 
We’ve extended our range of products, we’ve opened a new 
arm to the business and we’ve acquired new sites, the latest 
being a £1.7m acquisition. We now have four sites across 
Teesside totalling 32 acres, nine workshops, and we’ve spent 
£150,000 on redeveloping our offices. We have no debt. 
Consequently, due to the expansion work, our predicted 
turnover for the next 12 months is likely to be around £50m 
but it means we now have firm, secure foundations upon 
which we can take CPD Bodies forward.”

CPD Bodies works with some of the biggest van companies 
in the UK including Enterprise, Northgate, Europcar, SIXT, 
Dawson Group and Ford Direct.  

The core business for CPD Bodies is specialising in custom-
built vehicles which are designed to do a job. 

“We’ve got a major marketing campaign coming up in 2024 as 
we aim to reach more end-users. The majority of our vehicle 
builds are for companies, but we’re now able to customise 
vehicles for small business and one-person operators. We can 
provide racking inside a van or install small compartments 

and drawers. It means that a single plumber or electrician can 
contact us and simply ask for the van interior to be designed 
and constructed in a customised way. 

We’re also aiming to provide more vehicles to customers who 
want to go electric. Over the course of this year we’ve agreed 
to take 800 vehicles from Ford Direct and around 100 of them 
will be battery powered. This will be ideal for businesses 
who don’t do a lot of long distance work but mainly need 
a van which stops and starts on a regular basis, probably 
something like a delivery van in a built-up area. It will also suit 
tradespeople who, for example, start and finish each day from 
home and either head to one or multiple jobs not too far from 
their base.”

Cathal has also formed a new company called VanDemand. If 
you go onto the excellent website www.vandemand.com you 
can browse through the range of vehicles they have in stock or 
close to being ready. All of the VanDemand vehicles are brand 
new…there are no used vans. They can also help you with 
finance, offering monthly payments for up to seven years with 
flexible deposits. 

You can call VanDemand on 0845 646 5646 or email  
info@vandemand.com

These are exciting times for Cathal and his team at  
CPD Bodies. 

Do you need a custom-built vehicle which is designed to do a 
job? The best idea is to go onto their website www.cpdbodies.
com where you’ll see details of their entire range and how they 
can help you. You’ll also spot their contact details. 

CPD...a North East success story that’s building for the future.

cpdbodies.com

Teesside commercial vehicle 
bodybuilder builds on foundations
After 15 years of steady growth, CPD Bodies is poised for further success.
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Cathal Doocey

“...we’ve 
acquired new 

sites, the latest 
being a £1.7m 
acquisition...
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Kings Park Capital (KPC) backs 
STACK with investment
KPC is pleased to announce its investment in STACK, the innovative 
operator of mixed-use leisure venues renowned for their fusion of 
bars, live entertainment and leisure activities offering memorable 
experiences alongside a high-quality all-day street food offer, led by 
local independent vendors.

Founded by Neill Winch in 2017, STACK has rapidly become a cultural and 
community hub, initially making its mark with the Newcastle site in 2018, 
which drew more than three million visitors before its closure in 2022.

STACK is poised to launch a new flagship site in Newcastle at Worswick 
Chambers in 2025, in a revitalisation of the historic Grade II listed building, 
featuring nine bars and ten street food units.

STACK Seaburn, which opened in 2020 despite the pandemic challenges, 
already attracts more than 600,000 visitors annually, showcasing the 
brand's compelling and resilient proposition.

STACK is continuing its expansion with STACK Middlesbrough, scheduled 
to open in spring 2024. This move marks the beginning of a series of site 
launches, with STACK Lincoln already in the construction phase and 

the highly anticipated St James’ STACK, a joint venture with Newcastle 
United that will establish a Fan Zone by the stadium, reflecting the brand’s 
innovative approach to leisure and community engagement.

STACK’s expansion strategy is multifaceted, consisting of innovative 
container parks in Carlisle, Manchester, and Sheffield together with 
several development projects aimed at repurposing vacant retail spaces, 
breathing new life into city centres in locations such as Lincoln, Durham, 
Bishop Auckland, Whitley Bay and Northampton.

 This dual approach underscores STACK’s commitment to creating both 
pioneering leisure environments and revitalising urban landscapes.

KPC's investment will be used to accelerate STACK's growth and realise the 
team’s vision of delivering these transformative projects.

Mammoth accelerating growth 
plans with Growth Capital Fund 
Investment
Health and wellbeing brand, Mammoth, is set to create new jobs and 
develop the infrastructure needed to drive growth both at home and 
overseas after securing a six-figure investment from the North East Growth 
Capital Fund through regional fund management firm NEL Fund Managers.

Headquartered in Newcastle, Mammoth will utilise the investment to help 
drive sales of its recently revamped product range, including its flagship 
Comfort collection, and has already secured a 40% increase in retail floor 
placements for the key winter trading period.

The six-figure investment from the North East Growth Capital Fund 
Supported by the European Regional Development Fund will also enable 
Mammoth to recruit new personnel into roles that will be critical for the 
company’s future expansion.

A new Bedding Manager, Global Sales Project Manager and Customer 
Service Manager are set to join the firm in January and will work under new 
Managing Director, Mike Hobson, who joined the business in July 2023.

The business will also be investing in new warehousing for its bedding 
collection, as well as a new European mainland international showroom, 
plans for which had been delayed by bad debt suffered as the result of 
supply chain issues and the challenges of Covid-19.

Under the leadership of Mammoth CEO, John Tuton, and MD Mike Hobson, 
the next period of growth will see the brand continue to innovate and 
partner with experts in sleep, comfort and performance.

Durham based housing developer 
receives six figure funding boost
Durham-based developer Kelmec Ltd has received a six figure funding 
investment from FW Capital to support the development of four eco-
friendly new homes in Murton with a focus on sustainable living.

The investment for the development of Empire Terrace is being backed 
using investment from the North East Property Fund (NEPF) which is 
managed by FW Capital on behalf of the North East Local Enterprise 
Partnership (LEP). The Fund was established with the aim of supporting 
the development of small-scale property schemes.

Four plots are being built using state-of-the-art construction techniques, 
with a strong focus on energy efficiency, ensuring a sustainable and 
environmentally friendly lifestyle. Each of the homes boast spacious 
open-plan living and three well-appointed bedrooms. They are situated 
in a prime location and conveniently located close to all local amenities, 
ensuring easy access to shops, bus routes, and recreational facilities, 
adjacent to Woods Terrace and near to the Dalton Park, a premier shopping 
and leisure destination.

Mark Killen, Director at Kelmec Ltd said: “This is our first housing 
development scheme and without the backing of Lewis Blakelock and 
FW Capital we wouldn’t have been able to progress the site to where it is 
today.”

Lewis Blakelock, Assistant Investment Executive at FW Capital added: “It’s 
great to see housing being built in the Murton area. The team at Kelmec is 
using their previous experience to build their first scheme of high quality 
houses and we’re delighted to be supporting this local development. It’s 
a great example of how NEPF can be used to support smaller property 
schemes that may have struggled to get finance from mainstream lenders.”

Peter Cromarty
E: peter@ccbsg.co.uk
M: 07715 409 386

To see a range of our recently transacted deals,  
visit us at www.ccbsg.co.uk/deals

Matt Lister
E: matt@ccbsg.co.uk
M: 07572 854 284

Graeme Harrison Steven Foley
E: graeme@ccbsg.co.uk

M: 07719 560 356
E: steven@ccbsg.co.uk

M: 07561 475 864

Steve
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Invest: 
Sustainable pension advice for employees and directors 

Give Back:
Establishing a charitable foundation

Impact: 
B Corp consulting / Purpose led frameworks

Explore: 
Build knowledge with ESG workshops

Embed:
Accountability coaching to drive change

Comply: 
Carbon accounting / measurement and reporting
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BUSINESS  ADVISORS
Are you making a
positive difference?

0191 281 8191
ba@robson-laidler.co.uk

Businesses are increasingly expected to
consider purpose as well as profi t, and the
future of our planet and its people.

These are referred to as environmental,
social and governance (ESG).

With so many aspects of ESG to consider, 
guidance from experienced professionals 
can help you to build a business that is 
ready for the future.

Our business consultants can
help you with your ESG Strategy
Implementation.

Complete your free ESG 
assessment tool to see where 
you can make an impact: 
www.robson-laidler.co.uk/esg/  

ACCOUNTANTS

ACCOUNTANTS

ACCOUNTANTS
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Newcastle’s oldest rugby club has scored a 
sponsor for this season, thanks to support from 
an award-winning North East law firm.

Mincoffs Solicitors has teamed up with Northern 
Football Club, as the firm signs on as shirt sponsor 
for its mini and youth rugby teams.

14 groups train with the club each week, ranging 
in age from under 6s to under 16s, including the 
club’s girls group, Northern Amazonians.  

The sports club is one of many local groups and 
charities the firm – which recently changed its 
logo as part of an ongoing rebrand – supports as 
part of its ongoing ESG work.

Paul Hughes, senior partner and head of 
corporate at Mincoffs Solicitors, is delighted to 
back the club.

“Sport is a fantastic outlet for young people and 
Northern Football Club is a great example of this, 
so it is our pleasure to sign on as shirt sponsor this 
season,” he said.

“A number of our staff have children who play for 
the youth teams, so it is an organisation we have 
close ties with and one we are proud to support.

“We wish all of the players at Northern Football 
Club a fantastic season in their new kits and we 
look forward to cheering them on.”

The rugby club, which was founded in 1875, 
operates at its home ground of McCracken Park, 
Gosforth, and boasts a number of players who 
have gone on to play at an international level, 
including Jonathan Webb, Brian Keen, David Rees 
and Colin White.

The club has strong links with Newcastle Falcons 
and, from u14s upwards, regularly has players go 
through the development player programme and 
academy.

Ben Hunter, chair of youth rugby at the club, said: 
“We are incredibly grateful to Mincoffs for their 
support of Northern this year. 

“Community sport can have such a positive 

influence on individuals and communities and we 
believe rugby is particularly good at this. Having 
support from Mincoffs is invaluable to allow us to 
offer players and coaches personal development 
on and off the pitch. 

“These funds also allow us to offer inclusive 
opportunities for players to go on tour at the end 
of the season for individuals who may otherwise 
not be able to. Thank you to all of the team at 
Mincoffs.”

Mincoffs has gone from strength to strength over 
the last 12 months, with its corporate team being 
named the North East’s most active legal advisor 
as per the latest Experian Market IQ M&A Review.

Alongside corporate and commercial services, 
the firm’s offering includes real estate, dispute 
resolution, employment law, licensing and 
gaming, residential conveyancing, family law and 
wills, probate and trusts.

For more information visit www.mincoffs.co.uk

Mincoffs signs on as Northern football club sponsor
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Tech firm getting Seriös 
about growth goals 
with North East fund 
backing
A North East technology consultancy is aiming 
to treble its workforce by creating 100 new 
jobs over the next three years after securing a 
six-figure North East Fund investment.

Seriös Group is a boutique data and test 
solutions provider which designs, delivers and 
manages bespoke solutions for large corporate 
clients and private sector enterprises which 
provide them with the insights they need to 
meet specific operational and commercial 
outcomes.

After working with regional fund management 
firm NEL Fund Managers to bring in the 
investment from the North East Growth 
Capital Fund Supported by the European 
Regional Development Fund, the Newcastle-
headquartered business is now preparing to 
fully launch its own purpose-built data platform 
accelerator, Seriös One.

The new platform provides the foundations 
and capability to turn enterprise and Internet 
of Things telemetry data into business insights, 
analytics and solutions that meet specific client 
requirements.

Around 15 new jobs are expected to be created 
through 2024, with a further 85 to follow over 
the ensuing two years as the business grows.

Headquartered at Hoults Yard and with a 
subsidiary office in Glasgow, Seriös Group was 
set up at the start of 2020 and operates to a 
remote working hybrid model, with most of its 
expert team based around the North East.

It works across all industries, but has built up 
particular expertise in the commercial property 
and facilities management sectors through its 
work with data generated by ‘smart’ buildings.

Seriös Group already has a strong presence right 
across the UK, and is now looking to add further 
major corporations to its impressive client 
portfolio.

NEL Fund Managers was recommended to the 
Seriös Group management team by the firm’s 
non-executive chairman, well-known regional 
entrepreneur Neil Stephenson.

RGCF reports another 
record year and predicts 
continued positive M&A 
activity for 2024
RG Corporate Finance has reported another 
record year of M&A activity, with a positive 
outlook for 2024.

RGCF continues to be highly active in a number 
of key industry sectors, including, among 
others, recruitment & training, industrials & 
manufacturing, healthcare, technology and 
professional services, which are generating 
positive, growth focused M&A activity.

Among the highlights of the past 12 months 
were the sale of M2 Education to Sweden-based 
strategic acquirer Humly, Euston Capital’s 
acquisition of Hammond Chemicals and Mitie 
plc’s c.£19.1m acquisition of security and 
facilities specialist RHI Irving.

In the technology sector, RGCF advised online 
neurodiversity training and assessment provider 
Cognassist on raising £4m of development 
capital from Gresham House Ventures, which 
is a growth equity investor and Venture Capital 
Trust (VCT) based in London.

Professional services continues to be an active 
sector for RGCF, with acquisitive, often PE 
backed or listed businesses, looking to build 
market share by making strategic acquisitions.

This was exemplified by North West-based 
MAPD Group’s acquisitions of Ashton-under-
Lyne practice Bromleys, and Cumbrian law 
firm Thomson Hayton Winkley (THW) and its 
sister business The Rural Law Practice (RLP), 
which are acquisitions RGCF advised on from a 
corporate finance, financial & tax due diligence 
and transactional tax perspective.

Carl Swansbury, partner and head of corporate 
finance at RGCF, believes that despite the 
‘financial headwinds’ such as higher interest 
rates, high inflation and political uncertainty, 
which can result in investor caution, there is still 
a lot of ‘dry powder’ in the market.

Carl said: “Our record performance in the past 
12 months can be attributed in part to our 
experience and expertise in advising businesses 
on transactions in key industry sectors, but 
there are positive market forces that will defy 
financial headwinds and political uncertainty 
and continue to influence M&A activity.”

Develop North supports 
new jobs and a new 
greener processing 
facility in Darlington 
with £2.2m funding
Develop North PLC (Develop North), the 
investment fund providing loans to property 
developers in the North of England and 
Scotland, is supporting the construction of a 
new warehouse facility in Darlington.

Developed by Jaymac Pallet Services, the 
new facility is being built on the Faverdale 
Industrial Estate having secured a circa. £2.2m 
funding package from Develop North, which 
is managed by Tier One Capital Ltd (Tier One), 
the Newcastle-upon-Tyne-based wealth 
management and fund management specialists.

The development on the 3.7 acre site will 
feature a pair of connected industrial units, with 
around 17,000 sq ft of space for storage and 
manufacturing. It will undertake the storage, 
repair and supply of pallets for the food, 
industrial manufacturing and medical industry.

Jaymac Pallets is a family-run business founded 
in 1997. It has its main facility in Team Valley, 
serving the Tyne and Wear region.

The site will operate 24 hours a day and will 
create in the region of 30 jobs once fully 
operational.

Since it was founded in 2017, Develop North has 
successfully provided funding to support the 
construction of 34 residential and commercial 
projects across the North East of England and 
Scotland. These projects have received debt 
funding totalling £73million, which has created 
an estimated development value of £186 
million, contributing significantly to the growth 
and prosperity of the regions it supports.

Brendan O’Grady, Fund Manager at Tier One, 
said: “We’re delighted to be supporting Jaymac 
Pallets’ North East expansion with a funding 
package that will create a modern, sustainable 
facility in a key location in Darlington. We 
are excited to support another North East 
development looking to create jobs and 
promote economic development in the region, 
both of which are key objectives of Develop 
North.”
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successfully provided funding to support the 
construction of 34 residential and commercial 
projects across the North East of England and 
Scotland. These projects have received debt 
funding totalling £73million, which has created 
an estimated development value of £186 
million, contributing significantly to the growth 
and prosperity of the regions it supports.

Brendan O’Grady, Fund Manager at Tier One, 
said: “We’re delighted to be supporting Jaymac 

Pallets’ North East expansion with a funding 
package that will create a modern, sustainable 
facility in a key location in Darlington. We 
are excited to support another North East 
development looking to create jobs and 
promote economic development in the region, 
both of which are key objectives of Develop 
North. 

“The management team has ambitious plans 
to grow the business, delivering local jobs 
and encouraging skills development through 
its apprenticeship schemes, alongside its 
sustainability activities, which offer its clients 
waste solutions through its Recover, Repair, Re-
use and Recycling services.”

Jay Macari, Manging Director of Jaymac 
Pallet Services, said: “Jaymac Pallet Services 
appreciate the support offered from the team 
at Tier One Capital and Develop North enabling 
our business to grow and, in turn, support the 
local community.

“The build represents the next step in Jaymac 
Pallet Services’ strategy to become the most 
sustainable pallet supplier in the North of 
England. The site has been designed with the 
environment in mind and moves us closer to 
our key customer base. The extra space that the 
site brings also allows us to extend our wider 
solutions offering, enabling us to store, sort and 
unpack goods in response to strong customer 
demand for these services.”

www.tieronecapital.co.uk
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L-R: George Dennis (Jaymac), Brendan O’Grady (Tier One Capital), Wes Thompson 
(Jaymac), Jay Macari (Jaymac) on the site in Faverdale, Darlington

Develop North supports 
new jobs and a new greener 
processing facility in Darlington 
with £2.2m funding package
Develop North PLC (Develop North), the investment fund 
providing loans to property developers in the North of England 
and Scotland, is supporting the construction of a new warehouse 
facility in Darlington.



Innovative mixed-use leisure venue operator 
STACK has received investment from London 
private equity house Kings Park Capital to 
accelerate growth plans and take its popular 
drinking and dining destinations across the UK. 

STACK’s multi-faceted expansion strategy 
consists of placing new container parks in 
Carlisle, Manchester and Sheffield alongside 
several development projects aimed at 
repurposing vacant retail spaces, breathing new 
life into city centre locations such as Lincoln, 
Durham, Whitley Bay and Northampton.

Long-term advisors Michael Cantwell and 
Anthony Andreasen of RMT Accountants & 
Business Advisors worked with the STACK 
management team on the structural and tax 
aspects of the deal. They are now continuing 
to work together on the firm’s long-term 
development and implementation of its 
investment plans.

Founded in 2017, STACK has become one of the 
UK’s fastest growing leisure brands.

It drew over three million visitors to its first 
Newcastle site between 2018 and 2022, and is 
set to launch a new flagship site in Newcastle 
city centre at the regenerated Worswick 

Chambers in 2025, which will feature nine bars 
and ten street food units.

Elsewhere in the North East, STACK 
Middlesbrough is scheduled to open in spring 
this year and construction work on the STACK 
Bishop Auckland site is set to begin in March.

Neill Winch, founder and CEO of STACK, says: 
“Teaming up with Kings Park Capital, a specialist 
investor in the leisure sector, is instrumental for 
our growth, and their investment will enable our 
extensive pipeline of new venues to become a 
reality.

“The RMT team’s advice and guidance has been 
a key part of our success over the years and 
their support has been central to shaping and 
completing this crucial investment package.” 

Michael Cantwell, head of corporate finance 
at RMT Accountants & Business Advisors, says: 
“Neill and his team have built an extremely 
recognisable and dynamic leisure brand in a 
very short period and now have what they need 
in place to fulfil even more of the business’s 
growth potential. 

“It’s great for us to be playing a role in the 
continuing STACK success story and look 
forward to seeing more projects being realised 

around the country through the coming year 
and beyond.”

Also advising STACK on the investment was 
Newcastle-headquartered commercial law firm, 
Square One Law. Having worked with STACK, 
on its nationwide concept, providing advice on 
all aspects including real estate, construction, 
commercial contracts, intellectual property 
and finance raising, the firm played a key role in 
supporting Neill and his team in the transaction.

Jamie Tillman, partner at King Park Capital, 
adds: ”We are excited to be partnering with 
STACK and are committed to supporting Neill 
and his exceptional team in its ambitious 
expansion. We believe STACK’S unique leisure 
hubs will become landmarks in towns and cities 
throughout the UK.”

www.r-m-t.co.uk
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RMT’s advice helps STACK 
build platform for major 
growth investment
Advice from RMT Accountants & Business Advisors has helped 
an ambitious North East leisure firm secure a substantial growth 
capital package to help underpin the next stage of its expansion.

An artist’s impression of the new STACK 
Newcastle, which is scheduled to open next year

“...The RMT 
team’s advice and 
guidance has been 
a key part of our 
success over the 
years and their 

support has been 
central to shaping 

and completing this 
crucial investment 

package....
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Alice House 
Golf Day
When the first Alice House 
Hospice Golf Day to take place 
at Hartlepool Golf Club gets 
underway next month, a locally 
based financial adviser will 
be proud of what has been 
achieved. 

Harrison Smith, who fronts a Hartlepool office 
for Corbridge’s wealth management company 
Emerald Associates, has been keen to do more 
work in the community since establishing a 
base in his hometown.

Harrison is looking to deliver financial health 
sessions in the workplace for employers 
and head into classrooms to offer the next 
generation advice - and he was keen to support 
local charity Alice House Hospice.

Alice House Golf Day will take place at 
Hartlepool Golf Club on Friday, March 22 
and is already on track to be a sell-out – with 
sponsorship opportunities still available. 

Harrison Smith, Financial Adviser, Emerald 

Associates said: “When I first met up with Greg 
Hildreth from Alice House the golf day was 
an idea that we spoke about – and it’s gone 
from there. It’s the perfect combination really 
because so many of the club’s captains over the 
years have chosen Alice House as their chosen 
charity. 

“The golf day should be a fantastic occasion and 
what’s exciting is that we have seen already that 
the support is there for this to come back again 
and again. That would be amazing. I can’t wait 
for the event to come around and I’m excited at 
the prospect of seeing golfers head out on to the 
course and battle it out for the right to win the 
Alice House Golf Day.”

Harrison moved into his own office at 
Hartlepool’s HartlePower Community Interest 
Company (CIC)’s Greenbank, Stranton, Business 
Centre last summer. He represents Emerald 
Associates, who are based in Northumberland.

The 27-year-old, who studied for the Chartered 
Institute of Insurance Diploma in Regulated 
Financial Planning, has expert support from 
an established company boasting 160 years of 
experience – and the green and white colours 
of Emerald Associates’ branding is prominent. 
Harrison is keen to pass on that vast expertise to 
the people in his hometown. 

“I love Hartlepool,” said Harrison, a graduate 
of Francis Marion University in South Carolina, 
USA. “Apart from the four years I had in America, 
I have always been here. I decided I wanted to 
be back here because it is home, I didn’t see 

myself anywhere else. 

“After returning from playing football at 
university and some third division standard 
football in Alabama out there, I got back 
and was an area manager with a nationwide 
supermarket chain but didn’t want to stay in 
retail. I didn’t feel I was helping people.

“I joined Emerald as a relatively new adviser 
in January 2021 and I’m now self-employed 
associated with a practice with huge knowledge 
of the industry. I have wanted to do more in our 
Hartlepool community and it has already been 
great to link with fantastic organisations such as 
HartlePower and Alice House Hospice.”

Harrison believes there is a greater need in the 
area to help others understand more about their 
financial situations. He will generally provide 
a no obligation consultation to hear what an 
individual or a business would like to achieve in 
an informal fashion. 

Harrison said: “I want to provide financial advice 
and make it available to everyone - whether that 
is personal or corporate clients, there is always 
something you can do. 

“A big part of financial planning is giving 
yourself time, don’t think about it five years 
away from retirement for example. The earlier 
you do it; the more attainable people’s goals 
are. I want to help.”

To contact Harrison check out his adviser hub 
linktr.ee/harrisonsmithea [linktr.ee]
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Experience Bank Group, formed by 
Peter Neal in 2015, offers a range of core 
services including continuous professional 
development peer groups, leadership level 
recruitment particularly in the charitable 
sector and philanthropic support for SME’s/
start-ups with purpose. 

Peter said: “Having been running the peer group 
for existing and aspiring NEDs, trustees, board 
advisors and consultants at board level for three 
years now, the group has grown to a size where 
the cohorts will benefit from splitting into two, 
with quarterly events where they come back 
together. 

“The objective of being in the peer group 
is to become a better advisor, make better 
decisions and achieve better results. To do that 
full rounded conversations are needed where 
everyone has a voice and the smaller groups will 
allow and encourage that. When brought back 
together, real sharing of experience can be done 

and the group will enjoy some quality speakers 
together.”

The diverse mix of the interactive and 
challenging groups supports personal 
development too, as well as learning and 
development. The sessions will always have 
some element of health checking personal life 
with professional commitments. 

The monthly meets are currently hosted at Hay 
and Kilner Law firm in Newcastle and Mayborn 
Group at Balliol Business Park. Alison Reynolds, 
a freelance Strategic HR and organisational 
development consult, is also a NED and trustee. 
She joined the group to gain new skills in all of 
her roles and is now thriving:

“I find it easier to take opinion and advice in 
the peer group setting and also love that I can 
give my advice, which cements the belief that 
I am great at what I do. My voice, ideas and 
experience are valued by the other cohorts and 

my confidence has been boosted, especially 
when brought together with the new skills I have 
learnt.”

As well as providing you with the business tools 
and resources to improve your decision-making 
abilities, facilitator Andrew Marsh who supports 
each member of the group with his knowledge, 
insights and experience also processes real time 
challenges and issues in the monthly meetings 
in ways that mirror a board setting. Antonia 
Brindle, who is a board advisor and trustee, as 
well as a marketing consultant working at board 
level, has been a member for over two years 
now. 

She said: “Connecting with other thought 
provoking and knowledgable individuals brings 
a solid base of support when needed. The peer 
group enter into challenging discussions, and 
the broader perspectives and strategies have 
helped me address something in one of my roles 
on a number of occasions. Being part of the 
group is worth its weight in gold and I am not 
surprised at its popularity!”

As the programme expands into multiples of 
groups, this does open up opportunity to join 
Experience Bank’s peer group programme, 
whereas previously there has been a waiting list. 

It is anticipated that the list will grow  
quickly again throughout 2024, so if you  
are interested do get in touch with  
peter@theexperiencebank.co.uk

More information is available at 
theexperiencebank.co.uk

One becomes two with more 
growth planned
A leadership peer group for existing and aspiring NEDs, trustees, 
board advisors and consultants at board level has swelled in size so 
much through 2023 that the cohorts have started 2024 in two newly 
formed groups, with a third on the horizon in the coming months. 
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Steven Jones, a Portfolio 
Finance Director (FD) and 
one of five FDs at Kingsmere 
Financial Directors, looks back 
on his experience in the North 
East SME sector, and gives his 
three ‘universal truths’ which 
he believes are fundamental to 
growing a flourishing business 
and forging a successful career.

The last 10 years working as a Portfolio 
Finance Director have undeniably been 
the most professionally rewarding period 
of my career. I have met some fantastic 
people, driven by their commitment to the 
businesses they have created and grown, 
and have shared in working with them 
through sometimes difficult and sometimes 
spectacularly successful times. And these 
experiences have helped crystallise three 
universal truths .

1. CASH, CASH, CASH!

A business may be the labour of love of an 
enthusiast, it may be a long-standing family 
business employing friends and family, it may 
even be a charity but the ultimate purpose of all 
that effort is to produce cash.

Each and every single decision a business 
owner makes should have, as its first and most 

important consideration, ‘How will this decision 
alone affect the bank account?’. There are many 
and varied decisions to be made when running 
a business - granting customer discounts, 
agreeing supplier payment terms, or making 
capital equipment purchases - all these will 
have implications for cash.  

To bring this all together, and allow the business 
to understand the implications of impending 
financial decisions, the most effective exercise is 
to prepare and critically review a forecast of all 
cash income and expenditure. In my experience 
of having prepared many such forecasts the 
most useful have been weekly forecasts looking 
three months ahead, but that may not be 
appropriate for all businesses. 

None of this will be a surprise to anyone but it 
remains a truth that without full focus on cash 
no business can be truly successful or reach its 
goals.

2. Do the right thing, all the time, every time

This is one that can be difficult for businesses to 
uphold in all circumstances but my experience 
has confirmed to me that the strongest, most 
successful, happiest businesses are those that 
abide by this mantra. 

At the worst, not following legal obligations 
could prove fatal, but failure to act with 
any party in good faith will undermine the 
reputation of a business, regardless of the 
quality of the goods or services they may 
provide. The downsides of reputational loss are 
considerable; a business may find it difficult to 
win customers, achieve profitable pricing and 
payment terms for its outputs, secure economic 
supply chain prices or favourable supplier 
payment terms, or attract and retain high quality 

staff. In addition, and often overlooked, is that 
working in a successful business with a strong 
reputation is personally rewarding and much 
more fun. 

3. There is nothing more important than your 
professional reputation

This is a personal one relevant to individuals 
and is linked to truth 2 in relation to businesses. 
A reputation as someone who is trustworthy, 
whose advice is unbiased and whose 
recommendations are made wholly for the good 
of the client rather than for personal gain is a 
Portfolio FD’s strongest asset. 

On more than one occasion I have provided a 
solution to a client which brings my assignment 
to an early conclusion, with a cost saving to 
the client. From a personal perspective this 
approach, while not necessarily delivering me 
the maximum material gains possible, has 
provided me with a rewarding career, some 
good friends, a clear conscience and of course 
some great fun.

I can only thank all the clients and staff I have 
worked with, in businesses of all shapes, sizes, 
business sectors and ownership models over 
the last 10 years for helping me learn, and 
sometimes re-learn some very useful truths.

Steve is one of five outsourced, portfolio 
FDs that make up the Kingsmere Finance 
Directors team; Kingsmere clients have access 
to a vast breadth of expertise across a wide 
range of sectors.

For businesses considering engaging with a 
portfolio FD, find out more at kfdl.co.uk or 
email the Kingsmere team at info@kfdl.co.uk
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Sharing the wealth: Insights gained and 
lessons learned as an SME Portfolio FD

Kingsmere Finance Directors L-R: Geoff MacLauchlan,  
Nina Evans, Steve Jones, Harriet King, Bob Evans, Alister Brown



Demystifying AI

AI is unavoidable. It’s used in supply chains across industries and sectors, 
and it’s only going to increase. Microsoft see AI as the paradigm shift in 
human computer interaction and they’re probably right.

There’s still a lot of hype around AI, especially generative AI (tools such as 
ChatGPT) and the fear of missing out can be quite high, but there’s also 
a lot of to think about around its adoption, risks, and how those benefits 
are realised in practice. As we’re seeing a broader adoption of AI, 2024 
will be the year of understanding:

 The actual business problems and opportunities 
Finding out what it can do for us as businesses is going to be huge and 
finding more tangible responses to ‘We need AI’, other than ‘What for?’ 
will get easier this year as people become more familiar with its strengths 
and limitations. 

 The true cost and ROI 
They can be very expensive to run, there’s no doubt about that. With 
more options being developed and widely used, we’re going to be in a 
stronger position to understand the true cost, use and therefore ROI. 

 The limits of current GenAI 
The main AI hype is around Generative AI – it’s not always the right 
solution to the problem, and it can’t solve everything, regardless of how 
much you want it to. They will continue to evolve, but we will start to see 
other AI solutions gain more traction.

 How ‘normal’ businesses can adopt AI 
AI is mainly the domain of big businesses – for example, Microsoft’s 
Copilot is only available for organisations with over 300 users, and 
that can afford to drop at least £110,000 per year on this alone. Most 
businesses aren’t there, so we’ll start to see how more SMEs use AI to 
support their organisations.

 AI built-in by default  
Coupled with this, expect to see your business systems start releasing 
their own AI powered functionality built-in, particularly in SaaS solutions 
(and if they aren’t, you should probably ask them ‘why not?’).

 Sustainability awareness 
The cost to our environment is not to be ignored or forgotten. For 
example, the carbon emissions generated and water consumption that 
powers these models; the cost isn’t only financial.

 Our options beyond ‘large language models’ 
All the elements above will lead us to question ‘what are the other 
options?’. For a specific purpose, a small language model may be far 
more cost effective to deliver for example.

Find out more about AI and how it can support your business, systems 
and team, or organise an innovation workshop, by getting in touch with 
our Innovation team.

Cyber crime will continue to be a huge challenge

An unfortunate reality, cyber security will continue to be something to 
work on and keep making progress in.

 The minimum standard will continue to develop 
If you don’t have Next-Gen AV or EDR yet, get it. This will become a 
necessity for all organisations – as important as the tooling is, consider 
how it is monitored. A 24x7 MDR or SOC service is also important to 
consider.

Similarly with multi-factor authorisation (MFA); although an important 
tool to prevent identities being compromised, threat actors are finding 

ways to breach even these, so looking at modern authentication options 
such as FIDO2 and password-less technologies such as fingerprints or 
facial recognition for device and system security is vital – particularly for 
your most sensitive systems.

 Cloud security will need more focus 
As more data is stored in the cloud, threat actors are finding more 
and more ways to infiltrate and compromise it so securing it is more 
important than ever – from proactive data classification and protection, 
to improving monitoring and auditing of user activity to detect any 
issues. 

 Zero trust becomes more accessible 
Zero trust has been making a lot of noise in the past few years, although 
it’s not a particularly new concept. It is now more easily adoptable by 
businesses of all sizes as it becomes better understood, and technologies 
become cheaper to licence and implement. 

Find out more about the ongoing cyber threat landscape through our 
monthly report. 

Reducing emissions and improving sustainability 

After COP28, the same messages are being shared with the same lack of 
progress on our journey to NetZero, but we are starting to see changes. 

In procurement for example, we’re seeing more and more tenders look 
at sustainability and environmental impact with some awarding 20% of 
marks towards these efforts. But there’s still a way to go…

 People 
Educating teams and continually building understanding around 
sustainability is vital to embed it within a company culture and 
individuals’ thought processes. 

 Process 
Building sustainability into everyday business processes, strategies and 
business case decisions will be vital, as well as ensuring it plays a large 
part in supplier due diligence and procurement. 

 Technology 
It’s never been more important to use, and design, solutions that reduce 
emissions. Organisations have never been under more pressure to find 
efficiencies and smaller businesses with limited resources will struggle 
to that accurately track and predict emissions. Technology and systems 
will play a key part in enabling organisations to generate a true picture of 
activity and efforts. 

To find out more about how your organisation can improve  
and measure its sustainability metrics, get in touch with Alex at 
alex.bookless@waterstons.com 
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2024 Tech Trends
As we settle into the new year, Waterstons Technical Director, Alex Bookless, 
shares his insights into the technology trends we can expect to be big in 2024. 
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However, as markets usually do, they looked beyond the 
present world issues to hopefully better times ahead. The 
prospect of interest rate cuts in developed economies 
during 2024 garnered much excitement, as well as the 
potential impact of generative Artificial Intelligence (AI). 
So, lets look at the likely key themes for the year ahead.

AI. It is to AI we turn to first. Technology stocks were the 
star performers during 2023 with the Magnificent Seven – 
Alphabet, Amazon, Apple, Meta Platforms, Microsoft, Nvidia 
and Tesla – accounting for about 80% of the eventual rise 
in the S&P 500 throughout last year, propelling the US 
benchmark index to an all time high. There is no doubt 
AI will continue to be a much-watched theme during this 
year, however, the benefit to share prices could be seen far 
wider than just the Magnificent Seven (which are trading at 
fairly lofty valuations), as many companies embrace AI to 
help them generate additional services and cost benefits.  
Relx, Experian, Prudential and some of the world’s largest 
healthcare companies are examples of organisations 
investing further into AI technologies.

Smaller Companies. Whilst some of the largest companies 
in the world have been the main driver of returns over 
many years, the opportunity for global smaller companies 
looks increasingly interesting. Despite smaller companies 
outperforming their larger counterparts over the past 25 
years, the valuation difference between them has widened 
creating an entry point that looks to offer attractive long 
term returns for patient investors. Ultimately, valuations do 
matter, and this part of the market is often under researched, 
which creates opportunities, with smaller companies being 
able to react more quickly, grow more rapidly and potentially 
become tomorrow’s winners.

Inflation. There is no doubt that the downward trajectory 
of inflation is much welcome, with three of the four 
components of inflation - Energy, Food and Core Goods 
– being supportive. However, the largest component – 
Services – is proving more tricky. Services are very much 
linked with consumer spending (which accounts for 64% 
and 69% of the UK and US economy, respectively), that 
in turn is supported by job security, rising real incomes, 
savings levels, overall wealth and access to debt. However, 
discretionary spending by consumers is impacted by living 
expenses, spending on essentials and taxes. Whilst the 
impact of interest rate rises is yet to be fully felt, due to 
many borrowers being on fixed rate mortgages, a significant 
number of UK households will need to re-mortgage this 
year, which will affect the ability for those consumers to 
spend at the current rate. Coupled with a likely tick up in 
the unemployment rate, as companies look to cut costs, 
this is likely to result in a challenging environment for some. 
Saying that, some consumers are seeing a boost to their 
spending ability with higher interest rates on savings. The US 
consumer looks to be in a better position, but the economy 
is still likely to see an increase in the unemployment rate.  

Recession here and in the US remains a possibility too. 
This paints a mixed picture for the outlook for consumer 
spending, which could lead to inflation remaining slightly 
higher than anticipated by markets. 

Interest Rates .The outlook for investment markets will 
continue to be choppy and very much driven by expectations 
on interest rate cuts this year, on which the market is 
pricing in around 125 bps of cuts in the US and 50 bps in 
the UK by the year end. Whether this will come to fruition 
will all depend on how sticky inflation proves to be.  Both 
equity markets and longer dated bonds have benefitted 
over the past few months from the likely peak in interest 
rates in developed economies. Bond markets could prove 
more volatile should inflation remain elevated, but even at 
current levels, Government Bonds offer attractive longer 
terms returns compared with more recent times. A tailwind 
for bond markets could be the $7 trillion invested in global 
money market funds, some of which is likely to find a 
new home as interest rates start to fall. Bonds could be a 
beneficiary.

Elections. 2024 will be a busy year for elections, with 
voters going to the polls in Russia (March), India (April-May), 
European Parliament (June), US (November) and the UK 
later in year too. However, voters shouldn’t expect many 
giveaways on either side of the Atlantic, as the coffers are 
fairly bare with continued deficits being funded by further 
bond issuance, but at higher rates. This vicious circle will 
make it difficult for large scale fiscal stimulus over the years 
ahead.

During 2024, Investment markets will need to navigate the 
negative impact on lower company profits as economies 
slow, but will be influenced by movements in interest rates 
as central bankers at home and overseas look to engineer a 
hopeful soft landing and avoid a recession. As always, there 
will be winners and losers and no doubt the odd surprise 
that investors will need to deal with.

Some of the information used in this article was sourced 
from the Charles Stanley Market Outlook 2024.

Risk Warnings: Any opinion or forecast reflects the 
judgment as at the date of issue and is subject to change 
without notice. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of 
future results. This commentary is intended for information 
purposes only and no action should be taken or refrained 
from being taken as a consequence without consulting a 
suitably qualified and regulated person. With investing your 
capital is at risk.

www.Monument.RaymondJames.uk.com 
T: 0191 303 4260

Look ahead with...  
Raymond James, Monument
2023 turned out to be a good year for equity markets despite the challenges 
posed by a mini banking crisis in the US, above target inflation and interest 
rates at levels not seen since before the Great Financial Crisis.  
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“...no doubt AI 
will continue 
to be a much-

watched theme 
during this 

year... Left to right, back to front: 

Gary Fawcett, Jason Ryan, James Carrick,  
Michael Rankin, Alison Hedley, Rob Brotherton. 



North East 
commercial 
finance 
boutique 
expands team 
in Tees Valley 
and Durham
Award-winning North East 
commercial finance boutique 
CCBS Group has appointed 
Rachel Chambers to lead 
further expansion of  
its services in Tees Valley  
and Durham.

With over 15 years’ experience in senior 
positions predominantly in the energy, 
transport and engineering sectors, Rachel 
joins the CCBS team in its tenth year 
supporting North East businesses with 
innovative financial solutions. 

Peter Cromarty, Managing Director at 
CCBS Group, said of the appointment: “We 
have always worked with businesses and 
intermediaries in Tees Valley but we want 
to make a bigger commitment to the region 
- working with Rachel to put down firm 
roots, open an office and expand the level 
of support we can provide to businesses in 
the area. Rachel’s passion and drive to create 
opportunities for SMEs and help them to grow 
sustainably and strategically aligns perfectly 
with what we’re all about here at CCBS, and 
her experience in advanced manufacturing, 
green energy and renewables will allow us 

to help even more North East SMEs over the 
coming years.”

Rachel was the driving force behind the setup 
of the Centre of Excellence for Sustainable 
Advanced Manufacturing (CESAM) in the 
North East and led work on the Driving the 
Electric Revolution Industrialisation Centres 
(DER-IC), working with industry to grow UK 
Power Electronics, Machines and Drives 
manufacturing capability, capacity and 
competitiveness. 

She said: “I’m thrilled to be joining the CCBS 

team to help drive their operations in the 
south of the region. There are so many exciting 
things happening in the Tees Valley and 
Durham area and we know that we can help 
businesses to maximise these opportunities 
and catalyse their future plans by opening 
doors to funding, advice and contacts. The 
CCBS team are so friendly and incredibly 
knowledgeable and well-connected - I can’t 
wait to see what we can achieve together.”

www.ccbsg.co.uk
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Providing innovative  
funding solutions

Phone: 0191 2111450   

Email: info@ccbsg.co.uk    

www.ccbsg.co.uk

@CCBSGroup CCBS Group

• Cashflow 
Finance

• Business Loans

• Asset Finance

• Invoice Finance

• Short Term 
Funding

• Vehicle Finance

• Vehicle Sourcing

• Property 
Finance

• Business 
Consultancy

• Receivables 
Management

• Outsourced 
Credit Control

• Commercial 
Debt Recovery

• VAT & Tax Loans

CCBS Group is a commercial 
finance boutique helping North East 
businesses achieve their aspirations, 
take advantage of great opportunities 
and endure when times are tough. 
Whether it’s fundraising, business system 
improvements or outsourced credit control and 
commercial debt recovery our team has over 100 
years’ experience to support you and your team 
with your next move.



The company now calls itself 
YourAccountants and along with the 
new name, comes a brand-new logo and 
identity for the business.

With over two decades of expertise in 
accountancy, Ivan has held senior positions 
in construction and legal services. 

Motivated by a passion for technology and 
a commitment to delivering exceptional 
service, he initiated the establishment of 
a specialised Construction Accountant 
business, aiming to bring substantial value to 
small and medium-sized enterprises.  

Their new business will incorporate 
construction, however, is open to all other 
businesses now too.

Ivan's multifaceted approach extends beyond 

traditional accounting roles. 

In addition to the Construction Accountant 
venture, he operates another business 
providing Portfolio Finance Director 
services to Construction SMEs, available at a 
competitive day rate. 

Ivan commented: “As a North East 
Accountant, YourAccountants offers 
comprehensive services to limited 
companies, with bespoke packages that are a 
perfect fit for your business.

“The pricing structure for bookkeeping 
and VAT is tailored to the specific needs of 
our clients, dependent on the number of 
transactions and invoices/receipts processed 
monthly. It’s not a one-cap-fits-all approach, 
we simply quote based on the needs of the 
individual business.”

YourAccountants extends its services to 
various industries. The company prides 
itself on its expertise in Bookkeeping and 
HMRC Compliance, with a particular focus 
on catering to the unique requirements of 
construction SMEs. 

The benefits of choosing YourAccountants for 
your financial needs include:

 Avoiding direct interactions with HMRC.

  Ensuring compliance deadlines are met 
without the need for client intervention.

  Transparent cost allocation for payments 
and receipts, facilitating clearer 
reporting.

  Operational time savings that can be 
utilised more effectively. 

Conveniently located at The Clervaux 
Exchange, Clervaux Terrace, Jarrow, NE32 
5UP, YourAccountants can be reached at 
0191 466 1264. 

The firm invites businesses to explore the 
possibilities of a streamlined and efficient 
financial partnership tailored to their 
unique needs.
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In a strategic move to redefine its identity and enhance 
client-focused services, Higgs Bookkeeping Services, 
led by the experienced North East Accountant Ivan 
Higgs, has embarked on a total rebrand.

Higgs Bookkeeping Services unveils their 
new rebranding initiative

L-R: Jamie Riley, Cailtin Ross, Ivan Higgs and Owen Davis.



FW Capital is part of the DBW Group. FW Capital Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.

Introducing the new  
North East  
Commercial Property  
Investment Fund

www.fwcapital/property      
info@fwcapital.co.uk
0191 269 6969

Funding is available to construction companies and property developers* looking to build projects in the seven local 
authority areas of the North East:

Northumberland • County Durham • Gateshead • Newcastle upon Tyne • North Tyneside • South Tyneside • Sunderland

*The developer doesn’t have to be based in the region, as long as the project is.

Are you a  
developer  
in the  
North East? 

Refurbishment  
schemes

Mixed use  
schemes

New office, industrial  
and warehouse  
developments

Phased  
developments

We offer loans:

  from £1million  
to £7 million

  terms of up  
to five years

  for speculative and  
non-speculative schemes

If so, we can fund commercial property developments such as:



Joanne Whitfield
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2023 proved to be a busy year for the North East team 
at FW Capital, reporting a 19% increase in lending from 
the previous year. The team, led by Joanne Whitfield 
has been adapting to the increased demand for lending 
from local businesses. 

“Despite hurdles, the North East economy has displayed 
resilience, especially in view of the ongoing pressures 
experienced by businesses. We’ve seen increased demand 
for lending. 

The current NPIF investment phase has now completed 
with the British Business Bank launching the Northern 
Powerhouse Investment Fund II in March 2024. By the 
end of February this year, we will have provided over 
£170million of funding across the North, assisting close to 
450 companies, through NPIF – FW Capital Debt Finance. 

Alternative funding options are increasingly popular for 
SMEs who are adapting to and evolving with challenging 
market conditions. Access to funding is vital to encourage 
business growth, innovation, and job creation. At FW 
Capital we are actively forging new relationships to 
expand our funding offering and drive growth.

Last year we launched the North East Commercial 
Property Investment Fund with the North East LEP. This 
provides loans from £1million to £7million for speculative 
and non-speculative property developments with 
repayment terms available up to five years. The £35m 
fund will run for 15 years. We want to address a gap in 
the market and facilitate the delivery of new commercial 
property development projects that support employment 
creation and economic growth in the North East LEP area. 
The £35m will provide £119m of investment over the 
lifetime of the fund after repayments are recycled into new 
schemes. We’ve supported a variety of deals including 
the provision of over £1m to support a development of 
industrial units in Durham.  

The region’s property market is buoyant and has been 
bucking the national trend with increased demand for 
finance to support local developments.  Our existing 
property fund, The North East Property Fund which we 
established in 2017 hit a key milestone in 2023, surpassing 
£50million of investment in property schemes with many 
more enquiries coming through. This fund offers loans 
from £250,000 to £2 million to smaller construction and 
property development firms who have struggled to access 
finance through traditional channels. 

As one of the UK’s largest regional fund managers, FW 
Capital is in a great position to help SMEs. We have 
a strong track record of providing flexible finance to 

dynamic businesses not just across the North of England, 
having extended our footprint into the South West of 
England and across Wales.  July 2023 saw our expansion 
into the South West with a new office in Bristol to deliver 
finance to SMEs through the British Business Bank’s new 
£200 million South West Investment Fund. Similarly, in 
December 2023 we became the British Business Bank’s 
partner in delivering the Investment Fund for Wales, 
supporting businesses across the devolved nation. There 
we manage the £30m IFW – FW Capital Debt Finance fund, 
part of the £130m Investment Fund for Wales.

Looking ahead to 2024 we’re seeing strong demand for 
investment and we’re actively fundraising and looking for 
new investors to expand our offering for SMEs. Interest 
rates have stabilised and inflation is reducing, but there 
remain challenges, with skills shortages still being a 
major problem. However, businesses in the North East 
have demonstrated time and again they can rise to these 
challenges. It is really important for businesses to stay 
confident and embrace opportunities to grow so they do 
not get left behind.

Receiving financial backing from an investor that can take 
the time to understand their needs and tailor the right 
investment for them is critical. 

Here is where our approach comes to the fore. We add 
value and provide support to each business we work with. 
Our focus is on trying to do things differently and spotting 
gaps where SMEs need help.  We can then work with them, 
making introductions to our network where appropriate 
to maximise the impact of our funds to help them achieve 
their ambitions. 

Being locally based we take great pride in our role in the 
rejuvenation of the North East. Local business success is 
the key to the growth and prosperity of the region which 
is why we put local businesses at the centre of what we 
do. We recognise it can be daunting to access finance 
but our team is here to help. With our strong network of 
local professionals and passion for business-to-business 
referrals we can give you the tools to help businesses to 
reach their full potential.”

If you want to find out how we can support your 
business please contact us. Call 0191 269 6969  
or email info@fwcapital.co.uk   
You’ll also find additional details on our website  
www.fwcapital.co.uk
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Stimulating growth  
across the North East
We’re matching ambition with the right level of  
investment funding.
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The demand for 
technological 
innovation: Achieving 
growth in the 
current economic 
environment
Maven hosted a technology roundtable, chaired 
by Senior Investment Manager, David Nixon, and 
featuring a number of regional tech founders, 
sector experts and advisors. In the second part 
of this series, we explore the rising demand for 
technological innovation, hearing from companies 
that have successfully navigated this environment 
over recent years and explore the opportunities for 
driving growth in the current economic climate. 



In the ever-evolving landscape of our economy, the demand for 
technological innovation has become more than a trend—it’s a 
necessity. As we navigate through a complex economic period, 
businesses face both challenges and opportunities. The rapid pace 
of change requires a strategic approach to innovation to ensure 
sustained growth. 

The UK currently has one of the slowest Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) growth rates in the G7 and there have been some challenges in 
recent years due to a number of micro and macro economic factors, 
yet despite this, the North East remains a growth area for start-up and 
growth software companies. And at the heart of this growth lies the 
power of technological innovation. 

David Nixon: The recent uncertain economic environment has not 
only provided challenges, it has also presented great opportunities. 
We’ve seen portfolio companies come to terms with increased price 
sensitivity from clients, overhead volatility, tight labour markets, 
growing competition as some software markets mature, and longer 
sales cycles. But still, the digital sector represents an integral part of the 
UK’s economy. New technologies help drive efficiencies and improve 
productivity, and as such software remains a high growth area. 

The UK’s digital market was valued at over £50bn in 2023 with digital 
technologies, cloud computing, AI, and Internet of Things (IoT) 
increasing as more and more businesses are adopting a tech-led 
strategy and implementing digital processes. The success of cloud 
technology and platform business models has contributed significantly 
to the tech industry’s value creation.

Kevin Beales, Founder of MySalesCoach, sales coaching as a service 
platform: There are some great success stories in the North East but 
achieving extraordinary levels of growth is a real challenge. In an ideal 
world, once you understand the market, if you build a solid product, 
customers will pay for it. Technology businesses need to take time to 
prove the need for their solution or product before building out their 
idea. And continuing to improve and innovate your product as you 
gather data is where you stand out from the competition.

Gilbert Corrales, Founder of Leaf Grow, an end-to-end performance 
marketing services platform: Building a technology business is unlike 
many other industries and creating technology to scale sometimes 
requires a complete change of plan. Often as long as you are very good 
at what you do, focussing on one problem and building solutions, not 
features to solve that problem, there is opportunity for growth.

To stay ahead, technology businesses must continuously embrace and 
leverage the latest technologies and trends, turning challenges into 
opportunities.

By 2025, more than 50 billion devices will be connected to the Industrial 
Internet of Things (IIoT) and according to the world economic forum we’ll 
experience more technological progress in the coming decade than we 
did in the preceding 100 years. Almost half of all existing work activities 
could be automated as next-level process automation becomes more 
commonplace.

Pete Daykin, Founder of Wordnerds, an innovative customer feedback 
analysis tool: From our position as an early-stage business, taking part 
in accelerator programmes, most businesses find you either need a very 
technical team to build something deep tech or you need to leverage 
opensource or you need a lot of capital to hire a good team. Otherwise, it’s 
very difficult to develop real or innovative tech that no one else can. You 
can spend a year building software before you get to the validation stage 
to see if anyone is going to buy your solution, or you can use opensource 
which is arguably faster but worse quality. But once you get to a certain 
size you can invest in time and resources and people to build something 
new and different. 

Paul Lancaster, Founder of UK Startup Week and PLATFORM, a monthly 
event for entrepreneurs: I’ve spent a lot of time with Tech Nation and we 
were good at empowering companies across industries to build more 
efficient and effective digital solutions. To thrive in this space, businesses 
need to focus on innovation, market your products effectively, get funding 
and build a strong team. Target gaps in the market for innovation, be agile 
and lean with costs, look to partnerships and collaborations, attract top 
talent and seek funding to support your initiatives. Overall, the pivot to 
digital across the wider economy is driving demand in the sector.

It's clear the reciprocal relationship between technological innovation 
and economic growth is undeniable. Investors play a pivotal role in 
fuelling innovation and as we stand on the brink of the tech revolution, it's 
imperative for businesses to embrace innovation as a catalyst for growth. 
Innovation is not just a buzzword, it's the driving force behind success. To 
stay ahead, technology businesses must continuously adopt and leverage 
the latest technologies and trends, turning challenges into opportunities.

Maven is one of the UK’s most active private equity investors  
and is passionate about working with ambitious technology-led 
businesses to achieve their strategic goals and maximise growth 
potential. If your business, or the business you advise, is looking  
at private equity as a solution to fund future growth we would  
love to hear from you. Speak to one of our investment team by  
getting in touch at funding@mavencp.com
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Opening its doors in 2020, 
Three Rivers Health & Safety 
Consultancy Ltd has emerged 
as a leading force in safety 
services throughout the Tyne, 
Wear, and Tees regions.

Boasting extensive expertise across various 
sectors, such as construction, demolition, 
manufacturing, engineering, and facilities 
management, their consultancy is 
committed to ensuring the utmost safety 
standards.

Headed up by Adam Swinney, the company’s 
dedication to excellence is underscored 
by their prestigious ISO certifications - ISO 
9001 for Quality Management and ISO 
45001 for Health & Safety Management. 
These certifications affirm their unwavering 
commitment to delivering top-notch services 
while adhering to the highest industry 
standards.

Adam told us: “At the core of our success is 
a team of consultants with a proven track 
record, each possessing a wealth of experience 
in Health and Safety across diverse industries.

Committed to continuous professional 
development, our consultants actively engage 
with the Institution of Occupational Safety and 
Health (IOSH) and the International Institute 
of Risk and Safety Management (IIRSM). This 
commitment ensures that our team remains at 
the forefront of industry knowledge, ready to 
navigate the ever-evolving landscape of Health 
and Safety.

“As your local Health & Safety Consultants, we 
prioritise offering personalised services that 
cater to your specific needs. We can assist and 
guide you with the implementation of safety 
for businesses. Our 24-hour customer support 
line (0191 250 8899) reflects our dedication to 
providing assistance whenever you need it.”

The company specialises in delivering 
comprehensive training and consultancy 
services across the Tyne, Wear, and the Tees 
regions. Their consultancy's footprint extends 
across construction, demolition, office 

environments, and manufacturing sectors, 
showcasing their versatility in meeting diverse 
industry requirements and they can deliver 
the suite of IOSH courses, First Aid Courses, 
Manual Handling, and Fire Safety etc. 

With accreditations including UKAS ISO 9001 
Quality Management and UKAS ISO 45001 
Health & Safety Management, Three Rivers 
Health & Safety Consultancy Ltd offers your 
business peace of mind, assuring you that you 
are in safe hands.

Adam concluded: "Compliance Without 
Complication, encapsulates our commitment 
to making the adherence to safety regulations 
a seamless and straightforward process for 
your organisation.”

Three Rivers Health & Safety Consultancy 
Limited - giving your business peace of mind 
that you’re in safe hands!

info@thethreerivershealthandsafety.co.uk 
www.thethreerivershealthandsafety.co.uk 
0191 250 8899 - 2 Lighthouse View, Spectrum 
Business Park, Seaham, Co Durham, SR7 7PR

Three Rivers Health & Safety Consultancy - your  
trusted partner for seamless safety compliance
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For further 
information give  
me a call now on 
07917 058130
E:paul@paulcheetham.co.uk 
W:paulcheetham.co.uk

I help people in business 
become more joyful and 
successful.

I do this through the 
power of Emotional 
Intelligence.

Specialising in working 
with leaders and senior 
professionals.

1-2- 1 coaching, group 
training, shaping culture.

Emotions drive people; 
people drive performance.

Get in touch  
today...

Paul Cheetham

Clean, check &  

rhodium plate your  

ring, in just one hour!

Only £20  

per ring

T: +44 (0) 191 570 0039 
F: +44 (0) 191 247 7102 
E: office@heip.co.uk 
www.heip.co.uk

26 Northumberland Square,  
North Shields,  
NE30 1PW

New year – New mindset 
The North Tyneside Business Forum organised a seminar to address 
mental health in the workplace to help businesses banish the winter 
blues. The event, at Tynemouth 61, Guest House and Tea Rooms featured 
speakers offering insights and strategies for fostering well-being and 
resilience at work.

Polly Brennan used her passion for outdoor sports and her experience as 
a mental health coach and occupational therapist to deliver 'Pack Your 
Mental Fitness Kitbag,' a journey to develop your own Mental Fitness Kitbag. 
Delegates discovered essential tools to navigate life's challenges and 
enhance their overall well-being.

From the great outdoors to indoor design, Carole Crowe asked the important 
question ‘Does Your Interior Make Your Heart Sing?' Carole, a qualified interior 
designer and counsellor, explored the profound impact of a well-designed 
and energised workspace on creativity, productivity, and overall well-being. 

Kelly Oliver-Dougall – Founder of Unisus, shared her entrepreneurial journey, 
challenges faced, and how she maintained positivity during tough times. 
Michael James, Chair of North Tyneside Business Forum said: "The event was 
all about raising awareness of what support is out there for mental well-being 
in the workplace.”

The Forum is FREE to join and is for any business with a trading address in 
North Tyneside.

www.northtynesidebusinessforum.org.uk
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Burnetts LLP to expand
Burnetts Solicitors LLP is to move from its 
current base at Newcastle’s Dean Street 
to 1 Citygate, which will represent a £1m 
investment in its new premises.

The move – which is scheduled for early 2024 – 
will see the prestigious legal firm create a state-
of-the-art environment on the seventh floor of 
the building.

And it will help consolidate Burnetts’ position 
as one of the fastest growing law firms in the 
region, with ambitious plans in place for the 
future.

The design will follow the same pattern as the 
company’s Carlisle office with more than 60 
work stations as well as meeting rooms, a hub 
where staff can gather and an eatery.

The new look office will be created to ensure a 

“collaborative work environment” for both the 
team and clients and has been designed to take 
into account people being able to split their 
time between home and office working.

Nick Gutteridge, Managing Partner, said the 
move was “to allow for the next period of 
growth.”

“Dean Street has served us very well but we now 
need a larger space to enable us to create an 
environment where we can recruit and retain 
staff who buy into our culture and our values,” 
he said.

“At the same time we believe this will also work 
extremely well for our clients.”

Burnetts operates across a number of sectors, 
including banking, commercial property, 
corporate, employment and litigation and 
along with Newcastle has offices in Carlisle and 
Cockermouth.

Running for gold
Newcastle-based Mincoffs Solicitors 
organised a takeover of the popular Town 
Moor Parkrun recently  to surprise consultant 
Howard Gold on his 80th birthday.

A keen runner, Howard has been involved with 
the parkrun for many years and now supports 
the organisation as a volunteer, with his 
birthday celebration marking the 183rd time he 
has volunteered for the event.

More than 80 staff, family and friends took to the 
parkrun in specially-designed ‘Running for Gold’ 
t-shirts to show their appreciation for Howard, 
who joined the firm in 1969 and worked closely 
with founder Harry Mincoff.

Howard acted as senior partner for many years 
and established the business’ corporate and real 
estate departments, working on some of the 
region’s most high profile commercial property 
deals, before stepping down to become a 
consultant.

“I had no idea that anything was planned and 
it was a massive surprise to see everyone at the 
parkrun,” said Howard.

“After getting over the initial shock, I really 
enjoyed the morning and I’m very appreciative 
to everyone who went to such lengths to 
acknowledge my great age.”

Julie Parr, chief operating officer at Mincoffs, 
organised the event alongside HR and office 
manager, Michelle Dodds, after learning about 
Howard’s passion for running.

“Howard didn’t want any fuss for his birthday 
but reaching the significant milestone of 
80 years could not go unrecognised by us, 
considering all he has given to Mincoffs,” she 
said.

“It was a fantastic morning as we all proudly 
wore our ‘Running for Gold’ t-shirts and it felt 
like the right way for all of us at Mincoffs to 
celebrate and wish Howard Gold a very, very 
happy birthday.”

The event was organised with the support of 
Town Moor Parkrun, the Heaton Harriers and 
Urban Café.

Law firm expands Tees 
Valley presence
Square One Law has recruited four specialist 
employment law experts to join its existing 
team, all of whom have joined the company’s 
growing Tees Valley office.

Employment partner Liz Casey will co-ordinate 
the further development of the firm’s Tees Valley 
presence while continuing to support existing 
business and client relationships alongside 
senior associates Lauren Mills and Joanne 
McHale-Young and paralegal, Debbie Howes.

The four had all previously worked together at 
law firm Knights, which was formerly Archers 
Law LLP. Combined, they boast 71 years’ 
experience helping organisations navigate the 
legal complexities of employment law, from 
collective redundancies to intricate outsourcing, 
restructuring and TUPE transactions.

Liz said: “We’re delighted to have joined the 
employment team at Square One Law. The 
firm has a great reputation across the region 
and their progressive approach will allow us 
to continue to deliver exceptional work for our 
clients, while remaining together as a team.

“As soon as we met the firm’s partners, we knew 
it was the perfect fit. They share our values of 
integrity and always putting our clients first, and 
they are incredibly passionate about investing 
in the Tees Valley, which all four of us are proud 
to call home. “
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Do you 
really need 
a solicitor to 
handle your 
divorce? 
Jacqueline Emmerson who  
has over thirty years of 
experience helping divorce 
clients thinks so. 

“I am a solicitor so of course you would expect 
me to say yes. In many instances I assist 
clients to manage their own cases. 

“Divorce, is different, the stakes are high if you 
get it wrong. It’s not so much the issuing of 
the divorce petition itself. I’m more concerned 
about the Financial Settlement that follows 
on from divorce. Or the financial agreement a 
couple may make between themselves when 
they have not obtained a divorce”

Here Jacqueline provides some examples;

“A client was leaving the Air Force after 22 years 
of service. He was entitled to his long service 
bonus and his wife had hung on long enough 
in order to obtain her share. My client was 
distraught that his marriage had come to an 
end. He agreed to give his wife more than half 
of the settlement and in return she would let 
him remain living in the matrimonial home. In 
the meantime his wife went to live with her new 
partner. 

“Some months later he came to see me. His 
wife had now been to see a solicitor, she wished 
to obtain a full settlement. She sought the 
house, as she had taken the children to live 
with her, two thirds of my client’s pension, and 
maintenance for the children. She had spent the 
lump sum that he had given her. The poor man 
was beside himself, as far as he was concerned 
they had reached a final deal.

“Another client came to see me five years 
after he and his wife had separated. They had 
cobbled together a Consent Order, on the face 
of it it seemed like a fair deal. However, part of 
the agreement was that he would transfer the 
matrimonial home to his wife. In return she 
would transfer their jointly held savings policies 
to him. He stuck to his side of the bargain but his 
wife did not. 

“The situation was even worse. He had agreed 
to pay maintenance to his wife for the rest of his 
life! Yet they were only in their forties when they 
divorced. During the next five years my client 
was unemployed for nearly three years. He 
continued to pay maintenance to his ex-wife and 
yet she was on a very good salary. 

“I advised him to stop the maintenance 
payments, and made an application to the 
court to vary the terms of the DIY Consent 

Order. I also arranged for the savings polices to 
be transferred over to my client, thus allowing 
him to purchase a home for himself instead of 
renting as he had been doing. 

“Financial Settlements upon divorce are not 
simple. Separating couples will often reach 
a deal themselves, wishing to keep things 
amicable or they don’t wish to spend money 
on legal advice. There is a reason we are called 
Divorce Specialists, years of assisting clients 
is how we learn where things can go wrong in 
the future. Thus we can help our clients to plan 
ahead.”

So how can you obtain the best of both worlds? 
How can you save money and use a solicitor? 

They key is preparation. Gather together all of 
your financial information, look on the HMCTS 
website for Form E. This contains all of the 
information that both parties solicitors will 
require in order to provide you and your spouse 
with comprehensive advice. It can take a while 
to obtain all of the information but the more 
prepared you are the cheaper the process will 
be. 

“My job is to support you through the process. 

I am not involved in the emotional side of 
things. I take a forensic approach, considering 
financial documents, where can savings be 
made, how are you each going to afford new 
accommodation, what should happen to your 
pensions, your savings, investment properties 
or any business that you or your spouse run.

“I am here to help you look to the future. Guilt at 
the breakdown of your marriage is no position 
from which to negotiate a settlement which will 
affect the rest of your life.  

“Clients advise me that their spouse has said 
that this is all they will get so just accept what is 
on offer. They are being bullied into accepting 
an unsuitable deal, I have seen and heard it all!

“I offer Fixed Fee Next Steps in Divorce advice 
sessions. You will leave my office armed with 
advice and a plan of action. That in itself is 
worth every penny, it can be the difference 
between you living your later years in poverty or 
being comfortably off.”

If you need any help please don’t hesitate  
to contact me on 0191 2846989 or  
enquiries@emmersons-solicitors.co.uk

Jacqueline Emmerson



EMG Solicitors  
celebrated their  
annual charity 
WonderLAN Ball

Raising £21,000 for the Look Ahead 
North event run by Headway –  
the brain injury association.
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It was the 
heat of the 
moment
Nathan May – O’Brien is 
a Solicitor at specialist 
employment law firm, 
Collingwood Legal. Nathan 
considers a recent case from 
the Employment Appeal 
Tribunal on resignations made 
in the “heat of the moment.”

A resignation from an employee can be 
difficult for an employer to navigate, 
particularly if the circumstances behind the 
resignation are acrimonious. The recent 
case of Omar v Epping Forest District Citizens 
Advice provides some useful guidance in 
managing such situations. 

Facts 

Mr Omar had previous issues with his line 
manager, Ms Skinner, which culminated in 
Mr Omar verbally resigning on 19 February. It 
was Mr Omar’s argument that the next day his 
employer recognised that he wished to continue 
working with them and they offered him an 
alternative role. However, by 21 February his 
employer had explained to Mr Omar that Ms 
Skinner no longer wished to work with him, and 
his resignation would stand. 

Mr Omar was then asked to confirm his 
resignation in writing. He confirmed verbally 
that he would do this but never committed 
to this in writing and sought to retract his 
resignation. This was not accepted by his 
employer who confirmed the termination of Mr 
Omar’s employment with one month’s notice. 

At the Employment Tribunal, Mr Omar argued 
he had not resigned in that any purported 
resignation had been “in the heat of the 
moment” meaning his words of resignation 
couldn’t be taken at face value.  He therefore 
claimed that he had been unfairly dismissed. 
The Employment Tribunal rejected Mr Omar’s 
claim and found on the facts of the case that 
the words he used were unequivocal and were 
intended to resign. Mr Omar appealed the 
Employment Tribunal’s decision. 

What did the Employment Appeal Tribunal 
(“EAT”) decide?

The EAT allowed Mr Omar’s appeal on the basis 
that the Employment Tribunal’s reasoning 
was flawed. Of relevance to employers, the 
EAT reviewed the legal principles in respect of 
resignations:
  Once an employee gives notice of 

termination, this cannot be retracted unless 
the employer agrees to this. 

  Words conveying a resignation, or potentially 
doing so, need to be construed objectively 
considering all the circumstances. 

  The words are judged from the perspective 
of a “reasonable bystander” in the position 
of the individual receiving the words of 
resignation. 

  It must be apparent to the “reasonable 
bystander” that:

   Words were used which constitute an 
immediate resignation or a resignation 
on notice. It’s not sufficient to express the 
intention to resign in the future; and 

   The dismissal or resignation needs to 
be “really intended” meaning that the 
speaker used words which appeared to 
genuinely express that intention. 

This objective assessment is carried out at the 
time the words are uttered, which will include 

an assessment of employee’s mindset. Evidence 
as to what happened after the resignation is 
admissible to the extent that it is relevant to the 
question of whether the resignation was “really 
intended”.

Heat of the moment resignations have no 
special status in law, and, in this case, the 
question was whether a reasonable employer 
could have concluded that Mr Omar really 
intended to resign. 

What should employers note from this case?

The case provides a useful summary of the 
factors an Employment Tribunal will assess 
when there is a dispute as to whether a 
resignation or a dismissal has taken place. In 
the context of a resignation, the focus will be on 
what an employee “really intended” when they 
used words purporting to resign. Depending 
on the situation, employers may well be best 
advised to allow an employee a cooling off 
period before checking that it was genuinely the 
employee’s intention to resign. 

Collingwood Legal is a specialist employment 
law firm and we provide bespoke training 
and advice to organisations on all areas of 
employment law.   
www.collingwoodlegal.com 
0191 282 2880
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Richard Hartis has joined Sintons’ real estate 
team as Partner and brings with him 15 
years of expertise in the healthcare sector. 
Richard specialises in property disposals 
and acquisitions, having worked with 
organisations including NHS Trusts, GPs and 
charities.

And contentious probate expert, Sharon Siu, has 
joined Sintons’ team of personal and family law 
specialists. Sharon, who practised as a barrister 
in Hong Kong before qualifying as a solicitor in 
England and Wales, specialises in contentious 
probate, which includes challenges to wills 
and disputes relating to trusts and estates – an 
area where Sintons has recently been ranked as 

amongst the best in the country.

Christopher Welch, Sintons managing 
partner, said: “Both Richard and Sharon bring 
outstanding knowledge and experience with 
them and offer the highest levels of legal 
expertise. We are delighted to welcome them 
both to Sintons.”

The real estate team at Sintons is one of the 
largest in the North East and includes lawyers 
with specialist knowledge of the healthcare, 
agriculture, renewables and leisure sectors.

On joining the team, Richard said: “Sintons is 
known for setting the standard when it comes to 
legal excellence and are consistently recognised 

as being amongst the very best in independent 
rankings such as the Legal 500. To be joining a 
team like this, at a time of continued growth for 
the firm, is a fantastic opportunity.”

The firm’s personal and family team supports 
clients with many aspects of personal and 
family law, from buying and selling residential 
properties to wills, trusts and probate.

Sharon commented: “Sintons really spans the 
breadth of personal and family law, alongside 
its services for businesses. I’m looking forward 
to being part of a team which can often measure 
the length of its relationships with its clients in 
decades rather than years and which has earned 
a reputation for providing the highest standard 
of legal advice for generations of people in the 
North East.”

Sintons, whose head office is based in Newcastle 
upon Tyne, was recently named as among the 
best law firms in the UK, with its healthcare, real 
estate and personal and family teams amongst 
those named in this year’s Legal 500. It has also 
been recognised as a leader in its field by the 
Chambers UK Legal Guide 2024.

Find out more at www.sintons.co.uk
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Law firm expands further 
with two new appointments
Nationally recognised law firm, Sintons, has expanded further 
with new appointments to its healthcare real estate and personal 
and family teams.

Richard Hartis and  
Sharon Siu from Sintons



For expert legal advice

Trust  
Sintons

sintons.co.uk
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Sintons LLP is authorised and regulated by the Solicitors Regulation Authority.
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Rhiannon Hastings, data protection paralegal at leading 
commercial law firm Muckle LLP, answers some questions about 
how these changes might affect you.

When will the Bill be made law?

This is anticipated to become law in mid-2024.

This means your organisation must address the changes the Bill 
will make to UK GDPR, the Data Protection Act 2018 and the Privacy 
and Electronic Communications Regulations in readiness and 
ensure your data protection framework and practices meet these 
requirements.

Are we still required to have a Data Protection Officer (DPO)?

Currently, DPOs are only mandatory for public authorities or 
organisations that carry out a high volume of ‘high risk’ processing. 
DPOs must work with the senior management team in the capacity 
of an independent advisor, be an expert in data protection and have 
adequate resources. 

The new Bill will effectively substitute the role of a DPO for a Senior 
Responsible Individual (SRI).  

If your organisation is required to appoint a DPO under the current 
legislation, you must appoint an SRI once the Bill is implemented. 
However, the SRI must be an actual member of senior management.

Are we still required to continue managing a record of 
processing activities (ROPA)?

A ROPA is a record of your processing activity. The UK GDPR requires 
organisations to have a ROPA if it has over 250 employees and/
or it processes special category data. However, the Bill no longer 
requires organisations to document processing activities in a ROPA 
and will instead require organisations to implement a ‘privacy 
management programme’. 

To ensure organisations comply with this new change, we 
recommend that a similar exercise to that required for compilation 
of a ROPA is undertaken to create the privacy management 
programme (and that a data map will remain extremely helpful to 
understand how the personal data is being used, where it is being 
stored and who else has access to it, etc.

Do we still need to obtain explicit consent for using cookies?

The current legislation requires organisations to obtain consent 
from data subjects before placing cookies on their device. However, 
this doesn’t apply to “strictly necessary” cookies. 

The Bill will provide organisations with more freedom by allowing 
them to collect personal data using cookies for non-intrusive 
purposes without consent being required. An example is measuring 
visitors to your website via Google Analytics. However, targeting 
cookies (i.e. cookies used for advertising purposes) will still require 
consent from data subjects in order to comply with other relevant 
legislation.

This change will only apply to data subjects based in the UK. 
Therefore, organisations must observe other countries’ legislation 
concerning the use of cookies if their website is likely to be accessed 
by data subjects based outside the UK. 

In addition to supporting organisations, the Bill will reduce the 
number of cookie pop-ups received by individuals, hopefully 
reducing the associated irritation factor! 

How does the Bill change the current approach to managing 
and responding to subject access requests (SARs)?

A SAR is a request for an individual’s personal data from an 
organisation. Currently, organisations can either charge a 
reasonable fee to comply with a SAR or refuse to respond to it 
entirely if it is “manifestly unfounded or excessive”. 

However, the Bill is replacing the wording “manifestly unfounded” 
with “vexatious” meaning organisations can charge a reasonable 
fee, or refuse to respond to a SAR, when it considers the SAR as 
vexatious or excessive. 

To help your organisation decide this, the Bill will require the 
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO – the UK regulator) to 
produce a code of practice explaining how the terms “vexatious” or 
“excessive” should be applied.

Next steps

This article only covers a small number of changes introduced 
by the Bill. To ensure you’re up to date with the latest data 
protection legislation, sign up to one of our events via  
www.muckle-llp.com/events 

If you need help with compliance in the run-up to the  
Bill becoming law or for more information on other data 
protection matters, please contact Rhiannon using:  
rhiannon.hastings@muckle-llp.com 
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Navigating data protection  
law changes
On 18 July 2022, the Data Protection and Digital Information Bill (the Bill) 
was introduced to Parliament and is progressing through Parliament.

Rhiannon Hastings
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75 years of Mincoffs Solicitors
Mincoffs Solicitors reflects on a successful 2023, which marked  
75 years since its inception.

Founded by renowned solicitor Harry Mincoff, 
Mincoffs Solicitors has gone from strength to 
strength over the years, growing into an award-
winning business with a team of more than 100 at its 
Jesmond offices. 

Originally specialising in criminal law when it was 
founded in 1948, the firm acted in a variety of landmark 
rulings including the first tug-of-love custody case and 
the infamous murder of Angus Sibbett – which inspired 
the cult classic film, Get Carter, and the song 5:15am by 
Mark Knopfler. 

Mincoffs later expanded its practice areas to licensing 
and commercial property work as it welcomed partners 
Austen Science and Howard Gold in 1958 and 1969 – 
with the business adopting the name, Mincoff, Science 
and Gold. 

With strong historical links to the success of the region, 
Mincoffs provided legal advice to The Magpie Group 
during its rejuvenation of Newcastle United in the early 
1990s and also played a key role in the city becoming 
the party capital it is today, using its specialist 
knowledge to create groundbreaking solutions for the 
firm’s hospitality and leisure clients as they navigated 
complex licensing and gaming laws.

Mincoffs’ corporate department also acted in the first 
AIM flotation in the North East and its expertise in 
capital markets work deepened over the subsequent 
years as it helped many of its other clients in their own 
journeys to the public markets. 

The team continues to advise a number of listed 
companies, both in relation to their market obligations 
and generally.

In the same year the firm celebrated its 75th 
anniversary, its position in the marketplace was 
showcased by its ranking as the region’s number one 
firm for deal volume, as per the latest Experian Market 
IQ M&A Review.

The business has also continued a period of prolonged 
growth and expansion, welcoming more than 20 
appointments last year and achieving an 18 percent fee 
increase across its nine departments. 

Paul Hughes, senior partner and head of corporate, 
is confident the business’ growth trajectory will only 
continue in the future.

“Mincoffs Solicitors has a rich and varied history and we 
are proud to have played a key part in the North East’s 
development over the decades as we have grown into 
the firm we are today,” he said. 

“All these years on from when Harry founded the firm, 
it is brilliant to be in such a strong position in not only 
the regional market, but also nationally as we continue 
to receive instructions from across the UK and further 
afield.”

“Ultimately, our success is a testament to the hard work 
of our entire team, who go above and beyond to deliver 
service excellence for our clients across the board.”

Mincoffs Solicitors has provided expert legal services 
and advice across the North East and beyond for more 
than 75 years.

Alongside corporate and commercial services, the firm’s 
offering includes employment, dispute resolution, 
licensing, real estate, residential conveyancing, family 
and wills, trusts and probate services, with significant 
experience in manufacturing, technology, healthcare, 
leisure and hospitality, and media and entertainment.

For more information visit www.mincoffs.co.uk

“
...it is brilliant 
to be in such a 

strong position 
in not only 

the regional 
market, but also 

nationally...



New year, 
new divorce 
proceedings: 
Financial 
settlement 
considerations  
for separating 
couples
Partner and Head of Family Law 
at Sweeney Miller Law, Rebecca 
Cresswell, discusses the 
importance of understanding 
financial agreements and 
what splitting couples should 
consider at the start of divorce 
proceedings.  

It is well known that January is often a busy 
month for divorces. If your New Year has 
unfortunately started this way, then as a 
splitting couple have you stepped back to 
consider the financial practicalities?

Many people do not realise that a divorce does 
not resolve your financial matters and there is 
no time limit on when your spouse or former 
spouse can make a claim against you for your 
assets.

To reach an agreement or a clean break with 
your spouse – or former spouse - it is always 
advisable to have the agreed terms drafted into 
a consent order approved by the Court to make 
it legally binding. Unless you have an approved 
Court order, your informal agreement can later 
be overruled by a Judge if your former spouse 
makes a claim against you, creating uncertainty 
for the future.

Financial considerations on divorce

The Court will take all the marital assets into 
account and ensure both partners’ needs are 

met; if they are, then the sharing principles 
will apply. If there are insufficient matrimonial 
assets to meet the partner’s needs, the Court 
can consider non-marital assets such as 
inheritance and assets generated before the 
marriage and can share the assets equally. It is 
important that you consider taking legal advice 
on your individual circumstances - each case is 
unique and dependent on the assets you hold. 

Pre-nuptial agreements and  
protecting wealth

Circumstances may differ if you entered into 
a pre-nuptial agreement before you married, 
as the agreement would have established the 
intentions on the division of finances in the 
event of divorce. Although nuptial agreements 
are not legally binding in England and Wales, 
if drafted correctly by solicitors they have a 
substantial impact on a Judge’s decision. 

Rebecca comments: “More couples are 
protecting their wealth before entering into a 
marriage and drafting pre-nuptial agreements 
to formalise their arrangement. At Sweeney 
Miller Law, we have seen an increase in couples 
seeking advice as they are marrying later in life 
or embarking on a second marriage.”

Many individuals already have assets they 
wish to protect or a business that needs to be 
considered. Depending on if they are a sole 
trader, partner in a partnership with others, or 

a shareholder in a limited company, they need 
to consider how the business could be affected 
if they were to divorce. It is equally important 
to consider whether, under the articles of 
association, shareholders should be required to 
enter into a pre-nuptial agreement before they 
marry to protect the business, as a Judge would 
consider whether the business is matrimonial 
property.

Unmarried couples

If you are separated from your partner but 
were not married, the rules are different as you 
can only rely on property ownership, financial 
contributions, and the presence of dependent 
children, unlike marriages where the Court looks 
at all the circumstances of the case and where 
the primary consideration must be the welfare 
of any children. 

Expert advice from Sweeney Miller Law

At Sweeney Miller Law, we work 
collaboratively within our family and 
corporate teams to help you navigate  
all aspects of your separation and  
protect your business and future wealth. 
To start the process and arrange an 
appointment, contact Rebecca Cresswell  
at rebecca@sweeneymiller.co.uk, call  
0345 900 5401 or visit sweeneymiller.co.uk
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Hay & Kilner 
launches new 
commercial 
mediation service
North East law firm Hay & Kilner has set 
up a dedicated commercial mediation 
service to support regional businesses 
resolve commercial disputes as quickly and 
efficiently as possible. 

Headed by associate and qualified mediator Adam Chaffer, the 
new service is designed for companies, business partners and 
shareholders in all sectors that seeking to resolve their conflicts 
to do so pragmatically without incurring time and expense of 
progressing matters to trial.

Adam Chaffer is registered with both the Society of Mediators and 
as an associate member of the Civil Mediation Council, and has 
successfully completed industry accreditations through the Society 
of Mediators which involve both written and practical examination.

A skilled commercial litigator and the author of the Law Society’s 

Litigation Handbook, Adam has extensive experience of both 
resolving disputes out of court and of working at board level in both 
public and private sector organisations, allowing him to understand 
the benefit of resolving disputes of court both from a practical but 
also commercial rationale.

Alongside his legal practice, he currently serves as a director 
of and company secretary Visit Northumberland Limited, the 
destination management organisation for the county, and is the 
Northumberland National Park Authority’s Independent Person for 
Standards.

The latest official industry figures show that around 17,000 
commercial mediations were carried out in the UK during 2022, 
with the yearly total now back above where it stood before the 
pandemic and continuing to rise.

Adam Chaffer says: “Disputes will naturally arise in many 
commercial situations, and can cause commercial relationships and 
wider projects to be delayed, costs to rapidly increase, jobs to be 
lost and even companies to fail if timely solutions aren’t found.

“Mediation provides a forum for parties to come to a resolution 
commercially and practically.

 “Business disagreements may sometime seem unresolvable, but 
with the right commitment from all parties, successful outcomes 
can often be secured far more quickly and efficiently than might 
otherwise have been possible through traditional adversarial 
proceedings.”

For fiurther information on Hay & Kilner’s commercial 
mediation service, please contact Adam Chaffer via  
adam.chaffer@hay-kilner.co.uk or call 0191 232 8345.

Adam Chaffer



It’s an uphill struggle 
in 2024 for The Three 
Tumours Charity 
The Three Tumours Fundraising Initiative 
2024 aims to alleviate the financial burden 
of supporting a new PHD student at the RVI, 
necessitating £250,000 annually, but it  
needs your help.

The primary focus for 2024 is to generate funds for a new PHD student 
at the RVI as part of The Three Tumours Charity's commitment to 
combat brain tumours. This charity is dedicated to a comprehensive 
mission, encompassing ‘Raising  Funds To Find A Cure,’ ‘Signposting 
Resources For Sufferers Of Brain Tumours And Their Families,’ 
‘Increasing Awareness To Aid Early Diagnosis,’ and ‘Improving The 
Quality Of Care For Brain Tumour Sufferers And Their Families.’

Alarming statistics reveal the silent yet devastating impact of brain 
tumours in the UK. These tumours claim more lives among individuals 
under 40 than any other cancer, constituting 2.6% of all cancer-related 
fatalities. Notably, they surpass leukaemia in children, prostate cancer in 
men under 45, and breast cancer in women under 35.

The significance of The Three Tumours charity's work cannot be 
overstated. Through fundraising activities, the organisation channels 
funds into crucial research, support services, and awareness campaigns, 
marking a tangible effort  to reshape the narrative surrounding brain 
tumours.

This initiative exemplifies the transformative power of collective action 

with a shared purpose, creating a ripple effect of change. The funds 
raised will offer vital support, signifying an unwavering commitment to 
eradicating brain tumours and enhancing the lives of those affected.

Chairperson Claire Downs emphasises, “As we embark on 2024, let 
us not forget the countless individuals battling brain tumours and 
the families supporting them. Together, we can make a difference. 
Collectively, we can foster hope. As a group, we can strive for a future 
where precious lives are no longer claimed by brain tumours, and 
survival statistics become more promising.”

For assistance and support with The Three Tumours, please contact 
Claire Downs at 07930 326 905.
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If you feel guilty about 
SKIing, (spending your kids’ 
inheritance) ‘Gifting’ could be 
the solution!

Swinburne Maddison’s Amy Pyman, associate 
solicitor in the private client team, offers six 
tips for successful gifting.

Gifting through your lifetime can be a great tool 
to manage your Inheritance Tax (IHT) liability 
but it does come with complexities.

1. What are the IHT rules?

Each individual has an IHT-free threshold of 
£325,000.00 (known as the Nil Rate Band). 
Assets over this amount (that cannot benefit 
from any other kinds of relief) will be taxed at 
40%.  

If you are married and/or have children who will 
inherit your main home, you may benefit from 
some additional allowances of up to £1million 
- if your estate is valued at over £2million, you 
start to lose some of these reliefs.

2. The seven year rule

Not everyone fully understands ‘the seven-year 
rule’. In short, if
  You live for seven years after making a gift, 
and have never made any other gifts, IHT will 
not be payable on that sum.

  You make any gifts in the seven years prior to 
your death, the NRB will be reduced by the 
value of the gifts. These gifts are known as 
“Potentially Exempt Transfers”.

  You make gifts over the NRB in the seven 
years before your death, IHT on that gift may 
need to be paid on your death.  

  You make a gift but continue to benefit from 
it - if you gift your home to your children yet 
continue to live there for example - it will still 
be taxable on your death.

3. Why should you think about gifting?

If you have assets over the IHT free amounts, the 
most effective way to manage your IHT liability 
is to reduce the value of your estate.

There is no limit to how much you can gift as 
long as you know the tax implications. Some 
really easy ways to gift, without the headache of 
the seven-year rule are:-
  You can make gifts of up to £3,000 per year, 
IHT free.

  You can make small gifts of £250 per year to 
as many individuals as you like. 

 Gifts to charities pass completely IHT free.
  Gifts out of excess income can stop your 
Estate from growing any further.

4. What if I don’t live for seven years?

There can still be a significant saving to your 
estate. If you live for three years after gifting, the 
IHT on that gift will be reduced. The reduction 
becoming greater as more time passes.    

5. What if my beneficiary gets divorced?

If you don’t wish to gift money outright to 
beneficiaries in case they get divorced, become 
bankrupt or encounter any other unforeseeable 
event, you could consider transferring assets 
into Trust and becoming a Trustee so you 
can control when the money is paid to your 
beneficiaries.   

6. Do your Executors have all your 
information?

Even if no IHT is payable as a result of careful 
gifting, it is important that your Executors have 
all the information they need to allow them to 
correctly report to HMRC. The most important 
thing is that you keep a record of your gifting 
and ideally, also keep a record of your usual 
income and outgoings so that they can make the 
most of any additional reliefs.

Other things to consider:
 Capital Gains Tax might be relevant.
  There are other ways to manage IHT - ensure 
you have considered all options.

  Ensure you have a valid Will, which is kept up 
to date or Executors could face an avoidable 
IHT headache!

Beyond anything else, the most IHT effective 
thing you can do is to enjoy your money - go 
SKIing and take the kids too - if you must!

For advice, please contact Amy Pyman by 
email at ajp@swinburnemaddison.co.uk  
or call 0191 338 6515. 
www.swinburnemaddison.co.uk 

Worried about Inheritance Tax? 

Amy Pyman, Associate Solicitor, Private Client Team
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Partner, Head of Banking at Burnetts Solicitors 
LLP and Head of Burnetts, Newcastle

A welcome  
from Burnetts
It’s a new year – and a new start, a time 
filled with both possibility and challenges.

Here at Burnetts we’re getting ready for an exciting time, 
moving from our long-standing base at Dean Street, 
Newcastle to a brand new office at Citigate.

As we continue to expand we need to be able to cope with 
the demands of a fast-growing business and this move 
highlights our continued commitment to the region, with a £1m 
investment.

Over the next six months various experts from our team will 
be sharing what we hope will be sound advice on a number 
of topics which we believe will be relevant and useful to both 
businesses and individuals.

We’re proud of our skilled lawyers and the vast range  
of expertise they cover, so we’ll be sharing some  
of their sound advice through this column  
each month.  

At Burnetts we have teams covering every  
aspect of business and day to day life,  
including our expanding banking,  
corporate and commercial property teams –  
you can see just how far reaching our  
services are at our website,  
www.burnetts.co.uk. And we will be  
drawing from these experts every month, 
 to showcase a relevant issue or idea and  
providing some sound legal advice.

Of course we’re happy to address any  
particular subject as well, so please  
feel free to get in touch if there’s  
something you feel we should cover.

We have a lot going on at Burnetts  
which isn’t just about the day to day  
work for our clients.

Our employment team are always very  
active and well aware of the thin line  
many employers walk when they have  
staff, we have joined forces with a  
leading HR company and are hosting a  
free seminar in early February.

Taking inspiration from TV show, I’m A  
Celebrity (don’t worry nobody will be  
made to eat insects!) the event will take  
a fun approach to a very serious subject.

It’s just a way of doing things differently,  
but at the same time providing a vital service  
and if anyone is interested in attending,  
please get in touch.

Now that the introductions are out of the way,  
we look forward to being a regular here at  
Northern Insight and providing some sound,  
useful information and advice.

www.burnetts.co.uk
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Healthwatch set sail for 
community engagement
Healthwatch Newcastle and Healthwatch 
Gateshead have dropped anchor at their new 
headquarters in Milburn House, Dean Street, 
Newcastle. The relocation to this fascinating 
period building, inspired by a ship's design in its 
layout, pays homage to its original ship-owner 
proprietors.

As the team settles into their maritime-themed 
surroundings, they have set course to charter a 
different approach to their community engagement 
offer. In the coming months, the team plans to 
step out of their new offices and make waves by 
connecting directly with the people who utilise 
health and social care services in Newcastle and 
Gateshead.

This outreach initiative follows their recent annual 
joint meeting, during which Healthwatch Newcastle 
and Healthwatch Gateshead identified key priorities, 
including a focus on Mental Health, Social Care, and 
underserved groups such as refugees and asylum 
seekers. The team aims to address these priorities by 
being based in various community location across 
the city and the borough. This will enable the team 
to actively engage with people in their communities 
at specific localities, ensuring their voices and needs 
are heard.

Yvonne Probert, CEO of Tell Us North (CIC) which 
provides Healthwatch Newcastle and Healthwatch 
Gateshead to deliver community engagement, 
research, evaluation, and assessment services within 
the fields of health, wellbeing, and social care said: 

“It may sound strange to hear that we have just 
moved our team into this wonderful building full of 
character and charm based on the region’s maritime 
history and we’re literally ‘shipping’ them out into 
the community.

“Our role is to ensure social care and health 
commissioners and providers listen to the views 
of their local communities so that we can seek 
continuous improvements to their services. The best 
way to do that is by integrating ourselves deeper into 
the fabric of the community and becoming a part of 
everyday life for the people we serve.”

North Shields funeral 
business welcomes 
seventh generation as 
new Director
An established North Shields family 
funeral business that has served its local 
community for more than two centuries has 
appointed a family member as a Director.

The appointment of Ben Broadhead 
to Director ensures an ongoing family 
connection and as a seventh-generation 
family member, he has pledged to lead the 
company into the future while upholding 
the values and traditions that have made 

E Turnbull & Son a trusted name in the 
community.

Ben’s mother, Jane Broadhead, daughter 
of Ben’s grandfather Jimmy Turnbull and 
currently managing director, will continue to 
provide guidance and support while gradually 
passing the reins to her son.

Community engagement is important to 
Ben and his team. Turnbulls has a history of 
supporting local initiatives and organisations. 
To mark the occasion of Ben’s appointment, 
Turnbulls have agreed to sponsor French and 
Spanish lessons for the YMCA North Tyneside 
nursery classes in North Shields ensuring no 
child is deprived of this invaluable chance to 
learn and grow.

“It’s wonderful to be able to fund these 
classes so that the children can gain valuable 
language skills at such an early age. We are a 
global community now more than ever and 
having the ability to communicate in more 
than one language is an essential skill to 
have. We’re delighted to help with this and 
many other local good causes such as the 
YMCA hot meal initiative, North Shields junior 
football teams and the Tynemouth Golf Club 
juniors,” said Ben.

t: 07948 216 491 / 07722 209 132
e: enquiries.ashingtonseacadets@gmail.com

Ashington Sea Cadets offers young people aged 10-18 a  
different kind of adventure, equipping them with skills that will 

launch them for life. Make friends, learn valuable skills, and  
have fun while doing it! Get in touch today to find out more...

North East businesses 
help raise £75k for 
disabled children
The Percy Hedley Foundation’s infamous 
Mistletoe Ball was held for the fifteenth 
time in the charity’s 70th anniversary 
year and raised an impressive £75,000 – 
bringing the total raised by the events to 
over £1million.

Held at the Hilton Newcastle Gateshead hotel, 
286 guests enjoyed a drinks reception, dance 
performance, three-course meal, tombola, 
raffle, auctions and dancing. Special guests 
included ex-Percy Hedley pupil, three-time-
paralympic-gold-medal-winner, Stephen 
Miller MBE and Dame Irene Hays of Hays 
Travel.

The £75,000 raised will fund new equipment, 
specialist facilities, educational programmes 
and employment schemes for the 
Foundation’s 650 children and young people.

Louise Horsefield, head of fundraising at The 
Percy Hedley Foundation, said: “We’ve been 
blown away by the support shown for the ball 
by the North East business community.

“This event is such an important night for 
us, not only to celebrate the amazing work 
we do every day but to raise vital funds to 
support our pupils, students and residents to 
have equal opportunities that enable them 
to live their best lives. Thank you so much to 
everyone who so generously supported the 
event.”

The main sponsors were care industry 
recruiters, Medsolve, facilities managers, 
Anchor Group Services, regeneration 
specialists, Hellens Group, transport provider, 
Hobans, independent supported living 
specialist, Lenore, audio visual specialist and 
production company, Purple Productions and 
temporary healthcare recruitment provider, 
Standby Healthcare. The 2024 Mistletoe Ball 
will be held on Saturday 23 November.



Curious Arts 
Curious Arts is a North East-
based Arts and Youth charity 
championing and developing 
LGBTQIA+ arts, artists, and 
communities across the region 
and beyond.

Working in partnership with cultural and 
community organisations, Curious Arts 
develop and deliver community-focused 
arts projects and events through the year. 
Increasing visibility and understanding of 
LGBTQIA+ experiences and communities. 

Why was the charity founded?

Curious Arts was founded by CEO & Executive 
Producer Phil Douglas in 2017, following the 
successful launch of LGBTQIA+ arts festival 
Curious Festival back in 2016.

Becoming a charity in early 2022, Curious Arts 
was founded to champion LGBTQIA+ arts and 
artists, increase LGBTQIA+ representation in the 
region’s cultural offer and create meaningful 
opportunities for LGBTQIA+ artists, communities 
and allies to engage in LGBTQIA+ culture. 

Which areas do you cover?

Curious Arts is based both in Hartlepool 
and Newcastle but our annual programme 
of projects and events spans the whole of 
the North East, from the Tees Valley up to 
Northumberland. Our work often sees us pop-
up around the country, with events as far and 
wide as Manchester, Liverpool, York, Oxford and 
Canary Wharf, London. 

What type of events do you have? 

We deliver a wide variety of projects and events 
and truly offer something for everyone, from 
family-friendly Mini Prides, Curious Takeovers 
and outdoor performances to comedy nights, 
performance cabarets and local Prides.

We also currently have five regular youth 
projects taking place in Middlesbrough, 
Stockton-on-Tees, Newcastle and Gateshead 
- learning a variety of new skills from music 
production to forestry! Alongside this we 
support LGBTQIA+ artists to develop their 
practice and produce new works, deliver 
LGBTQIA+ awareness training to the public and 
cultural sector and tour original performances. 

What is your mission? 

Curious Arts’ values are creativity, inclusivity, 
and visibility and our mission is to champion 
and develop LGBTQIA+ arts and culture in 
the region, increasing opportunities for the 
LGBTQIA+ community as artists, audiences, 
and participants. Through advocacy and 
consultancy with partner organisations, we are 
developing projects, touring productions, and 
bespoke initiatives to celebrate and increase the 
visibility of the North East’s LGBTQIA+ culture.

What have been your proudest moments  
so far?

Working so closely with LGBTQIA+ communities 
and partners across the region, there have 
been many proud moments in our journey so 
far. Having the opportunity to make exciting, 
accessible projects and events happen in our 
home region and seeing firsthand their impact 
on the communities who engage, who have 
felt unrepresented beforehand, is always a 
motivating driver for our work.

We were very proud to achieve charity status in 
early 2022, after a challenging period navigating 
the pandemic. Gaining recognition for our work 
and actively living our values.

What are you currently working on?

All of the projects we’ve touched on already, 
but we’re particularly excited to be working 
with our partners and community members 
across the Tees Valley this year, to develop Pride 
events which are informed by the communities 
they celebrate and serve, in Middlesbrough, 
Stockton-on-Tees, Darlington, Hartlepool and 
Redcar & Cleveland.

We’re also actively continuing to develop our 
LGBTQIA+ awareness training, to support 
businesses and organisations in the public 
and private sectors to increase their team’s 
confidence in engaging authentically and 
respectfully with members of the LGBTQIA+ 
community.

How do people get involved?

Anyone who would like to attend an event, 
volunteer or take part in a project can find 
upcoming dates and contact information on our 
website. We welcome conversations with people 
who would like support or spread the word 
about our work. 

Organisations that would like to invest 
in their LGBTQIA+ Awareness through our 
training sessions can start the process 
by emailing hello@curiousarts.org.uk 
or complete an enquiry form over on our 
website. www.curiousarts.org.uk 
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Unveiling 
the future of 
productivity: 
Introducing 
a brand-new 
office space
We are thrilled to present 
a game-changer in office 
design – a brand new office 
space that represents the 
future of Central. Creating 
an environment that fosters 
creativity, collaboration 
and efficiency. Welcome to 
Portland House!

Working in partnership with designers 
Ultimate Commercial Interiors, the new 
office space represents a new vision for our 
brand.

Gone are the cramped offices and boring 
workstations – this cutting-edge office space 
is the embodiment of a forward-thinking 
approach, where productivity is nurtured, 
and work-life balance is at the forefront. With 
its innovative layout, modern amenities, and 
thoughtful incorporation of technology, it sets 
a new standard for the company.

One of the most striking features of this new 

office space is its openness and emphasis 
on collaboration. Outfitted with spacious 
common areas, flexible workstations, 
and inviting breakout spaces, the layout 
encourages employees to interact, brainstorm, 
and seek each other’s expertise throughout 
the workday. These open spaces are 
complemented by cozy nooks and meeting 
pods, providing privacy and concentration 
when necessary, striking a perfect balance 
between collaboration and focused work.

Advanced technology is cleverly woven into 
the fabric of this office space. Smart devices, 
automated systems, and integrated sensors 
enable a more streamlined and efficient 
workflow. From touch-free access controls to 
state-of-the-art meeting room systems, every 
detail has been meticulously designed to ease 
day-to-day operations and fuel a seamless 
digital experience.

To ensure sustainability, the designers 
have focused attention on environmental 
responsibility. Utilizing green building 
techniques, such as carbon neutral flooring, 

energy-efficient lighting, and recycling 
facilities, this workspace aims to minimize its 
ecological footprint. Additionally, initiatives 
like electric vehicle charging stations 
contribute to a greener commute and further 
align with the eco-conscious vision of the 
company. With facilities such as bike stations, 
hotel-quality showers and drying rooms, and 
access to on-site laundry and dry cleaning, 
yoga studios and work place catering, Portland 
House is certainly one of Newcastle’s most 
prestigious office buildings.

Financial Director, William Palmer said 
“Investing in a modern office space like this 
is not just a matter of aesthetics. We are 
embracing the principles of collaboration, 
well-being, technology integration, and 
sustainability. We have changed!”

So, welcome to the future of Central – a 
workplace where collaboration, innovation, 
and well-being converge in a space designed 
to unlock the full potential of every employee.

www.centralemployment.co.uk
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Sporting Wallsend: 
new community hub 
open for business
Sporting Wallsend is a community hub that opened at the end of last 
year with the intentions to inspire the local community and beyond 
to lead healthier, and therefore, happier lives through a variety of 
activities and well-being clubs hosted in a safe environment that 
welcomes all.

By providing members with equal opportunities and a network of first class 
support and facilities, their vision is to empower all to embrace a happy, 
active future and balanced lifestyle.

The Hub is designed as a venue for activities that promote and encourage 
healthy lifestyles so whether thats yoga, karate, boxing or table tennis 
...the space is perfect for all. The sparkling new building is also ideal for 
conferences, workshops and parties and has very competitive rates.

During February the hub will be flinging its doors open to showcase the 
space- theres going to be lots going on so keep an eye on their socials.

If you would like to learn more or book the hub for sporting clubs, 
community events or conferences please contact: John Percival:  
johnp.wallsendboysclub@gmail.com or call: 0191 2639490

All are welcome to take part in a variety of activities  
and well-being clubs hosted at Sporting Wallsend  
in the Peter Olsen Community Hub.

In association with Wallsend Boys & Girls Club

Leading the way  
to a healthier &  
happier community

Get in touch to find out more
  0191 2639490   johnp.wallsendboysclub@gmail.com
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The river crossing was used by over 19 million 
vehicles over the past year* – compared to 
just over 17 million the previous year – which 
is an 11.7% uplift. 

New data shows journey times have improved 
since the switch to open road tolling in 2021, 
with the average journey time in October 2023 
being 35 seconds faster southbound, and 46 
seconds faster northbound. 

Over the last 12 months, the tunnels operator 
contributed to various community projects, 
charities and local groups, including a transport 
scheme for Tiny Lives which helps families of 
premature babies get to and from hospital, and 
a sustainable village and sensory Tyne Tunnel 

for The Percy Hedley Foundation’s schools. TT2’s 
investment in community projects amounted to 
over £110,000 in 2023. 

The percentage of people not paying their toll 
has reduced from 5.39% in the first month of 
open road tolling to 2.84% in November last 
year - falling further to 2.20% in November this 
year. 

It has been just over two years since the tunnels 
modernised by allowing users to drive straight 
through without stopping - on 8 November 2021 
- and the switch has made journeys faster and 
smoother.

The TT2 on-site operations team now manages 

to clear a broken-down vehicle in just seven 
minutes and 15 seconds, on average.  

The number of people and businesses pre-
paying for their journeys has risen – with almost 
83,000 new TT2 Pre-Paid accounts opened 
in the last year. In November 2023, 82.94% of 
payments were made via Pre-Paid accounts. 
This comes following improvements to the 
user-experience through changes to the TT2 
website, upgrades to the payment system 
including introducing Apple and Google Pay, 
and the launch of the Tyne Tunnels’ customer 
focus group. 

CEO at TT2, Adrian Wallace, said: “We’re really 
pleased to see that more people than ever are 
choosing the tunnels to cross the river and that 
journey times have reduced since we switched 
to open-road-tolling.

“The Tyne Tunnels were brought to the region 
to support regional growth by offering a safe, 
reliable, and efficient, alternative way to 
cross the Tyne. We help over 62,000 vehicles 
cross the river every day and we are proud 
to be supporting greater social mobility and 
regional success, as well as helping our local 
communities and the environment through 
extensive CSR initiatives and funding.”

*Figures cited cover the 12 months from 
November 2022 to November 2023.

More detail about the Tyne Tunnels and 
payment methods: www.tt2.co.uk
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Tyne Tunnels – 2023 in 
Review: quicker journeys, 
record levels of users and 
community impact
The operator of the Tyne Tunnels, TT2, is reporting quicker 
journey times, record levels of vehicles travelling through the 
tunnels and a bumper year of support for its local communities 
during 2023.

CEO of TT2, Adrian Wallace.
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Ammar Mirza CBE

Picture this: over 120 movers and shakers 
from every sector imaginable, brainstorming 
together to transform the North East 
including Tees Valley, into the most inclusive 
region in the UK by 2025. Talk about 
ambitious goals!

Growing up in the North East, I’ve had my fair 
share of ups and downs. Sure, I’ve faced the 
rough end of discrimination and prejudice, but 
let me tell you those experiences didn’t dampen 
my spirits. Instead, they sparked a fire in me to 
make a difference. And what better way to do 
that than championing inclusivity?

At the conference, we heard from a smorgasbord 
of speakers. They weren’t just talking heads; 
they were torchbearers illuminating why 

inclusion matters. From the undeniable value 
of social justice and equality to the magic that 
diverse perspectives and innovation can conjure 
up – we covered it all. And let’s not forget the 
economic benefits and the overall improvement 
in quality of life. Inclusion isn’t just a nice-to-
have; it’s a must-have!

I’ve always believed that our region is a 
hidden gem, brimming with potential. And 
this conference proved it. There’s a hunger 
for change, a desire to reduce discrimination 
and comply with legal and ethical standards, 
and, most importantly, a drive for personal 
development. We’re not just talking about 
ticking boxes here; we’re talking about genuine, 
ground-up transformation.

This journey towards inclusivity is not just a 
solo trip; it’s a group tour. We want everyone 
to hop on the bus. Whether you’re a business 
bigwig, a community champion, or just 
someone who loves the North East, your voice 
matters. We’re crafting a narrative where every 
voice is heard, and every story is valued.

As I reflect on the conference and the incredible 
energy in the room, I can’t help but feel 
optimistic. We’re on the cusp of something big, 
something transformative. The North East is 
all set to not just join the conversation on 
inclusion but to lead it.

So, here’s the call to action – let’s make the 
North East a shining example of what true 
inclusivity looks like. Join the movement, share 
your ideas, and be a part of this exciting journey. 
Whether you’re contributing from a boardroom 
or your living room, every bit counts.

Inclusion should be by default not by design! 
Together, we’re not just dreaming of a more 
inclusive North East; we’re building it. And 
remember, in the words of a true Northerner 
– “Shy bairns get nowt.” So, let’s not be shy 
about making our region the best it can be. 
Who’s with me?

Ammar Mirza CBE is Chair & Founder of Asian 
Business Connexions, Chair of the NELEP 
Business Growth Board, Honorary Colonel of 
101 Regiment RA and holds various positions 
across the public and private sectors.

Inclusion Revolution: Crafting 
the North East into the UK’s 
Inclusivity Capital by 2025!
Imagine a future where the North East isn’t just known for its 
stotties and Angel of the North, but as the beacon of inclusivity 
in the UK. On January 25th, I had the absolute privilege of 
hosting a conference that wasn’t just a gathering – it was the 
start of a revolution.



Innovative. 
Reliable. Revolutionary.

As one the UK’s leading Vacuum Forming 
specialists, Plastic Mouldings Northern Ltd 
have over 150 years of combined experience 
in the supply of high quality and often 
very intricate moulded parts to an array of 
industries.

The ethos here at our Bishop Auckland 
based site is to supply top quality vacuum 
formed products at realistic and sustainable 
prices, with excellent customer service as 
standard. Working across a range of sectors 
from automotive and aerospace to the food 
industry, the experienced team have worked 
on projects with The London Underground, 
McLaren, Bentley, Rolls Royce, Jaguar, JCB, 
and BAE Systems.

The Vacuum Forming process itself involves 
manipulating rigid sheets of plastic into 
bespoke 3D moulded parts using a specific 
aluminium tool. Plastic Mouldings Northern’s 
continuous investment in machinery and 
tooling has been a real game changer at the 

site, enhancing capabilities for the most 
bespoke and intricate projects.

Freddy Bourdais, Co-Founder and Sales 
Director, Plastic Mouldings Northern Ltd said: 
“We are always innovating and staying ahead 
of the game in the industry, and our recent 
investment in two new Biesse 5 Axis CNC 
machines brings a host of further solutions 
to our capabilities. The 5 Axis CNC machine is 
a ground-breaking piece of kit with its large 
trimming size capacity of 4mx2m makes us 
quite unique within the industry.

We can vacuum form up to 3500 x 1500 mm in 
up to 15mm material thickness in a vast range 
of plastics, with a huge focus on recycled and 
recyclable plastics which perfectly aligns with 
our ethos as a returnable packaging specialist.”

Our 5 axis CNC machines use computer-
aided design (CAD) and computer-aided 
manufacturing (CAM) to allow trimming of 
moulded parts to tight tolerance.

Recent investments take the total machinery 
on-site to seven Vacuum Forming and three 
5 Axis CNC machines whist the site itself now 
spans three acres with 65,000 square feet 
of indoor storage - impressive machinery 
matched with the team’s unparalleled 

knowledge and experience makes PMN the 
go-to partner for vacuum forming.

Customised Solutions

Vacuum forming is a key solution to a host of 
industry projects and PMN’s expertise in the 
field is internationally renowned – from design 
to production the team is on hand to ensure 
that projects run smoothly.

The production capacity at PMN is extensive, 
with projects varying from Theme Park parts 
and Vertical Farming Hydroponic Grow 
Trays, to Automated Robot covers and Roof 
Sign contracts hitting Australia. Production 
spans an array of industries too, with projects 
extending from the automotive industry with 
battery covers and vacuum formed interiors, 
to the medical industry providing training 
aids and customisable high quality storage 
solutions.

To find out more about how Plastic 
Mouldings Northern can support with 
vacuum forming, vacuum formed 
packaging, vacuum formed finished  
parts and contract moulding, contact our 
team via sales@pmn-ltd.co.uk or visit  
www.pmn-ltd.co.uk for further information.

Plastic Mouldings Northern: Taking your 
project from design to production
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Business 
Durham - 
their business 
is your 
business
Durham County Council’s 
business support service wants 
to help your business flourish.
And leading from the front is 
Managing Director of Business 
Durham, Sarah Slaven. 

“We’re here to make sure that County Durham 
is a great place in which to do business, to 
build a strong local economy and provide 
jobs for local residents,” said Sarah. “We 
provide support for businesses at all stages 
from helping start-ups, supporting current 
businesses to grow, attracting inward 
investment, to help create jobs and nourish a 
vibrant economy.”

Looking forward Business Durham manages a 
portfolio of commercial and industrial property 
on behalf of Durham County Council.  One 
particularly successful project is the North East 
Technology Park (NETPark) on the outskirts of 
Sedgefield.

NETPark is a classic example of what Business 
Durham is all about. Durham County Council 
had a bold vision how to create higher value 
jobs long term. The region had previously relied 
on traditional industries, so something had to 
change. NETPark has done so well that we are 
now embarking on a £62m further phase of 
development which will see it double in size. 
Bigger units are being built for firms that are 
expanding and this will then release space in 
the smaller units for new businesses to move 
into. We are attracting a lot of interest from firms 
outside the region who can create some exciting 
opportunities in new industries such as space 
and satellite technology”.

As well as funding and cash flow  challenges, 
attracting skilled staff is another obstacle 
many businesses are facing currently, so one 

of Business Durham’s roles is to help promote 
County Durham and the North East is. 

“We have a good standard of living, it’s cheaper 
than other regions and we have a lot of quality 
jobs. Throw in our stunning countryside and 
beaches, great communication links, sensible 
housing prices and a really good work ethic, and 
you’d wonder why a firm wouldn’t want to come 
here. 

“To help businesses to grow and improve 
productivity we’ve set up the Durham Business 
Growth programme.  With a total budget of 
£8.16 million from the UK Shared Prosperity 
Fund, the programme combines the expertise 
of Business Durham, RTC North and UMi to 
provide a simplified and accessible platform for 
businesses seeking tailored support.

“Instead of having a multitude of small support 
packages, Durham Business Growth provides 
firms and individuals with everything they need 
to access support. It’s a bit like a menu whereby 
businesses can select their preferences. 

“Whether they require assistance for growing 

their business, support to enter new markets, 
develop innovative products, secure funding, or 
invest in buildings and equipment, the options 
are adaptable.

“The first step is that one of our Business 
Engagement Officers will look at the company to 
ascertain what they need and what is available. 
We want to make it as simple as possible. 

“With this new funding we can now help 
businesses of all sizes and all sectors so, for 
example, we can now help the tourism and 
hospitality sector.” 

Interested?

Funding is available until March 2025 so 
the best idea is to have a conversation 
with the Durham Business Growth 
engagement officers. Email enquiries@
durhambusinessgrowth.co.uk or call 0191 
7161006. You’ll also find further details by 
visiting their website…  
www.durhambusinessgrowth.co.uk
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A CLEAR VIEW OF THE FUTURE 

#CLEAR | #UPFRONT | #TRANSPARENT

Our vision is to ensure savings are
passed on directly to our customers.
Our goal is to take the complexity out
of utilities so you can focus on your
core business.

Contact us

Saving you
time and
energy on your
business
utilities.

UTILITIES WE CAN
HELP WITH -

clearwaterutilities.co.uk
Info@clearwaterutilities.co.uk

WaterElectric Gas

Telecoms Insurance Card
Machines

0191 369 2505

Contact us...
0191 369 2505   •   clearwaterutilities.co.uk   •   info@clearwaterutilities.co.uk
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Saving you time and energy 
on your business utilities.
Our vision is to ensure savings are passed on directly  
to our customers. Our goal is to take the complexity  
out of utilities so you can focus on your core business.
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Silk Route 
Spirits  
We have chosen the name Silk Route Spirits 
for our distillery because we have drawn 
upon the exotic spices and flavours, many of 
which were first introduced to Europe along 
the silk route to inspire our gins and other 
spirits. Liquorice and cassia bark from China, 
green peppercorns from India and coriander 
seeds are all used to infuse our gins. 
Similarly, fresh vanilla from Madagascar, 
ginger from the east and a range of other 
spices go to make our spiced and caramel 
rums. 

So, let me take you on Journey, “A Journey of 
Taste” starting in the year 130 BC. A journey 
that will transport you across the millennia 
and share with you a story that is much more 
than just a journey through time, it is a journey 
that will cross continents, explore great 
empires that have come and gone and will 
tell the history of ancient peoples who have 
lived and traded along the Silk Route. Empires 
such as the great dynasty of Han, the Parthians 
of modern-day Iran, the Macedonians of 
Alexander the Great, the Mongols of Genghis 
Khan and the vast swathes of the empire of 
Tamerlane who conquered Central Asia.

The journey will explore the contributions 
to East, West trade, to flavours and spices 
of peoples such as the Han empire, the now 
almost gone Sogdians who were central to 

trade as well as Zoroastrians and Persians. The 
journey will also explore the role of Venetian 
traders such as Marco Polo and the Ottoman 
Seljuk Turks who were instrumental in bringing 
the strategic importance of the silk route to 
an end.  

The story begins with the Han Dynasty and the 
imperial court, then ruled by Emperor Wu of 
Han who opened trade in 130 BC, and it was to 

last until 1453 CE, when the Ottoman Empire 
finally conquered the city of Constantinople 
and closed off trade with Western Europe.  

Our next blog will explore the discovery of silk 
and the role this played in opening the markets 
of the west to the flavours of the East!

www.silkroutespirits.co.uk
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They say the only certainty in life is death and taxes. 
Given the current economic crisis, one could be 
forgiven for the preponderance of attention day 
to day is on the latter, but the former is a critical 
consideration in our lives. 

Procrastination is a natural trait used when we wish 
to defer, avoid, or otherwise accommodate fear. It is 
an understandable defence mechanism to the grisly 
prospect of our demise. Our common usage belies this. 
We use terms like ‘always’ and ‘forever’, as if our finite 
human experience encapsulates all time.

We fear our end, and our failure to engage with 
the subject can add to the existential despair 
some experience, questing meaning, purpose and 
validation in life with the attendant fear that life can be 
somehow “wasted”. Post industrially, this ultimately, 
translates into legacy and the extension of our wishes 
posthumously. 

Yes, its complex, deeply philosophical and emotional. 
In a ‘brass-tacks sense’, a society that looks at 
possession, wealth and indeed tax liabilities that fall 
out of our demise can only be addressed by good 
estate planning and our wishes embodied in a will. 

Things become more complex with increasing 
longevity. In 1873 the average age of death was around 
forty. Now, most can look to achieving seventies/
eighties, with record numbers becoming centenarian. 
Longer lifespans create greater potential for 
experiencing significant periods of incapacity, wherein 
people need effective powers of attorney, for health 
and financial matters. 

These cannot be ‘kicked down the road’ - there are 
avoidable risks in so doing. The relational, financial, 
material, business and legal elements of our lives are 
often massively compromised if not thought through 
when we are no longer present or incapacitated.

Relax, I am not about to introduce the Grim Reaper, 
the increase of secularism, erosion of faith systems, or 
Samoan funerary rituals here. Aww, you say. 

Let me instead introduce a wonderful force of nature 
that Gedanken has been pleased, nay blown away, 
to work with, Leah Hamilton, MD of Hamilton Legacy. 
Her Durham based practice covers the North East 
and beyond and ‘gets’ all the legals, procedurals and 
processes to effectively manage people’s affairs when 
fate is unkind, or just inevitable. Leah and her staff 
undertake this with such heart, passion and a level 
of person centredness I have rarely seen in many law 
practices, or indeed in the online world. Leah explains, 

“We take the time to understand people’s wishes and 
needs, which often change as their circumstances do 
and walk with them every step of the way”. Leah and 
her team recognise the often very difficult choices 
people have to make when planning for difficult times. 
“Nobody wants to think about a time when they are 
incapable, or no longer here, but this is reality. Where 
we can become empowered in these processes, is 
by safe, thoughtful, effective planning that give us 
a real say at those times in which we can’t speak for 
ourselves. Our clients retain their control, their dignity 
and much of the meaning, value and purpose they 
have built throughout their lives”.

Moving back to those taxes, these are often an 
accompanying factor with one’s death. “Paying tax 
twice over is not a great prospect in what is a high 
tax society anyway”, Leah reflects, “careful planning 
legitimately mitigates tax burdens and protects your 
estate to best benefit those closest to you”.

Whether its your business succession, family 
arrangements, or own personal desires, Hamilton 
Legacy offers a chance to plan and retain control of life 
and business matters. Leah’s service offers peace of 
mind for clients, their families and often staff. “Wishes 
are clarified, so others don’t have to ‘best guess’ what 
a person wants at a crucial time”, she adds. 

Leah commissioned Gedanken to look at how she and 
her team could extend her business activity further 
across the northeast as well as develop her own 
ultimate plans for addressing her work/life balance 
with appropriate scaling. “Gedanken has helped 
us to more strongly communicate the value of our 
offering with clients and openly celebrate the solid 
values of competence, quality practice and sensitive, 
compassionate service that is central to both the 
company’s values and those held personally”. 

For realists and pragmatists who don’t do 
procrastination, especially, when they have worked 
so hard, Leah is someone who truly changes fear 
to fascination, uncertainty to clarity and hard-won 
achievements into meaningful legacy!

www.gedanken.co.uk

www.hamiltonlegacy.co.uk
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Down the road
Where there is a will there really is a way (or ask for not whom 
the bell tolls, ask if the campanologist has his or her affairs in 
order)! Dr David Cliff explores the days we dread.
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“...Things 
become more 
complex with 

increasing 
longevity...

Leah Hamilton with Dr David Cliff



Taking 
recruitment 
beyond the 
initial hire 
Laura Barker, Head of Talent 
Development at recruitment 
firm Talentheads, explains why 
developing your talent helps 
your business reach its full 
potential and why investment 
into recruiting doesn’t just end 
at the initial hire!

For many involved in recruitment, the belief 
is once you have hired your candidate it ends 
there (most recruitment businesses end there 
too). We think that’s nonsense.

At Talentheads, getting those key hires through 
your door is only the start of what we provide – 
and what a good recruitment firm should do.

Because it isn’t just about filling a vacancy. 

Yes, you want these roles filled. But you want 
to ensure these team members not only fit with 
your business, but they will flourish and develop 
with you for the long term, growing with you 
and your business.

And that’s where Talentheads dramatically 
differs.

We strongly believe in the idea that the greatest 
results come from investing in the Talent 
Success Cycle.

Basically, this is a full cycle approach – and 
having carefully matched up 500 individuals 
with new positions since 2021, we know that it 
works.

It starts with our unique approach to your 
growth; Talentheads’ USP is that we embed 
ourselves within your business to learn and 
understand your firm’s culture so that by the 
end, we know your business inside out.

That enables us to select people who match 
your business’ values and ethos. In theory (and 
as we’ve discovered, in practice) this leads to 
attracting your ideal candidates, hiring the right 
talent for your business, those who want to be 
part of your business and stay for the long-term, 
who focus on the success of your business. 

But that final part is pivotal to the Talent Success 
Cycle, your employees develop within your 
business. As your talent moves through your 

organisation, becoming the leaders and hiring 
managers of the future, new talent enters and 
the cycle begins again.

Our unique model means we use our expertise 
and experience to elevate your learning and 
development strategy. Leading and supporting 
on development and training, growing and 
coaching your staff and freeing you up to grow 
your business.  

It is a streamlined approach, focussing on the 
success and development of your people with 
flexibility around the needs of your business, 
saving you time, money and energy as you 
have the internal team already in your business 
providing the full talent cycle.

With everything in-house, you have no need to 
look for further provision.

We can do it because of our model - we are 
already in your business so who better to help 
grow your staff?

We know your business’ strategy. We know 
where the skill gaps are. And we know where 
future roles may arise.

By developing your team and possessing a 
unique insight into your business, our joined-up 
approach helps to futureproof your firm, helping 
all of your team reach their full potential.

Through your talent developing and moving 
up and through your business, we are here to 
continue to build your team.

If a vacancy arises then the cycle begins and we 
are here to attract your next employee, we have 
your succession plans in place with either an 
internally developed team member or from your 
external talent bank.

That can be enormous for your business, 

especially as many of the growing number of 
firms utilising Talentheads are also fast-growing 
themselves.

With your plans in place, and your strategy, 
recruitment, training and coaching taken care 
of, then there are no issues if a vacancy arises. 
There are no extra costs or unsettled team!

Removing the issues of re-recruiting and 
training a replacement leaving your business 
vulnerable and unable to work at capacity - 
Talentheads are here, building your successful 
team with no impact on your business.

Embracing the whole Talent Success Cycle 
model, those concerns can be firmly banished.

Not only does it create that much-needed depth 
in house but ultimately, Talentheads’ model is 
about recruitment and development, so once 
you’ve got your new hires through the door, our 
job is to ensure they reach their full potential 
and grow, along with you and your business. 

The beauty of the Talent Success Cycle is its 
flexibility around the needs of your business. 
If your recruitment needs to increase, you dial 
up that area, if the need is lower you can then 
dial up in another area…strategy, training and/
or coaching! It provides the flexibility to fit with 
your business growth!

We already know they fit your ethos – but we 
pride ourselves in coaching and guiding them 
so that they see a clear career path within your 
firm.

We make them feel engaged. We make them feel 
invested in. And we make the process easier – 
for everyone.

To find out more about Talentheads and the 
Talent Success Cycle, visit talentheads.co.uk
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The North Tyneside based marine software 
organisation, which has traded since 
1907, works with businesses across the 
globe, providing a range of systems for 
maintenance management, document 
control, data communication and integrated 
logistic support.

With environmental sustainability at the heart 
of the business, the company approached 
Compliant to support them in gaining the 
standard as they looked to demonstrate their 
commitment to reducing their carbon footprint 
and achieving their long-term environmental 
goals.

Compliant, who support businesses across 
all sectors within the UK, Ireland and the 
USA to gain ISO certification, were delighted 
to work with such a forward-thinking and 
established north east business. Director, Mark 
Henderson, commented, ‘Many businesses 
are now thinking seriously about the impact 
they are having on climate change and the 
environment.  Commercially, many bids, 
tenders and government frameworks now 
insist that suppliers are committed to good 
environmental practices therefore in order to 
secure new markets and grow, businesses have 
to be aware of their impact and demonstrate 
their certifications.

It's always great to work with a fellow north 
east business, however, we were delighted 
to support such an established company 
with such a rich heritage in our region.  Since 
gaining the standard, the team have embraced 
the framework and are embedding the culture 
within their workforce which is great for us to 
be a part of.’

Paul Dixon, Technical Manager at Sir Joseph 
Isherwood, commented, ‘Environmental 
sustainability and the impact on climate 
change is something that is at the heart of our 
business. When we started to research the ISO 
14001 standard, we decided to approach this 
with a two-pronged attack, this was to improve 
our sustainability while reducing our carbon 
footprint and from a commercial perspective, 
we knew that we needed the standard to open 
further opportunities within our industry.

As we support clients across the globe, having 
the internationally recognised standard 
will prove our credibility, transverse across 
all of our operations and demonstrate our 
commitment to the environment, we look 
forward to maintaining this with the support of 
Compliant in the future.’

For more information on Compliant’s 
services or for a no-obligation proposal, visit 
their website at www.compliantfm.com

North East ISO consultants 
support marine software 
business to gain ISO 14001
Sunderland based ISO consultants, Compliant, are delighted  
to have supported fellow North East business, Sir Joseph 
Isherwood, to gain ISO 14001, the internationally recognised 
environmental standard.
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Are you 
afraid to 
change  
your job?
Bryony Gibson, director of 
Bryony Gibson Consulting, 
talks about the importance 
of being honest with yourself 
and knowing when it is time 
to embrace positive change in 
your career.

Do you fear change? I sometimes do. I think 
we all do, to some extent, because it usually 
means that the outcome is unknown. 

In truth, our brains are hard-wired to search for 
comfort in understanding. When we don’t know 
what is going to happen, we begin to make up 
scenarios, and that leads to worry.

One of the many things recruitment has taught 
me is that people also find it hard to move on 
when something familiar comes to an end. Fear 
of failure comes into play. If we don’t know how 
something will turn out, we’d rather not try 
because it could be risky or end badly.

When it comes to your career, usually, it boils 
down to one of three things: the people, the 
role, or the environment. The good news is that 
these areas should all be able to be improved by 
talking openly with your employer.

Having said that, I suggest that you do not leave 
things too late. Don’t wait until things are dire 
before acting. By putting yourself in a position 
where you want out of a job as quickly as 
possible, you open the door to making decisions 
that lack the insight and information you need 
to make the best choice. 

Then, when it doesn’t go well, there is a strong 
chance you will reinforce the idea that change is 
not good, rather than recognising it was needed 
earlier so your decision can be reached in a 
calm, knowledge-led, and balanced way.

I see this happen a lot. Where people know, 
deep down, that they want to move but keep 
telling themselves they are being too fussy, too 

demanding, or will just stick it out for another 
six months and wait for that pay rise, bonus, or 
promotion.

Whatever the reason, we all know that more 
often than not, if you do not make the change, 
then nothing will change at all. So how do you 
know when it is time to find a new job? There 
are a lot of things that can trigger the search.

It could be more bad days than good. 
Uncontrollable or overwhelming stress levels. 
A lack of energy and motivation. Persistent 
frustration and issues you can’t seem to shake. 
Being unhappy in, and subsequently out of, 
work. These are all signs that it is time to 
reassess your situation and start being honest 
with yourself.

Right now, a lack of career opportunities and 
salary progression is prevalent. With promises 
being broken or put on hold, and work-life 
balance suffering as a result. 

While no job is completely perfect, it’s important 
to keep your bigger picture at the forefront 
of decision-making. Consider the experience 

you’re gaining, the networks you’re exposed 
to, and the kudos you get from working where 
you do. This will help you understand what to 
do next.

What you need to remember is that you are 
not alone. We all experience a degree of 
apprehension when it comes to change. That’s 
why comfort zones exist. 

Changing your job is a big decision but being 
uncomfortable with uncertainty is not a good 
enough excuse to avoid it. If you think it might 
be time for you to move on, my advice is to 
explore it. Reach out and explore what is out 
there. Do some research. Speak to someone you 
trust. The more you know, the less scary it will 
become. 

Of course, the grass is not always greener, but 
your time is very precious and, if you’re not 
happy, you need to make a change of some 
kind. Whatever you decide to do, be confident 
and don’t be put off by fear because the rewards 
when you find a job you love will be life-
changing.

Jobs. Advice. Expertise.

Bryony Gibson
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2023 was another successful 
year for the North East Hotelier 
Association (NEHA) - in 
partnership with over 50 of the 
regions hotels.

Proudly boasting 3,400 people employed 
in their industry, NEHA aimed to increase 
the number of talented professionals with 
the launch of their Hospitality Mentor 
Programme, partnering with the University 
of Sunderland to provide valuable practical 
skills and insight for students who are 
looking to pursue a career in the sector. 
They hoped and achieved that in doing this, 
support for the recovering industry would 
be strengthened post-Covid 19 and inspire 
young talent to pursue a role with them. 

NEHA showed their support for Newcastle’s 
business community as the sales teams joined 
Get Into Newcastle’s spring clean, collecting 
rubbish from the Quayside and working 
together to keep the beautiful city at its best for 
their guests, as well as showing a reflection of 
the high esteem they hold for the city. Among 
those who accompanied them was the Maldron 
Hotel Newcastle, Delta by Marriott Newcastle, 
Staybridge Suites and DoubleTree by Hilton.

On the 26th of October 2023, over 400 attendees 
from hotels across the region gathered in 
anticipation at the Fed Brewery Gateshead to 
celebrate the annual NEHA Excellence Awards. 

The glittering event showcased the outstanding 
hospitality of its members, as well as raising 
a fantastic £1546 for Hospitality Action and 
provided their well-deserving employees with 
their gratitude as they were served a delicious 
three course meal with fantastic entrainment – a 
good time was had by all.  

Overall, 2023 was a promising year for the 
association, continuing to be a positive voice 

for the industry, their unwavering dedication 
to the further improvement and success of the 
hospitality industry is an inspiration to their 
partners, bringing together the leading hotels 
of the North East to ensure the bright future of 
North East hospitality.    

For more information on NEHA and its 
benefits go to www.nehotels.co.uk

An Eventful 2023 for NEHA  
B U S I N E S S  I N S I G H T
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Headquartered in Newcastle upon Tyne, these two 
distinguished recruitment firms collectively bring over 40 
years of industry expertise to the table. Their proficiency 
extends over a broad range of sectors such as Corporate 
Services, Tech & Digital, and Engineering, Manufacturing, & 
Technical (EMT). NRG also boasts a skilled Executive Search 
and Selection team, adept at filling senior, executive, and 
non-executive roles; whilst Greenbean has the insight, 
scalability, and capability of a Recruitment Process 
Outsourcing (RPO) business to manage high-volume and 
project-based recruitment solutions. 

The combined insight and expertise of both businesses 
distinguish themselves in the marketplace by offering a full-
service solution for talent acquisition, and the recruitment 
partner of choice. 

Leanne has been with NRG for almost 20 years, the last six 
of which as the driving force behind Greenbean. During this 
time, she has led the team to successfully deliver large-scale 
and project recruitment solutions to clients across the UK, 
working in partnership with brands such as NewDay, Worldpay, 
Santander, Tesco Bank, Ocado, and the startup of the UK’s 1st 
digital-only bank Atom Bank.

It is an exciting period of transformation for the two companies, 
and Leanne is the perfect person for the job. Her history speaks 
for itself, and we learn more about the woman at the helm.

“After finishing my degree in Tourism at Sheffield Hallam 
University I joined the Hilton Group in London working in the 
Conference, Event and Corporate Sales departments,” said 
Leanne. “After 5 years I then joined the recruitment agency that 
was helping me find my next role.

But, as someone who was born and bred in the North East, I 
wanted to return home. That was July 2005 when I joined NRG 
in Newcastle as a Senior Consultant. I have been with the firm 
ever since. 

In 2017 I led the team to set up Greenbean, our dedicated RPO 
division. As well as managing large temporary and permanent 
volume recruitment projects for many of the UK’s largest 
household names, we also function as an in-house recruitment 
agency for businesses without an internal talent acquisition 
team or those seeking to outsource certain parts of their 
recruitment process or projects outside of their business-as-
usual recruitment. Our bespoke models can bolster internal 
resources during times of peak demand to flex and scale with 
the ever-changing needs of the business.”

One of the significant changes Leanne has implemented since 
assuming leadership of both businesses is the introduction 
of certain aspects of the RPO offering to NRG clients. She 
recognised that select elements of the RPO solution such 
as recruitment process diagnostic & design, recruitment 
marketing, interview and assessment centre design and 
facilitation, and vetting and pre-employment screening, could 
add huge value to businesses as standalone services.

This transformation into talent advisory services offers a 
versatile solution that provides an alternative to a full RPO 
solution. This modular solution is proving highly popular 
among businesses of all sizes, from SMEs to blue-chip 
corporations, global enterprises, and public and third-sector 
organisations, marking a significant evolution in their service 
offerings.

“Collectively NRG and Greenbean stand unique in the 
marketplace in being able to offer businesses, wherever they 
are in the UK, a comprehensive suite of solutions and services 
that support them throughout each stage of their journey, from 
start-ups and periods of growth to those navigating relocation, 
change and transformation.”

Leanne goes on to say: “I am extremely proud to assume 
leadership of two well-respected brands within the recruitment 
industry. This creates a unique opportunity for us to make a 
real difference in supporting how businesses transform their 
approach to talent acquisition.”

Their offices are based at Quorum Business Park, NE12 8BU. 

NRG and Greenbean, your Recruitment Partner of Choice.

Interested to know more about NRG and Greenbean’s 
combined services please visit: 

NRG 
www.nrgplc.com 
call 0191 232 1222 
email contactus@nrgplc.com

Greenbean 
www.greenbeanrpo.com 
call 03330 160 330 
email enquiries@greenbeanrpo.com
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Transforming talent 
acquisition for UK businesses: 
A North East success story
If you have engaged with a recruitment agency partner in recent years, 
there is a strong possibility that you will have encountered either NRG 
(Northern Recruitment Group) or Recruitment Process Outsourcing 
(RPO) business Greenbean. Leanne Chambers was recently appointed 
as Managing Director of both businesses in a move to enhance their 
full-service recruitment solutions across the UK.
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The new 
leadership 
agenda
In the ever-evolving landscape 
we’re working in, the 
environment around us is 
undergoing a profound shift. 
This transformation affects 
how we work, engage with 
colleagues, and adapt to 
technological advancements. 

The traditional norms and comfort zones 
we once relied upon have become outdated, 
triggered by the Pandemic. Just look back 
five or 10 years, and consider how you worked 
then. How very different is it now?  I know it’s 
transformed for me.

This change, catalysed by the rapid acceleration 
of AI over the last 15 months, prompts us to 
critically assess how we operate as leaders within 
our organisations. If we are still working as we did 
5 years ago – then we’ve missed something! The 
rise of virtual and hybrid work setups, accelerated 
by the pandemic, has changed the way we should 
engage with colleagues and conduct business. 
Consequently, our approach to relationships and 
work dynamics needs an overhaul.

AI's impact on daily tasks to the digitization of 
work processes is forcing us to adapt, no matter 
how much we wish to hide, and staying abreast 
of technological advancements is imperative to 
avoid falling behind in an ever-changing world.

Combine that with the multi-generational 
workforces we now have, we see the varied 
societal influences which have shaped different 
generations' values and approaches to work 
coming through. Treating everyone with a 
one-size-fits-all approach is no longer working, 
and instead, we need to be mindful of individual 
needs and adapt our engagement styles to suit.

The reality is we're in a decade of change and 
by 2030-35 how we will be working, living and 
experiencing the world will be very different. I 
don't have a crystal ball but I can look back with 
some ease and certainty and say this is pretty 
much predicted . 

If you look at the societal patterns seen in the last 
three centuries in the ’20s, you will see the same 
patterns we are witnessing now: a pandemic, 
global migration due to war and famine, changing 
role of women in society, racial and class 
tensions, financial insecurity and poverty gaps, 
and rapid technological advancement which 
changed society forever. The ‘20s are the decade 
of change in every century – why would it be 
different this time? 

We are in the 4th Industrial Age.

Amidst this transformative landscape, leadership 
skills play a pivotal role. If we look at the thought 
leadership coming from the Future Agenda, 
RSA, McKinsey, PWC, Deloitte, Citrix and futurist 
thought leaders, we see some common patterns 
emerging.

21st Century Leadership Model

As leaders, I suggest we have 6 ways we will need 
to be, making sure we continue to develop as the 
years progress. 

1. Connected: We must exhibit emotional 
intelligence, active listening, and compassion 
to engage meaningfully  and with our teams, 
particularly as work-life boundaries blur. They are 
a whole person.

2. Intentional: We need to be intentional about 
how we're connecting with the people in our 
teams, our colleagues and our stakeholders. We 
need check in often, give clarity of purpose, of 
goals and approach, and be hyper aware of our 
actions and impact.

3. Foresighted: We will need to be forward-
thinking, constantly horizon scanning and 
building our awareness of what is to come. This 
will impact our strategies, requiring organisation 

wide thinking and becoming future trend aware.

4. Empowering: We should be leading the 
way in collaboration and trust-building, 
nurturing a distributed leadership style, which 
empowers teams to act independently within a 
psychologically safe environment. No more hero 
leader.

5. Become Change Agents: As leaders we must 
foster an environment where adaptation to 
change is not only encouraged but embraced, 
even in ambiguous or complex situations. This 
means going first.

6. Become Learn-It-Alls: Adopting a growth 
mindset, and cultivating continuous learning, 
creativity, and openness to new ideas, will be 
crucial to ensure readiness for this evolving 
landscape.

As leaders, embracing these skills and adapting 
them to  our individual needs is vital. Whether 
developing connections, empowering teams, or 
embracing change, recognizing our own personal 
growth areas is pivotal for navigating the coming 
years.

What change will be required in your leadership 
stance in 2024, to start you on this journey? And 
who will support you along the way?

If your development support needs  
would benefit from one to one, team  
or group coaching, I can help with that. 
Contact Annabel via LinkedIn,  
annabel@successfultraining.co.uk, or  
visit www.successfultraining.co.uk
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A ball to 
remember 
for 10th 
anniversary
A charity that brings joy into 
the lives of people living with 
dementia is celebrating its first 
successful decade supporting 
people in the North East, by 
holding a commemorative ball.

Silverline Memories, the creation of 
Founding-CEO Sandra Coulter, is hosting 
the Hollywood themed ball on Saturday May 
11th, at the Grand Hotel, Gosforth Park.

Set up 10 years ago the charity, which is 
based in Kenton, was founded because of a 
passionate belief that life should not end with 

a diagnosis of dementia. The team work hard 
to provide opportunities to keep people active 
and engaged, connecting with each other to 
enjoy positive mental health and wellbeing. 

Sandra said: “We are so excited to launch the 
ticket sales for our celebratory ball, which mark 
the achievements of not only our team and 
volunteers but also our service users and their 
families, many of whom have been with us for 
much of the journey.

“To make the ball a huge success we are 
reaching out to anyone who can support 
with sponsorship, donations for our raffles 
and fundraisers and of course, to come along 
and celebrate by buying tickets. The nights 
entertainment is being provided by Marty 
Craggs of Lindisfarne fame, so it is guaranteed 
to be a great event!”

The charity currently supports 280 people 
across 158 households, and with its 2024 
fundraising drive and its new wellbeing 
centre recently opened at Kenton Shopping 
Centre, the team hope to be able to support 
many more families who are affected by the 
condition. 

Sandra said: “We started off by looking after 
around 100 people a year but as understanding 
of the condition and its diagnosis has 

increased so has the need for independent 
support for the person and for those who love 
and care for the person. Our specialist support 
includes café groups, tea dances, choirs, 
weekly meet up socials, advocacy and much, 
much more. Many of our service users claim to 
have met their very best friends here, and with 
the sensory space we are currently developing, 
there will also be time for quiet reflection 
and decompression from the emotions that 
accompany dementia.”

This all, of course, costs money and although 
the charity is funded by grants from both 
national and local trusts and organisations, 
the generosity of supporters and corporate 
donations are key. With that in mind, Silverline 
Memories are reaching out to anyone who 
would like to sponsor the event, provide a 
prize or any restaurants/food outlets who will 
donate a voucher to their grub grab raffle.

If you’d like to have a chat about supporting 
the event then please email Sandra Coulter  
on sandra@silverlinememories.com
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Tickets can be  
bought at and  

more information  
on the charity 
is available on  

silverlinememories.com

Sandra Coulter
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Castle 
delivers 
Landmark 
industrial 
facility
South Tyneside-based, Castle, 
has completed works at the 
former TRW Automotive 
Systems site at Washington. 

Appointed as principal contractor by the 
abrdn Property Income Trust, Castle has 
refurbished the 150,000 sq. ft facility, which 
will be a distribution centre for the UK’s 
biggest, dedicated parcel delivery specialist. 

Headquartered in Hebburn, with a headcount 
of over 100 staff and offices in Glasgow and 
Edinburgh, Castle, which last year recorded 
£30 million turnover, is one of the UK’s leading 
providers of building services, offering a 
wide range of high-quality engineering and 
contracting services covering all aspects of 
building, mechanical, public health, renewable 
and electrical engineering.

Andrew Dawson, managing director at Castle, 
said: “It was a great honour to be awarded 
the contract to refurbish such a well-known 
and significant facility. We take great pride in 
playing our role in supporting local investment 
and regeneration.”

The scheme of works consisted of utility 
disconnections, demolition and strip out, 
earthworks, retaining structures, drainage, 
including attenuation, RC yard construction, 
parking areas and roadways, a vehicle re-
fuelling area, van washing areas, re-surfacing, 
fencing, hard and soft landscaping, roofing 
works, cladding works, new doors and dock 
levellers, replacement of mechanical and 
electrical services throughout the facility, roof 
mounted photovoltaic panels, replacement 
joinery and finishes, cleaning, statutory 
compliance testing and assessments.

Castle has successfully introduced renewables 
into a 30-year-old building through the 
introduction of a roof mounted Photovoltaic 
sealed panel 1168kWp system which will 
generate 942,930kWh per year, which is the 
equivalent of supplying 235 homes and is 
estimated to provide 241,390kgs of CO2 carbon 
offset for year one. These works have allowed 
Castle to upgrade the facility from a Grade C 
rating to a new energy rating of 10A/EPC A.  

www.castlebs.co.uk

Shaun Powell, operations manager at Castle.



@EothenHomes

Compassion, comfort and companionship

 
Eothen Care Homes enhances the lives of older people by providing
experienced and specialist care at our three North East care homes

Whitley Bay Gosforth Wallsend 

Our purpose-built Whitley Bay and Gosforth homes provide our
happy residents with spacious, en-suite rooms, as well as gorgeous,
landscaped gardens and a range of events and activities. Our kind

and caring staff are there to help residents live fuller, more rewarding
lives. Both homes are close to local transport links and shops.  

Our Wallsend home has been specifically 
designed to enhance the lives of people 

living with dementia, with specially- 
trained staff seeing to our residents' 
specific needs. The home provides 

residents with lots of independence, 
features spacious grounds - including a 
special reminisence area - and even has 

a hair salon, cafe, library and pub!

www.eothenhomes.org.uk 0191 281 9100

"We laugh together, we comfort one another.
It's absolutely amazing." A Whitley Bay resident.



Substantial investment has 
paved the way for targeted and 
sustainable growth at Peterlee-
based, Asbestos Audit. 

The company is committed to achieving a £7 
million turnover by 2025, through a strategic 
focus on key sectors, active participation in 
national frameworks and a strong emphasis 
on sustainable development.

Asbestos Audit, with operations spanning 13 
locations across the UK, has notably expanded 
its workforce from 19 to 60 staff in 2023 and 
ongoing hiring initiatives are underway 
to support the expansion of its specialist 
environmental, demolition and training 
services.

The company has relocated its headquarters 
from Sunderland to Peterlee alongside an 
operational base in County Durham for its 
growing asbestos removal and demolition 
departments and its asbestos consultancy 
has expanded its offering with a new in-house 
asbestos laboratory and air monitoring division. 

Over the past year, the company has witnessed 
a huge surge in project engagement, scaling up 
from 5,000 to 25,000 projects. Furthermore, the 
company has achieved recognition on a national 
scale by securing significant frameworks with 
clients such as SITEC, City Fibre, Landmarc MOD, 
Esh Group and SCCI Alphatrack. 

Specialist services provided by the company 
Include asbestos surveys, asbestos sampling, 
asbestos removal, contaminated ground testing 

and remediation, demolition and project 
management. 

Ben Pickard, managing director at Asbestos 
Audit, said: "Over the past 12 months our 
growth has been remarkable and this 
momentum is set to continue. Beyond the 
structural enhancements we've implemented, 
we've also welcomed new, highly skilled talent 
to our team, particularly, in crucial leadership 
and management roles. This strategic move is 
aimed at upholding our exceptional track record 
in delivering quality and maintaining high 
standards of health and safety.

"Our vision is to provide the market with an 
unparalleled, one-stop-shop, enabling us to 
respond swiftly and with exceptional agility 
to our clients' needs, setting a benchmark 
for the quickest turnaround in the industry. 

Thanks to our incredibly loyal customer base, 
we are confident that, with their continuous 
support, we will successfully realise our goal of 
establishing a dynamic business founded on 
organic and sustainable growth.

“The company has identified key sectors for 
expansion including telecommunications, 
defence, public sector/NHS and national 
developers.

“This strategic approach is not just about 
growth; it's about a sustainable, meaningful, 
expansion that aligns with our core values and 
strengths. As we move forward, we remain 
committed to delivering excellence, fostering 
partnerships and making a positive impact in 
every sector we touch.”

www.asbestosaudit.co
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A major player in UK environmental industry

Members of the Asbestos Audit 
leadership team. L-R: Simon 
Mote, Ben Pickard, Sharon 

Warburton, David Tulip, Marco 
Massi, Asad Khan.



A host of organisations from across the North 
East have pledged their support to veterans’ 
charity Launchpad. 

The charity, which provides accommodation and targeted support 
to UK Armed Forces’ veterans experiencing homelessness and 
unemployment, has welcomed support from a number of North East 
organisations.

As part of their 25th anniversary, Clothier Lacey & Co - one of the region’s 
best-known marketing and PR consultancies is supporting the charity, 
offering their expert marketing and PR skills as well as an extensive 
network of contacts to work with the charity, which has two houses in the 
North East – Avondale House in Byker, Newcastle upon Tyne and Hollyacre 
House in Sacriston, County Durham. 

Painting and decorating contractor, Bell Group, has transformed the 
communal lounge and kitchen area at Avondale House. As part of its social 
value commitments, staff from the firm delivered a two-day upskilling and 

volunteering course where residents were taught the basics of painting 
techniques to improve their skills and knowledge. The paint and materials 
were provided by Dulux.

Residents from both houses received a Christmas boost thanks to Ryder 
Architecture and Hydrock. Launchpad was one of three charities to 
benefit from last year’s Oktoberfest. The money Launchpad received was 
reinvested to hand out essential gifts to the veterans who were also treated 
to a buffet, full dinner and activities. 

The charity has welcomed a grant from the Newcastle Building Society 
Community Fund to purchase a greenhouse and essential gardening tools 
and equipment at Hollyacre House. This will make a huge difference to the 
residents, encouraging them to engage in outdoor activities to stimulate 
their mental health and wellbeing. 

For more information and to find out how you could support the 
charity, please visit www.veteranslaunchpad.org.uk or contact  
Craig Downs, North East Business Development Manager  
craig.downs@veteranslaunchpad.org.uk

Follow us on LinkedIn @ Launchpad Veterans

AF&V Launchpad Limited Registration Charity No. 1153185

North East organisations pledge support to 
homeless veterans’ charity
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Bell Group and Dulux  
helped to transform the 

communal lounge at Avondale 
House as part of a two-day 

upskilling course

Clothier Lacey is supporting 
Launchpad offering expert 
marketing and PR skills

Staff from Hydrock and Ryder 
Architecture present a cheque for 

money raised at Oktoberfest



What will 
2024 bring 
for property?
The next 12 months will be 
challenging for property 
owners and occupiers. Kevan 
Carrick, co-founder of JK 
Property Consultants offers his 
perspective on the year ahead.

It’s always good to start with the positive 
news. The signs are there that there 
are sunlit areas of the property sector, 
particularly in industrial and manufacturing. 
New demand from inward investors and 
foreign direct investment, with the growth 
of new and innovative sectors, such as 
energy, automotive and life sciences, has 
benefitted the region enormously in the last 
12 months and his will continue to help to 
grow the economy, driving development and 
investment. 

Now for the nitty gritty.

Commercial property occupiers will continue 
to incur higher energy costs. They will be 
under pressure to achieve zero net carbon in 
the foreseeable future in both the property 
occupation and operational processes. This will 
mean higher revenue costs and greater pressure 
on profitability and it will be particularly acute 
for smaller businesses. The lower demand for 
property will see little increase in rents and an 
increase in the incentives available to attract 
occupiers taking leases and encouragement to 
agree longer leases.

There is a plethora of information available to 
improve sustainability and reduce energy costs 
but the challenge is how to access this and 
determine the payback for the investment to 
meet obligations and achieve value for money. 
The pressures will require good relationships 
with landlords to consider how to improve the 
insulation of the fabric of existing buildings and 
where those improvements increase the value of 
the landlords’ investment in both revenue and 

capital terms. There is a mechanism under the 
Landlord and Tenant Act 1954 to help resolve 
matters.

Property investors are experiencing a dynamic 
shift in demand from and the needs of 
occupiers. More occupiers are under cash flow 
stress, are seeking shorter term leases and are 
resisting the pressures on rising costs, where 
they can. Rental growth is expected to be flat 
over the next year. This increases the risk to the 
landlord in the continuity of income and returns 
on investment are not likely to improve in the 
next 12 months.

Residential property has seen a lowering of 
demand over the last few months, and this is 
likely to continue over the next year and lower 
interest rates will help existing owners and 
house resales, with a forecast rise in prices. 
First-time buyers will continue to struggle to 
enter the market. There remains a challenge for 
rental properties with rents increasing because 
of the shortage of houses and flats. This is also 

adversely impacting on the condition and 
quality of accommodation.

The value of property and the unstable market 
suffered over the last few years, will continue 
until there is an increase in the supply of houses 
for sale and to let, this includes social and 
affordable homes. Successive governments that 
have failed to deliver the minimum 300,000 per 
annum have exacerbated the problem and will 
continue to do so until there is a greater supply 
delivered. This problem will continue to slow 
the growth of the regional economy.

Such improvement in the delivery of more 
houses requires a paradigm shift in the housing 
sector on delivery mechanisms, particularly 
in the supply of land, greater contributions for 
social and infrastructure needs and construction 
of houses at a time when there is a demand to 
build houses to higher standards for quality with 
insulation and achieving carbon net zero.

jkpropertyconsultants.com
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Kevan Carrick



So, how do you move away from box ticking 
to useful, valuable discussions about your 
team’s performance and development plans?

Moving to a continuous performance 
management process involves replacing 
annual appraisals with more frequent, more 
informal conversations between you and 
your employees. Because you’re talking more 
frequently, more relevant objectives can be set, 
feedback can be more immediate, problems 
can be picked up sooner, and the whole 
performance management process is more 
agile and more responsive to business and role 
changes.

Sounds great, right? There are a few things to 
consider before deciding whether it’s the right 
approach for your business:

Will it actually happen?

Do you have sufficient resource to ensure that 
more frequent conversations are going to 
happen reliably and consistently? What does 
‘frequent’ reasonably look like in your business? 
If that’s once a quarter or less, retaining an 
annual process might be a better way of 
ensuring that people get a proper full discussion 
about their performance away from their day-
to-day job.

Inconsistency of approach

How comfortable are your supervisors, team 
leaders and managers with the people aspects 
of their role? Before implementing continuous 
performance management, think about any 
training needs they may have to ensure its 
delivered consistently – otherwise you may find 
that while some teams get frequent supportive 
conversations, for others, busy-ness means that 
all of a sudden six months have gone by since 
the last one.

Need for evidence

Having an annual appraisal can provide useful 
evidence if there is a need to take steps to 
address performance through a formal process. 
If you’re thinking about removing it, make sure 
you’ve agreed how concerns will be raised, 
support offered, and records kept so that you 
don’t run into problems if you do need to work 
through a disciplinary or capability issue.

Why not start 2024 by reviewing how 
performance management works in your 
business? Consider what you want to achieve 
out of the process and identify whether these 
goals are being met. If you’re keen to try 
continuous performance management but not 
sure how, feel free to get in touch for a free, no 
obligation chat.

Kathryn Rodgers, face2faceHR 
07946 330 025
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Is the annual appraisal dead? 
Implementing continuous 
performance management 
for 2024
Think back to the last time you ran appraisals with your team. 
Did you enjoy trying to remember what happened months ago, 
then filling in lengthy forms with the details? No? Your team likely 
didn’t either.

Kathryn Rodgers
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Keighley takes new 
Operations Director 
role at Redgate Lodge 
Motor Group
Leading North East Motor Group Redgate 
Lodge has expanded its senior team with 
the appointment of Paul Keighley to a new 
position of Operations Director.

Paul brings over four decades’ industry 
experience to Redgate, and has held senior 
roles with leading dealer groups and brands 
including Audi Colebrook & Burgess, Porsche 
& Bentley JCT 600 and the former Newcastle-

based Benfield Motor Group.

He is also one of just a handful of people in the 
regional motor retail industry to be awarded 
a prestigious Gold Pin by Volkswagen in 
recognition of the exceptional contribution he 
made to the business.

Paul Keighley said: “The minute I met Scott 
and the management team at Redgate, it was 
clear there was an exciting opportunity for me 
to join a family-run business with a good track 
record in the motor industry that also has 
ambitious growth plans for the future.” 

Redgate Lodge Motor Group is a multi-award 
winning used-car dealer group which has its 
main dealership at Shiremoor in North Shields.

Bernetts Solicitors LLP 
boosts its commercial 
litigation team
A top ranked commercial litigation team 
has strengthened its services to clients by 
appointing a new Partner to its Newcastle 
office.

Property litigation solicitor, Sue Roberts, 
has joined Burnetts Solicitors LLP, having 
previously worked for 18 years at another top 
North East firm.

And now she is adding her expertise to the 
already highly experienced team at the 
Tyneside solicitors, as part of the Burnetts’ 
plan to consolidate its position as one of the 
top commercial litigation departments in the 
north.

Sue has more than 20 years’ experience in the 
field of property litigation and is delighted to 
be bringing her skills – and her reputation – to 
Burnetts.

Newcastle Building 
Society appoint new 
manager to head up 
Sunderland branch
Donna Brown has been appointed 
as the new manager of Newcastle 
Building Society’s Sunderland branch, 
strengthening its commitment to the city.

Despite a national trend of bank branch 
closures which has seen several banks 
leave high streets across the North East, 
Newcastle Building Society remains 
committed to its branch network, investing 
heavily in the provision of face-to-face 
services across the region.

South Shields-based Donna has returned 
to the Society’s Sunderland branch on 
Waterloo Place, where she began in 2020 
as a customer advisor. After five months as 
South Shields assistant branch manager, 
Donna  will now lead the team which has 
been providing face-to-face access to 
financial services since 2000.

Property specialist 
Amandeep laying new 
foundations at Hay & 
Kilner
A specialist property litigation solicitor is 
building his career opportunities with a move to 
North East law firm Hay & Kilner.

Amandeep Dhillon has joined the Newcastle-
headquartered practice as a senior associate and 
has extensive experience of advising public and 
private sector clients on a range of property law 
issues, including landlord and tenant disputes, 
portfolio management and development disputes.

Aman, who is from South Shields, studied at 
Sunderland and Northumbria Universities before 
qualifying as a solicitor at a boutique North East 
firm.

He moved away to work for law firms in Manchester 
and Milton Keynes/London, further developing his 
expertise in property litigation, before making a 
long-planned return to the region three years ago.

Amandeep Dhillon says: “Returning to my home 
region was always in my mind when I moved away – 
with everything it has to offer, from both a business 
and a lifestyle point of view, there’s really nowhere 
better.

Contact us today: info@howiewhite.co.ukDavid Taylor

We operate in an environment where two things have 
to happen...the candidate has to be right for the job 
and the job has to be right for the candidate!

“No more square pegs in round holes”
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Redgate Lodge Motor Group, 
a leading car dealership in 
Newcastle Upon Tyne, has 
hosted a successful golf day 
in aid of Sport Newcastle, 
a charity that supports the 
development of sport and 
young talent in the region. 

The event, which took place at City of 
Newcastle Golf Club in Gosforth attracted 164 
golfers and raised £12,088 for the charity. 

The money raised will go directly to sports 
people and clubs in the North East. Sport 
Newcastle is a registered charity supporting 
grassroots sport and has provided more than 
£2.5 million in financial grants spanning a 
quarter of a century to young talent, sports 
clubs and events. 

Paul Keighley, Operations Director, Redgate 
Lodge Motor Group, said: “We are delighted to 
have hosted such a fantastic golf day for Sport 
Newcastle, which is a charity that is very close to 
our hearts. 

“We are passionate about giving back to our 
community and helping young people achieve 
their sporting dreams. We would like to thank 
all the golfers, businesses, sponsors, and all the 
volunteers who made this event possible and 
contributed to its success.”

Sport Newcastle is a voluntary organisation that 
was established in 1968 to promote and develop 
sport in Newcastle and the surrounding areas. 
The charity supports over 40 different sports and 
provides grants, awards, and scholarships to 
talented athletes, coaches, and clubs. 

The charity also recognises and celebrates the 
achievements of local sporting heroes through 
its annual dinner and hall of fame. Patrons of the 
charity include Alan Shearer CBE, Sir John Hall 
and Jonathan Edwards CBE.

Former Olympic, World, Commonwealth 
and European triple jump champion, and 
Sport Newcastle Patron, Jonathan Edwards 
CBE took part in the event playing for the 
Redgate Lodge team and said, “Support from 
North East businesses is an essential part 
of our commitment to providing sporting 
opportunities for all. As a former aspiring young 
sport person, I know first-hand how a small 
amount of money can make a huge difference 
to help realise your sporting dreams and believe 
in yourself. 

“When I was a student at Durham University, I 

was awarded a £250 grant by Sport Newcastle to 
buy my first pair of spikes, which really inspired 
me to believe I could go on to achieve great 
things in athletics.” 

Mike Booth, Vice Chair at Sport Newcastle, said: 
“We are very grateful to Redgate Lodge Motor 
Group for organising this wonderful golf day 
and raising such a generous amount for our 
charity. The funds will make a huge difference 
to our work and enable us to support more 
grassroots sport in the North East. We are also 
very thankful to City of Newcastle Golf Club for 
hosting the event and providing a superb venue 
and service.”

The golf day was attended by a wide range 
of businesses from the motor trade and local 
businesses including, BCA, Manheim Auctions 
along with Euro Car parts, Bosch UK, several 
leading finance and vehicle funding partners 
plus many regular and new faces who travelled 
from as far as Glasgow, Yorkshire and the 
Midlands. 

The winners of the golf day were Auto Protect 
warranties with Lee Myers as their captain. The 
winner of the nearest the pin competition was 
Adam Findlay from Davison’s Solutions and 
the longest drive winner was Scott Palmer from 
Lookers Nissan.

www.redgatelodge.co.uk

Redgate Lodge Motor Group swings into 
action to raise over £12,000 to support 
grassroots sport in the North East
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Scott Sibley, Managing Director, Redgate Lodge Motor Group presenting 
former Triple Jump Gold medalist and Patron of Sport Newcastle, 

Jonathan Edwards CBE with a cheque for £12,088 supported by Paul 
Keighley, Operations Director, Redgate Lodge Motor Group.
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Dom Ryan from The Sustainable and Ethical 
Buying Bureau (SEBB) explains that they are a 
group of like-minded organisations that offers 
a range of services across communication and 
connectivity.
“By working together through group purchasing 
and shared resources we can offer a strong 
proposition to our customers, and they can 

enjoy the lower prices than if they were priced 
individually.
“One of the main fears and reasons to speak to 
us is that any service that gets a fault after 2025, 
it will not be fixed and if the organisation is still 
in a contract, they may be forced to pay of the 
rest of the contract AND take out a new working 
service so it’s essential to speak to us now to 

prepare for that eventuality.”
However, the emergence of internet calls, video 
conferencing, and online collaboration tools has 
outpaced the capabilities of the PSTN, making 
its maintenance increasingly challenging. As a 
response, the UK is set to phase out the PSTN 
by the end of 2025, ushering in a new era of 
telecommunications dominated by digital 
services, particularly Internet Protocol (IP) 
and Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) phone 
systems.
Dom explains why it is imperative that 
businesses act now: “Acting promptly is 
crucial. We are currently assisting businesses 
and charitable organisations in transitioning 
to modern IP phone systems, leveraging fibre 
instead of the outdated copper wires used 
by the PSTN. The shift to IP calling not only 
consolidates phone service and internet access 
under one roof, reducing overall costs, but also 
brings additional benefits such as high-quality 
video conferencing and enhanced accessibility.

“Businesses that delay the transition may face

Time is running out –  
The big digital switch off
For more than a century, the UK has relied on the Public Switched 
Telephone Network (PSTN) to manage phone calls. The PSTN, 
encompassing a complex network of telephone lines, satellite 
links, and switching centres, has been the backbone connecting 
callers when dialling specific phone numbers.
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more than just communication challenges. 
Alarm systems and emergency contact points, 
often reliant on PSTN, may become inoperable 
if not upgraded before 2025. Communication 
providers are aware of the widespread use of 
PSTN lines, but the responsibility for updating or 
replacing hardware lies with the customers.”

Preparing for the switch involves evaluating 
existing services, identifying needs, and creating 
an action plan. Small businesses may need 
new handsets and IT personnel familiarising 
themselves with phone service dashboards, 
while  larger enterprises may require retiring 
outdated equipment and planning for new 
opportunities offered by IP technology.

To support businesses in this transition, SEBB’s 
Professional Services offer comprehensive 
planning and implementation, from the 
discovery phase to final on-site testing.

As part of their commitment to aiding 
businesses, they provide a free Telecoms and 
IT Services Health Check. This review includes 

a thorough audit of phones, mobiles, and 
connectivity, proposing tailored solutions for 
current and future needs. 

The health check encompasses an analysis of 
current services, cost comparisons, quality and 
speed evaluations, hardware assessments, and 
maintenance agreement reviews.

The findings report provides a suitability report 
of current services, identifies potential cost 
savings, and offers recommendations for service 
changes to future-proof the organisation. An 
action plan outlines the implementation of 
recommendations along with timescales. 

For a no obligations health check, simply scan 
the QR code:

Dom concluded: “Taking these steps now 
ensures a smooth transition and avoids a 
stressful and costly transformation closer to the 
2025 deadline.”

Under the SEBB Group is SwitchAid, Project 
Business Solutions and Cheap Charity Phone 
Deals. SwitchAid is a non-profit organisation 
that specialises in providing mobile, telecoms, 
and connectivity consultancy services tailored 
for charities and non-profit entities. 0191 303 
9404. Project Business Solutions is an ethical 
business-to-business telecoms and technology 
consultancy committed to delivering 
customised solutions. Their goal is to ensure 
that their clients operate in the most effective 
manner possible, all whilst maintaining cost-
effectiveness. 0191 511 1153.

Unit 3, Bensham Street, Boldon Colliery, 
Tyne & Wear, NE35 9LN.

“...working together 
through group 

purchasing and shared 
resources we can offer 
a strong proposition to 

our customers...
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Helen Butler

“...It’s important 
that I practise  

what I preach...
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What were your career ambitions growing up?

Truthfully, when I was younger, I didn't have a 
clear career ambition. Career guidance in schools 
wasn’t great and I didn’t have any real concept 
of what opportunities there were; especially 
in a business environment! I decided against 
university as I couldn’t think of a subject that 
interested me enough and instead took a couple 
of years to try out a few different jobs, finally 
coming back to my love of numbers, and headed 
down the finance route. I vaguely remember a 
notion I had that I wanted to earn a salary that 
matched my age each year. A bit unconventional, 
but it was my way of measuring success and 
personal growth, no matter the job I ended up in! 

In your view, what are some of the common 
operational challenges that small business 
owners are experiencing?

One of the most common challenges I’ve 
observed is the lack of clarity and structure in 
small businesses. Many owners are passionate 
about their ideas, build a solid customer base 
and create a team to support, but often overlook 
the need for a clear operational framework so it 
can all work well together. This lack of structure 
can lead to inefficiencies, miscommunication, 
increased costs, and ultimately, hinder growth. 
I think there’s a general nervousness around 
the words structure and process - I think 
some owners see them as misaligned with the 
entrepreneurial spirit - but the truth is that having 
the structures and frameworks in place can create 
the foundations to enable so much more to be 
achieved.

What are the plans for 2024?

I’m excited for this year. December and January 
have been our busiest months to date and we’re 
currently expanding the team so that we have 

more delivery support to service new clients, 
and back-office management support to keep 
the operations running smoothly. It’s important 
that I practise what I preach so creating the right 
team early on is key! Supporting more clients to 
generate more profits is the aim for 2024.

What has been your biggest challenge so far  
in business?

Without question, the feeling of isolation that can 
show up when building a business. Friends and 
family are supportive, but there's a gap in shared 
experiences and therefore it can be difficult for 
them to truly understand the pressures you face, 
and in some cases the decisions you’re making. 
Finding those like-minded individuals who can be 
your sounding board is crucial.

How do you maintain a healthy work-life 
balance, and what are your favourite activities 
to unwind?

There are always swings in terms of where time 
is spent and I’m okay with that. So it’s less about 
balance but more about a core set of non-
negotiables to keep things working.  For me, that 
includes making time for exercise and getting 
adequate sleep. I’ve noticed that if I work after 
9pm I’m unable to switch off for quite a few hours 
and can be awake into the early hours which isn’t 
helpful! To unwind, I prefer activities that get me 
moving and out of the work mindset – a run, a 
bike ride, a training session, anything that helps 
me reset. If I want to really unwind, I do like to like 
to indulge in a spa day at Seaham Hall. Bliss!

www.simplifiedoperations.co.uk

Northern Insight talks to new columnist...

Helen Butler 
Founder of Simplified Operations

In Conversation With...
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Is your business looking for a professional laser 
cleaning company, which is chemical-free, 
contactless, and precise? Introducing Terry 
South from ISR Laser, whose company is using 
sustainable technology to tackle the jobs we all 
hate doing, and in record time.

What can lasers clean? Any hard surface such as stainless steel, 
mild steel, alloys, brass, hardwoods, plastics, and natural stone. 
Contamination could be rusting, oxidisation, graffiti, aged surface, 
paint, or weld. Laser also works for sit investigation in the recovery of 
material data such as part numbers to cleaning of threads to allow easy 
disassembly. 

Embarking on the journey to revolutionise cleaning, having accumulated 
extensive experience in industrial quality departments, worldwide, owner 
Terry South witnessed the drawbacks of poor-quality cleaning—resulting 
in slowdowns, stoppages, safety hazards and an environmental disaster 
accepted as “The Norm” within industry as laser technology is not widely 

used in UK or taught. 

Terry witnessed the change in Europe towards laser cleaning during the 
covid period which allow greater control of delivery as Europeans used 
lockdown wisely to align with sustainability in reducing their carbon 
footprint moving away from Shot blasting and chemical cleaning in 
addition to reducing their power usage.

Recognising the need for a superior sustainable solution, he understood 
that achieving operational excellence required a long-term solution 
avoiding compromises. Traditional methods involving subcontractors, 
chemicals, solvents, and time constraints were not conducive to the level 
of cleanliness essential for safety standards and the growing need for 
supply chain, stage three, decarbonisation.

The conventional options of chemicals, pressure washing, and 
sandblasting were deemed inefficient and not sustainable with an 
industrial change required to allow long term operation in manufacture of 
some products. In addition, present methods often sacrificed tolerances 
and substrate necessary for remanufacture and future use, so with 
introduction of laser cleaning comes the chance to reduce costs as no 
parent materials are removed, or heat transferred in the cleaning, so 
tolerances retained.

Suppliers prioritised delivery deadlines and payments over the total 
quality and lifespan of equipment. Upon returning to the UK, Terry South

Forward-thinking cleaning from ISR Laser
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was determined to assist businesses in maintaining environmental goals 
without compromising the crucial aspect of achieving a high standard of 
cleanliness and extended life cycle potential in possible remanufacture.

Connecting with his network of industrial clients, scientific colleagues, 
and professional contacts, he knew from working in Europe that Pulse 
Laser Cleaning was the solution. Utilising a highly portable laser and fume 
extractor, the ISR Laser team ensures your substrate is recovered as far as 
practical to original standard, with

 Zero damage  •  Zero contact.
 Zero contaminants left behind  •  Minimized downtime. 
 Maximised performance retention  •  Cost minimisation.

Get the laser on site – and increase your sustainability in commercial, 
industrial, and domestic cleaning to review your present method against 
what the future holds.

As early adopters of their highly portable and effective laser cleaning 
devices, ISR have access to the latest training, products, and applications 
and will next year show in both Newcastle and Manchester Expo 2024.

Laser cleaning ensures: 
 Zero residue creates zero waste, only removing the contamination.
 No noise  •  No need for messy cleanup. 

  No downtime required as you can potentially clean an operating 
machine while in use. 

  Free from corrosive chemicals or damaging friction resulting in a 
pristine substrate, allowing you to resume work seamlessly with 
minimal disruption.

Conveniently located in the Northeast of England, but servicing the 
whole of the UK, the company work with businesses from the Angel of the 
North to Canary Wharf and can assist in cleaning without harming your 
substrate, lungs, or the environment and at the same time increasing your 
sustainability.

Terry explains: “At ISR, our vision is simple; to provide an energy-efficient, 
sustainable and environmentally friendly service for cleaning oxidation 
and contamination without resorting to CO2, blasting, or chemicals. Our 
laser-based approach minimises energy usage through the ablation rate of 
materials, representing a positive environmental leap forward in cleaning 
for the future.

Stay on the sustainable-edge of cleanliness with ISR Laser.   
07774 622807  •  Email: info@isrlaser.com 
www.isrlaser.com  •  Facebook: isrlaser

Terry South

Before After
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Fusion Spaces – driving 
wellness through technology 
moves to the North East
Fusion Spaces, a unique wellness and technology 
business, has recently moved to the North East of 
England. The Fusion Spaces directors, husband-and-wife 
team of Michael and Jayne Cox, fused their combined 
passions of AV specialist to F1 and sound production 
industries with trauma informed coaching and 
consultancy.

Together they are driving the development and delivery 
of innovative technological solutions that help to reduce 
human stress and anxiety.

With the business formed after a number of turbulent 
years that impacted their health, the recent move to the 
North Sea coast marks the culmination of a long-term plan 
to live and work ‘free range’,  connected to the coast and 
nature in the recently renamed Northumberland ‘National 
Landscape.’

This ‘free range’ way of life not only  supports their personal 
wellness goals, but the future aims of the business to reduce 
human stress and anxiety by utilising technology for good.

Fusion Spaces is now working with local businesses in the 
North East, with plans to move further north into Scotland 
to help deliver their unique brand of wellness.

A recent collaboration with immersive experience 
specialists, Pixel Artworks, brought Room to Breathe to life 
at Outernet, London’s most visited immersive experience 
attraction in 2023. Receiving exceptional pick up from the 
media and reach on social media, Room to Breathe brought 
tranquillity and calm to anxious commuters using original 
music by Matthew Wilcock to guide the breath using an 
ethereal pulsing sun visualisation that supported a calming 
box breathing practice.

Room to Breathe is now available on license and can be 
used as an immersive wellness experience, and in various 
formats by businesses in break-out areas and meeting 
rooms or within healthcare settings and public spaces. 

If you’d like to know more about Room to Breathe, 
immersive wellness experiences or how Fusion Spaces could 
support you,  please contact Michael or Jayne michael@
fusion-spaces.com, jayne@fusion-spaces.com.
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Fledgling Newcastle 
software company lands 
contract with global giant
Reclaro, a burgeoning Software as 
a Service (SaaS) business based in 
Newcastle, has announced a major 
contract with London and Manchester 
based IRIS Software Group, a global 
business with a workforce of around 
3,500 employees.

Reclaro specialises in providing simple 
strategy execution software, designed to 
help companies seamlessly connect their 
strategic goals with day-to-day operations. 
As an innovative start-up with a micro 
team of five employees, Reclaro is based 
within a thriving co-working space in the 
heart of Newcastle. 

Founding CEO, Pete explained that IRIS 
Software Group has grown exponentially 
in the last 12 months which has prompted 
a more strategic approach to business 
productivity and effectiveness.

“Our cloud-based software solution helps 
ambitious growing businesses execute 
their strategy quickly and effectively with 
interactive performance monitoring. 
IRIS Software Group is a leading global 

player in the Human Capital Management, 
Accountancy and Education software 
and services, and we’re delighted they’ve 
chosen Reclaro to supply strategy 
execution software for them,.” said Pete. 
“The business had the choice of using 
several alternative firms and I’m incredibly 
proud they have chosen us, a tech start-up 
in Newcastle.” 

The signing of this recent customer with 
IRIS Software Group not only signifies 
a huge milestone for Reclaro but also 
demonstrates the industry recognition of 
the value and uniqueness of their product. 
As they continue to scale their operations, 
this important collaboration marks a 
strategic move towards broader market 
penetration.

Business leaders 
welcome return of 
Tech Festival for ‘24
TechNExt, the North East's premier 
technology festival, is set to make 
its much-anticipated return in 2024. 
Following the success of the inaugural 
event in 2023, the event has been 
welcomed back by businesses in the 
region. TechNExt 2024 was officially 
launched at a special event last week, at 
the Opencast offices in Newcastle Upon 
Tyne.

TechNExt 2023 took place earlier this year, 
spanning 5 days in June. It drew over 
3,000 attendees and featured a lineup of 
52 community-led fringe events alongside 
its flagship events. The festival not only 
highlighted the burgeoning tech scene 
in the North East but also showcased the 
importance of collaboration to the region’s 
sector.

TechNExt 2024 promises to build on the 
previous festival’s momentum, with 

four flagship events - the mainstage 
conference, industry dinner, Tech Talent 
Live and the festival party - set to return 
alongside a new programme of fringe 
events.

New for 2024 is a schools’ challenge. 
This will see the festival partner with 
regional schools to inspire students about 
technology and showcase the fantastic 
opportunities technology offers them. 
TechNExt 2024 will also have a renewed 
focus on the Good Festival Ambition, 
which promotes sustainable, diverse and 
inclusive event practices.

David Dunn, CEO of Sunderland Software 
City, said: “TechNExt 2023 set a new 
benchmark for tech events in our region. 
It has been instrumental in showcasing 
the North East as a hub of technology 
innovation and talent.

“The overwhelming response to last year's 
TechNExt just shows what a vibrant tech 
community we have in the North East. 
Its return in 2024 is a testament to our 
thriving business ecosystem.”
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A year in the life...

Dan Kitchen
Managing Director at razorblue 

What did you set out to achieve this year?

2023 was a year of bettering ourselves, 
our primary focus was on continuous 
improvement and fortifying our foundations. 
We were on a mission to elevate our 
standards, refine our systems and processes 
and make strategic investments in our 
most valuable asset- our people in order to 
continue on our growth trajectory. 

Has everything gone according to plan?

Almost, the economy has not been as 
buoyant as expected and its essential to 
acknowledge the external challenges we 
faced. The economic landscape presented 
some unexpected hurdles, and like many 
other business leaders, we navigated through 
various headwinds. Our adaptive nature has 

allowed us to stay resilient and nearly on 
course with our ambitious plans. 

What are you most proud of this year?

Without a doubt, one of the highlights of 
our year was winning three Business of the 
Year awards. To be recognised by three 
independent panels of judges as the best 
business in our region is truly phenomenal. 
It’s a testament to the collective dedication 
and hard work of our entire team and 
reinforces our commitment to excellence in 
every facet of our operations. 

What’s the best piece of business advice 
you’ve received this year?

Received and given – control the 
controllables.

Tell us about your team?

Our team is amazing – a diverse and dynamic 
group of hardworking individuals who 
collectively form the backbone of our success. 

The past year witnessed significant 
expansion, with a particular highlight 
being the growth of our finance team to 
accommodate the scale we’ve achieved. From 
our 24-hour service desk to the dedicated 
teams in development, sales, marketing, 
account management, and HR, each 
department plays a crucial role in our success. 
Bringing almost everyone from our various 
offices to Newcastle in December for a year-
end celebration was a testament to the unity 
and hard work that defines our team spirit.

Describe 2023 in 3 words...

Tough, challenging, rewarding.

What are your aims for 2024?

2024 is a year where we’re going to see 
the fruits of our hard labour in 2023 with a 
business that is much more efficient and 
agile. 

razorblue.com 

Dan Kitchen
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Michael Cox

“...recovering from 
cancer in 2013 

really did change 
my perspective  

on life...
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Talking Tech and Digital
In the latest of this popular series of features Michael Grahamslaw talks to... 

Michael Cox
Director, Fusion Spaces

Did you always envisage a career in the world of Technology?

For as long as I can remember I was fascinated by the music industry and 
the technology used for music production. I wanted to somehow be part 
of that scene and I have a memorable moment, at age eight or nine, I saw 
the Mike Oldfield album sleeve for Tubular Bells and heard the incredible 
sound he had created. 

These experiences, and an enquiring mind meant I spent hours learning 
about things like multi-track recording, and to this day, I am not sure how I 
did this in the era before the world wide web!

What tips would you give to someone looking to work in the industry?

This is a formula for anyone who has ambition. Be persistent and surround 
yourself with people who support and believe in you. 

If you feel a passion for something, it’s not so much hard work, as being 
prepared to dedicate time and effort to reaching your goal. And if a 
conventional route via education, for example, doesn’t work out for you, 
or you feel this isn’t how you learn best, look for other avenues and people 
who are willing to help you get to where you want to be.  

Tell us about the most exciting project you are currently working on?

My work within the F1 industry spans 18 years and always excites me, it’s 
another childhood dream for me and I appreciate how fortunate I am do be 
able to work with F1 teams. 

From a wellness technology perspective, I am excited at where we can 
take immersive wellness experiences, like Room to Breathe in the future 
and how I can work with my wife and co-founder, Jayne, to innovate 
technology and improve lives through our ideas and collaborations. 

Tell us about your team?

My technical team is a group of highly skilled individuals that work to the 
same standards that I set for myself. I have known most of them for many 
years and they can be trusted to maintain a level of confidentiality that is 
required for so many of our projects. 

It really is true that people are at the heart of what we do at Fusion Spaces, 
and this means that each member of our team is out their representing our 
business and us.

What are your long-term plans for the business?

Fusion Spaces was founded on the premise that it would provide security 
and purpose for us and eventually give back to those in need and 
genuinely improve lives, using our knowledge and the ever-changing 
technology that we have available to us.  

We are making a name for ourselves and with the move to 
Northumberland we hope to realise these objectives and form 
partnerships that help us make a difference. 

We have set our sights on innovating the healthcare sector and helping 
to reduce anticipatory anxiety, triggered by the need to wait for 
appointments or treatments, watch this space!

What’s your favourite piece of technology?

Technology is constantly changing and it’s obviously a significant part 
of my life and the business. So, I’ve considered this question more 
personally and the turntable is an obvious choice, but, and perhaps rather 

controversially, my favourite piece of technology is the Apple iPhone.

The iPhone was a game changer and it affected how we communicate, 
changing our lives forever and the rest really is history. 

Do you have any heroes or mentors?

David Bowie, and numerous bands, musicians, producers, actors, 
directors, in fact anyone who is innovative, willing to take risks and not just 
follow the masses. 

It blew my mind discovering that the famous crooner, Bing Crosby, funded 
the development of magnetic tape and revolutionised sound recording. 
Where would we be without this?

When not working how do you like to relax?

Well, it’s not a rock star lifestyle, and recovering from cancer in 2013 really 
did change my perspective on life. Perhaps like many of the people that 
have influenced me, particularly in the music business, once the excesses 
have finished, it’s about really living with gratitude and enjoying the 
simpler things in life. 

For me this is connecting to nature and now we live near to the 
Northumberland coast, awe and wonder is literally on our doorstep. I 
also enjoy reading, mostly non-fiction, vegetarian cooking, listening to an 
eclectic mix of music, watching films and researching.

I have a daily walk with Jayne and our dogs, where we find we relax and 
sometimes have the best business ideas or solve a problem.

What’s your fondest career memory?

Captured perfectly by Keanu Reeves in the recent docu-series ‘The 
Impossible Formula 1 Story’. Being a part of history making and 
experiencing first hand an unforgettable sense of ‘can-do’ team spirit and 
loyalty, is right up there for me. But I’m choosing what happened before 
this as my fondest career memory as it was my first opportunity to work 
within the F1 industry for Honda Racing F1 Team. 

What’s the best piece of business advice you’ve received?

Play to your strengths, thanks Richard!

www.fusion-spaces.com

Jayne and Michael with their dogs







This is an important strategic acquisition for Aspire, 
aligning with its vision for expansion into new UK 
regions and expanding its portfolio of cutting-edge 
technology solutions. 

As part of this investment, Cloud Cover IT will become a 
part of the Aspire group and its software development and 
business applications division will be rebranded as “Flyte.” 
The company will be well-positioned to make ongoing 
investments and extending its business applications 
offerings to better serve its growing customer base.

Cloud Cover IT has been delivering IT support and digital 
transformation solutions for over 11 years. It prides itself 
on providing an excellent service to its customers. As part 
of the Aspire group, it now has access to the full range 
of Aspire products, solutions and expertise to offer even 
greater benefits to its customers.

Chris Fraser, Aspire CEO and founder said: “Our acquisition 
of Cloud Cover IT marks a new and exciting chapter for 
both companies. This move will strengthen our presence 
in Scotland, positioning us in a thriving market. The Cloud 
Cover team will become an integral part of the Aspire 

group, and together, we believe we can grow significantly 
in this key strategic market. I'm excited to see the 
opportunities accelerate as we offer customers, present 
and future, the innovative solutions that they need in a 
changing world. Exciting times lie ahead.”

Lance Gauld, Founder and MD at Cloud Cover IT, 
commented on the synergy between the two companies, 
saying: “Multiple factors drew us to Aspire; they are 
an outstanding company. The alignment between our 
organisations and how we complement each other is 
evident. We share similar values in our approach towards 
our people, customers, and objectives. This partnership 
is not merely a merger with a large IT company; it is a 
collaboration with a leading UK technology provider that 
understands us. As part of the Aspire group, we can grow 
our footprint further and broaden our offerings with access 
to more expertise, resources and an extensive portfolio 
of solutions to help our customers drive their businesses 
forward.”

With a 17-year legacy in the technology sector, Aspire 
has experienced significant growth, serving over 1,700 
customers and nurturing a dedicated team of around 250 
experts. With a notable footprint across the UK, including 
offices in Gateshead, London, Leeds, and Teesside, 
Aspire has earned a reputation for delivering leading 
solutions across cyber security, cloud, managed services, 
connectivity, and unified communications.

Aspire is backed by private equity firm LDC. The recent 
appointment of Tom Howard as Chief Financial Officer is 
set to play a pivotal role in shaping the company's financial 
strategy, facilitating its organic growth and expansion 
through acquisitions. 

www.aspirets.com
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Aspire expands footprint with 
acquisition of Cloud Cover IT
Aspire Technology Solutions, one of the UK’s leading Cyber Security 
and Modern Workplace Managed Service Providers, has announced 
the acquisition of Cloud Cover IT, a dynamic Managed Service 
Provider based in Glasgow.
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Aspire offices, Quayside, Newcastle



In an environment where company culture 
includes embracing change and fostering 
a workplace that welcomes new ways of 
working with technology, then this is a more 
conducive situation. 

That said, we have worked with traditional 
organisations that have (usually due to some 
external catalyst like the threat of emerging 
competition, for example) been exceptionally 
keen to move forward and fast-track their 
operations through both the implementation of 
new tech for operational purposes and by using 
tech as part of a delivery suite for training.

In both situations, the challenges can often 
be the same, though they may vary in degree. 
Common challenges and requirements include:

Resistance to change — usually stemming from 
a fear of the unknown and perhaps concerns 
concerning the individual's ability to use the 
new technology.

Real and perceived costs of switching — moving 
to a new system is generally more costly in the 
initial implementation period, though cost-
saving thereafter as employees get to grips with 
it and the new tech efficiencies take hold. The 
uncertainty and perceived risk of switching can 
result in perceived costs that may not be entirely 
accurate. 

Sufficient implementation planning — so often 

are timescales underestimated. New tech and 
new processes need time. There inevitably will 
be some teething problems and inefficiencies 
until fully embedded. All stakeholders need to 
be considered and consulted.

Make time for training — no matter how intuitive 
the new tech and system is, employees need to 
be fully supported and provided with the right 
tools and training to help them learn to work 
in a new way. This may involve professional 
consultation, to begin with, moving to a self-
initiated learning process whereby employees 
can learn via peers and online resources made 
available.  

Ensure a good user experience — if the software 
is a good fit for the organisation and employees, 
is well designed and boasts new-age technology 
and content that is more engaging and 
immersive, chances are that your employees 
are going to get more out of it and will want to 
use it.

Integrating the tech with incumbent systems 
-  It is vital that the new tech integrates well with 
existing software and processes. It needs to 
become part of the suite, not a bolt-on that sits 
separate to all systems to be both efficient and 
effective.

Start small, learn, then scale - Introduce the new 
tech as a pilot to begin with, drawing leanings 

from user experience and software analytics 
before rolling out — and do so systematically 
rather than in a blanket fashion.

Let your employees be your ambassadors - if all 
of the above points have been addressed, then 
there is a better chance the pilot will run well. 
Select a ‘trial team’ made up of individuals that 
help to positively promote the system internally.

Sell your successes up the chain — management 
at all levels need to be kept informed on 
progress. Regular reporting, progress tracking, 
and sharing insights along the way will help 
promote buy-in, as well as showing employee 
and business benefits.

Finally, as an L&D tool, the learning progress of 
an individual, team, function, and organisation 
needs to be demonstrable and communicated. 
And where training transcends to skill 
acquisition and knowledge retention — resulting 
in improvements in internal capabilities, 
productivity, and performance — then this too 
needs to be communicated in terms of what this 
means for the business.

Of course, the importance of choosing the right 
L&D software cannot be overstated. Simply put; 
good tech can make an organisation improve 
competitiveness in the market over time. Poor 
tech can slow an organisation down. 

If a new-age L&D system is adopted, one of the 
key benefits it delivers is the ability to provide 
real-time feedback and reporting, automating 
previous manual processes and providing a 
world of insight to a company. The spin-off 
benefits of this type of market intelligence are 
both significant value-adds.

Lumanorth is part of the BentoBot team, 
which has extensive experience across both 
technology and L&D. Together we have created 
a new-age learning technology platform 
that combines the very best in tech and L&D 
practice to deliver a powerful resource that 
benefits the individual learner, the team and the 
organisation. 

If you would like to know how BentoBot  
can benefit your organisation, visit  
www.bentobot.com

Integrating tech into your 
Learning & Development 
(L&D) strategy By Richard Coates

How companies integrate tech and how successful they are at 
doing it can depend on many factors, not least how much of a role 
technology already plays in the organisation and, importantly, 
how employees view tech adoption and change. This is no 
different for L&D.
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Meridian 
Business 
Support 
recuits SOS 
Group
Office technology provider, 
SOS Group, has signed a new 
five year contract with one 
of the UK’s largest and most 
established recruitment 
companies, Meridian Business 
Support.

Meridian Business Support specialises in the 
recruitment of temporary, permanent and 
contract hiring, on average providing over 
4,000 temporary staff per week and placing 
over 1,200 permanent candidates a year.

Based in Manchester and with almost 35 years of 
success and awards under their belts, Meridian 
helps companies across the country fill roles 
within their business and supports candidates 

in employment searches across multiple 
sectors, including healthcare, industrial, built 
environment and office and professional.

The new business relationship will rationalise 
the company’s branch and satellite office 
technology needs nationally and, in addition 
to delivering a secure and reliable network of 
35 multifunctional office devices, the managed 
print services will bring estimated savings of 
around £20,000 each year.

Amanda Harrison, procurement and property 
manager at Meridian Business Support, says: 
“The team at SOS Group offer a true partnership 
approach, which is exactly what Meridian was 
looking for in a technology provider.

“Their management of the process, including 
handover from the previous supplier, was easy 
and stress-free and I look forward to continuing 
to work with them.”

SOS Group was established in 2002 by three 
company directors, who are still the principal 
stakeholders and client account managers.

Facilitating all business requirements, including 
communications and IT, SOS Group specialises 
in providing copy, print, scan solutions and has 
a centralised office in Gateshead and six regional 
hubs servicing accounts nationally.

The award-winning company has a proven track 
record in creating a smooth transition from 
previous office technology suppliers, something 
SOS Group Director, Andrew Skelton, knows is 
vital to any business.

Andrew says: “We bring all our experience to 

the table to ensure a smooth handover for our 
clients. In the case of Meridian, this included 
delivering all the previously used devices to their 
third party supplier and ensuring a transition 
with no financial penalties incurred because of 
the change in contract.

“We know our clients want more than cost 
savings, they need reliability and peace of mind. 
That only comes through quality service and 
the assurance of personal support from account 
managers and engineers, something that really 
sets SOS Group apart from our competitors.

“Meridian provides exceptional recruitment 
support for their clients and we’re looking 
forward to matching that standard with our 
business technology support for them.”

Established in 2002, SOS Group supplies 
and maintains leading brand digital office 
equipment and offers a full range of office 
management services, including unified 
communications, IT support, document 
management, cost consultation and managed 
print services for startups to multi nationals.

The company also has an established 
reputation in the events sector and has 
provided digital office equipment services at 
competitions including the IAAF World Athletics 
Championships, the Special Olympics GB 
National Games, British Swimming Summer 
Championships and World Para Athletics 
Championships.

For more information, please visit  
www.sosgroup-ltd.co.uk
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Amanda Harrison, procurement and property manager 
at Meridian Business Support with Andrew Skelton, a 

director of SOS Group
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Gemma Levers



Yep...been there. We’re so used to turning on a PC or Mac or 
using our mobile stuff that when things go wrong a feeling 
of panic quickly descends. 

And why does your WiFi or broadband go down at the exact 
moment when you’re needing to do something important? 

You then have to resort to two solutions. Turn off everything 
and start again or contact your telecoms provider. 

Good luck. 

Thankfully, there is an alternative. 

How about getting in touch with a local company who you 
can actually talk to. They will then either resolve the situation 
remotely of send out an engineer. 

And it doesn’t matter whether you are a single person in a one 
bedroom flat or the MD of a large company...your problem will 
be sorted quickly. 

Phew.

That’s the beauty of Beaver Broadband and Beaver Networks. 

Kit, the beaver, is a talented chap...and so are his owners, 
Gemma Levers and her business partner Richard Frederickson. 
They’re always beavering away to sort any telecoms problems, 
ensuring that customers get the best possible service at the 
best possible price.  

“We are essentially Business Communications and 
Infrastructure Technology specialists with a mission to deliver 
reliable infrastructure, connectivity and security systems that 
add real value to any business,” said Gemma. “We deal with 
the full infrastructure for a variety of both small and large 
organisations throughout the UK, including a large majority of 
the pubs and clubs in Newcastle and the surrounding area. We 
also deal with many hotel chains throughout the UK. 

Our work initially has taken us from Aberdeen to Brighton but 
has now taken us on international business including visits 
to Orlando, Rome and Barcelona working as network support 
specialist for large scale conferences and exhibitions.”

Beaver Broadband was previously part of a group which also 
included Edricorp, but when the Covid pandemic hit, Gemma 
and Richard decided to streamline their operation and 
concentrate on the two Beaver companies. In effect, nothing 
changed for Edricorp customers...just the name of the business 
they were now dealing with. 

“Because most of our clients were centred in and around the 
hospitality business, needless to say that Covid caused us 
some major headaches and scuppered a lot of plans as many 
of them were forced to stop trading. However, on the plus side 
it allowed us to take stock of our business and concentrate on 
our core specialisms. 

Businesses, small and large, have better things to worry about 
than changing telecoms suppliers, comparing prices or waiting 
for engineers who don't show up. We do everything we can to 
make the process super simple and unobtrusive for our clients, 
so that they can get on with their day and focus on what's most 
important to them.”

Apart from great service and great prices, here’s something 
which you don’t get from other telecoms providers...the 
personal touch. You won’t just be another number...you will 
receive regular contact from Beaver Broadband to keep you 
fully informed as to what the current and future telecoms 
trends are. There may be a new bit of kit which would be 
perfect for you. Perhaps a new fibre network is now available 
for your area...oh and how is your internet security? Is it up to 
date and is it effective? 

You can also choose from a selection of contracts. You can go 
long or short term…you can choose from the sort of internet 
connection which is most suitable for your needs. Beaver 
Broadband will find out about your company and, thanks to 
their experience, will point you in the right direction both in 
terms of price and suitability. There’s no point in paying a vast 
amount of cash for something which you don’t need. 

The bottom line is all of this is that Gemma and the team 
at Beaver Broadband don’t expect you to be an expert in 
telecoms. How are you expected to know what the telecoms 
market is offering…how will you know about future trends and 
what the network providers are planning to do? 

“We talk to our customers...we explain to them what is 
available and what is relevant to their needs...we ask questions 
and find solutions. Nothing is off the shelf...everything is 
tailored to the company or the individual.”

So, there you go. 

Rather then standing there shouting at your computer, speak 
to Beaver Broadband and they’ll make sure things don’t go 
wrong in the first place. If something unforeseen occurs, then 
don’t panic because Kit the beaver, will beaver away to get 
things sorted. From installing fibre optic cables to constructing 
custom designed server rooms, Beaver Broadband will 
provide infrastructure that truly works for you and there will 
always be someone on-hand to ensure that your business 
communications are fast, streamlined, and above all, reliable.

Go onto www.beaverbroadband.com you’ll be able to find 
out more details of what Beaver Broadband can do for you. 
You can also call them on 0191 466 1610.

Beaver Broadband – Beavering 
away to find the best telecoms 
solutions for you
The other day in the Northern Insight office, we were having a laugh at 
a cartoon. A bloke was stood in his office looking at a computer screen. 
‘Computer cannot find printer.’ He was shouting at the screen and pointing  
to a printer which was next to the computer. He said... “There it is.” 
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Leading 
digital 
development 
agency 
launches new 
service to put 
people back 
at the heart 
of online 
experiences
Enigma Interactive, one 
of the UK’s leading digital 
development agencies, has 
launched a dedicated content 
design service to support their 
clients to enhance their online 
experiences, invest in platform 
accessibility, and elevate their 
online performance in 2024. 

Based on Newcastle Quayside, Enigma 
Interactive is a 40-strong team of digital 
innovators, creative developers, and digital 
strategists. The agency is consistently rated 
one of the best digital agencies in the UK and 
high-profile clients including Superdrug, 
National Power Grid, and the NHS have 
already embraced the new content design 
service to evolve how their clients’ digital 
presences are serving their target audiences. 

Steve Grainger, managing director of Enigma 
Interactive said, “Post-pandemic we have seen 
a significant increase in the need for digital 
solutions that guide users to find information or 
manage their services online quickly and easily, 
and whenever it is convenient for them. The 
addition of Enigma’s content design offering 
allows us to work with our new and existing 
clients to ensure that user needs are at the heart 
of all online interactions. 

“More than ever, consumers are looking for 

consistent and considered online experiences, 
which are purposefully designed to fit with 
how and where they are using the platform 
in question. Content design goes beyond just 
creating compelling visuals, it’s about helping 
the end user achieve their goals as easily and 
enjoyably as possible. That goal depends on 
how they are engaging with our client, but it 
could be anything from purchasing a product 
to finding and connecting with your team, 
or accessing information like test results. 
Well-designed content guides users toward 
successful outcomes. 

“As part of this service, we start with a person-
centric approach to establish the user’s needs, 
preferences, and potential pain points to 
create content that resonates, informs, and 
guides them through their experience using 
their website or application. Empathy and 
understanding of human needs are crucial parts 
of building something informative, useful, and 
impactful. Ultimately we are here to bridge 
the gap between the tech and the human that 
is going to use it by putting ourselves in their 
shoes and understanding the bigger picture.” 

Enigma Interactive has partnered with 
Superdrug, a leader in the health retail space 
to enhance its online services, including 
developing and designing an online pharmacy 
website that integrates with the NHS 
prescription service. 

Speaking about the project with Superdrug, 
Steve continued, “The aim was to make it as 
easy as possible for users of the Superdrug 

pharmacy website to complete their intended 
tasks, taking into account the varying digital 
confidence of users and possible health or 
accessibility issues which may be at play. 
Whether it was finding out information 
about the online pharmacy service, ordering 
prescriptions, or managing their accounts, 
the enhancements were delivered to create 
a seamless, inclusive, and user-friendly 
experience for Superdrug customers.”

Alongside partnering with Superdrug, the 
Enigma Interactive content design team is 
delivering a digital transformation programme 
for National Grid Electricity Distribution. This 
programme of work focuses on the design and 
development of intuitive self-serve applications 
to make it easier than ever for customers to 
connect to its energy network. The programme 
of work focuses on the design and development 
of self-application platforms and supports users 
in the adoption of new processes. 

Enigma Interactive is headquartered in 
Newcastle, with a second presence in London, 
and works with clients from all over the UK to 
develop highly effective digital strategies and 
run digital transformation programmes as well 
as build high performance websites, content 
management systems, interactive platforms, 
and apps. 

For more information on Enigma Interactive 
and how content design could benefit your 
organisation in 2024 visit enigma-interactive.
co.uk/work/content-design-services 
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As people become more 
comfortable leaving roles that 
do not address their needs, 
well-being, culture, and 
inclusivity are no longer simply 
tick boxes that look good in an 
annual report.

Ivan Hollingsworth, founder and director 
of Centric Consultants shares the emerging 
trends that businesses must take note of if 
they want to create environments for people 
to thrive in 2024 and stay ahead of the pack. 

1. Tech-driven human connection 

The advancements and widespread adoption of 
generative AI will mean a decrease in busy work 
and a drop in mundane, repetitive tasks for some 
teams. While this is a positive opportunity to 
focus on creativity, innovation, and being truly 
human, leaders must be aware that it will leave 
some colleagues questioning their purpose. In 
2024 leaders should embrace advancements 
in technology and AI as a chance to free up 
space in their team for real human connection, 
creativity, and big conversations and pivot their 
role into being a ‘culture curator’, rather than 
micromanaging every step of the process.

2. Getting comfortable with being 
uncomfortable 

Most organisations will say that they are 
committed to increasing diversity and inclusion 
in their organisations, and now that this has 
been on the table for a few years we are starting 
to see an increase in more diverse voices around 
the table, and that is when the hard work starts. 
This year leaders need to embrace what an 
equitable environment looks like within their 
team and get comfortable with the fact that 
some of the conversations you have to have to 
get there might be a little, well, uncomfortable. 
If as a leader you are asking people to be 
‘authentic’ at work, but then shutting down 
conversations or opportunities when they 
express opinions or needs that are new or 
different, then you are not asking people to be 
authentic, you are asking them to be like you, 
which defeats the point entirely.

3. Challenges outside of work will continue  

As we head into another turbulent year, outside 
of work there will continue to be challenges that 
your teams will have to navigate, this could be 
anything from the cost of living crisis to family 
break-ups, caring responsibilities, or childcare 
issues. Asking your team to be ‘resilient’ in 
the face of these challenges doesn’t help 
anyone and leaders should focus on creating 
supportive, understanding environments that 
help people bounce back as quickly as possible 
when life throws them a curveball. 

4. Culture driving business evolution 

As Satya Nadella, managing director of Microsoft 
put it, “The C in CEO now stands for culture. The 
CEO is the curator of an organization's culture 
and anything is possible for a company when 
its culture is about listening, learning, and 
harnessing individual passions and talents to 
the company's mission.

5. The generational power balance is shifting 

The next generation of leaders, Gen Z isn’t  
just starting to enter the workforce, some are 
already managing teams or are in a skilled 
position. This new generation has different 
expectations when it comes to communication, 
workplace culture, and hierarchical team 
dynamics. Organisations can’t put their head 
in the sand any longer if they want to future-
proof their business and nurture the leaders 
of the future, they need to act now to create 
environments that stimulate connection, 
provide an opportunity for meaningful  
feedback and encourage open communication. 

Centric Consultants is based in the North 
East of England and delivers workshops and 
bespoke training across the UK. 

To find out more and to speak to the team 
directly about the problems you are trying to 
solve email ivan@centric-consultants.com 
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AI to Gen Z: Five trends that will shape 
workplace culture in 2024
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School library enters new chapter 
thanks to Miller Homes North East
Youngsters at a County Durham primary school are falling in love with 
reading, thanks to the support of a leading housing developer.

Silver Tree Primary School at Usher Moor applied to the Miller Homes 
Community Fund for some support so they could develop a much-needed 
library.

And now the library is open for pupils, with the addition of a comfy sofa for 
youngsters to enjoy the books, courtesy of the Miller Homes donation.

Miller Homes – which is delivering new homes across Durham, Tyne and 
Wear and Northumberland - introduced its regional Community Fund 
in 2022 to help grassroots projects linked to education, wellbeing, the 
environment and sport across the North East.

And twice a year good causes can apply for a share of £10,000 to help them 
with a specific project or need.

Headteacher Helen Grainger launched the library project in September, 
with plans to turn an empty classroom in a reading resource.

“We did a survey and found that not many children were members of a 
library or had even been in a bookshop,” she said.

“So we decided that we needed to create our own and really open the 
experience of reading all of our children.

“There is no library in the village so we knew how important this would be 
for everyone.

“We desperately needed somewhere for the children to be able to sit but 
we simply didn’t have any funds so we were absolutely delighted to have 
received the donation from the Miller Homes Community Fund.”

The money has been spent on buying a sofa and bean bags for the library, 
which was officially opened on the last day of the 2023 school year  by 
former teacher, Judith Kidd, who has had the library named after her.

Luxury hotel to open this summer
A modern five-story building will adjoin a beautiful Georgian former 
schoolhouse in Alnwick to create Northumberland's newest luxury 
getaway in summer 2024.

Bailiffgate Hotel is located in the historic former premises of Duchess 
High School, overlooking the Barbican entrance to Alnwick Castle. With 
48 bedrooms, suites, and apartments, as well as a stylish bar, restaurant, 
and private dining room, the hotel will offer a variety of accommodation 
options.

In 1888 the house was taken over by the Duchess’s School, a school 
founded by Duchess Julia in 1808. It was a private school until 1903 when it 
was recognised by Northumberland County Council as a County Secondary 
School. The school continued to expand and Bailiffgate House remained 
part of the school until 2016.

This hotel represents a significant investment by Northumberland 
Estates in Alnwick's tourist economy, which, alongside existing shops and 
attractions, will entice a new generation of tourists to Northumberland and 
have a positive impact on the town. In addition, the hotel hopes to appeal 
to locals with an amazing new bar and restaurant.

Bernard Bloodworth, a former pupil at the school, has been appointed 
General Manager. Bernard said: "Bailiffgate House holds a lot of memories 
for the people of Alnwick, and we want to make sure that everything from 
the décor and architecture to the menus and service exceeds expectations.

“As we approach opening, we will be recruiting for staff and running some 
special offers for former pupils who we hope will be intrigued to see what 
their former classrooms have become.”

New image gives buyers a glimpse of 
the future of Smith’s Dock
Places for People – the UK’s leading social enterprise – has unveiled a 
brand-new image of North Shield’s newest waterside neighbourhood at 
Smith’s Dock.

Having submitted a planning application for the next phase of works, 
Places for People has shared the image showing some of the 409 new 
homes in situ by the riverside. If approved, the proposals will include 
a range of two-, three-, and four-bedroom houses and one- and two-
bedroom apartments – many of them affordable.

The proposals will also see two of Smith’s Dock inlets brought back into 
use as spaces for the public, as well as green space and playing areas, 
new tree plantings, and green-lined streets meandering through the site. 
Speaking of them, Nilam Buchanan, Regional Managing Director of Places 

for People said: “We are delighted to share more of our vision for the future 
of Smith’s Dock.

“Our vision is to create a real community, with a variety of contemporary 
homes for different customers, all of them centred around a hub where all 
the things you need, and love, can be found right on your doorstep.”



Walter Dix & Co are specialists in cooking ranges.  Their experience 
over the past 40 years on the best brands and models in the marketplace 
enables their knowledge and expert advice to guide you on the best quality 
package for your kitchen.  They can provide information on associated 
products such as cooker hoods and splashbacks, hobs, built in ovens and 
refrigeration products.

At their showroom in Gateshead a great display of products from leading 
brands is on display.  They can assist with full package of delivery and 
installation of cookers and removal of all other types of cookers to replace.    

Whether you require all electric models or dual fuel, from 600mm to 2.2 
metres there is a range to suit every kitchen, home and culinary need. 

Some models of cooker are available from stock or with short delivery 
times other manufacturers have long wait times so all dependent on 
choice.  So if your project is well into 2023 then now is the time to make a 
visit to the showroom. 

Special offers and promotions are always available so fi nd more information 
via website www.wdix.co.uk or visit their showroom today. 

1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North,Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF • www.wdix.co.uk • 0191 482 0033 • sales@wdix.co.uk
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Visit our showroom today 1 Stirling Court, Eleventh Avenue North, Team Valley, Gateshead, NE11 0JF
www.wdix.co.uk 0191 482 0033

Since 1931 our family business, est.1888, has
supplied and installed AGA Cookers in homes
throughout the North East and Yorkshire.
We also supply a wide variety of high quality range
cooker and refrigeration brands for all kitchen styles
and sizes. A North East company you can trust, our
team are dedicated to providing you the best advice,
price and service to ensure that you find the best
appliances for your kitchen. Based in Gateshead,
just off the A1, our magnificent showroom has

dedicated AGA displays, with all current models, col-
our ranges and specialist AGA Cookshop. Our expert
staff can demonstrate the workings of this renowned
cooker, and show why an AGA is more than just a
cooker. As Range Cooker Specialists our showroom is
filled with leading cooker brands such as Wolf,
Lacanche, Steel, Rangemaster and Falcon. ESSE
Range Cookers are our latest addition for this Spring.
We also have a selection of refrigeration displays from
leading brands Sub Zero, Steel and KitchenAid

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE RANGE…. 
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H O U S E  F O R  S A L E

A charming Grade II Listed 
conversion with a detached stone 
cottage nestled in Northumberland
Set within a cluster of similarly converted outbuildings at the  
rural farmstead of Ulgham Grange, No. 4 offers a detached  
stone-built characterful property and a unique living environment.
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H O U S E  F O R  S A L E

This is an enchanting family home with period 
features including vaulted ceilings, exposed 
beams, feature stained glass windows and 
stonework. 

Four bedrooms, three bathrooms, a games room 
and spacious living room together with a large 
dining area make this the ideal property for 
those that need space, tranquilly and easy access 
to Tyneside and beyond. There is parking for 
multiple vehicles and extensive gardens. 

There is the potential for supplemental 
accommodation in the charming detached 
two-storey stone outbuilding, which offers a 
compelling project for development as well as 
adding value to the entire property. Already 

serviced with utilities, it would perfectly lend 
itself to multiple potential uses such as a holiday 
let cottage, a multi-generational living annex, 
a garden office, a garden kitchen with bar and 
games room, an art studio and such like. 

To find out more information about  
No. 4 Ulgham Grange Farm, Ulgham NE61 3AU 

contact Strutt and Parker Morpeth

01670 516 123

On the market at £795,000
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In the dynamic world of 
commercial real estate, the 
adaptation of a property for 
alternative uses can unlock 
greater value. 

2023 was widely expected to be a tough year 
for commercial property with media reports 
headlining the impact of rising interest rates, 
soaring inflation, changing work dynamics, 
and global uncertainties casting a shadow 
over the commercial property market, just as 
post covid vulnerability was starting to show 
signs of improvement. 

“The commercial property market needs to 
reflect on these market conditions and be open 
to change and offer flexible solutions in the 
market” says Paul Fairlamb, Associate Director 
and Commercial Chartered Surveyor with 
youngsRPS.  

In dealing with property portfolios we must 
always be open minded to different uses for 
property and finding the right time to sell a 
property and reinvest and the right time to hold 
on to an asset.  

Some notable achievements during the year 
included acting jointly for the owners of the 
former Womble Bond Dickinson office.  This was 
a large office building in an iconic position on 
Newcastle Quayside.  The focal point for larger 

office occupiers has now shifted to other parts of 
the city but after a short marketing period a sale 
of the property was completed for a hotel use 
and Dakota Hotels have now secured planning 
consent for conversion of the property into a 115 
bedroom boutique style hotel.

Other similar transactions involving a change of 
use have included a former vehicle repair garage 
in North Yorkshire which was let on behalf of the 
owner to Coop Funeralcare who are converting 
the property to a chapel of rest.  A large former 
restaurant in Consett where we agreed a letting 
to a national operator who is to convert it to 
retail use and in Carlisle, we completed the 
sale of a town centre retail property for use as a 
gaming centre.

Paul continues “It is not particularly the case 
that demand for offices and shops is poor in 
all locations.  We are still letting and selling 
space across all sectors.  However it is more 
important than ever to be open to different uses 
for property and marketing property effectively 
to reach a wide audience of potential occupiers.  
In some cases various consents may be required 
for alternative uses but this process can be 
worthwhile in order to breathe new life into 
property”.

YoungsRPS remains a trusted partner for those 
seeking to navigate the complexities of the 
commercial property market, and these recent 
successes strengthen their reputation in the 
market.

www.youngsrps.com

P R O P E R T Y  I N S I G H T
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youngsRPS commercial team achieves 
continued success in recent sales and lettings

Market Place, Hexham

Previous Womble Bond Dickinson 
offices soon to be Dakota Hotel

Former restaurant site, Consett

English Street, Carlisle
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Election wish 
list for the 
construction 
industry   
By Neil Turner, Director, Howarth Litchfield  

Another year beckons and the 
promise of a general election 
(at some time) during the 
year. I thought it would be 
interesting to think of what 
manifesto – in a non-political 
manner – would aid the 
construction and architecture 
industry.

I never envy those in power as there are 
always several sides to an argument and 
different perspectives on polices, ideas and 
ideologies. So here are my thoughts on how 
we can stimulate growth. 

 Remove VAT on listed building projects. 
– we need to help the majority of owners or 
custodians of our building heritage. There are 
500,000 listed buildings in the UK. This move 
would encourage people to buy or develop 
older buildings, rather than being put off. 
Developing our existing building stock is also 

sustainable and uses less embodied energy than 
constructing new buildings. 

 Incentives for the introduction of green 
technologies – Recent Building regulations 
and planning officers now look for sustainable 
improvement on energy use and energy 
generation. However, we should go further 
with incentives and tax breaks. Developing 
new buildings is not cheap, so let’s help with 
financial incentives that encourage everyone to 
be green, which will benefit them in the pocket 
– from domestic tax breaks on PV, heat pumps 
and insulation through to company tax breaks 
on energy generation and use would help focus 
our minds on moving to a greener economy.

 Make the planning process simpler and 
more affordable – reduce the amount of 
specialist reports required to accompany 
applications which only add to the time and 
cost for clients. This will encourage more 
development by reducing the financial 
burden at an early stage (and the risk) to 
clients, developers and contractors. The cost 
of applications can be excessive and act as a 
disincentive: there has to be a middle ground 
that is appropriate. 

 Stress the importance of good design for 
planning applications – good architecture 
should be at the centre of planning and not an 
afterthought. I would like to see more design 
review panels assessing proposals so that 
independent panels can advise local authorities 
on the merits or otherwise of a scheme. 

 Review the definitions of green belt and 
brown belt and be brave in allowing sensible, 
well considered development. That could be 
new housing or commercial/industrial in areas 
where it is needed. In the North East we have 
some beautiful countryside but that doesn’t 
stop the need or desire for new business to 

set up in certain locations. Clearly, we should 
look to re-use former industrial land first, 
but in a large diverse region, we need to see 
development opportunities in the market towns 
as well as the main cities. 

 Landscaping – just like the architecture, the 
areas around a development should be green 
and healthy, to make us all feel better and enjoy 
the placing of buildings in their development 
settings. New biodiversity rules have been 
introduced for 2024 and we don’t know the 
impact of these rules yet , other than more 
cost on development. I can see the rules being 
changed again before an election, when the true 
costs become apparent. 

 Funding for NHS and local authorities – I 
would like to see improved and more focused 
development budgets in the regions to allow 
for more development of doctors’ surgeries, 
schools and services, specific to the North East. 
Each part of the country has its challenges 
and I should like to see more collaborative 
working between various local authorities (in 
this region) as they imaginatively put together 
development ideas, strategies and plans that 
need investment. Give our local authorities the 
chance to improve our services with the right 
direct funding. 

I am sure the list could go on and on. Designing 
buildings in 2024 will still be fascinating as we 
work to the latest guidelines and impact of 
legislation (most recently the Building Safety Act 
of 2023) and look forward to helping our clients 
with the appropriate solutions and ideas.  

Neil Turner, Director, Howarth Litchfield  
can be contacted on 0191 3849470 or  
email n.turner@hlpuk.com    
www.howarthlitchfield.com
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www.tecaz.com

At Tecaz we love to give the opportunity for you to see and touch
a range of bathrooms or kitchens before you decide to purchase.
Our showrooms feature over 200 bathrooms, 100 showers and 40
kitchen displays, you're sure to find what you are looking for.
Save up to 60% off RRP on some of the biggest brands around.

FREE computer planning and design is available, for larger
projects, we offer installation support. We are confident you'll
achieve your dream space. FREE granite or quartz worktops are
available on selected kitchen ranges.

Realise your dream kitchen in our brand new virtual reality
room at our Stockton branch

Norham Road, North Shields, NE29 7TN • Tel : 0191 257 6511

Portrack Lane, Stockton-on-Tees, TS18 2HG • Tel: 01642 670 100

Tecaz Echo House, Pennywell Ind Est, SR4 9EN • Tel : 0191 534 7733

Opening hours:
• Monday - Friday : 9am - 5:30pm •

• Saturday : 9am - 5pm •

• Sunday 10am - 4pm •

Exclusive but Affordable

SaleNow
On



North East Developer Modo 
Bloc has modified its plans to 
develop a stylish apart-hotel 
on a site in the Ouseburn, 
Newcastle.

The rapidly growing Newcastle-based 
company has re-submitted plans to the city 
council to build 15 apartments – rather than 
28 - within a single, reduced four-storey 
height structure on Foundry Lane. The 
proposal to develop a vacant brownfield site 
builds upon previous planning consent for a 
mixed-use development by the same design 
team.

Modo Bloc has taken on board some of the 
initial concerns raised by planners and reduced 
the size of the scheme to maintain and enhance 
the local bio-diversity. A third of the site will now 
be untouched by the development to maintain 
the ecology.

The £5 million project will comprise a mixture 
of one and two bed apartments. It is proposed 
the ground floor will now only provide space for 
one retail and commercial unit. There will be six 
parking spaces and eight spaces for cycles.

Located within the Ouseburn Conservation Area, 

Miller Partnership Architects have given great 
care and attention to the heritage and character 
of the site when designing the structure.

Co-director Steve Miller, who worked on the 
original Ouseburn Central Masterplan with 
Newcastle City Council, explained that careful 
consideration has been given to an architectural 
approach which adopts the characteristics of 
surrounding industrial buildings and prominent 
structures.

Steve said: “The built elements of this proposal 
are in keeping with the scale of the area. With 
a limited frontage along Foundry Lane and 
a desire to give each individual apartment a 
river / street frontage the overall building is 
subdivided into units, each with principle living 
accommodation open to the view.” 

Throughout the pre-planning process, Modo 
Bloc liaised closely with local residents and 
occupiers to consult on any worries or concerns. 

George Jenkins, MD of Modo Bloc, said: “We fully 
recognise the unique character of the Ouseburn. 
We have consulted with local stakeholders and 
our architects have paid particular attention 
to the local environment. Attention has also 
been paid to the existing acoustic landscape, 
recognising the live music that gives the 
Ouseburn Valley its distinctive character.”

“Our modified proposed development will be 
designed and built to the same high standard 

of building construction and interior design as 
other apart-hotels we have already delivered 
and are currently delivering elsewhere around 
Newcastle.

“A new investment like this should also 
encourage greater tourism for the area, helping 
create and support employment, while also 
stimulating local businesses with marketing 
efforts.”

The project will be styled and developed much 
like an earlier scheme that Modo Bloc brought 
to the market in 2021 - Chelmsford Lofts, a 
stylish 8-flat aparthotel in Sandyford, Newcastle. 
Managed by Your Lofts, the concept is proving 
popular with people booking weekend 
‘staycations’ and longer corporate stays. Modo 
Bloc is currently redeveloping a former care 
home, at Springfield Park, Forest Hall into 12 
self-serviced luxury apartments.

The Ouseburn proposal will be the third apart-
hotel to be run by Your Lofts.

George said: “We have ambitious plans to build 
more design-led homes and develop more land 
for both residential and commercial use with 
exceptional craftsmanship at the forefront. 
We’re always looking at interesting investment 
and development options in North East 
communities and beyond.”

More details: www.modobloc.co.uk

Plans modified for luxury apart-hotel in 
Newcastle’s Ouseburn Valley
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ZiggyThe continued  
     adventures of...

and Cally!

Hi everyone, 

Happy New Year! I hope you all had a great time. Cally 
and I had Christmas tripe cake which was yummy. Cousin 
Dexter came to stay for a week and we had a great time. 
We both have our winter coats on as it is really cold. 
Upwards and onwards – see you next month.

Q. Every year gusts of wind dislodge one or two of my roof slates. 
The roof is in its original 1920s condition with no under-felt. There are 
adverts in the papers for a ‘foam spray solution’ for old roofs. These 
are guaranteed for twenty or so years. Is this the easiest way forward, 
or should we look to get the whole roof redone?

A. The fact that slates are slipping every year probably indicates that 
the nails which hold them to the timber battens are rusted through. 
Roofers refer to this as nail fatigue or nail sickness, and it is definitely 
time to have the roof stripped off and re-covered. Having foam 
sprayed on to the undersides of the slates may sound like a wonderful 
high-tech solution but it is actually a bad idea. It is at odds with the 
recommendations of the Building Regulations, which require a clear 
50mm ventilated gap between insulation and roof covering. The foam 
sets hard and removes the two vital attributes that allow a traditional 
roof to last and perform so well for so long – the ability to breathe and 
the ability to move. The foam completely encloses the timber battens 
and the top surfaces of the rafters, which might cause them to rot. It 
also sticks tight to the slates and makes it almost impossible for them 

to ever be re-used. You will also probably find that the cost of the 
spray-on foam solution will be three or four times that of having the 
roof re-covered in the traditional way.

Try to find a roofer who will remove the existing slates carefully, and 
re-use as many as possible. Also make sure that the roofer uses a 
breathable sarking felt, and allows it to sag between the rafters. The 
ridge tiles and any hip tiles should be rebedded using lime-and-sand 
mortar to match the original; do not allow the roofer to use sand-and-
cement.

Please send me your building queries through facebook -  
@WDLne, website: wdlnortheast.co.uk or through my Dad’s  

good pal Michael Grahamslaw at Northern Insight  
on michael@northern-insight.co.uk
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Obviously I’m talking mainly from a commercial property 
perspective, though we must be aware of the interaction 
between consumer behaviour and attitudes, house prices and 
commercial property values. 

The perceived wisdom is that as a nation, we are near the end of 
the recessionary times that have affected us so much in recent 
years. Oxford Economics reckon that London will come out of the 
recession first and will see the strongest recovery across the regions 
between 2024 and 2025. And the North East will come out worst. 
Not so good, and I’m also fairly sure that those living on the poverty 
line anywhere in the country - and many for the first time - may 
feel that any economic recovery is going to pass them by. Are we 
polarising as a nation?

Looking at the main market sectors I think this is my crystal ball.

Residential 

House prices in the owner occupied market will at best remain flat, 
with some prices falling. I have seen some brave developments of 
luxury homes in what might be considered less desirable locations, 
and I think that they will be hit. 

In the rental market, it’s becoming hell for everyone. Landlords are 
being squeezed by the market - higher interest rates, lower LTVs 
and more stringent stress testing; and by government with stricter 
energy efficiency requirements and licensing. This is driving many 
landlords out of the market which in turn pushes rents up and 
affects tenants. Frankly I think a lot of current policy in this sector is 
creating a “lose-lose” situation. 

Retail

This is a sector very much driven by public behaviour. Like others 
(I call Graham Soult as my chief witness), I believe in the “High 
Street.” True, it’s changing, but hasn’t it always? I’m old enough to 
remember when there was a really large supermarket opened by 
Safeway near my parents’ London house. It is around 1900 square 
metres. The small Tesco in Jesmond is 558 square metres and 
Waitrose is 1172 sq.m. But Lidl in Walker is 1934 sq.m. – I would 
contend that we consider these now to be small to average size. It 
was 1961 that Boots introduced the first self service pharmacy for 
non prescription drugs. But this is now seen as the norm. In the last 
few years, particularly since the covid scare, we have seen more 
shopping done online - though once that issue was “put to bed” 
there has been a return to physical shopping. We need physical 
stores to touch and feel merchandise (and they also create jobs, 
particularly without those dreadful self service checkouts). Use it 
or lose it. 

Offices

So the North East is going to be the last region to come out of the 
recession? Look at what’s happening across our region. It’s not 
just Newcastle with Pilgrims Quarter and other developments, 
Sunderland has Riverside Sunderland, with ambitions for 93,000 
square metres of offices, and Durham has Milburngate, offering a 

total of 41,800 square metres of space including in the first phase 
5,000 square metres of offices in one building. The value of working 
physically together has been realised and this frequently outweighs 
the alternative benefits of home working. 

Industrial 

I think it’s fair to say that our region was world leader in heavy 
engineering and business at one time. We had the coal supplies, we 
had significant ship building on both the Tyne and the Wear, and of 
course the railway industries. But maybe we clung onto our heritage 
longer than we should have. It left us a bit short, particularly with 
more manual labour supplies than the demand. But the situation is 
changing, it’s just a different type of manual labour. As well as the 
mega units of Amazon in Washington and Spennymoor I know from 
experience that trying to acquire good quality factory/warehouse 
buildings of around 500-1,000 square metres is a thankless task 
(though matters were resolved in the end). It’s good news if we react 
the right way. 

Leisure

For a number of years now, Newcastle has been seen as a party city. 
Ouseburn is apparently one of the coolest places to live in the UK 
now (I never thought I’d live near somewhere “cool” but there you 
go). There are still serious numbers of pubs closing, and at least one 
large pub operator is struggling with debts of £2.5 billion – it takes 
a lot of pints to pay the interest on that! However, other smaller 
operators, from ‘local boozers’ to ‘destination houses’ are making 
a success of it. I think it would be fair to say that the middle is 
seeing the squeeze more than the poles of the market. The UK hotel 
market also seems to be booming – perhaps the combined effects of 
leaving the EU, meaning we need visas to travel abroad combined 
with the changes in habits that “the pandemic” have, more by 
accident than by design, given staycations a whole new  
popularity. I do think though that the hotel market  
(excluding London) seems to be very much  
falling into three categories – Lodge style  
accommodation, Boutique hotels  
(of all sizes), and top end hotels with  
facilities. Of course some transcend  
by offering a Lodge-level rates with  
facilities at extra cost, but the days of  
‘boarding houses’ seem to have gone.

In 12 months’ time we can see if  
my crystal ball is clear  
or cracked...

www.bivbowes.co.uk

2024 - what does the crystal ball reveal?
It’s about now that everyone looks at the previous 12 months of their lives and ponders 
about the next 12. New Year’s Resolutions will have been made and probably broken 
already. But how different will this year be, and how will it affect individuals?
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How does 
your garden 
grow?
Picture the county of Durham 
and chances are its historic city, 
with its towering cathedral, or 
the rolling countryside to the 
west, will spring immediately 
to mind. But, instead, head 
east, where a whole new 
community is taking shape... 

The harbour town of Seaham is having quite a 
moment. A quiet place with a legacy of mining 
and glass making, it can generally be said to 
have kept itself to itself - not on the tourist 
trail, its finer qualities long went unnoticed.

But that is changing, thanks largely to a 
newfound awareness and appreciation of its 
stunning coastline.

One of the most beautiful in the North East, 
along which the early 19th century romantic 
poet, Lord Byron, would walk from his marital 
home, Seaham Hall, it is also home to Tommy.

This unbelievably poignant statue of a First 
World War soldier by artist Ray Lonsdale, is 
displayed close to Seaham war memorial, on 
Terrace Green by the seafront.  

Then there is the wildlife which has made its 
home on the cliffs and crags, not to mention 
fresh air and space in abundance.

Less than a half an hour drive from both 

Newcastle and Durham and sited on the East 
Coast train line, Seaham is well-placed for those 
looking for semi-rural living – and so it is not 
surprising it is the chosen location for a new, 
£250m garden village.

The development will create an entirely new 
community with well-designed, energy efficient 
houses surrounded by thriving wildlife havens 
- and almost 50 per cent of the site will be given 
over to open spaces and landscaped areas.

And Miller Homes North East, which is creating 
72 three, four and five bed houses in its first 
phase of development, has already sold a third 
of those due to be built this year.

Although the concept of garden villages – well 
designed, healthy places with affordable homes 
- stretches back at least 200 years, the Seaham 
development is giving it a 21st century context.

And, along with the 375 new build homes Miller 
North East will build in total, the development 
will include a primary school, an innovation 
centre and a community hub.

Comprising a variety of house styles, the first 

Miller Homes properties are currently due for 
completion in late spring.

Selling is well underway from the company’s 
Trinity Green development at Pelton, County 
Durham prior to its show home opening at 
Seaham Garden Village later in the year.

“Buyers are clearly attracted by the location, 
the facilities and the space for families to grow 
and thrive,” said Lauren Angus, sales director, at 
Miller Homes North East.

“Garden Villages are unique, innovative and are 
ultimately, all about creating great places to 
live,” she said.

“Beautifully and imaginatively designed homes 
and additional community facilities will be at 
the forefront, but all sitting within a range of 
open space and landscaping.”

For more information about Miller Homes 
properties at Seaham Garden Village or at 
various other sites across the North East visit 
www.millerhomes.co.uk/locations/north-
east-of-england
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Advance Northumberland is 
the regeneration, physical 
delivery and business support 
vehicle delivering regeneration 
throughout Northumberland 
on behalf of Northumberland 
County Council.

Its unique, joined-up approach combines the 
ability to build homes with support for inward 
investment and business growth, and the 
ability to deliver regeneration and investment 
projects. 

Here’s a snapshot of what it accomplished in 
2023... and what’s in store for the future.

A greener future 

Centred around the Blyth Estuary, Energy Central 
is the premier UK deep water base for businesses 
working across renewable energy, offshore 
wind, subsea engineering, decommissioning and 
energy storage.

It’s a partnership between Advance 
Northumberland, Port of Blyth, Northumberland 
County Council and the Offshore Renewable 
Energy (ORE) Catapult, and has brought green 
jobs and investment to Northumberland.  

Indeed, Advance Northumberland played 
a key role in attracting global subsea cable 
supplier and servicer JDR Cable Systems, to the 
Northumberland Energy Park site at Cambois – 
which is part of the Energy Central cluster. Work 
progressed through 2023 on the £130 million 
factory, which is due to become operational this 
year and will be situated next to a widened dock – 
part of the site’s infrastructure improvements. 

With greater investment in the green economy, 
comes an increased demand for skills. And a new 
facility at Energy Central, The Energy Central 
Learning Hub, will help to meet that demand. 

This £13.6 million facility, which is set to open in 
2024, will deliver STEM education and vocational 
and work-based learning. It is being delivered 

as part of the £90 million Energising Blyth 
Programme funded by the UK Government, 
Northumberland County Council, and the North 
of Tyne Combined Authority (NCTA).  

Small business support

Advance Northumberland recently launched a 
new programme – the Northumberland Small 
Business Service (NSBS) – to help businesses 
unlock the barriers to growth. 

NSBS is one of the first UK Shared Prosperity 
Fund-supported initiatives to be rolled out 
and is one of the first projects to emerge 
from Northumberland County Council’s Rural 
Stewardship and Investment Strategy. It is backed 
by funding from the NCTA and the Rural England 
Prosperity Fund. 

Specialist enterprise and start-up support is 
available through the programme and eligible 
companies in rural areas can apply for a grant 
of between £10,000 to £300,000. The NSBS also 
includes a Farming Advisory Service, which is 
assisting farming businesses.

Boosting housing provision and building 
communities 

Ascent Homes, Advance Northumberland’s 
housebuilding arm, has been active right across 
the county. 

In 2023, the final properties within phases 
one and two at Ascent Homes’ Wayside Point 
development, comprising 196 homes, were 
completed. The third phase of 34 homes was 
launched last month and there’ll be a further 116 
homes across phase four.

East Ord Vale near Berwick-upon-Tweed and 
Hareshaw Fall in Bellingham will be coming 
soon too. They will be joining sites such as 
Commissioners Quay in Blyth, Willow Farm site in 
Choppington, Kingsmead in Wooler and Allerburn 
Manor in Alnwick in the Ascent Homes portfolio. 

Ascent Homes has also been working with 
housing association Bernicia to provide 
affordable housing.

Transforming towns

Want to know how Advance Northumberland is 

rejuvenating town centres? Just look at Blyth, 
where it is project managing the creation of a 
new Culture Hub. Funded by the Energising Blyth 
Programme, this will be part of a revitalised 
market place.

In Ashington, Advance Northumberland is leading 
on the transformation of Portland Park: a cinema 
and restaurant are planned for the site. 

Advance Northumberland also project managed 
the build of Berwick Leisure Centre, which opened 
in 2023, and Morpeth Sports and Leisure Centre, 
which also opened last year and was ranked 
number one in the country by Sport England’s 
Quest quality assessment. 

In addition, in 2023 Advance Northumberland 
took over the Town Centre Retail Project in 
Bedlington from Tolent, following the company’s 
demise, and recommenced work on the 
regeneration of the Market Place. The project 
has received £2 million from the Government’s 
Getting Building Fund, which is managed in 
the region by the North East Local Enterprise 
Partnership.

Looking ahead to 2024

Major infrastructure projects, community 
developments and private sector investments 
will come to fruition in 2024, which will have 
a transformational impact on the people of 
Northumberland. 

And throughout this year, Advance 
Northumberland will be maximising on 
Northumberland’s opportunities through 
delivering economic growth and reducing 
inequalities.  

Find out more at  
www.advancenorthumberland.co.uk 
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A CGI of the JDR Cables 
Systems factory, which is 
being built at Northumberland 
Energy Park. 

Making Northumberland an even better 
place to live and work

The launch of the Northumberland Small Business Service 
took place at Alnwick Garden

Morpeth Leisure Centre



A L N W I C K

2  P R O P E R T I E S
R E M A I N I N G  
FROM £699,950

W O O L E R

FROM £249,950

E L L I N G T O N

3 & 4  BEDROOM HOMES 
FROM £204,950

C H O P P I N G T O N

2,  3  & 4  BEDROOM HOMES 
FROM £205,950

T H E  N E W E S T  A W A R D  W I N N I N G  H O U S E  B U I L D E R  W I T H

Developments Across Northumberland
SPECIAL INCENTIVES AVAILABLE

E X C E P T I O N A L  T H R O U G H O U T

F I N A L  P R O P E R T Y  
A V A I L A B L E

C U R R E N T  A V A I L A B I L I T Y C U R R E N T  A V A I L A B I L I T Y

COMMISSIONERS QUAY 
O N  B L Y T H  W A T E R F R O N T  

Are you looking for a tranquil and
charming place to call home? Look

no further than Ascent Homes’
Commissioners Quay development.

Nestled in the heart of a vibrant
community, this development offers
exceptional living space and an array

of nearby amenities.

With only a few homes left to sell,
and significant savings of up to
£29,000 available, now is the

perfect time to make your move.
Now is the perfect time to make 

your move.

Prices from

£232,950 

W W W . A S C E N T - H O M E S . C O . U K

S E E  M O R E :

READY TO MOVE INTO
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B2B PR specialists mark 
continued growth with 
new senior hire
Award-winning PR and content agency McBryde 
& Co has appointed a new Account Director, 
cementing the Newcastle-based agency’s stellar 
growth since launching in 2019.

Kate Gresswell’s appointment comes as the agency 
celebrates being named the Chartered Institute of 
Public Relations (CIPR) Small PR Consultancy of 
the Year for the second year running, and winner of 
Best Environmental Campaign for its ongoing work 
with national biodiversity specialists Environment 
Bank.

Announcing Kate’s appointment, founder and 
director Rachel McBryde, said: “We are very 
pleased to have Kate join the team at McBryde. 
Her extensive background in B2B marketing, depth 
of knowledge, enthusiasm and track record in 
delivering impactful strategies for clients make her 
the perfect fit for our team and our dedication to 
excellence.

“As well as continuing to grow our client base in 
the professional service and public sectors, we 
are seeing increasing demand for our specialist 
expertise in both sustainable communications and 
within the clean energy sector. Kate’s appointment 
supports our longer-term business ambitions and 
we’re delighted to have her onboard.”

Kate brings years of strategic communications and 
leadership experience, having held roles in large 
integrated agencies in Newcastle and London. 
Her past clients include the North East Ambulance 
Service, Teesside University, Newcastle University, 
NewcastleGateshead Initiative, Protium Green 
Solutions, Northumberland County Council and 
Harrogate Spring Water.

Commenting on her appointment, Kate said: 
“I’m thrilled to be joining the McBryde & Co team, 
having admired the work that Rachel McBryde and 
the team have been delivering for years.

“Being part of Small PR Consultancy of the Year is 
the cherry on the cake, and is a testament to how 
McBryde & Co is breaking the mould in the world of 
PR and content.”

Echo Events complete 
2023 event season 
with glamorous North 
East Marketing Awards
The North East Marketing Awards, 
celebrating the extraordinary creativity 
and achievements of those working in 
marketing in the region, proved another 
great success for Echo Events at St James’ 
Park, Newcastle upon Tyne on 30th 
November.

The event, which is hugely grateful to have 
had main partners Nigel Wright Recruitment 
for all of its five years, attracted over 430 
guests from the marketing world for the 2023 
ceremony.

Stars of the evening included a stunning 
special performance from Jen and Liv who 
joined the welcome reception fresh from The 
Voice, as well as the biggest award-winner of 
the night, Ben Quigley of Different Narrative, 
who was presented with the Outstanding 
Achievement Award having recently been 
described as a titan of the North East regional 
marketing scene.

This year’s more than apt Charity Partner 

was the wonderful Feeding Families, who 
offer support, hope and security to those 
experiencing food poverty in the North East, 
and we are delighted to announce that the 
marketing community raised nearly £2,000 for 
them on the night.

Sarah McPhie of Feeding Families thanked 
the North East Marketing Awards saying, “The 
timing of this donation couldn’t have been 
more perfect with the run up into our festive 
projects and will go towards purchasing food 
to go into the 10,000 food boxes that have 
been requested this year.”

The Marketing Awards mark the end of event 
season for Echo Events and Association 
Management, who proudly own and organise 
this event, as well as North East Accountancy 
Awards and Northern Law Awards.

The right Route
North East-based media agency, Route, has 
appointed one of the UK’s highest profile 
FMCG marketers to the board as Non-
Executive Director. 

Gareth Turner, former head of marketing for 
Weetabix, has over 23 years of experience in 
national and global roles, marketing some 
of the country’s biggest household brands, 
including John Smiths, Bulmers and Lurpak.

His appointment by Route founders and 
directors Darren Davidson and Ben Dascombe 
comes as the agency enters a new phase of 
growth and strategic acceleration.

As part of his role, Gareth will use his decades 
of expertise and industry gravitas to hone 
Route’s ambitious plans, setting the agency up 
for another year of stellar growth.

Having established his strategic marketing 
consultancy, Big Black Door, in 2022, Gareth 
was approached by Darren and invited to 
join the board, to provide an additional 
experienced perspective for the business 
strategy, identify market opportunities and 
advise on best practice for ‘big brand’ agency-
client relationships.

Darren said: “I have known Gareth for over 23 
years and kept abreast of how his career and 
vision for brand success has developed over 
this time. His renowned experience and ability 
to stay ahead of the curve makes him a vital 

contributor to our business.

“Collectively, we have always admired and 
recognised the value in Gareth’s bold, creative 
and organic marketing ideas, which have 
driven many high-profile creative campaigns 
of the last twenty years. His energy and 
enthusiasm are truly infectious and clearly the 
secret to his success.

“Gareth will challenge our thinking, 
particularly on issues of communication 
and market positioning, and accelerate our 
expansion and development as a business. 
We are extremely excited to have one of the 
best marketers in the industry on our team, 
confirming that 2024 is going to be another 
incredible year for us as an agency.”

Putting the hype and impact behind
your communications campaigns

to get audiences talking.
claire@hypeco.co.uk   |   www.hypeco.co.uk   |   07759 927275
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Newcastle marketing firm secures 
prestigious role with European 
public health body

Guerilla Communications Ltd, an award-winning agency based in 
Newcastle, is pleased to announce its appointment to strategic 
communications partner for the European Directorate for the Quality of 
Medicines & Healthcare (EDQM).

EDQM protects public health through the development, implementation 
and monitoring of quality standards for medicines and their safe use. It 
is one of the main administrative entities of the Council of Europe and its 
standards are recognised as scientific benchmarks world-wide.

Guerilla’s prestigious collaboration with EDQM will support the 
organisation’s strategic objectives, particularly when it comes to 
developing its brand and increasing the impact of its communication.

Evangelos Tasopoulos, head of the communications and events division 
at EDQM, explains: “When it comes to communications, the EDQM is 
committed to transforming complex pharmaceutical, scientific and 
regulatory concepts into engaging content that resonates with its 
diverse audiences and stakeholder needs. It is crucial for us to effectively 
communicate our pivotal work in public health protection in Europe and 
worldwide.

“We are excited to embark on this journey with Guerilla. Their proven 
expertise in healthcare communications and crafting resonant messaging 
aligns perfectly with our mission to share the essence of our work to 
protect public health worldwide.”

Renowned for its pioneering approach to branding and marketing, 
from its base in Newcastle upon Tyne, Guerilla will play a crucial role in 
implementing and monitoring EDQM's communication strategy, providing 
a creative, responsive, and comprehensive communications resource.

“We are incredibly excited about this partnership," said James Allen, 
managing director of Guerilla. "EDQM's dedication to the quality of 
medicines and healthcare resonates with our ethos of creating meaningful 
and impactful communications. Together, we look forward to crafting 
strategies that amplify EDQM's mission.”

Newcastle digital 
agency Readysalted 
aims to treble its 
growth
A Newcastle-based digital agency has 
announced ambitious plans to treble its 
growth and open a London office, after 
expanding its client base in the UK and 
Europe and recruiting three new employees.

Specialising in UX (user experience) design, 
and digital transformation development, 
Readysalted, who recently celebrated their 20th 
anniversary, have plans to hit half a million 
pounds turnover by 2025 and treble the size of 
the business by 2028.

2023 also saw the team achieve their largest 
annual turnover to date with a 30% increase in 
revenue from the previous year.  The business 
works with clients including Newcastle, 
Durham and Cambridge universities, as well 
as businesses in the medical science and 
manufacturing sectors.

Currently working with clients in the North East, 
London and across Europe, the Readysalted 
team also have ambitious plans to open a 
London office this year.

Simon Honeywood, Founder and Managing 

Director of Readysalted said: “The last 12 
months have been fantastic for the business as 
we continue to support our many clients across 
the globe. I still have to pinch myself about 
how far we have come in 20 years from when I 
started out as a freelancer in the industry. This 
really is credit to the fantastic team we have at 
Readysalted, their expertise and commitment to 
delivering outstanding client care.     

“We really take the time to understand the 
businesses we work with, what their customers 

need when they visit a website, and how they 
behave online. We also work with clients on 
digital transformation, which is something that 
can save people hours and hours of time and 
completely change the way they work – it really 
is transformative!

And as the business celebrates over 20 years 
in the sector, they are setting ambitious plans 
for growth, with a new London base and the 
appointment of further members to the team.

Your Trusted Marketing Partner for 25 Years 
www.clothierlacey.co.uk 0192 273 9897 info@clothierlacey.co.uk



For further information check out  
www.rephrasemedia.com or email  

info@rephrasemedia.com

Rephrase owner Paul Fraser has spent more 
than 20 years working in the media for a 
variety of titles regionally and nationally, 

including a long stint at The Northern Echo 

Rephrase's range of services can be  
on a pay-as-you-go basis or as part of a  

longer-term package

We will do all we can to advise and produce 
the best possible solution for your needs

We aim to maintain long-term relationships  
to achieve goals

Paul Fraser



Social Allies unveils  
exciting rebrand 

Jess Tucker, Director of Teesside's leading 
digital agency, Social Allies, proudly 

spearheaded a recent brand refresh effort 
which signals a significant transformation 
in the company's core values, mission, and 

overall identity.

The Social Allies Refresh party, hosted at the 
vibrant Playbrew in Middlesbrough, served 
as a joyous occasion for the company to 

introduce its reimagined vision to clients and 
friends alike. The event was a kaleidoscope 
of experiences, featuring delectable cuisine 
from the renowned Wicker, a cutting-edge 
360° vision camera from Glam Cam, DJ 
Dunny's infectious beats, and a stunning 
champagne living wall which captivated 

attendees.

The event boasted an impressive turnout 
and was graced by a speech from Managing 

Director, Steven Pearson, of Wilton 
Engineering, who extended heartfelt 
congratulations to Social Allies for their 

inspiring new direction.

In a landscape where a multitude of digital 
agencies are sprouting up in Teesside, Social 
Allies stands apart. Known for its down-to-
earth, distinctive, bright, and fun approach, 
the close-knit team of four brings a wealth of 
expertise and experience, positioning them 
to deliver exceptional digital solutions that 
cater to the ever-evolving needs of clients.

One pivotal aspect of Social Allies' 
rebranding journey is their commitment 
to addressing the issue of cyberbullying in 
schools. In recognition of the importance of 
safeguarding and educating young people in 
today's digital world, the agency is actively 
working on implementing programs and 
initiatives aimed at empowering children 
to combat cyberbullying. This initiative 
underscores the company's unwavering 
dedication to making a positive impact on 
the community and creating a safer online 
environment for the younger generation.

Social Allies is brimming with excitement 
about this new chapter and eagerly 

anticipates continuing to provide innovative 
digital solutions while simultaneously 
making a meaningful contribution to 

societal issues. The rebranding represents 
a significant step forward in the agency's 
evolution, underpinned by a steadfast 
commitment to excellence and social 

responsibility.

For more information about Social Allies,  
please visit www.socialallies.com or 
contact  jess@socialallies.com
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Did you always envisage a career in the Media Industry?

Yes! I wanted to be a journalist for many years but after lots 
of work experience placements in my twenties – including at 
Woman’s Weekly which I absolutely loved! – I was more drawn 
to communications and PR, and then using my writing and 
sales skills for bid writing later in my career. 

What has been your career path so far?

When I was at University, I accidentally ended up on the 
School of English’s mailing list (I did Spanish and History!) 
and I received an email about a volunteer placement within a 
local hospice’s communications team. I applied and loved the 
placement, I snapped their hands off when they offered me a 
job after graduation. I cut my teeth in all things comms during 
my time there, had fantastic mentors and continued studying. 
In 2015 I joined Narrative – a North East integrated marketing 
agency - to specialise in digital marketing and worked with 
clients in lots of industries - becoming an outsourced CMO 
for some - and joined the management team, leading on new 
business and partnerships. In the last few years, I brought my 
commercial and not-for-profit experience and writing skills 
together to go freelance as a bid consultant and work with 
ambitious organisations and SMEs on projects with big social 
impact. 

Which fictional character can you most relate to?

I think Hermione Grainger from the Harry Potter books, 
because I’ve always loved learning, and organising things and 
people. She’s super bossy, has big hair and doesn’t suffer fools 
gladly! But she has some redeeming features too (I hope!).

What is your greatest strength?

A client once told me that my greatest strength was that I listen 
to what clients think they want, then deliver what they actually 
want. I loved that! I’m not sure all clients would though! 

What is your biggest weakness?

My biggest weakness is speed. I work super efficiently but 
sometimes forget to enjoy the work or take a break. I’ve been 
using the Motion AI tool to organise my work and calendars 
and it also reminds me to have lunch!

What has been your proudest achievement?

One of my proudest career achievements was gaining my 
MIPA status from the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising in 
2021 - but this year I’ve had lots of ‘joint’ proudest moments 

with clients, via funding successes including launching a Youth 
Club in Tower Hamlets for aspiring journalists and YouTubers, 
supporting SMEs to access contracts and funding they didn’t 
think they had a chance to, and kickstarting some amazing 
digital projects in AI and VR with Innovate UK funding. In my 
personal life, one of my proudest achievements will always be 
running the Great North Run in 2012 because I hate running, it 
was my birthday and it rained constantly for the (honestly) four 
hours it took me to get to South Shields. Never again.

What are your future career aspirations?

I absolutely love what I do, helping raise money for important 
causes and supporting SMEs to reach their potential and grow, 
so I will definitely be sticking with this for a while. But there are 
so many things I want to do from writing a biography, working 
in a botanical garden, and going back to university to living 
on a farm, running a bookshop slash cocktail bar and scaling a 
tech business – so who knows where I’ll be in five years’ time! 

How do you see your industry evolving in the next 10 
years?

The evolution and widespread use of generative AI such 
as ChatGPT will change bid writing forever. There are 
already myriad courses and forums about its use in public 
procurement and grant applications, and yes it’s a useful 
tool in a writer’s toolbox, but having sat on tender evaluation 
panels recently, it is very clear which responses have been 
written by AI! So, I feel there will always be a need for expert 
and tailored writing and research - and scoring criteria will 
evolve over time too – but it will definitely have an impact.

How do you like to unwind?

Last year I had two of my most relaxing ‘switch off’ holidays 
ever – one was walking the 100-mile route of the West 
Highland Way, and the other was a campervan trip to the Outer 
Hebrides. So I’m hoping for many more hikes and campervan 
adventures this year as well as trips to the cinema which is 
always my perfect way to unwind – no phone signal and a big 
bag of Revels!

hello@thewriteone.co
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Marketing and Media Matters
In the latest of this popular series of features we talk to...

Aimee Philipson
Owner, The Write One
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For more information visit: 
www.bondedagency.com 

Josie Middleton

“I love to know what makes 
people tick, whether that’s 
potential buyers, clients, or 
colleagues.”

Josie Middleton: The Power of Digital PR

Josie Middleton, Bonded’s newly appointed Digital PR & Content Director, shares her 
insights into the power of traditional and digital PR, recounts the weirdest coverage 
she’s secured for clients, and offers a glimpse into what to expect in 2024.

Bonded is the digital and media agency that prioritises connection. Join us as we connect 
with a different member of the team each month to get their take on all things digital media. 

Bonded Digital & Media

Josie, what does digital PR mean to you?

Digital PR is part of the SEO mix. Using 
tactics similar to that of traditional PR (which 
is hundreds of years old) but with a slightly 
different aim. Digital PR aims to help a website 
rank higher organically in search engines. This 
has evolved to encompass areas such as brand 
awareness, brand sentiment, engaging with 
customers, and other channels such as social 
media.

To me, digital PR is all about creativity and 
measurement, which is why I love it so much. 
It’s phenomenal to see an idea you’ve had 
appearing in different publications and then to 
see how this work positively impacts the visibility 
of a website.

Are there any common misconceptions people 
have about digital PR?

People are surprised when they discover the 
amount of technical and analytical skills involved 
in PR. Daily, you’ll find digital PR professionals 
with their heads in various tools, datasets, and 
spreadsheets, which inform our creative client 
work. 

We also have to keep a close eye on how 
Google is evolving its algorithm and how this can 
impact our clients and tactics and be prepared 
to change direction and restrategise at the drop 
of a hat. 

Are there any developments coming to the 
realm of digital PR in 2024?

I’m super excited about AI, though I don’t think 
this will replace the role of digital PR any time 
soon. While AI will continue to help supercharge 
digital PR campaigns with more visuals and 
data, digital PR takes a considerable amount of 
emotional intelligence, creativity, and soft skills, 
which technology can not replace.  

What brought you to Bonded, and what does 
‘connection’ mean to you?

I was drawn to Bonded by the team’s experience 
and deep specialisms. It’s rare to find such a 
passionate, empathetic, and creative bunch of 
people with a unified goal of delivering first-class 
service.

For me, connection means going beyond the 
surface. I love to know what makes people 
tick, whether that’s potential buyers, clients, or 
colleagues. 

And finally, what’s the weirdest coverage 
you’ve managed to generate for a client?

After receiving a request from the New York 
Times asking for funny job interview stories, we 
shared a story from my boss, who had once 
attended an interview with a nightclub stamp still 
on his hand. Not only was the story picked up by 
the New York Times, but it was also shared by 
heaps of other publications too! I’ve also worked 
with a former FBI agent and a well-known Dame, 
which was pretty cool!
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Putting the hype and impact behind
your communications campaigns

to get audiences talking.
claire@hypeco.co.uk   |   www.hypeco.co.uk   |   07759 927275

RISE. SHINE. ELEVATE.

Chicago Calling!
2024 has got off to a flying start for House of Hype 
& Co with news just landing that Founder and 
Managing Director Claire Pickersgill, has secured a 
place as part of the Department of Business & Trade 
Women’s International Network on a Trade Mission to 
Indianapolis and Chicago.

The trip will see House of Hype & Co. participate in a full 
itinerary of B2B matchmaking meetings, company site 
visits, networking receptions and the opportunity to 
celebrate International Women’s Day at the Consulate 
General in Chicago.

Claire said: “This really is a pinch me moment and I’m so 
excited to represent the UK as part of the Trade Mission, 
not only is it a great opportunity for myself and the 
business but I’ll also have my client’s objectives on my 
mind too for the visit, alongside promoting Sunderland 
and the North East.”

PR agency, House of Hype & Co. work with clients to get 
audiences talking positively about their business through 
a range of channels and concepts to enhance their 
reputation, growth and increase business opportunities.

The key ethos at House of Hype & Co. is that they are 
connectors and collaborators, and work with businesses 
to ensure their communications campaign have 
maximum impact by leveraging their black book of 
contacts, whilst getting behind trending talking points.

From national to international coverage, to gaining new 
contracts, funding success, collaborations to winning 
awards, the agency has a track record of making an 
impact and supporting businesses to rise, shine and 
elevate their offer. 

hypeco.co.uk
Claire Pickersgill
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...What we love about our Business...
It’s February – the month of love and Valentine’s Day of course. Highlights PR’s Keith Newman 

asked some of his RADAR members to tell us what they love about their business. 

With the boatload of Valentines 
Cards, Flowers and more importantly 
Chocolates that head my way at this time 
of year – what better way of capturing all 
of this, but on a Spreadsheet! However, 
reality soon hits, as I buy my own 
Ferrero Rocher (other such versions are 
available! ), kid myself that I will make 
them last at least a week and think about 
how far I will need to jog, to burn off 
those extra calories! Those that know 
me, will know that the word “jog” fits 
into my lifestyle about as much as the 
word “salad” does – but it’s good to have 
a dream! Again, if jogging and eating 
salad were to be part of my life, I would 
account for it all on a Spreadsheet. 
Working at Leading Link in an agile, ever 
moving environment, where no two days 
are never the same, I use spreadsheets a 
lot and need a certain level of planning, 
consistency and spreadsheet(ing) and 
that’s what I love about my job

Chris Johnson, www.leadinglink.co.uk 

Off The Grid Adventures is a leading activity 
provider across the North East region working 
with vulnerable adults and young people. 
Managing this service it is an incredibly 
rewarding job. I am very fortunate to regularly 
see people overcome adversity and go on to 
succeed in life! A great example of this was over 
the Xmas period we ran some family events. 
Some of the parents had been young people on 
our programmes many years ago. It was great 
to hear them share fond memories they had 
of adventures they had had with us over the 
years and how it helped shape their lives!  While 
it’s essential to address the challenges faced 
by our client group it’s equally important to 
acknowledge and celebrate the successes along 
the way. Looking ahead to 2024 its going to be a 
massive year for us, Whether your interested in 
volunteering, deliver a service or collaborating 
with us we invite you to reach out and join us in 
making a difference. Together we can continue 
to empower vulnerable adults and young people 
enabling them to thrive and succeed. Get in 
touch for a chat! 

Paul Kirkpatrick, paul@off-the-grid-cic.uk

I love to feel that at Idos we are helping 
people take control of all aspects of 

their mind and body and feel confident 
about themselves. It feels like such an 
accomplishment after over 30 years 

of working in the NHS, which I think is 
great, but does not provide this style 
of wellness centred care. Hopefully 
people get home after being at idos 

and feel like they can face another day 
with an illness because they know we 
are here, they are welcome at Idos and 
will get what they need- even if it is not 

a miracle cure!

Dr Ceri Sutherland Idos Health and 
Wellbeing www.idoshealth.co.uk
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I am writing this on my phone 
and this illforgotten memory of 
mine helps illustrate one thing I 
like about my job of writing books 
and that is I get to choose when I 
write:although not normally on my 
phone. Writing is a delight and a 
hard slog all at once and I dare say 
few will ever understand just how 
difficult producing a single book 
can be never mind the 50+ I write 
every year. Yes it’s hard to an insane 
degree and even drives me out of 
good health into a period where 
I must slow down and eat better 
and exercise more. But it would be 
difficult to be without it.

Simon Robson (S Rob), wwwsrob.co.uk  
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Last month our RADAR members appeared on BBC TV, BBC Radio, Local TV and many magazines and newspapers. To find out more about the 
benefits of becoming a RADAR member, contact keith@highlightspr.co.uk or call Keith on 07814 397951

One thing I love about my job is meeting new 
people and exploring new opportunities with 
my clients. To be able to help others get their 
message and story out is fulfilling and makes it 
all worthwhile.

Dan Wilkinson, www.thedwmedia.co.uk

I love seeing my clients make progress. I 
love enabling them to find their hope again. 
I love working with them to see their own 
worth. I love helping them to overcome 

their challenges. I love learning from their 
courage, joy and diligence. I love that 
together we can make life brighter.

Dr Rebecca Williams Dinsdale  
www.drrebecca.org.uk
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What i love about my job is meeting people 
and seeing behind the scenes at their place of 
work. I'm very lucky to have access to places 

other people don't see such as factories, 
interesting office spaces and entertainment 
venues. For example working with Sunday 
for Sammy, I had full back stage access at 
Newcastel Arena to see the work that goes 

on behind the scenes. If you'd like me to visit 
you, or you my floating office, drop me a line. 

Keith Newman Highlights PR 

I love my job as a designer and artist. I get to 
use my creative skills to create posh souvenirs 
that my customers absolutely love. Knowing 
that they have had a great experience when they 
have bought my products online or at a market is 
wonderful. And when they take the time to give 
me a review on trustpilot it really makes my day.

Corinne Lewis-Ward, www.powderbutterfly.com
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As an ambassador for formally recognised 
vocational qualifications, the business helps 
learners achieve their ambitions and client 
marketing teams to develop and retain their 
talent. To achieve this, Veronica has forged 
valuable partnerships with major institutions, 
including the Chartered Institute of Marketing 
(CIM), the Chartered Institute of Public Relations 
(CIPR) and other complementary organisations 
and is working to develop an even more 
comprehensive range of learning solutions to 
support professionals at every stage of their 
marketing or communications career.  

We discovered more about how Veronica forged 
her passion for developing marketing skills. 

How long have you been work working  
in marketing?  

I first started working in marketing for the A & P 
Appledore Group way back in the last century! 
Amongst other things, my roles included market 
research on behalf of shipbuilding and ship repair 
companies worldwide, and I cut my marketing 
teeth as a Project Consultant. The company 
supported me in pursuing my Post-Graduate 
Diploma in Management Studies and CIM Post-
Graduate Diploma in Marketing at Northumbria 
University. I subsequently qualified as one of the 
first CIM Chartered Marketers in the country and 
have just celebrated 25 years with fellow Chartered 
Marketers at the CIM Head office in Berkshire.  

Why do you think you have been successful? 

I have focused on continuously growing our 
catchment, and nesma now has students in 
Europe, the Middle East, Africa and Asia. Learners 
are drawn to our expertise, high results, culture 
and values. My approach has always been that 
every student has unique needs and that we tailor 
our approach and course recommendations to 
meet those needs along their career journey. Many 
students continue to study with us for their second, 
third, fourth and even fifth qualifications as they 
climb their career ladder, and it's great to see them 
progress along the way.  

How do you keep your business relevant? 

Many of our students are funded by their employers 
as part of their training or CPD programmes, and 
that is as significant now as it was when I was 
sponsored when I first started. It's great to see 
so many employers rewarding and supporting 
talent. nesma has created an environment of 
flexible learning so that all our students learn 
within a supportive community and interesting 
peer groups. High-quality internal and external 
customer care is paramount. We have created a 
style of teaching known as 'the nesma way', which 
is highly collaborative and supportive. Our work-
based assignments provide immediate benefit to 
the learner and their employers. We are constantly 
refreshing and updating our development options. 
We have recently evolved our digital marketing 
and sustainability modules and added P R Smith's 
SOSTAC® Marketing Planning qualifications as 
one- and two-day masterclasses. It's important 
to me that even fully qualified practitioners can 
always find something new to enhance their CVs 
and knowledge base, as one of the best things 
about life is that we never have to stop learning 
and keeping nesma relevant certainly keeps me on 
my toes, too! 

What does the future hold?   

We are building the business through additional 
course development and growing the nesma 
teaching and delivery teams. Most of our business 
is built on word of mouth. The team is working 
hard on developing our presence in new territories 
through partnerships and collaborations. In the 
meantime, I would love to catch up with as many 
friends and associates in the North East as possible 
to discuss your training and development plans 
and how we might work together to build our 
relationships.  

Veronica.Swindale@nesma.co.uk     
Tel: 07590 018205 

The BIG Interview
Veronica Swindale 
MD of nesma

Based in Newcastle, Veronica has grown nesma into an 
international marketing and communications training 
business with a community of 16 tutors (including globally 
recognised authors) working with learners from 27 
countries across three continents and an alumni of 1000’s. 
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NorthStandard’s 
marketing team in 
the spotlight
nesma was the Corporate Sponsor and Category 
Sponsor for The Marketing Director of the 
Year and Best Example of CSR at the North 
East Marketing Awards. It’s an event we look 
forward to each year as it celebrates individuals 
and teams who are changing the landscape of 
marketing in the North East through creativity, 
innovation and passion.

Rob McInally won Marketing Director of the Year, and his team at 
NorthStandard also won Brand Creation of the Year (in-house). 
Veronica caught up with Rob after the event to learn more about the 
person and the business. 

Who put you in for the award? 

It was Sally Teasdale, NorthStandard’s Brand and PR Manager, with the 
assistance of our local PR agency, Karol Marketing. 

How did you find the judging process? 

The judging process was very thorough and quite challenging but in 
a positive and supportive way. It was also an excellent opportunity to 
explain more about NorthStandard, profile our 160+ year history in the 
North East, and demonstrate our ongoing connections to the region. 

I love to get into the minds of great people like yourself. What are your 
guiding principles for work and life?

My guiding principles have been a combination of pursuing marketing 
excellence, keeping my eyes on the horizon and valuing the perspectives, 
support and input from friends and colleagues. 

I know you are right behind your team from a leadership perspective. 
How do you create a learning and development culture to nurture 
your talent? 

A thriving learning and development culture within any marketing team 
is the bedrock for future success internally and externally. The marketing 
team culture we are building at NorthStandard is a dynamic blend of 
collaboration, innovation, and inclusivity that fosters and encourages
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employee well-being, a healthy work-life balance, and continuous 
professional and personal development and training—supported 
by effective and open communication, another cornerstone of a 
positive culture. An open and transparent environment fosters 
trust and collaboration, and our regular team meetings and 
feedback mechanisms help ensure everyone's voice is heard 
and ideas are welcomed. Investing in the team's happiness 
and growth will pay dividends through the incisive marketing 
strategies and campaigns they can create for the business. 

Recently, a friend took on a marketing director role and 
wasn't sure whether they were up to the job. What advice 
would you share with others looking to take on a role like 
yours? 

Firstly, being a marketing director is a continuous learning 
journey. So, learn to embrace challenges, stay adaptable, and 
strive for improvement. More specifically, I suggest building 
strong relationships and networks, keeping updated on 
developing industry trends and fostering a sense of creativity and 
innovation in all that you do. 

You have navigated a fantastic merger, making 
NorthStandard no. 2 in the maritime insurance industry. 
What do you expect 2024 to look like in terms of marketing? 

The integration following North P&I's merger with one of its 
largest competitors, 'Standard Club', to form NorthStandard in 
February 2023 is still underway as we work to seamlessly bring 
together two such successful organisations into a single, larger 
business that has been shaped to support a strong in-house 
expertise base across the world. 

In terms of marketing, we're continuing to bring our global 
offices together. We are in the early stages of planning a complete 
refurbishment of our Newcastle headquarters, based on the 
Quayside. This investment will reaffirm our commitment to the 
North East and to our people. 2024 will also see the expansion 
of our extended product portfolio worldwide, the launch of new 
digital services, including our new website and the continued 
development of the NorthStandard brand across our key global 
markets. 

The North East Marketing Awards is an annual event, and as well 
as sponsorship, Veronica volunteers her time to be on various 
judging panels. She is constantly inspired by how much she 
learns from the experience and always feels motivated by the 
innovations, solutions and ideas that are presented throughout 
the process. In addition, she thoroughly enjoys the chance to 
engage in discussions and debates with other industry experts.

There are lots of reasons why winning awards is good for 
business. As with all awards, these awards recognise the hard 
work and achievements of individuals and teams. A win or 
nomination can have a substantial morale-boosting impact 
that drives them to even more remarkable successes, so we will 
watch the team at NorthStandard very closely and follow their 
achievements in 2024.

www.nesma.co.uk
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A unique interview...

How did you end up building a career in videography?  
While studying for a degree in graphic design, I had the 
opportunity to work on photography and animation. This 
ignited my desire to pursue film and video production, so 
after graduating, I took up a role in storyboard production 
for a TV commercial production company. Working there, 
I learned many of the skills in filming and editing, along 
with gaining knowledge and experience in the many 
aspects of film and video production. Then whenever 
an opportunity came up to work on new projects I took 
them. From commercial and corporate production 
through to TV news and sport, I continuingly learned 
and developed my skills in filming, editing and overall 
production. 

Who or what inspires you?

I’m inspired by people who aren’t afraid to take risks – 
to push boundaries and find new ways to achieve their 
vision.  

What advice would you give to anyone interested in 
getting into videography?

Videography can be a very rewarding profession. 
From creating engaging content on social media to 
corporate videos and commercials, etc. it’s a fantastic 
way to express your creativity and communicate 
effectively. Today the opportunities for videographers 
are tremendous. Many companies and agencies look 
for videographers to help grow their businesses and 
communicate with their audiences. Experience is 
invaluable, but if you can develop the necessary skills and 
demonstrate brilliant creativity, organisational ability and 
a strong work ethic, then you have a great chance to work 
in this industry. Technically, you will benefit from having 
hands-on experience with video and audio equipment 
and software. Phones are great, but ideally you should 
consider other kit such as mirrorless cameras, etc. Other 
higher end cameras are available, but generally at a high 
price point. Edit software is usually through subscription, 
but other free, or one of purchase options are also 
available. You will also need a computer that can handle 
the software capabilities.

What is your favourite part of your job?

Meeting people, working with actors, travelling and 
learning new things. There are so many parts of my job 

that I enjoy, but the key thing for me is to help develop a 
concept and see it through to completion, telling a story 
in the final video. This is crucial to the success of a project.

What has been your most memorable business 
moment thus far?

There have been so many memorable business moments, 
but, probably, the time when I worked on a video project 
that took me around Europe, USA and China. I had 
researched and written scripts, casted actors and then 
had the opportunity to direct crews in California, Florida, 
Shanghai and Hong Kong. Working with the clients, 
crews and actors was an unforgettable experience. 
Everything clicked into place and even though I needed 
to direct through translators in China, the results were 
very satisfying. With each of the jobs taking up to 4 weeks 
of filming in lots of locations, they were hard work but 
incredibly enjoyable. 

What are your favourite magazines?

Pro Moviemaker and Televisual are both fantastic 
magazines. Pro Moviemaker gives great in depth reviews 
on camera kit and interviews with filmmakers across 
the industry. This, along with some tips on techniques, 
etc makes this a great read for anyone interested in 
videography. Televisual gives unmatched insight into the 
video and broadcast industry and is well worth a read. 
Apart from those magazines, as I’m also an artist, so I 
often read The Artist magazine, which is a good source 
of inspiration for anyone wanting to develop this side of 
their creativity.

What’s the future hold for Rob Permain?

Working now as a freelance videographer, I hope to reach 
out to more prospective clients and work on projects that 
excite me, while also working closely with existing clients 
to see where I can help in developing their businesses 
through video. Along with this, I am also writing scripts 
that I hope to develop and find funding for production.

uniquemagazines.co.uk
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Robert Permain Video Production
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Whether you’re looking 
to attract new customers 
or you want to get an 
important message out to key 
stakeholders, storytellers SASS 
media Ltd could be the answer 
to your prayers!

We’re journalists who are ready and waiting 
to provide clear and effective public relations 
in the form of stories about your business or 
organisation.

You may be wondering why your business or 
organisation needs a ‘storyteller’.

At SASS media Ltd, we believe all businesses 
and organisations have an exciting story to tell.

This could just as easily be about the reason you 
set up your business or organisation and why 
it exists, as much as any specific successes or 
achievements you have had recently.

A great example of this is charities, which 
are often founded when somebody has 
experienced a difficult problem and has formed 
an organisation to support other people going 
through a similar experience, or become 
passionate about raising awareness of a 
particular cause.

In the past year, we have worked with Autism 
Parents Together and A Taste of Africa to secure 
radio, TV and press coverage about their 

organisations, which started with their ‘why?’ 
story.

We have also produced a regular newsletter for 
Our Hospitals Charity, the fundraising arm of 
South Tees Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust.

Working with the NHS is also another specialist 
area for us.

In the past year, we have produced several 
stories encouraging patients to use the 
correct services for their healthcare needs and 
explaining their many options.

This public information story helped take 
pressure off crucial NHS services, as well as 
benefitting patients, by ensuring they sought 
the right treatment in the right place at the right 
time.

We were also delighted to promote a new lung 
screening service through an interesting patient 
story, which was featured on the BBC.

This service is enabling patients to be diagnosed 
with lung cancer at an early stage, so that they 
can undergo curative treatment before they are 
even experiencing any symptoms.

Working with the BBC and willing patients, we 
were able to send out a clear message to people 
that they should take up any offer of screening 
they receive.

Because of our background in journalism, we 
are also able to write interesting and compelling 
features for business-to-business publications.

These features get the organisations we are 
writing about noticed for all the right reasons.

Another area of specialism for us is also 
education and we have supported Bishop 

Chadwick Catholic Education Trust with a 
number of press releases since September 
2022, celebrating good and Outstanding Ofsted 
results - and other great things going on in their 
schools.

With our help, the Trust has been covered by 
Look North, BBC Radio 4 and a number of 
regional publications. 

We’re also there when your organisation 
becomes the subject of media scrutiny too, 
helping you tell the story from your side.

However, it’s not all about the stories we 
produce for the media.

Storytelling for your business starts with your 
own website and social media channels.

We can support you with regular blog posts 
you can publish on your website and promote 
through social media, or website case studies 
about organisations or individuals your business 
has already benefited.

This can help you to sell your services to other 
businesses and ultimately become more 
profitable.

So there you have it! There are many ways 
your organisation can benefit from employing 
storytellers like us.

We’re looking forward to hearing your story – 
and helping you find the best way to tell it! 

Why not call us on 07896 894538 or email 
sarah.walker@sassmedialtd.co.uk. Visit us at 
sassmedialtd.co.uk to find out more.

Meet the storytellers ready to propel your 
organisation forward!

L-R: Sarah Dale and Sarah Walker
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www.sassmedialtd.co.uk

Call us on 07896 894538 or email 
sarah.walker@sassmedialtd.co.uk

Everyone needs a touch of 
SASS in business!

From press releases to PR campaigns,  
journalism to jazzing up website copy,  

SASS media has all the writing skills you need.

Liaise with the media to  
share stories about the success  

of your business.

Write engaging, accurate copy for 
your website, newsletter or blog.

Devise public relations campaigns.

Provide PR support and strategies 
to combat negative publicity.

Write high quality articles for 
newspapers, magazines and online.

What can SASS media Ltd do for  
you and your business?



Finding heart 
in PR
By Samuel Marriott-Dowding,  
Marriott Communications

As a PR agency, Marriott 
Communications is often given 
the opportunity to support the 
third sector, so when Aura Fine 
Art Newcastle approached us 
to support their ‘King of Hearts’ 
charity fundraiser in aid of 
Rainbow Migration, Crisis, and 
Freedom From Torture - how 
could we possibly say no?

The fundraiser, taking place on Saturday 
10th February at their gallery in the iconic 
Newcastle landmark, Fenwicks, will showcase 
the remarkable work of the exceptionally 
inspirational and talented King. King's 
creations will be displayed alongside a 
carefully curated collection of love-themed 
pieces from Aura’s portfolio of accomplished 
national and international artists.

King, a LGBTQIA+ refugee fled her homeland 
to avoid persecution and has since been living 
in the UK where she has been supported by 
Rainbow Migration, Crisis, and Freedom From 
Torture. After meeting with King for the first time 
at our planning meeting, I was heartbroken for 
all she has had to endure in her life, but I was 
also in awe of her resilience, bravery, and the 
passion for life and love that radiates from her.

After meeting with King she kindly sent me over 
a quote for media use, and it is an extract that 
exemplifies her bravery and why this fundraising 
event is so important.

King said: “Having suffered greatly from 
persecution and violent acts which resulted 
in severe mental trauma. I had begun to give 
up on life until I was rescued by these three 
unbelievable Charities, who for the first time 
that I could remember really reached out to me 
and helped me on the difficult road to rebuild 
my life. For the first time I have begun to express 

myself through my paintings and my poem 
which I hope will raise some funds for these very 
deserving Charities.”

Marriott Communications is no stranger to 
supporting third sector organisations or social 
causes.

We have been fortunate enough to work with 
dozens of incredible charities across the UK, 
donating over 700 pro bono hours of support. It 
is not uncommon to at times feel disconnected 
from the cause, especially when so much of our 
work takes place digitally, but meeting with 
King in person, hearing her story, and of the vital 
work of the three charities really reaffirmed for 
me the importance of leading with compassion, 
empathy, and heart.

The ‘King of Hearts’ charity fundraiser takes 
place on Saturday 10th February, 4-7 PM at 
Aura Fine Art Newcastle. RSVPS to the event 
can be made to newcastle@aurafineart.co.uk 
or on 0191 511 1856.
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Kieron Goldsborough CEO

“...It’s important 
that we give 

something back...



Take marketing for example. You may have been told by an 
agency that they will increase your sales, raise your exposure, 
boost profits and reduce expenses etc. It all sounds good, but 
will you really see some results? Will it be a case of ‘It does 
what it says on the tin?’

Or not. 

This is where the Newcastle-based marketing agency Different 
Narrative stands out from other agencies.

They can prove it. 

“Here at Different Narrative we have an effectiveness culture,” 
said CEO Kieron Goldsborough. “We are one of a select group 
of companies across the UK...fewer than 50...who have full IPA 
accreditation. The Institute of Practitioners and Advertising have 
strict criteria which we have to meet, the most important of which 
is ensuring that the work we do for clients really is effective…
that we get results, not vanity. We add value to our clients and 
ultimately improve their performance and profitability.”

Different Narrative have developed their own in-house software 
which allows them to track how effective they are being for 
clients. They can show clients how various marketing plans are 
working and what sort of results they are currently achieving. 
It also allow clients to predict future trends and performance...
something which is key for any business. 

“We give our clients regular updates to show how effective our 
work is. When they can make accurate future projections and see 
what the potential results will be, they can then plan accordingly. 
This has become increasingly important for firms because 
budgets are tight and they need to know that any future spending 
will be justified. We show them how they really will get value for 
money from the work we do on their behalf.”

Something else of which Different Narrative can be rightly proud, 
is their record when it comes to helping the people who work for 
the business and also helping others in the community. 

“It’s important that we give something back,” adds Kieron. “At the 
recent North East Marketing Awards, we were given the award 
for the best example of CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility). We 
have an in-house policy called Change Maker. A small committee 
made up from members of the Different Narrative team organise 
events to either raise awareness or help charitable causes, or 
perhaps devise long-term ventures. We work closely with schools 
and universities; we offer a two week placement so that students 
can see what a marketing agency does. We do litter picking, we 
collect on behalf of the Newcastle West End Food Bank, and we 
even take part in friendly rivalry with other marketing agencies in 
the area to promote mental wellbeing.”

It doesn’t end there.

Different Narrative have now been awarded CPD Gold standard 
on two occasions by the IPA. Their continuous professional 
development sees everyone within the company undergo a 
minimum of 24 hours training (most easily exceed it though) 
because, let’s face it, we’re never too earn to learn in what is an 
ever-changing marketing world. 

Different Narrative is a company worth keeping an eye on. They 
plainly do things the right way and the help and success they can 
provide your company with is something they can prove. Does 
your current marketing agency do that?

It also explains why Different Narrative can not only work with 
dozens of small firms, but also help nationally recognised 
companies such as Carpetright, Winsor and Newton, Bovis 
Homes, Hays, NHS and local brands NTCA, Eldon Square and 
Sunderland Council. 

If you’d like to find out what Different Narrative can do for 
your company you can find out further information via their 
website...www.differentnarrative.com...call 0191 261 0111 
or visit them at their offices on Ravensworth Terrace in 
Newcastle. You can also email hello@differentnarrative.com
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We know what we’re doing... 
and we can prove it
When Kevin Keegan was manager of Newcastle Utd, he once commented... 
“It’s not what it said on the tin.” He was paraphrasing a TV commercial  
which was aired at the time, and was in response to something being  
rather different from what he’d been told. 
Perhaps you’ve been promised something which didn’t turn out to be  
what you expected.

Some of the Different Narrative team 
collecting their award for best use of CSR at 
the 2023 North East Marketing Awards
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SMEs pushing for growth sometimes scale 
without the proper processes in place, which can 
result in dysfunction across the organisation. 
A board is often established without the 
appropriate structure and make-up. This is where 
formal training and the input of a non-executive 
director can be hugely valuable. 

When board decision-making revolves around 
operations and immediate concerns rather than 
purpose, values and strategy, the focus is skewed, 
and talent isn’t used effectively. It’s a trap that 
creative consultancies can easily fall into. But it is 
also one that can be easily fixed by introducing more 
robust governance.

Board vs management

Ultimately, the board's role is to consider long-term 
sustainability through value creation and resource 
utilisation, and to ensure regulatory and legal 
compliance. 

The chair and non-executive director provide 
external focus, with the internal perspective 
provided by the managing director (or CEO), finance 
director and any executive directors reporting to 
the MD.

Implementing policies, strategies and business 
plans should be delegated to management, with 
board monitoring progress.

Get the balance right

The makeup of the board is more important than 
you think. Get the balance wrong and it can be 
dominated by one personality or group think. 
Conflict-averse ‘yes men’ (or less often women) or a 
lack of debate can see the wrong decisions agreed.

Lasting damage can be caused by:

  Poor decision-making due to inadequate 
information.

  Infrequent reviews of finance arrangements. 
  Weak or no evaluation of board members and 
decisions taken.

  A lack of focus on succession, R&D and business 
development.

  Not listening to any standing committees where 
these are in place.

If you’re on a board, it’s your ethical and legal 
responsibility to avoid these issues and whistleblow 
where any serious governance breaches are 
suspected. 

Helen Kenny, Chief Operating Officer at Manifest 
Group, said: “Introducing non-executive directors to 
our regional and global leadership boards has been 
utterly transformative. 

“Having that outside perspective ensures we stay 
zoomed out and focused on the bigger picture and 
that we prioritise our strategic imperatives, rather 
than getting caught up in operational niggles or the 
challenges of the day. 

“With the majority of our global leadership team 
being in their first leadership role, the consultation 
from Sarah at Wadds Inc. has helped harness their 
talent, drive and passion and foster a productive 
leadership team which can make strategic and 
actionable decisions that we’re collectively 
accountable for. 

If any of this resonates and you’d like 
professional advisory support to help structure 
your business and achieve your growth plans, 
please email  
sarah.waddington@wadds.co.uk or  
stephen.waddington@wadds.co.uk,  
and we’ll be happy to help.

Is your board helping or 
hindering growth?
Wadds Inc. supports creative agencies with company 
direction and differentiated propositions. Here Sarah 
Waddington CBE looks at how a wrongly structured board 
or no board at all, can be a real barrier to growth. 
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Is your 
Corporate 
Social 
Responsibility 
part of your 
marketing 
strategy?
A recent sponsor offered their 
services with the condition that 
they did not want publicity. 

The reason the organisation gave highlighted 
the true purpose of Corporate Social 
Responsibility.

I quote, ‘we have a responsibility to support 
society, we can so we do, if we courted publicity 
to do so then we are not being responsible. We 
are taking, not giving.’

Considering I have worked with many high-
profile individuals who ‘do good’ but only to 
boost their personal agenda and lifestyle (One of 
the frustrations that created Kind Currency). 

Our sponsors values exemplified exactly 
how all businesses should treat their social 
responsibility. 

Corporate Social Responsibility, how is your 
organisation responsible? Are you giving or 
using the responsibility to take?

It is usual practice to be given the details of the 
marketing team or informed it is dependent 
of the marketing budget when discussing 
corporate social responsibility, especially at a 
grassroots level. 

But corporate social responsibility is not a 
marketing opportunity. 

It is very much about the responsibility an 
organisation has. 

Without agenda, targets, or gains.

It has everything to do with the values within 
your company and how they impact the world, 
internally and externally.

The responsibility begins with the systems and 
culture an organisation employs to deliver their 
products and services.

And from there how the organisation goes on 
to support and positively influence society, the 

environment, and the economy.

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is working 
to make the world a better place.

That is the only target, the gains are all 
embedded within the impact.

Currently, most businesses task the marketing 
team with their CSR. This is a negative. 

It is not CSR at all. Marketing as a department 
has a ROI measured strategy.

Placing CSR within marketing makes it all about 
what the organisation can gain. The expectation 
that there is to be a return.

It feeds the problem rather than being part of 
the solution.

CSR is not something an organisation must do; it 
is part of the culture.

Corporate Social Responsibility is paying your 
employees a fair wage, providing a supportive 
and nurturing environment. It is using 
environmental and economical sustainable 
methods to deliver your products and services. 
It is supporting the communities you serve and 
the problems in society that your organisation 
can help to resolve. 

These are not tasks with a target, these are a 
way of life for an organisation.

You can take simple steps to ensure your 
organisation is not abusing its privilege for 
corporate gains:

Look at where your CSR sits within your 
organisation and what expectations have been 
set as targets. Remove the expectations and 
lead with empathy. 

Gain open and honest feedback on your 
organisations culture and act on the findings. Do 
you have employees living in poverty? And if so, 
how can you best support them?

Has your organisation set realistic sustainable 
goals? Are they achievable? The small changes 
really do make a significant difference, think 
long-term with short-term actionable steps.

Support the issues in society that align with 
your values and that your organisation could 
pay forward to help the solution. Do it because 
you can.

Most importantly, it is just a policy or is it real 
action? 

www.kindcurrency.co.uk
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Call - 07359 18 85 67  •  Email - care@gosforthfamilychiropractic.com

Free services for businesses from Gosforth Chiropractic
As a local chiropractic clinic, we wanted to reach out to discuss the benefits of chiropractic care for 
your staff. At Gosforth Family Chiropractic, we believe that a healthy workforce is a productive one, 

and we want to help you achieve that goal.

We currently have two offers that we believe would be of interest to you and your staff:

If you’re interested in learning more about what we  
can offer, please don’t hesitate to contact us or visit 
us at The Grainger Suite, Dobson House, Regent Street, 
Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3 3PF.

Presentations (less than an hour)
Our presentations are the perfect fit for lunchtime or 
smaller meetings. They also work well as standalone 
sessions, for example, as part of wider speaking events or 
conferences. During these presentations, we can discuss 
the benefits of chiropractic care, how it can help with 
workplace stress, and how to maintain a healthy spine.

Workplace Biomechanics,  
'Spine Checks' and Ergonomics Assessments
We are happy to set up at your office to encourage your 
workforce to think more about their workplace well-
being. As part of this, we can assess your workforce from 
a musculoskeletal point of view. 

We provide tips and tricks to help your workforce move 
better or feel better throughout the course of the working 
day. We can set up in a small area or provide more 
focused workshops as required.

We believe that our services can help your business and 
your staff stay healthy, happy, and productive. 

CALLING ALL BUSINESSES...
10-minute Evaluation Health Checks &  
Spinal Screening for your employees

Gosforth Chiropractic's Corporate Health Checks 
offer a swift 10-minute evaluation and spinal 
screening to identify potential postural concerns 
linked to lasting health issues. Managing 
six assessments every hour allows for a brief 
examination, pinpointing areas of concern that 
may lead to chronic conditions.

Participants will be required to complete a brief health 
questionnaire previous to 10 minute exam. They will then 
have the opportunity to attend an optional comprehensive 
45-minute presentation/workshop on posture, health, and 
workplace well-being.

Each participant will receive a detailed postural screening, 
complete with measurements indicating deviations such 
as anterior head carriage, high shoulders, high hips, and 
misaligned ankles/knees.

The half day session is scheduled from 10am to 1pm and is 
priced at £600 for businesses who care about their employees. 
The full day session is from 10am to 4pm priced at £1100. 
We can tailor the day to fit your needs whether you are 30 
employees or 1000 employees.

If you’re interested in learning more about what we 
can offer, please don’t hesitate to contact us or visit us 
at The Grainger Suite, Dobson House, Regent Centre, 
Gosforth, Newcastle upon Tyne, NE3 3PF.
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Schoolgirl is ‘over the moon’ with 
her winning reading bench design
A Seaham schoolgirl was thrilled to win a competition to design a 
reading bench for her primary school.

Millie Devlin-Munroe’s design was the overall chosen entry at St Mary 
Magdalen’s Catholic Primary School, which is part of Bishop Chadwick 
Catholic Education Trust (BCCET), for the annual Ambic STEM 
Challenge competition. 

Bespoke furniture manufacturers, Ambic, based in the North East, 
launched a competition in 2022 for schools to design their own piece of 
educational furniture. The winners have their designs turned into a real 
piece of furniture at no cost to the schools. 

Millie, who is now a Year 7 pupil at Peterlee’s St Bede’s Catholic School 
& Byron Sixth Form College, also part of BCCET, said: “I really enjoyed 
the process from my first design to visiting the factory and making 
decisions in the design options. 

“The best part was going back to St Mary Magdalen’s and seeing 
my completed bench! I hope it inspires future children at St Mary 
Magdalen’s to read and know anything is possible.”

The new reading bench will form part of the school’s new reading area.

Headteacher Andrea Goodwin said: “When we found out she won, 
we were thrilled for Millie. She was absolutely over the moon; it was a 
lovely boost for her.”

Pupils’ wellbeing at “centre” of North 
East education trust
Children and young people who “feel that their voices are heard and can 
make a difference have a greater sense of community and self-esteem”, 
according to Place2Be.

The children and young people’s mental health charity launched Children’s 
Mental Health Awareness Week in 2015 and the theme of this year’s 
awareness week, held in February, is ‘My Voice Matters’. This concept is central 
to a North East multi-academy trust’s health and wellbeing strategy.

Bishop Chadwick Catholic Education Trust, which has 25 primary schools and 
five secondary schools in South Tyneside, East Durham and Sunderland, is 
“committed to supporting the mental health and wellbeing of students, staff 
and the wider school community”.

Louise Swailes, mental health coordinator at BCCET, said: “The theme of this 
year’s Children’s Mental Health Week is ‘My Voice Matters’ and the child is 
most definitely at the centre of our mental health offer at BCCET. Pupil voice 
is key to developing our support package and we now have teams of mental 
health champions in our schools who are involved in decision making and the 
co-creation of policy. There will be many activities happening across the Trust 
during Children’s Mental Health Week to shine a light on mental health and 
wellbeing, but it is at the centre of what we do every week of the year.”

Fledgling footie stars will kick off 
spring term in new strip
A football team in Blackhall has a new footie strip thanks to a new 
sponsorship deal.

St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School, which is part of Bishop Chadwick 
Catholic Education Trust, has been gifted the new football strip from the 
Royal British Legion and Securi Serve.

Headteacher Lisa Ashton explained: “One of our parents, Martin Close, 
who is a member of the Royal British Legion Easington District, secured the 
sponsorship to provide our children with a new football strip.

“The new kit will make a huge difference to the children of St Joseph’s for 
many years to come. The children and staff were thrilled and very grateful 
to our amazing community for the donation of the new kit.”

Year 6 pupil Lucy Close, 10, a member of the football team, said: “I think it 
is really nice they were donated to our lovely school. We are really grateful 
and they look really good.”

Graham Mercer and Martin Close from the Easington District of the Royal 
British Legion, and Matt Williams, from SecuriServe, visited the school to 
present the children with the new kit. 

“Everyone at St Joseph’s would like to express our sincere thanks and 
gratitude for the fabulous football kit for our children,” added Mrs Ashton.
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Empowering 
girls to be 
trailblazers 
at NHSG: 
why an all 
girl education 
matters
By Amanda Hardie, Head,  
Newcastle High School for Girls

Recently we were delighted 
to host a talk for parents 
by Director of Innovation 
and Learning at the Girls’ 
Day School Trust, Dr Kevin 
Stannard, to present the 
findings from the GDST  
Futures Report. 

During Dr Stannard’s talk we were reminded 
that the GDST was established in 1872 by four 
radical women who were fighting for the right 
of girls to have an education. Not only did 
they set up a group of girls’ schools, including 
ours, but in doing so, they transformed the 
educational landscape for girls in an era when 
it was virtually unheard of for any girls to have 
a formal education after the age of 11, let alone 
go to university. 

Fast forward 150 years, the simple and sad fact is 
that gender inequality still exists in the UK in all 

walks of life - in society, careers, leadership and 
pay.  

At NHSG, and in all GDST Schools, we remain as 
focused on bringing about equal opportunities for 
girls as our founders were in the 1870s, and what’s 
more, there is clear evidence of the significant 
impact an education at a GDST school is having 
on girls and young women today. 

The astonishing findings from the GDST’s Futures 
Report evidences pervasive inequality still exists.

Focusing on just one aspect of the overall report, 
which surveyed 1358 nationally representative 
children from across the country, the survey 
found significant gender differences in 
confidence. In fact, boys scored much more highly 
than girls in every single statement made about 
how they feel about the future. For example, 
feeling optimistic about getting their desired job, 
or generally being positive about the future.

The vast majority of girls in this survey attended 
coeducational schools, and the findings reflect 

the wider societal landscape and the gender gap 
we know exists.

What was fascinating, however, is that when 
NHSG pupils and their peers from GDST schools 
from  across the country, including from the two 
academies within the GDST family, were asked 
the same questions, the survey showed GDST girls 
to be...

  more confident, more self-assured, more 
politically aware, more empowered, better 
able to pursue their ambitions, and feel 
unhindered by their gender. 

 more comfortable taking risks.
 more willing to embrace flexible careers.

when compared to girls at other schools. Indeed, 
GDST girls’ scores were much more closely 
aligned to the boys, and in some cases scores 
were better than the boys.

While I am saddened by the findings of pupils 
from non-GDST schools, I am heartened by the 
clear evidence that we at NHSG and GDST are 
making a difference to the lives of so many girls 
and women as a result of the education we offer. 

NHSG is an all-girl school by design. Everything 
we do is focused on ensuring our girls have every 
opportunity for future success by building their 
confidence, encouraging them to take risks, 
providing them with the space to develop and 
learn, preventing them from being drowned out 
in the classroom, and ensuring they know that 
nothing is off limits in terms of their future career 
choices. 

This is how we deliver on our vision to empower 
girls to be the next generation of leaders and 
trailblazers and to understand they have an equal 
and important role in shaping our world for a 
better future.  

newcastlehigh.gdst.net
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Amanda Hardie

Dr Stannard



Barney 
celebrates 
‘Excellent’ 
success 
A unique education system 
that prepares today’s children 
for the world of the 2060s and 
’70s has won the highest praise 
from official inspectors.

The Independent Schools Inspectorate 
awarded Barnard Castle School the top rating 
of ‘excellent’ for both ‘Academic Achievement 
and ‘Personal Development’.

The achievement follows the introduction of 
‘A Barney Education’, an innovative approach 
to developing a dynamic curriculum for its 730 
pupils, aged four to 18.

‘Barney’, as the School is affectionately known, 
provides an inspirational, compassionate and 
unpretentious environment in which young 
people develop character, becoming confident, 
resilient, intellectually curious, tolerant and 
driven, with an undercurrent of humility, 
leaving them ideally placed to thrive in a rapidly 
changing world.

A six-strong team of inspectors spent three days 
at the Senior and Prep schools, exploring every 
facet of learning.

They scrutinised compliance in key areas 
including the quality of education, the spiritual, 

moral, social and cultural development of 
children, welfare, health and safety, the 
suitability of staff, the premises and the 
standards of leadership and management.

Inspectors examined the curriculum, observed 
80 lessons and sampled work, from Reception 
class to Sixth Form. They analysed parent, 
pupil and staff surveys, spoke with pupils, 
staff and governors, experienced countless 
extra-curricular activities, House meetings and 
Chapel and also visited boarding houses and the 
Academic Support department. In each area the 
school was awarded ‘excellent’.

Headmaster Tony Jackson said: “This was a 
rigorous and comprehensive inspection and we 
are unbelievably proud of the outcome, which is 
validation of everything we endeavour to do.

“Our children are preparing for a rapidly 
changing world and are having to contend with 
adversity on a local and global level. Throw 
into this mix the volatile and ubiquitous nature 
of social media and technology and it is clear 
that we need to evolve constantly to meet their 
learning needs as we prepare them for work in 
the 2060s and 2070s.”

Inspectors highlighted the excellent quality 
of academic learning and pupil achievement, 
praising children’s communications skills, their 
engagement with learning, their self-confidence 
and understanding of how to improve their 
performances further. 

They also noted pupils’ progress and skills 
across the curriculum including reading, writing 
and numeracy. They commented on how 
children expressed themselves with increasing 
sophistication and their expertise in public 
speaking, their ability to apply their knowledge 
and think logically.

Inspectors picked up on the School’s sense 
of spirituality and community, the inspiring 
surroundings, pupils’ morals and positive 

attitude towards each other, their excellent, 
courteous and well-mannered behaviour, their 
awareness of social issues and diversity, their 
contribution as global citizens, including charity 
work, the high degree of student input into 
school life and their understanding of how to 
stay safe, both physically and mentally.

The “comprehensive and experienced” pastoral 
care team was singled out for praise, being 
described as a “huge strength of the school, 
embodying the values and ethos they wish to 
promote”.

The report also stated: “The excellent personal 
development of all pupils is a direct result of the 
values and ethos of the school. This is driven 
by the senior leadership team through the 
innovative use of assembly and tutorial time, 
endorsed by the governing body, thus fulfilling 
the aim to develop young adults with character.”

Mr Jackson added: “It is a pleasure to work 
alongside so many talented professionals and 
be part of such a special, unique community, 
and we are excited about what the future holds 
for our School.”

To learn more about a Barney Education and 
its ‘Excellent’ provision, the school is hosting 
a Whole School Open Morning (Saturday 2nd 
March 2024) and a Sixth Form Information 
Evening (Tuesday 27th February 2024).

You can book your place by contacting a 
member of the school’s welcoming Admissions 
Team on 01833 696030 or by emailing 
admissions@barneyschool.org.uk 
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Through a commitment to nurturing the mental health of 
its students, multi-academy trust, Northern Leaders Trust 
(NLT), places student wellbeing at its heart, ensuring that 
every member of staff is dedicated to creating a safe and 
supportive environment for its students. 
“We pride ourselves on putting students at the centre of everything we do,” says 
Matthew Allan, year leader at Kenton School and a key figure in the Trust’s wellbeing 
initiatives. “Our goal is to provide a solid foundation where students feel safe, 
supported and equipped to navigate the challenges they face.”

Recognising the increasing complexity of teenagers’ mental health, which is influenced 
by factors like the enduring impacts of the pandemic, social media and technological 
advancements, NLT acknowledges the struggles that students may encounter. 

Additionally, while the number of children in a mental health crisis is at an all-time high, 
so are external support wait times. To address this, NLT continues to invest significantly 
in mental health and wellbeing provision to meet students’ needs before reaching out to 
external agencies. 

Northern Leaders 
Trust champions 
students’ 
wellbeing to lay 
groundwork 
for their future 
success...
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The Trust has partnered with two counselling agencies, Place2Be and Kalmer 
Counselling, to provide support to students who require it. Both agencies offer 
1:1 referral-based support, as well as a drop-in service. 

Kalmer Counselling’s two counsellors, based in school daily, are available for 
referrals from year leaders and school staff, while drop-in counsellors offer 
immediate support for students who are feeling dysregulated, anxious or 
struggling with the demands of the school day.  Kalmer Counselling works with 
approximately 20 students weekly through referrals and around another 20 
through the drop-in service. 

Place2Be allocates several 1:1 sessions to referred students and offers 
‘Place2Talk’ support, which enables students to self-refer.

Anne-Marie Bennett, mental health practitioner at Place2Be, speaks highly of the 
scheme.  She said: “I thoroughly enjoy my job at Kenton and feel very honoured 
to be part of the students’ improvement journey through exploring their own 
mental health needs.”

All students across the Trust can receive support, including those in the Sixth 
Form. Currently, most counselling referrals relate to anxiety, self-harm, trauma, 
attachment, depression and bereavement. 

NLT’s support also extends to its work with Action for Children via its community 
project, ‘Youth Action Kenton’, and Children North East (CNE), who run 
Ways2Wellbeing sessions in school throughout the academic year. 

Ways2Wellbeing is a session for parents and carers to come into school to learn 
about the teenage brain, anxiety, school avoidance, friendship issues and more. 

Matthew continues: “The Trust is always open to developing further partnerships 
with mental health and wellbeing agencies. Encouraging feedback is a priority of 
the Trust.  We value student voice and a big part of putting students first sees us 
allowing them to shape what we do and offer to our cohort.” 

A recent student voice activity involved those accessing Kalmer Counselling, with 
100% of sampled students ‘strongly agreeing’ or ‘agreeing’ that they felt listened 
to and supported by their counsellor. Students were able to leave additional 
comments, some of which included ‘I love knowing that I have an upcoming 
counselling session, it is supporting me through school’ and ‘counselling has 
helped me to open up about my feelings and emotions to others’.

Michelle Rasoul, counsellor at Kalmer Counselling, acknowledges that not 
only does the scheme positively impact students’ mental health, but also their 
academic development, reporting that there have been at least five students 
who have shown an interest in working in Mental Health Support Services. One 

student in Sixth Form has applied to study Social Work at 
Northumbria University, two have asked about being a 
counsellor and two would like to be mental health nurses.

Place2Be Children’s Mental Health Week takes place this 
month, with the theme ‘My Voice Matters.’ All year groups will 
undertake activities and attend an assembly on the theme. 

Matthew Allan concluded: “It is an exciting time within the 
Trust as we continue to develop our wellbeing provision. We 
are striving to ensure all our students feel supported while 
continuing to foster a climate of high expectations.” 

At a time where conversations around mental health are 
prevalent, NLT is committed to shaping an educational 
environment where students not only succeed academically, 
but also thrive emotionally. 

As the Trust continues to develop its wellbeing provision, 
it remains devoted to ensuring that every student feels 
supported, laying the groundwork for a brighter and 
healthier future. 

northernleaderstrust.org

Matthew Allen, year leader at Kenton School and 
a group of Y10 students taking part in a student 

voice session relating to Mental Health.



Can adults learn new skills? 

Absolutely – you're never too old (or young!) 
to learn a new skill. As recently outlined 
by The Education Hub, continued learning 
can help improve how the brain processes 
information and our memory. It can also bring 
increased satisfaction and purpose to our 
lives, giving us a stronger sense of self and 
what we stand for.  

It’s not just about our own personal wellbeing 
though, it also has some great benefits when 
it comes to professional development. The 
Education Hub outlines how learning leads to 
increased resilience in the world of work, giving 
us more choices about the jobs open to us, and 
increasing our employability significantly.  

What new skills can I learn? 

The world’s your oyster! There are so many 
skills you can learn this year. For those looking 
to learn vital, relevant and transferable skills for 
both work and life, essential digital skills could 
be a fantastic option – especially with recent 
research revealing that 92% of businesses 
consider basic levels of digital skills as important 
for employees. 

Beyond this, there are so many other options 
depending on your interests, strengths, and 
career plans. If you’re thinking more long-

term and are looking to retrain and move into 
a completely new sector, perhaps explore 
the qualifications available in growing sector 
areas such as health and social care, health 
and beauty, business admin, engineering, or 
early years and childcare. There’s a range of 
qualifications at different levels in each of these 
areas which can help you to gain the skills you 
need. 

If you’re not looking to completely retrain but 
are considering how to upskill and boost your 
confidence to make yourself more employable, 
you may wish to enhance your ‘essential 
skills’. These are the skills that help us to 
navigate and progress through our personal 
and professional lives – such as resilience, 
communication, speaking, listening, presenting, 
and understanding.

Where and how can I learn new skills? 

The good news is that there’s never been more 
control, choice or flexibility when it comes to the 
‘when’, ‘where’, and the 'what' of your study. 

For some courses, you may have to wait until 
the start of the new academic year, but others 
will allow you to begin your study much sooner 
than this. The overall length of your learning can 
also vary, depending on whether you’re looking 
to pick up a single skill via short courses and 

bitesize learning or looking to develop more 
depth of knowledge and skills through a longer 
programme of study.  

Further to this, whilst some may prefer to 
learn in person, entire qualifications with 
accompanying resources can also be accessed 
completely online – which, for many individuals, 
may suit your circumstances better.  

Plus, as the cost-of-living crisis continues, the 
flexibility that online learning offers may also 
allow you to fit your studies around part-time 
work and other responsibilities, as well as 
avoiding the additional cost of traveling to a 
traditional place of study such as a college. For 
many qualifications, you can even now sit your 
assessments in the comfort of your own home!

Is there help available for upskilling? 

There is a lot of support available to help you 
invest in your learning this year, including 
hundreds of funded adult education 
qualifications and standalone units.

For example, the Adult Education Budget (AEB) 
funds the delivery of education and training 
for learners aged 19+, providing opportunities 
across regions and communities and helping 
adult learners to progress into work or sign up 
for an apprenticeship.  

Sector-based work academy programmes 
(SWAPs) provide another opportunity to help 
jobseekers to learn new skills whilst gaining 
experience working in a particular industry – for 
example in care, construction, or warehouse 
work. 

Finally, Advanced Learner Loans can be applied 
for to help with the costs of a course delivered 
at a college or independent training provider in 
England for individuals aged 19 and over. 

If you’re thinking of investing in yourself and 
your knowledge by learning a new skill, find 
out how you can take the first step by visiting 
www.ncfe.org.uk/learning-for-work 
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Can adults learn new skills? 
Yes, and here’s why you should
As we start to break some of our New Year’s resolutions, it can 
be tempting to fall back into old habits. We sat down with Andy 
Barton, Product Manager at the awarding organisation NCFE, to 
discover why we don’t need to wait another 12 months to embark 
on a new learning journey.



 It seems that the impact of AI will be felt 
“gradually and then suddenly” to quote Ernest 
Hemingway, as more of us come into contact 
with people using it in their work and firms 
invest in AI-enabled systems. Some even 
foresee 'the end of work' as intelligent robots 
replace people across swathes of industry, 
necessitating a whole new structure for 
taxation and a 'universal basic income' paid by 
the state to all.

So, how will this play out? As a teacher, I'm 
particularly interested in the potential impact 
of AI in the education of children, the role of the 
teacher and the future of schools. It’s even more 
important when we consider that the North East 
has one of the highest rates of AI usage amongst 
pupils in the UK. Over a third (39 per cent) of 
pupils in the region are using it ‘all the time’ to 
help with schoolwork, which is 10 per cent higher 
than the UK average.”*

However, it is perhaps worth considering the 
nature and purpose of work for a moment.  

Humans need periods of struggle, difficulty, 
disappointment, success and growth. Cycles of 
confronting meaningful challenge, experiencing 

failure and finding ways to prevail, are at 
the centre of the human experience and are 
necessary for our wellbeing: we all need purpose. 
I see this valuable cycle often within pupils from 
across Dame Allan’s Schools, as they rise to new 
challenges, learning and developing resilience 
and confidence as they go. 

Compare a lion in the wild with a zoo animal. If 
we didn't have work, where else would we find 
our challenges and how would we estimate their 

value? Would we spend our lives doing extreme 
sports, writing self-published novels and making 
Guinness Record attempts?

I don't only believe that work is necessary for 
meaning in our lives. It is also possible to foresee 
humans continuing to be necessary for work, 
despite the development of AI. A recent Harvard 
Business School study noted that the more multi-
faced the role, the less it is at risk of complete 
automation. The authors coined the terms 
'cyborg' and 'centaur' to describe those who 
were able best to benefit from AI in improving 
their productivity, the former being those who 
intertwined AI with their human input and the 
latter being able to divide up their work to hand 
off the more AI-suited parts while focusing on 
their areas of expertise. 

And this, I think, gives us a clue about the future 
of schools and learning. Teachers have a multi-
faceted role, from caring for children to inspiring 
them, working with them creatively to help them 
learn and develop. It is a hugely social role and 
the benefit to children is not, as we know, just a 
narrowly academic one.  

But will our work change? Absolutely, and AI 
will provide an increasingly large toolkit for us 
to work more effectively, making the best use of 
our valuable time. For example, AI can streamline 
administrative tasks, such as lesson planning 
and report writing, allowing teachers more time 
for the human, pastoral aspects of their roles. 
At Dame Allan’s, we are excited to embrace this 
change and have recently appointed an AI Lead to 
chart the way ahead. 

Over the years to come, teachers will possibly 
become both 'cyborgs' and 'centaurs', even as 
we grow the next generation of adaptable and 
multi-skilled citizens to face the challenges and 
opportunities of the future.  

To find out more about Dame Allan’s Schools, 
from Nursery to Sixth Form, please visit 
dameallans.co.uk 

*www.fenews.co.uk/education/over-a-third-of-northeastern-
pupils-use-ai-all-the-time-for-schoolwork
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Artificial Intelligence - 
centaurs versus cyborgs
By Mr Will Scott, Principal at Dame Allan’s Schools, Newcastle

As we enter 2024, we continue to live in interesting times. A 
wildly swinging set of public debates rage on about the impact of 
artificial intelligence, on everything from driving, to jobs, to the 
future of humankind. Futurologists may predict the myriad ways 
in which AI will improve our lives, or wreck them, but the majority 
- who, perhaps quite sensibly, don’t closely follow sensational AI 
stories - note how useless their smart speaker is. 

Will Scott

Dr Drew Smith AI Lead 
and Physics Teacher at 
Dame Allan’s



Navigating 
the maze 
of subject 
choices
By Geoffrey Stanford, Headmaster of 
Newcastle Royal Grammar School.

Many would argue there 
is too much choice in the 
modern world, often making 
substantial life decisions, 
even everyday choices, 
incredibly difficult. Selecting 
which subjects to study is no 
exception and increasingly 
challenging with the ever-
growing career opportunities 
for Generation Z. 

At the Royal Grammar School Newcastle, we 
are fortunate to be able to offer a wide range 
of subjects and consciously provide various 
forms of support to help each individual 
student’s decision process. 

At GCSE, we consider a thorough grounding in 
English (both language and literature), Maths, 
and Science, plus a good knowledge of at least 

one Modern Language, to be an essential part 
of the education we offer. These compulsory 
subjects ensure students continue to develop 
the core skills they will be expected to have at 
university and in the world of work. 

All additional subjects are academic in their 
content and suitable to support further study 
at A-Level or beyond. RGS provides multiple 
levels of guidance during the arduous task of 
selecting which to specialise in. Students receive 
bespoke careers advice and specific department 
curriculum insight. We also encourage 
conversations with anyone relevant to the area 
of study, including speaking to students in the 
years above, while remembering everybody will 
have their own unique experience. Meanwhile, 
various staff members provide pastoral support 
during this (at times) stressful period and 
parents are kept abreast with information to 
help them assist their child’s research and 
reasoning. However, the final decision has to 
be the child’s - some years ago, I recall speaking 
to a boy who had just failed a History exam and 
he admitted that he had only taken the subject 
at the insistence of his parents! Similarly, it is 
usually best not to choose subjects just because 
of a particular teacher or because friends may be 
taking them. 

Probably the best advice for your child is to 
pursue subjects they enjoy. That will make 
it much easier to put in the effort to do well. 
Strong exam results are used by universities and 
employers as helpful predictors for measuring 
an applicant’s potential, so it is important 
students choose things they are likely to be 
good at. Most pupils will have more obvious 
strengths, so pursuing their personal aptitude 
can be an instinctive indicator. However, there 
are other factors to bear in mind. Working 
backwards from a particular career path or 

university degree can sometimes be a useful 
exercise to explore which subjects link to certain 
industries and skills needed. That said, entirely 
reasonably, many young people do not know 
what they want to do with their life and most 
will change jobs several times in their career. 
Unless a student has a definitive future mapped 
out, it can be wise to keep options open and 
consider the balance between subject choices, 
whether they contrast or complement each 
other. Ahead of Sixth Form, students are led 
through various activities to identify possible 
future intentions and are invited to a series of 
talks which may spark new perspectives. 

A good thing to keep in mind throughout is 
not to worry about knowing what exactly lies 
ahead, rather trying to invest one’s energy into 
keeping an open mindset and being willing to 
take opportunities as they come along. One 
final thing to note, if your child realises they 
have made the wrong choice: it is OK for them 
to change their mind, as I did when I recognised 
that Maths A-Level was not for me and switched 
to English after the first six weeks. I had to work 
hard to catch up but, in my case, it was definitely 
the right thing to do. 

www.rgs.newcastle.sch.uk
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A beacon of 
social change
DCSF is positively impacting 
the lives of thousands of  
young people through 
partnership work and 
bursaries, review finds.

A school’s unwavering commitment to 
inclusivity and diversity is exemplified by its 
‘transformational’ bursary programme and 
collaborative partnerships, according to a 
new report. 

A Social Impact Review, commissioned by 
Durham Cathedral Schools Foundation (DCSF), 
highlights the many positive ways that the 
Foundation has contributed to the lives of 
thousands of young people, not only in the 
historic city of Durham but across the wider 
North East and beyond.

DCSF was established in 2021 when Chorister 
School and Durham School merged to form 
a seamless 3-18 education for girls and boys. 
Bursaries have formed part of its DNA since the 
first King’s Scholarships in 1541 and today, one 
in seven pupils at DCSF attend on means-tested 
support. The Foundation has transformed the 
lives of 420 families through bursaries, breaking 
down socio-economic barriers and providing 
a diverse mix of students the opportunity to 
flourish academically and personally. 

Andrew Beales, DCSF Development Director, 
said bursaries are ‘truly transformational’. 
He added: “Our bursary programmes are 
diversifying our pupil body, enriching the school 
community and creating a more inclusive and 
equitable educational landscape.” 

DCSF bursaries are linked to scholarships 
that encompass a wide range of talents and 
skills, from academic scholars to gifted artists, 
musicians, athletes and performers. While 
primarily offered to young people in the North 
East, the boarding facilities at Durham School 

allow the Foundation to extend its reach beyond 
regional boundaries.

Each year, DCSF awards Burkitt Scholarships - 
with support of up to 100% fee remission – to 
around 12 pupils entering the Sixth Form. The 
Burkitt award is designed for teenagers with 
high aspirations but whose abilities to achieve 
these has been adversely affected. 

Beyond financial support, the Social Impact 
Review highlights the effective academic, 
sporting and creative partnerships that have 
been developed and nurtured by DCSF. 

The Foundation is proven to foster academic 
excellence through its collaborative efforts 
with partner schools in the state system. In the 
last academic year, 15 partnership projects 
have taken place in areas including STEM, and 
foreign modern languages, and more than 250 
pupils between the ages of 9 and 17 outside the 
Foundation accessed workshops led by DCSF 
staff. 

Outside the classroom, the report finds that 
the Foundation is levelling the playing field 
in sport by sharing its facilities with the wider 
community. More than 500 young people attend 
Learn to Swim sessions in the school swimming 
pool each week and the Foundation hosts a 
wide range of community sport throughout 
the year, including hockey, rugby, cricket and 
netball. 

DCSF also works with outreach partners to 
foster creativity in music and performing arts. 
Each week, the Foundation hosts more than 100 
local musicians and singers for rehearsals and 
concerts, while over 40 young people attend 
drama and performance classes using the 
school’s facilities. 

Kieran McLaughlin, Principal at DCSF, said the 
ripple effects of partnership work and bursary 
support extend far beyond the school gates. 
“The Foundation has emerged as a beacon of 
social change,” he said. “By breaking down 
barriers and fostering a diverse and inclusive 
environment where every child, regardless 
of background, has the chance to thrive, the 
Foundation is helping to build a more vibrant 
and equitable society.” 

www.dcsf.org.uk

Jorja’s Story
A teenager who felt compelled to become 
a barrister after witnessing an assault 
on her mother is one step closer to her 
dream after an academic scholarship 

transformed her life.

A collaborative partnership between 
Sunderland’s Castle View Enterprise 

Academy and Durham Cathedral Schools 
Foundation (DCSF) saw Jorja Ross, from 
Castle Town, awarded a Sixth Form place 
at Durham School through its Burkitt 

Scholarship programme.

Now in Year 13 and preparing to sit four 
A Levels, Jorja landed an interview at the 
University of Cambridge’s Faculty of Law 
and has secured a conditional offer to read 

Law at Durham University.

She said: “I’m ecstatic; I never believed I’d 
be in this position and none of this would 
have been possible without the support 
and the opportunities I’ve been given.

“While at Durham School I’ve developed 
so many new skills and I’ve gained the 
confidence to pursue my dreams.”

Her mother, Barbara Marshall, said Jorja’s 
life had been transformed: “The attack, 
and the impact it had on our family, has 

driven Jorja to make a difference and grasp 
opportunities.”

Each year, Castle View puts some of its most 
gifted teenagers forward for the Burkitt 
Scholarship. Vice Principal, Anita Payne, 
said: “This partnership allows us to raise 
the aspirations of our students and open 
the door to new opportunities. It makes us 
feel incredibly proud when our students 
thrive at Durham School and go on to 

secure places at Oxford, Cambridge or other 
Russell Group universities.”

E D U C AT I O N  I N S I G H T
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Join the likes of Ryder 
Architecture, Muckle 
LLP, National Trust, 
Newcastle University, 
SeedLegals and Youth 
Focus North East and 
invest into real world 
training for bigger, 
bolder impact.

Practical training 
developed in response 
to the contemporary, 
ever changing 
business landscape, 
delivered in person  
and online with heart. 
 
• Powerful Communication
• Dynamic Leadership in  
 Times of Change
• Impactful Presentations  
 & Pitching
• Resilience in Uncertainty
• Growth Mindset & Grit
• Digital Facilitation  
 & Presentations
• Managing Difficult  
 Conversations
• Overcoming Imposter  
 Syndrome
• Team Development
• 1-2-1 Personal Coaching
• Bespoke to You

mortalfools.org.uk/
connect

TraInIng & pROfEssIONAL  

dEvELOpMENT pROgraMME  

fOR ORgAnIsATIOns,  

TEAMs & IndIvIdUALs.

Our experience with Mortal Fools  
was amazing! They definitely deliver 
leadership training with a difference; 
it’s fun, impactful and delivers 
meaningful learning experiences  
in a very memorable way.  
We’ve never laughed and learnt  
so much at the same time.”

Nicola Leyden  
Director of HR – Muckle LLP

To find out more and/ 
or to set up a discovery  
call to discuss our 
CONNECT training email:  
Rachel.Horton@
mortalfools.org.uk

If you’re curious to find out more 
–why not attend our upcoming 
digital showcase of the CONNECT 
programme on 1st May, 10am. 
Scan this QR to sign up.
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Dr. Rebecca gives  
hope every day in a 
difficult world 
A new book which can help with positive 
thoughts has been issued by County Durham 
author and inspirational coach Dr. Rebecca 
Williams Dinsdale. Her much-anticipated fifth 
book, “ Your Lifejoy Year 2 ~ Hopeful Thoughts 
for Each Day.” continues her mission to 
spread positivity, resilience, and joy through 
insightful daily readings. 

Dr. Rebecca, known for her previous books such 
as “Lifejoy: Your Manual for Resilient Living” 
and “Lifejoy Journal: An Adventure to Hope, 
Harmony, and Happiness” draws from her 
personal experiences and observations of life’s 
challenges and triumphs. 

Dr Rebecca’s, latest book reflects her dedication 
to providing readers with a source of inspiration 
and strength for navigating life’s journey no 
matter what difficulties may exist or be ahead. 
Her themes, curated month by month, cover 
aspects like truth, trust, contentment, care, 
courage, and wonder, offering a diverse range of 
insights. They offer a powerhouse of help and a 
piece of calm in a world of chaos.  

“Experiencing any challenge in life can be 
used to imparts resilience, cultivates inner 
strength, and foster gratitude for the good 
aspects of life we possess. Regardless of the 
specific challenges we face, there are countless 
individuals enduring greater hardships who 
would willingly exchange places with us. It’s a 
matter of perspective and how you approach 
life, and my books are valuable resources that 
guide you in discovering coping strategies to 
navigate through challenging days,” said Dr 
Rebecca.

“Your Lifejoy Year 2 ~ Hopeful Thoughts for Each 
Day” is available from Dr. Rebecca’s official 
website www.drrebecca.org.uk where exclusive 
treats await buyers. 

The Full Monty makes 
its way to Newcastle 
Theatre Royal
Based on the 1997 smash-hit film, still very 
much of our time, The Full Monty visits 
Newcastle Theatre Royal Tue 27 Feb – Sat 
2 Mar 2024 promising laughter, heart and 
unforgettable moments.

The loss of Sheffield’s traditional steel industry 
and the subsequent unemployment leaves Gaz 
and his mates down on their luck and feeling 
like they have been thrown on the scrap heap, 
but they are determined to fight back... perhaps 
by baring a little more than they ever thought 
they would!

The UK tour of Simon Beaufoy’s The Full Monty, 
directed by Michael Gyngell and choreographed 
by Ian West, stars Danny Hatchard (EastEnders; 
Not Going Out) as Gaz and Jake Quickenden (X 
Factor; Hollyoaks) as Guy, alongside Bill Ward 
(Coronation Street; Emmerdale) as Gerald, Neil 
Hurst (All Creatures Great and Small; Casualty) 
as Dave, Ben Onwukwe (Marcella; Coronation 
Street) as Horse and Nicholas Prasad (RSC: The 
Comedy of Errors) as Lomper.

Further cast include Oliver Joseph Brooke, Katy 
Dean, Laura Matthews, Danny Mellor, Adam 

Porter Smith, Suzanne Procter, Alice Schofield, 
and Leyon Stolz-Hunter. The young actors 
playing the role of Nathan on tour will be Cass 
Dempsey, Theo Hills, Rowan Poulton and Jack 
Wisniewski.

This fast and funny play, still very much of our 
time, showcases friendship, resilience and the 
power of self-discovery. A poignant tale with 
hilarious mishaps, and a soundtrack including 
80s and 90s classics, The Full Monty was a 
firm audience favourite when it last visited 
Newcastle in 2019 and promises once again to 
be a rollercoaster ride of ups and downs, laughs 
and heartbreak!

The Full Monty plays Newcastle Theatre Royal 
Tue 27 Feb – Sat 2 Mar 2024. Tickets can be 
purchased at www.theatreroyal.co.uk or from 
the Theatre Royal Box Office on 0191 232 7010.

Sought-after North 
East artist showcases 
favourite artworks at 
The Exchange 1856

Leading North East artist, Mark Taylor is 
showcasing some of his most-loved paintings 
at The Exchange 1856 in North Shields as he 
takes up the artist-in-residence position.

12 of Mark’s stunning artworks are currently 
on display in the foyer of the newly refurbished 
Exchange 1856 and in its Thomas Brown 
room. These include a huge portrait of a weary 
Austrian sailor, who was clearly happier at sea 
than on land, and a scene from the white fish 
market in North Shields in its heyday in the 
1800s.

Mark is famous locally for his beautiful oil 
paintings of the North Tyneside coastline, as 
well as moving portraits of real fishermen, and 
he boasts many celebrity fans including Sam 
Fender, Sting, Duran Duran’s Andy Taylor and 
acclaimed screenwriter Ian la Frenais.

Aside from being an artist, Mark is a skilled 
Lifeboat Coxswain for Tynemouth RNLI and his 
deep love of the sea clearly shines out in all his 
work.

Mark said: “My father was a famous North East 
artist and I followed in his footsteps when I 
became a full-time professional artist in 2011. I 
paint what I want to, which tends to be scenes of 
where I live and the sea, as I love both – people 
tell me my passion for my subjects jumps out 
and it’s what makes my work special.”

Anyone wanting to see Mark Taylor’s paintings 
at The Exchange 1856, can visit the venue during 
opening hours – 10am until late.
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Ben Broadhead is a Director 
and a seventh-generation 
family member of North Shields 
funeral directors E Turnbull & 
Son. Founded in 1790 by John 
Turnbull as a cabinet making 
business on North Shields Fish 
Quay, E Turnbull & Son Funeral 
Directors has since evolved 
into a well-respected funeral 
care provider.

Here Ben tells us about his taste in music, art 
and culture. 

Who is your favourite author and why?

Dr. Bob Rotella. He is a sports psychologist who 
has authored numerous books on psychology, 
with a specific focus on the psychology of golf. 
I find it fascinating to delve into the mental 
aspects of the game and many of the insights 
can be applied to everyday life as well.

“Get good at staying in the present moment 
and give every shot the same equal level of 
importance. You stay in the present moment.”

What would be your three Desert Island 
Discs?

Dire Straits – Money for Nothing 
Dr Dre - Still Dre  
Armand Van Helden - You Don't Know Me

Who is your favourite film star and why?

Tom Hanks, one of the best!

What are your top three films?  
Tell me about them...

Captain Phillips – incredibly compelling and 
plenty of edge of the seat tension all the way 
through.

Wolf of Wall Street -a powerhouse performance 

from Dicaprio and Scorsese's brilliantly 
energetic direction make it a fantastic watch. 
Tremendously entertaining if you’re in the right 
mood. 

The Hurt Locker - powerful, alluring, and eye-
opening. A real deep dive into the personal cost 
of being good at a really tough job.

Which poem left a lasting impression on you?

In my line of work, I hear many beautiful poems. 
One of my favourites is “A Long Cup of Tea” by 
Michael Ashby. A poem with a typically British 
outlook, he is very matter of fact about death, 
just so long as the kettle’s on where he is 
heading. He manages to humanise death, most 
memorably through the opening words “Death 
is too negative for me so I'll be popping off for a 
long cup of tea.”

What box sets have you enjoyed?

Happy Valley, Kin and Succession.

Who is your favourite artist or performer?

Kevin Bridges – hilarious and many of his stories 

I can relate to with being the same age. His 
ability to work the hecklers and get the best out 
of the situation is genius.

What is your favourite venue?

It has to be St James’ Park. Some fantastic 
moments of late but the atmosphere when we 
played against PSG was electric and something 
I will never forget. A special evening to be a part 
of with my Dad and Brother.

Which musical instrument do you 
particularly enjoy?

Saxophone especially when accompanied by 
some classic house music. 

From the world of Arts and Culture who 
would be your ideal dinner party guests?

Amanda Staveley, Louis Theroux, Peter Kay and 
Leonardo DiCaprio. 

Contact E Turnbull & Son on 0191 257 1201 or 
email info@eturnbull.co.uk

A R T S  I N S I G H T
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The Artist’s Year
By Mary Ann Rogers 

After a marathon pre-christmas run,  
only ending with the final gallery visitor  
at 6.30pm on Christmas eve, the 25th  
of December is the first proper day off  
for months!

Since covid, the new tradition is to meet friends for a bracing 
river swim, followed by coffee and croissants by the fire and gift 
opening. With family doing their own thing this year, Fifey and I 
went for a walk with a picnic on a new local route. The weather 
was foul, and with nowhere dry to sit, we ended up having the 
picnic back at home in front of the fire!

Seven years ago, a riding accident resulted in a badly smashed ankle, 
a metal plate, a lengthy recovery, and a more cautious attitude to 
dangerous sports. The memories and pain have faded, so this was 
the year to see if I could squeeze my feet back into ski boots and head 
to the slopes! The offer of a place to stay in the French Alps was too 
good to turn down, and now I’m hooked again and itching to get back 
after a fabulous week with great snow. 

Some Baltic weather lately has made river swims startlingly chilly 
and short! Ice formed at the edges, then grew during each cold night 
to almost create a sheet right across. Once the thaw came, watching 
the ice melt, break away then clatter down river over the rapids was 
thrilling.

Returning to the drawing board to complete the handful of paintings 
which were abandoned at the end of November is a strange thing. 
Two paintings of swaledale sheep grazing on the wintry hillside are 
near completion, meanwhile, snowdrops begin to appear in sheltered 
spots, and I watched a stoat in ermine (white winter fur) scampering 
around, hunting, just outside the studio yesterday- an amazing sight.

Mary Ann Rogers Gallery • West Woodburn, Hexham NE48 2SE. 
Open:  Tues, Thurs, Fri 10-4 also Sun 2-5 
www.marogers.com • 07967550772

Mary Ann Rogers
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Bubble tea café opens new Sunderland venue
The owners of a popular bubble tea café have opened a new, larger store in Sunderland city 
centre, three years after launching the business.

Lucky Cat Boba opened the doors of its new café at 241 High Street West recently  occupying the 
former Barista site.

Set up by engineer turned entrepreneur Sam Johnston during the Covid-19 pandemic, the café 
serves up an array of vegetarian-friendly bubble teas, ice creams and light bites and has built a 
loyal following for its products over the past three years.

Sam said: “It was my daughter [Millie] who got me into bubble tea as she used to travel to 
Newcastle for it when she was young.

“She kept saying that we really needed one in town, so we began to look into it. We did a bit of 
research and thought, we could do this.

“I had worked at Nissan for 32 years and loved my job, but having travelled to Japan for work on 
numerous occasions, I had seen how popular it was, so we thought, why not?”

Despite setting up during the pandemic and dealing with the challenges of multiple lockdowns, 
Lucky Cat Boba’s ability to fill a gap in the market helped carve out a real niche for the business.

So much so, that a second venue in Middlesbrough town centre shortly followed, as well as the 
launch of new products and Lucky Cat Boba-branded merchandise.

“It was supposed to be a side business at first, but once it started to take off, it became a real 
family affair and we all got into it,” she added.

“Fast-forward three years and we now employ over 15 people across our two sites and the new, 
larger café in Sunderland

The Eagle Bar Newcastle 
raises over £2,000 for 
Blue Sky Trust during 
their HIV awareness & 
fundraising campaign
Newcastle-based LGBTQIA+ venue, The Eagle 
Bar Newcastle, raised £2,023.22 for local charity, 
Blue Sky Trust, who support and connect people 
in the North East and Cumbria at every step 
of their HIV journey. The Eagle Bar Newcastle 
hosted a Fundraising Event at their venue on the 
1st of December 2023 in support of World AIDS 
Day. 

The event featured a number of nationally 
recognised drag performers and DJ’s, as well as 
the opportunity for the local community to come 
together in the spirit of unity and support a local 
charity doing such vital work. The World AIDS 
Day Fundraising Event was followed by a digital 
HIV Awareness Campaign to open an honest 
and transparent conversation surrounding the 
prevention of HIV, and the local support and 
resources available locally to support men and 
women who experience a positive diagnosis.
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Alnwick’s Poison 
Garden Gin could 
be just the Tonic for 
Valentine’s Day
The Alnwick Garden’s deadliest garden 
in the world housing over 100 toxic and 
mind-altering botanicals, has made its 
way into the world of spirits and could be 
the perfect tonic for an alternative gift for 
a Valentine.

The Poison Garden has launched its first-
ever Poison Garden Gin, distilled using fruits 
from its medieval Medlar tree.

The fruits, harvested in December, 
historically made them one of the very few 
sources of sugar that would have been 
available in medieval winters, and they only 
become edible when they are ‘rotten’, or 
overly ripe.

When the Medlar fruit is first picked, they 
are greenish-brown and resemble small 
brown rosehip when ripe, or alien-looking 
persimmons, and are rich in natural 
antioxidants.

Strategic head of catering, retail and 
hospitality, Victoria Watson, said: “The 
Medlar fruit has a complex flavour, 
combining a tart apple-like freshness 
with an undertone of butter and hints of 
cinnamon and vanilla. This unique mix of 
flavours makes it an ideal ingredient for 
craft spirits such as gin, breathing fresh life 
into an ancient fruit that has been fading 
into obscurity.

“The Alnwick Garden is a testament to 
plant history and its continuous mission of 
inspiring and educating about plants’ power 
to afflict, heal, and nurture. It is exciting 
to not only demonstrate how something 
as toxic as a ‘poisonous plant’ has had an 
impactful role to play in shaping human 
history – be it in warfare, medicine, but even 
with the humble gin and tonic.”

The Poison Garden sits within the 12 acres 
of The Alnwick Garden and houses many 
plants known for their potent poisonous 
properties.

Produced by the award-winning distillery, 
Durham Distillers, the unique gin is a 
sensory journey of unusual flavour, and is 
available to buy from The Alnwick Garden 
gift shop, and available to order when dining 
at The Treehouse restaurant.

Steakhouse chain to serve 
up first Sunderland venue
The restaurant chain behind the award-winning RIO 
Brazilian Steakhouse is to open its first Sunderland 
venue this year.

Opening in early 2024, the steakhouse will take over 
the former Halo bar and restaurant on Low Row in 
Sunderland city centre.

Work is now underway on the £450,000 fit-out of the 
restaurant, which is expected to create over 45 new jobs 
once it opens its doors in May.

The business first outlined its plans to open a restaurant 
in the city last year and Rodrigo Grassi, co-founder and 
co-director, said it is excited to finally be opening up in 
the city.

He said: “We are looking forward to taking the new site 
in Sunderland, having been searching for a suitable place 
for a while. 

“We will soon be starting the recruitment process we 
look to recruit vital team members. 

“We work hard to train and look after our staff, 
maintaining the high standards of customer service the 
RIO brand is renowned for.

“We have found the RIO opening model to work well 
with our team, they are well oiled at new openings 
which maintains high levels of customer satisfaction and 
service.

“The proof is in the awards and positions on TripAdvisor 
- almost every venue we have launched has secured the 
top spot in just four weeks - it’s an amazing achievement 
by all the team.”

A taste of the 
caribbean arrives at 
STACK Seaburn
Lev’s has been operating in Newcastle for 
the past four years and has become a huge 
hit, thanks to its authentic take on the 
food of Jamaica.

And now the team behind the takeaway has 
spread its wings – with the opening of a new 
outlet at STACK Seaburn.

Theo Bondswell, director of the company, 
said: “After four years of running the 
business in Newcastle, we’re excited to 
expand into the wider North East and 
bring the real flavour of the Caribbean to 
Sunderland.”

The menu at STACK Seaburn differs slightly 
from the Newcastle offering, although it 
still features many of the Caribbean’s most 
celebrated dishes such as jerk chicken and 
curried goat.

“We are also going to introduce a street food 
element with dishes like loaded fries, jerk 

fries and mac cheese and fries,” said Theo.

 Gemma Dishman, Project Development 
Director for STACK, added that Lev’s is a 
welcome addition to STACK Seaburn.

“This is the first time we’ve offered 
Caribbean food and it will be a great 
opportunity for everyone to try something 
different and delicious,” said Gemma.

“We are very pleased to be the first choice 
for Lev’s as it expands its brand.”
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The Selecter sets  
the tone for Coast 
Fest 2024 
Coast Fest 2024 Announces The Selecter as the 
headliner for the Saturday of the North Shields 
weekend long festival (June 21 to 23rd) 

Led by Pauline Black,OBE,  The Selecter is set to bring an electrifying 
performance to the festival stage, captivating audiences with their 
unique blend of ska, punk, and new wave influences.

As a pioneering force in the music industry, The Selecter has left an 
indelible mark with their innovative approach and timeless hits. The 
Selecter were a leading player of 2 Tone music, the late 1970s and early 
1980s genre that mixed ska with the energy of punk rock. The band's debut 
album, Too Much Pressure mixed ska, reggae and punk rock and their 
singles On My Radio, Missing Words, and Too Much Pressure achieved good 
chart success. 

The Selecter adds to the weekend line up which sees Badly Drawn Boy 
headlining on the Sunday alongside local talent Hector Gannet. 

Building on last year’s debut festival, organiser John Milton Peacock said: 
“The Selecter are an amazing band, vibrant and full of energy and their 
music will appeal to everyone. The 2 Tone bands have a well-deserved 
reputation for entertaining and Pauline Black is no exception. It’s a huge 
addition to our line-up which is getting better all the time.

In 2024, Coast Fest will embrace a fully family-friendly approach, 
welcoming parents and guardians to bring children on-site to enjoy music, 
activities, and special guest performers. The festival will also reintroduce 
its wheelchair viewing platform, enabling individuals with mobility issues 
to savour the festival atmosphere and all it has to offer.

Tickets are available from www.skiddle.com/festivals/coast-fest

Lindisfarne story 
band run for Blyth 
Live Festival 
Blyth Town Council is thrilled to announce 
that The Lindisfarne Story Band, featuring 
the original Lindisfarne drummer Ray Laidlaw 
and vocalist, guitarist Billy Mitchell, will be 
headlining the much-anticipated Blyth Live 
Music Festival this year.

Known for their soulful performances and timeless hits, Lindisfarne 
were originally formed in 1968 and have since become part of North 
East folklore with Britain’s biggest selling album of 1972 – Fog on the 
Tyne and the legendary Newcastle City Hall Christmas Concerts.

The Lindisfarne Story Band promises to bring these captivating musical 
experiences to the heart of Blyth. With Billy Mitchell leading the ensemble, 
attendees can expect an unforgettable journey through the iconic sounds 
that defined an era. Hits such as Run for Home, Lady Eleanor, Meet me on 
the Corner and the classic Fog on the Tyne will fill the Mermaid car park 
area bringing back memories to those who were part of the bands journey 
in the 1970’s and 80’s.

Mayor Warren Taylor expressed his excitement about the festival and 
the choice of headliners, stating, “We are absolutely delighted to have 
The Lindisfarne Story Band headlining the Blyth Live Music Festival this 
year. Their music has a special place in the hearts of many, and having 
Ray Laidlaw, the original Lindisfarne drummer and vocalist guitarist Billy 
Mitchell on stage adds an extra layer of authenticity to the experience.”

He continued, “The Blyth Live Music Festival has always been a celebration 
of our community’s love for music and the arts. This year, with The 
Lindisfarne Story Band at the forefront, we anticipate an event that will 
resonate with both long-time fans and new audiences alike. It’s a fantastic 
opportunity for our town to come together, enjoy great music, sing their 
hearts out and create lasting memories. We’re all proud to be from the 
North East and I’m sure everyone will join in with “Fog on the Tyne”. It’ll be 
an excellent event.”

The Blyth Live Music Festival is set to take place on Saturday 15th June at 
Blyth’s Mermaid Car Park. There will also be community and craft stalls, 
food concessions, street theatre and a fun fair. More acts will be announced 
soon.

L E I S U R E  I N S I G H T
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Step back in time: 
The Old Coach 
House in Ripon 
offers charming 
elegance and historic 
ambience  By Michael Grahamslaw

One of the more interesting things to drop into 
my mailbox recently was the opportunity to visit 
the Old Coach House.

Situated a short drive away from the picturesque city of Ripon this is 
one of North Yorkshire’s best kept secrets.

It is run by my old friend and veteran hotelier Neil Slade and is an 
absolute accommodation jewel.

The 18th century coach house stands in the grounds of North Stainley 
Hall, overlooking the lake. Immaculately presented this luxury B&B guest 
house offers a sophisticated and stylish ambience and all the modern 
comforts and facilities discerning guests expect today.

The Coach House boasts eight ensuite bedrooms with an innovative mix 
of colour, pattern and texture and is furnished to a superb standard.

Every bedroom overlooks the beautiful courtyard gardens whilst some 
enjoy the glimpses of the neighbouring North Stainley Hall. 
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Features include king size beds, fluffy towels, robes and 
slippers, 42 inch smart TV’s with freeview channels as well 
as complimentary wi-fi, beverage tray and fruit bowl.

A huge variety of locally sourced breakfast options are 
available to suit all dietary requirements and tastes and 
provide the perfect way to kickstart your day.

Sister venue The Staveley Arms is located across the road 
and is a winner also. This is a family and dog friendly pub, 
open seven days a week serving locally brewed ales and 
traditional pub food. During our stay we enjoyed the 
most sumptuous Sunday Lunch here and whiled away the 
afternoon.

The Old Coach House has recently been recognised for its 
excellence by scooping the ‘Best B&B in Yorkshire’ title at 
the recent Yorkshire Post Tourism Awards for 2023.

Judges said “The Old Coach House has exceptional 
customer reviews demonstrating a consistent 
commitment to delivering outstanding service to its 
guests repeatedly.”

We couldn’t agree more. Highly recommended.

www.oldcoachhouse.info
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Why 
Sanderson 
Arcade will be 
the place to 
be in 2024!  
We are now well into 2024 and 
exciting changes are afoot at 
Sanderson Arcade.

There are several exciting events and 
developments taking place at Morpeth’s 
popular shopping destination Sanderson 
Arcade making it the hottest spot in the 
Northeast this year!  

High footfall at our centre  

The centre witnessed a remarkable year during 
2023 - surpassing pre-pandemic footfall rates and 
welcoming a host of new businesses to the centre.

Throughout 2023, the shopping centre attracted 
an impressive number of visitors, marking an 
increase of 3.5% compared to 2022 - despite 
tough trading condition on the high street and 
economic uncertainty.

The centre’s unique combination of national 
and boutique independent retailers, alongside a 
diverse range of beauty and health services, has 
established Sanderson Arcade as both a key local 
service provider and a popular regional visitor 
destination.

Managing Director James Shepherd said, “The 
centre’s success over the last 12 months is 
definitely attributable to our varied retail mix 

and the enhancement of our food and beverage 
offer. Notable openings like Martino Lounge 
alongside our independent gastro pub Barluga 
have transformed Sanderson Arcade into a hub 
for shopping and socialising.”

2024 is set to be even more exciting for the market 
town shopping arcade, with some exciting new 
brands joining the shopping line up.

Welcoming new businesses 

We love it when new businesses join the 
Sanderson Arcade family. 

With growing interest from national retailers, 
plans are underway in 2024 to expand the 
Arcade’s retail offer – bringing new brands to the 
centre with announcements being made soon.   

One major brand that will join us in 2024 is The 
White Company – which sells a range of luxury 
home, clothing and fragrance goods, plus beauty 
and spa items and gifts for babies and children.  

Popular products that have earned top reviews 
that customers can look forward to indulging in 
include candles that can add a fresh fragrance 
and ambience to your home, chandelier ceiling 
lights to add a touch of class to your interior, and 
a range of other top items such as throws, rugs 
and cushions, plus clothing such as jumpers, 
coats and jackets.  

The store will be opening in Sanderson Arcade 
early this Summer. 

2024 marks our anniversary   

We are celebrating our 15th year anniversary in 
November 2024 – so please keep an eye out on 
our website for how we are planning to celebrate 
this big occasion.  

Plenty of other big plans for this year 

We want to put a real focus on working with the 
community, our valued customers, visitors, and 
stakeholders this year. 

We are looking at reintroducing our Heart of 
Morpeth Business awards, which will provide 

us with a fantastic opportunity to praise and 
celebrate local business owners. 

Open seven days a week 

Sanderson Arcade is open 7 days per week with 
onsite parking at Stanley Terrace, three hours 
FREE with parking disc (Monday – Saturday) and 
all-day Sunday. 

For more information visit  
www.sandersonarcade.co.uk 
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Helping you to achieve 
your fitness goals!  

Do you have any fitness goals? Perhaps 
you want to lose weight, or maybe you just 
want to improve your health to feel better 

about yourself.  

Let Snap Fitness help you on your wellbeing 
journey.  And as the gym is open 24/7, you 

can make the gym work around  
your busy daily schedule. 

The gym has a wide range of world class 
equipment, monthly rolling memberships, 
unlimited free group fitness classes (live and 
virtual), multi-club access, a local friendly 

service and personal training. 



Su n d ay 
Lu n c h

B O O K  O N L I N E 
www.fratelliponteland.co.uk

Magic or Face Painting every week!

E V E R Y  S U N D A Y
F R O M  1 2 P M



Nestled in the shadow of 
Helvellyn on the southern 
shore of Ullswater, a historic 
Lakeland property is about 
to emerge from a year-long 
slumber and begin welcoming 
and delighting both visitors 
and locals once more.

For the past 12 months, The Glenridding Hotel 
has been undergoing a multi-million-pound 
rejuvenation by owners The Inn Collection 
Group and is about to throw open its doors with 
an exciting new look.

With parts of the property over 150 years old, 
the venerable property is well-established in the 
fabric of this tranquil community.

It was the base for British record breaker Donald 
Campbell during his successful attempt to raise 
the World Water Speed record in July 1955 but is 
now more accustomed to a slower pace of life.

Acquired by The Inn Collection Group in 2022, 
the redevelopment has been carefully designed 
to sensitively upgrade and improve the hotel and 
provide the historic building with a sustainable 
long-term future.

As part of the refurbishment, a new canopied 
entrance has been constructed, alongside 
comprehensive refurbishment to the external 
facades, including sympathetic window and roof 
replacements and new signage to improve the 
overall appearance and experience for guests.

Alterations have been made to the existing 
bedrooms and the removal of a redundant spa 

area has created additional bed spaces, taking the 
total number of rooms from the current 36 to 57.

Upon reopening, The Ullswater Inn will take the 
total number of properties owned and operated 
by The Inn Collection Group in the Lake District to 
10, all with their unique character and charm, but 
retaining the classic pub with rooms free.

Furthest north, The Pheasant Inn at 
Bassenthwaite is a 17th-century coaching inn 
that provides the perfect base for exploring the 
northern Lake District, as well as offering fantastic 
food and drink, and quirky accommodation.

It features a grade II listed bar as one of its main 
points of character, which was carefully protected 
as part of the renovations that brought a new 
lease of life to the site while maintaining its 
heritage.

Heading further into the national park, The Swan 
on the outskirts of Grasmere returned to trading 
in April 2023 after a 14-month programme of 
works that transformed the old Macdonald hotel 
back into a more traditional inn.

Mentioned by William Wordsworth in his poem 
“The Waggoner” and built in the 1650s, The Swan 
is one of the Lake District’s oldest inns and is 
tucked beneath the dramatic fells surrounding 
timeless Grasmere village.

Down the road and in the heart of the village is 
The Wordsworth Hotel is a former shooting lodge 
set in its own gardens, offering the ideal retreat 
to soak up the atmosphere that inspired two 
centuries' worth of romantic poets and painters.

Welcoming guests to rest and be thankful for 
more than 150 years, the Wordsworth’s special 
atmosphere and ambience combine with 38 
bedrooms and suites to create a relaxing stay.

Continuing south, the town of Ambleside is home 
to four of the groups inns, each with their own 
individual characters.

Sitting at the top of the town, The Ambleside Inn 

has a 300-year history of welcoming visitors, with 
30 rooms available whilst just down the winding 
main street, The Temperance Inn is just the place 
to settle back with a glass to hand.

For those for whom there’s something special 
about waterside settings, The Wateredge Inn and 
The Waterhead Inn hit the spot, perched as they 
are right on the shore of England’s most famous 
lake.

With outdoor spaces making the most of the 
view and Waterhead Pier handily opposite the 
two inns are well-placed, whether stopping off 
for a relaxing drink, enjoying a spot of good, 
home-cooked food with superb views to match or 
winding down with a pub stay away.

Topping many a list of the best-loved destinations 
in the Lake District, Bowness-on-Windermere is 
home to The Angel Inn and Oakbank House, an 
easy amble from the shores of Bowness Bay.

This classic inn has sweeping views above the 
jolly bustle of the village below with a large pub 
garden to take a seat and enjoy the sights over 
the lake and Claife Heights to the Langdale Pikes 
beyond.

The final offering by the group is the first that it 
purchased, The Coniston Inn which was acquired 
back in 2018.

Located on the shores of Coniston Water with 
sensational lake and fell views, this classic 
Lakeland slate building underwent a full 
restoration following its acquisition, which 
included the addition of an extension that 
significantly boosted its bedroom capacity.

With this wealth of stunning locations, The Inn 
Collection Group makes for the perfect base from 
which to eat, drink, sleep and explore in the Lake 
District.

inncollectiongroup.com
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Ullswater reopening makes Lakes a  
perfect 10 for The Inn Collection Group

The Ullswater Inn



Book your next break today
inncollectiongroup.com



Few hotels occupy as enviable 
a location as the Tynemouth 
Castle Inn. 

The 72-bedroom hotel sits on a stunning 
sweep of dramatic Northern coastline 
between the burgeoning town centres of 
Tynemouth and Whitley Bay. 

Despite its prime seafront spot, the hotel had 
long since fallen into a state of disrepair with 
my own fond memories of friends’ weddings, 
concerts and amateur boxing nights fading in 
the rearview mirror. 

Well, never has the term ‘sleeping giant’ been 
more appropriate! 

Following a multi-million pound transformation 
by the Inn Collection Group, this 1930s icon is 
now enjoying a new lease of life. 

The hotel has been comprehensively 
transformed and opened at a glitzy launch  
event in November. 

Resplendent with wood-panelled pub, sun 
terrace and sumptuous guest rooms (57 of 
which offer a sea view), the hotel offers guests 
the perfect place to eat, drink and sleep, 
capturing the romance of a seaside escape with 
decidedly modern aplomb. 

With some highly-prized pre-Christmas holiday, 
my wife Lisa and I booked in for all this new 
beachside bolthole had to offer. 

Upon arrival, first impressions were good. The 
venue is totally unrecognisable from what went 
before and after a warm welcome, we checked 
into our serene seafront room complete with its 
own balcony which would be perfect in summer.

In sadly much colder temperatures, we repaired 
to the cosy confines of the bar instead which 
doubles as a dining rooms. 

Smartly refurbished and warmly lit, the pub 

has a cosy, inviting feel with patrons basking in 
the afterglow of their coastal pursuits. Its menu 
champions home-cooked pub fayre with some 
culinary touches and regional specialities. 

Food is served daily from 7.30am-9pm and also 
offers a stunning cooked breakfast to guests as 
we would later discover. 

Also onsite there is also a fish and chip outlet 
‘Oswins’ and ice cream parlour ‘Cones’ which 
are sure to prove hugely popular attractions, 
particularly in the summer months.

Back in the pub, there is an extensive menu 
with literally something for everyone’s taste and 
budget – all handmade and freshly cooked to 
order. 

We dined early evening and there was already 
a lovely mix of residents and local clientele. 
It would appear the Tynemouth Castle Inn is 
already winning over coastal hearts and minds. 

It was easy to see why.

We dined regally on Korean fried chicken wings 
and a winter-warming Soup of the Day to start 
followed up by traditional fish and chips and 
scampi and chips. Both were warm, nourishing 
treats, stylishly presented and singing with 
flavour. 

We even found room to share warm triple 
chocolate brownie. It was nearly Christmas  
after all.

Whether you’re plotting a seaside escape a la 
yesteryear or seeking a business stay with a 
different, the Tynemouth Castle Inn delivers in 
all areas and it’s great to have this top quality 
hotel back in business. 

The venue also lends itself naturally to private 
dining and corporate entertaining.

A sage choice for all seasons. 

For more information, visit  
www.inncollectiongroup.com/tynemouth-
castle-inn. 

Rooms with a view By Michael Grahamslaw 
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The North East based pub-management 
brand has been purchased by former MD, 
Daren Knipe.

In a strategic move to preserve the successful 
Blackrose brand, former Blackrose Management 
Ltd Managing Director, Daren Knipe, has 
successfully acquired the company name and 
goodwill following its recent insolvency by its 
former owners. 

This acquisition marks a significant turning 
point for Blackrose, allowing it to trade 
independently and charting a new course 
beyond its former structure.

The decision to acquire the Blackrose name and 
goodwill is a testament to Daren’s commitment 
to the brand's legacy and his vision for its 
growing future. Knipe, with his extensive 
industry experience will continue to bring a 
wealth of knowledge and a fresh perspective 
that is poised to reinvigorate the Blackrose 
name and position it for sustained success.

“I am thrilled to announce the acquisition of the 
Blackrose name and the opportunity to lead the 
previously successful brand into a new era,” said 
Daren.

“Under the new structure, Blackrose will 
operate as an independent entity, having 
already successfully secured the continuation 
of previous management contracts, we are 
now also thrilled to be able to take on new 
clients within the private investment sector and 
hospitality industry.

“This move ensures that we can adopt a more 
agile approach whilst placing greater emphasis 
on our clients and their investments. We will 
also continue to develop our pledge towards 
complete transparency and honest relationships 
with our new and existing partners alike.”

The acquisition also comes with a commitment 
to invest in new and exciting roles and support 
for his new workforce. Daren has emphasised 
the importance of the team, stating, “Our 
amazing people are the backbone of Blackrose, 
and we are committed to developing an already 
positive and collaborative work environment as 
we move forward in our new venture.”

Customers and stakeholders can expect a 
seamless transition into the new structure, with 

the business launching its new web pages to 
invite inquiries from prospective clients in the 
coming days via blackrosepubs.com/solutions.

The change in ownership is anticipated to 
bring about exciting developments in product 
innovation, customer engagement, and overall 
business operations.

Blackrose will maintain a focus on delivering 
high-quality services that had garnered a 
loyal customer base. The company will also 
be exploring valuable avenues for growth and 
expansion, guided by a strategic vision that 
aligns with the evolving needs of the industry 
marketplace.

www.blackrosepubs.com
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Knipe takes the reins of Blackrose Pubs Brand

Daren Knipe, CEO of Blackrose Pubs

We don’t believe in a on-size-fits-all approach. Tailoring
considered, proven strategies to fit the needs of your
business or portfolio with complete transparency.

FULLY TAILORED SOLUTIONS

EXPERT

PUB OPERATIONS
CONTACT US

FOR YOUR PUB PORTFOLIO

SOLUTIONS@BLACKROSEPUBS.COM
0191 260 0777

SCAN FOR

MORE

DETAILS
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There’s an old saying that you can’t be all things to all 
people, but in the case of Hardwick Hall Hotel, it proves 
that you absolutely can.

The elegant country house hotel, near Sedgefield, is 
surrounded not only by acres of parkland but also happens 
to have a lake on the doorstep.

Not surprisingly it’s the perfect setting for celebrations, 
weddings and events but it’s equally as popular as a 
business destination.

A suite of rooms means it is a popular choice for conferences 
where it can accommodate from a handful to hundreds 
of attendees – and that’s without taking into account its 
seasonal marquees which hosts up to 1500 guests at some 
of the region’s most prestigious charity events.

That includes the Lobster Charity Ball – this year taking 
place on 17 May – and the return of the annual Oyster 
Festival on 27 September.

And of course with great road and rail links and plenty of 
car parking, it makes the hotel a very attractive option for 
anyone wanting to organise an event with the wow factor 
without having to negotiate busy city centres.

Of course it’s not all about large scale events – although this 
is a good time to mention the popular Hardwick Festival 
which takes place each  August and this year celebrates a 
decade of bringing the biggest names in music to the region.

Hardwick is also the perfect place for anyone just wanting 
a night away from it all, or somewhere to use as a base to 
explore what County Durham has to offer.

The start of the year blues is something that so many people 
suffer from, so a quick break is the perfect antidote to chase 
away the post festive season miseries.

One of the current best offers at the hotel is the Sparkling 
Sunday Lunch and Stay, where your stay begins at Sunday 
lunchtime with a delicious traditional three course meal, 
followed by an overnight stay in a deluxe or premier room.

A hotel for all seasons
Stunning parkland, a picturesque lake, 
mouthwatering food and country house  
charm – just some of the many reasons why 
Hardwick Hall Hotel remains one of the  
North East’s best loved destinations.
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To make it even more of an occasion the hotel will give you a 
bottle of Prosecco on arrival – plus a hearty full English before 
you check out the following day. 

Food is very much part of the Hardwick Hall experience 
-whether it’s a vintage afternoon tea served in the comfort of 
the lounge or a gourmet getaway which includes an overnight 
stay, Prosecco and £50 per couple to spend in the acclaimed 
Rib Room restaurant.

Like its sister hotel, Ramside Hall, the emphasis at Hardwick 
is being able to have a solution to any inquiry regardless if its 
business, pleasure or leisure.

And it’s only going to get better. Plans are underway for an 

additional wing of bedrooms and a spa, which will help 
enhance Hardwick’s reputation still further as a destination in 
its own right.

If that’s not cause to celebrate then this definitely is – a 
night for up to six people in the hotel’s Celebration three 
bedroomed Celebration Suite complete with private terrace 
and hot tub, two bottles of Prosecco on arrival, platters of 
street food and breakfast the next day for everyone.

Prices start from an incredible £550 a night – the perfect way 
to experience everything this amazing property has to offer.

For further information visit www.hardwickhallhotel.co.uk



The Italian Job 
By Michael Grahamslaw

After a hugely enjoyable “boys 
lunch” during Christmas 2022, I 
had vowed to return one day to 
the lovely Rosa 12 in the heart 
of Low Fell.

Despite recently battling a virulent strain of 
man flu I had recovered sufficiently for my 
Lisa and I to finally make the short trip from 
Northern Insight HQ and we certainly weren’t  
disappointed.

This is one of the region’s longest established 
Italian restaurants which aims to bring back the 
buzz of the old Italia whilst providing something 
new and exciting to capture the imagination of 
the good folk of Low Fell and beyond.

Greeted by the warmest of welcomes  from 
restaurant manager Alex we were shown to a 
lovely spacious table upstairs where we found 
a lively throng of diners whiling away the last 
hours of the weekend .

The décor is a neat fusion of the old and the new 
as they’ve created a lovely open plan dining area 
complete with leather bound chairs and mocha 
horizontal shutters. Splashes of block red and 
white emulsion combine with spot lighting to 
create a modern interior whilst the monochrome 
wall imagery and waxed Chianti bottles provide 
a quaint throwback to Little Italy.

If the surroundings were impressive then the 
Sunday menu was no less so. Over a lovely 
chilled glass of Pinot Grigio we nibbled on some 
warmed bread and green olives and planned the 
afternoon ahead.

Lisa kicked off with the classic prawn cocktail, 
served in a martini glass brimming with plump 
prawns, fresh lettuce, tomato and cucumber in a 
gloopy marie rose sauce.

Working on the old adage of “you have to feed 
a cold” I selected that old comforter potato 
skins with garlic mayonnaise. A lovely tasty and 
indulgent treat.

Following on Lisa chose the  delightful Sunday 
lunch with the star of the show the perfectly 
roasted chicken, a golden masterpiece of crispy 
skin and succulent meat.

She declared the roast potatoes a revelation – 
crispy on the outside and fluffy on the inside, 
they were a heavenly pairing with the flavourful 
chicken whilst the seasonal vegetables, a 
colourful medley of carrots, peas, and green 

beans, added a freshness that balanced the 
richness of the main dish.

Meanwhile this carbohydrate junkie tucked into 
Pizza tandoori packed with jalapenos, peppers 
and red onions. An interesting twist to the usual 
classic Italian fayre which ticked all of the boxes.

Totally replete it would be coffees over desserts.

Despite looking rather diminutive from 
the outside, Rosa 12 is actually anything 
but and boasts three levels of floor space, 
each possessing their own unique charms. 
Fortunately, after a most agreeable meal we 
got the chance to have a quick explore and 
discovered that the ground floor is actually 
a popular spot for coffee and cake whilst the 
basement is a fully renovated cocktail bar 
tailormade for live music and private functions.

Defined by low ceilings and lower lighting 
the “Lugano Cellar Bar” offers a trendy, rustic 
ambience. With all this to offer then Rosa 12 
struck me as a surprisingly multi-faceted venue 
with enormous character.

Through the week there are also funky happy 
hour offers, steak night deals and a sumptuous à 
la carte menu.

Rosa 12 is an absolute winner. I’d meet you 
anytime you want, at this Italian restaurant.

For more information visit rosa12.com
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07930 744 350  |  info@thefunkyindianwali.com  |  follow us               funkyindianwali

Looking to host an 
unforgettable event in 2024?

The Funky Indian Wali offers a unique and 
customisable catering experience for corporate 
events, with a focus on fresh and flavourful 
Indian cuisine. Call us now to make your next 
corporate event a delicious success! “We highly recommend The Funky Indian Wali 

for any event catering needs. Their attention 
to detail, exceptional quality of  food, and 
outstanding customer service make them the 
top choice in the industry.

The Discovery Museum

The man 
they call G!
In the dimly lit 
entertainment hall of the 
Marella Cruise, a mysterious 
figure took the stage, 
captivating the audience 
with his quick wit and 
uncanny impressions. The 
man in question, known 
only as "G," proved to be 
much more than the initial 
enigma suggested.
With a resemblance to Russell Brand 
but without the infamous notoriety, G 
presented himself as an hilarious unique 
comedy vocalist and impressionist, 
promising ideal entertainment for the late-
night revellers on the ship.

As Jackie Marston discovered during the 
cruise, G lived up to the hype and more.

At first glance, G appeared to be comedy 
gold, effortlessly delivering one-liners 
and a sarcastic sense of humour that had 
the audience eating out of his hands. The 
late-night show, leaving nothing to the 
imagination, showcased

G's fearless and unrestrained comedic style. 

It was evident that he had honed his craft 
through years of experience.

A delve into G's past revealed an impressive 
journey that began in 1997 with a backstage 
role for John Spillers' panto Cinderella. From 
there, he navigated through various roles, 
from Butlins Redcoat to lead vocalist for the 
Hi NRG Showteam. G's career took a turn as 
a member of the comedy impressionist trio, 
The Brother Lees, before he embarked on his 
solo journey in 2006.

G's career highlights speak volumes about his 
versatility and talent. From playing all roles 
in professional pantomimes to headlining at 
the iconic London Palladium, he has left an 
indelible mark on the entertainment industry.

 His experience includes being the host of a 
rock festival, lead singer of an original rock 
band, and even receiving four "yeses" on 
Britain's Got Talent.

Supporting acts for renowned figures like 
Mike Reid, Little & Large, and Slade, G has 
consistently proven his mettle in the world of 
entertainment. Notably, he spent two years 
as the headline act at Cromer Pier summer 
show and  headlined the Clacton West Cliff 
Theatre Summer show.

For those lucky enough to witness G's 
performance, it's clear that behind the 
mysterious name lies a seasoned entertainer, 
a master of his craft, and a name that 
deserves to be remembered in the records of 
comedy and entertainment  history.

If you want to follow The Man The Call G, 
then look him up on Facebook and if he’s ever 
anywhere you are and you want entertaining, 
he’s your guy!



A sparkling stay at 
Hotel du Vin 
By Michael Grahamslaw

After an incredibly busy year it was great to 
kick off a lengthy Christmas break with a visit 
to the Hotel Du Vin in Newcastle.

This has been a firm favourite in recent years after enjoying our 30th 
anniversary meal there in 2022 and leaving so impressed, we booked 
in for the full overnight stay experience.

This ‘hat trick’ of visits certainly didn’t disappoint.

The hotel lies atop the Ouseburn, an impressively refurbished Edwardian 
building which was originally home to the Tyne Tees Steam Ship 
company, combining the boutique feel of a smaller hotel with the 
amenities of one much larger. 

From the exterior, the hotel boasts breath-taking, panoramic views 
of Newcastle’s Quayside while inside is a neat fusion of its maritime 
heritage and wine-themed bric-a-brac. 

Hotel du Vin translates literally as “Hotel of Wine” (or so my French 
teacher daughter tells me) which provides a classy theme to a hotel 
chain with real character.

Hotel du Vin doesn’t have the big soulless hotel feel many places do. This 
is full of charm and character, a building keeping in with its history and 
tradition. It’s personal and warm from check-in to checkout.

We stayed in the sumptuous Villa Marie suite, with large window offering 
views out over the courtyard and towards the Tyne. The large bathroom, 
with sunken bath and rain shower, was put to good use after a morning 
run. All the facilities you need are at hand, with Nespresso coffee 
machine and flat screen TVs.
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Following drinks – a healthy menu of champagne cocktails are 
available in the leather-bound bar area – we dined regally in Bistro 
du Vin, the hotel’s in-house eatery offering a mix of classic French 
and international dishes and a wine-led experience. 

Winter was really kicking in on a bitingly cold Newcastle night. 
Thorough, solid warming food was the order of the day from the a 
la carte menu. After nibbling on olives and fat hunks of sourdough, I 
kicked off with tiger prawns with Chilli, garlic and pastis butter whilst 
Lisa chose the Severn & Wye smoked salmon with treacle soda bread 
and fromage blanc.

Following on, fillet au poivre arrived, 21 day aged, bathing in 
peppercorn sauce – my all time favourite. Accompanied by pommes 
frites, this was melt-in-the-mouth fayre befitting of the most tender 
of cuts. 

Across the table, Lisa chose chicken chasseure with spatzle noodles, 
braised normandy chicken, mushrooms, tomato and baby onions 
with traditional fried pasta which she proclaimed hearty and 
delicious.

Lisa enjoyed a crisp glass of white to accompany whilst I 
complemented my steak with a warming glass of Malbec – each 
cherry-picked by our super-knowledgeable sommelier. 

As is so often the case after such a fine meal, desserts were tempting, 
so we rounded off in style with an apple tarte tatin in addition to a 
selection of French artisan cheeses. 

We then adjourned to the comfortable lounge for coffee and liquers 
so pleased that the Hotel Du Vin hasretained its previous benchmark 
of excellence.

We have already discussed returning soon to sample the Taste du Vin 
menu where each course is expertly paired by their group sommelier 
with a glass of wine to complement each dish. Watch this space. 

Admittedly, this wasn’t our first stay at Hotel du Vin, but this visit was 
a particularly good vintage. 

For more information, visit www.hotelduvin.com
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Burger Drop, the beloved 
Newcastle-born food brand 
renowned for its affordable 
luxury burgers, is set to make 
a significant leap with the 
announcement of its national 
franchising initiative. This 
expansion, a testament to the 
brand's success in Newcastle, 
marks a strategic move toward 
dominating the premium 
burger space on a national 
scale.

A key figure behind this ambitious expansion 
is Paul Davies, a seasoned franchise 
director with a remarkable 30-year career in 
franchising, having contributed to the success 
stories of industry giants like KFC, Ben & 
Jerry’s and more recently Heavenly Desserts. 
His wealth of experience positions Burger Drop 
for a seamless and successful transition into 
the national franchising arena.

Directors Amer and Hasan, the visionaries behind 
Burger Drop, have set their sights on multiple 
store openings in 2024, with three locations 
already in the pipeline. The directors' long-term 
vision is nothing short of audacious: to establish 
Burger Drop as the go-to destination for premium 
burgers with a target of at least 150 stores 
nationwide within the next five to 10 years.

The franchising venture, launched in early 
January, has seen an overwhelming response, 
with Burger Drop receiving several inquiries daily. 
Hasan is confident that potential franchisees will 
relish the opportunity, stating, "We've worked 
tirelessly to create an amazing franchise offering 
with an incredible support team. Coupled 
with some of the most sophisticated training, 
auditing, and reporting tools in the industry, 
franchisees will have the opportunity to run a 
modern and highly profitable restaurant and 
delivery business."

Burger Drop's commitment to providing 
an exceptional experience extends beyond 
its burgers. The brand promises not only a 
delectable menu but also comprehensive 
support and cutting-edge tools for its 
franchisees, making it an enticing prospect in the 
world of franchising.

For franchise enquiries, please visit:  
www.burgerdrop.co.uk/franchise

www.burgerdrop.co.uk

Burger Drop goes national:  
Launches national franchising with  
veteran franchise Director on board
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A cleaner 
lifestyle?
Eating clean is a lifestyle 
choice, there isn’t a start and 
end time. It’s a conscious 
decision to stay committed 
to consuming whole, 
unprocessed foods that nourish 
our bodies and provide optimal 
nutrition.

It is not about following a strict diet or 
depriving yourself of certain food groups; 
instead, it emphasises balance and 
moderation. It encourages mindful eating 
by listening to your body’s hunger cues and 
being aware of the quality of food you are 
consuming. 

Clean eating goes beyond just what we put on 
our plates; it also encompasses how we prepare 
our meals. Cooking at home allows us to have 
control over the ingredients used while reducing 
reliance on processed convenience foods.

Here are just some of the benefits: 

Improved energy levels 

When you consume whole foods that are rich 
in vitamins, minerals, and antioxidants, you 
provide your body with the fuel it needs to stay 
energized throughout the day. 

Enhanced digestion 

Clean eating focuses on consuming unprocessed 
and foods high in fibre like fruits, vegetables, 
and whole grains. These foods promote healthy 
digestion by aiding regular bowel movements 
and reducing bloating.

Weight management 

A clean eating approach emphasises natural and 
nutrient-dense foods while limiting processed 
foods high in unhealthy fats and added sugars. 
This can support weight loss or maintenance 
goals by reducing your calorie intake.

Strengthened immune system

Clean eating provides essential vitamins, 
minerals, and antioxidants that support a robust 
immune system. By nourishing your body with 
these nutrients, you can better defend against 
infections and diseases.

Beyond the physical benefits 

The commitment to eating clean often leads to 
improved mental clarity and emotional well-
being. The connection between diet and mental 

health is well established. By fuelling the body 
with wholesome foods, you will benefit from a 
heightened focus, reduced stress, and enhanced 
mood.

Hold your will power and do not lose spirit 
if you have the occasional lapse, you should 
expect that, there may be times where it’s more 
challenging such as holidays or eating out.

Meal planning will help to keep you on track 
and reading food labels should become a habit 
as you seek to understand what sugars and 
fats you are unknowingly consuming. Involving 
other family members in food preparation will 
also help them learn about clean eating and 
how to make better food choices in 2024.

www.davidfairlambfitness.co.uk

L E I S U R E  I N S I G H T

David’s summing up...
View clean eating as a long term lifestyle choice rather than just something 
for the new year. Combining it with regular exercise and staying hydrated 

will boost your health and wellbeing throughout 2024. 

David Fairlamb
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THERE AIN’T  
NO MOUNTAIN 
HIGH ENOUGH!
Supercharge your metabolism at the 

only gym in the UK with a custom 

designed VersaClimber hub...

Great fu
n,  

safe,  

non weight 

bearing and only

£10  

per class!

3 Saturn Court • Orion Business Park • Tyne Tunnel Trading Estate • NE 29 7YB • 07713 640 899 • davidfairlambfitness.co.uk

David Fairlamb



February is not the best 
month for a day trip. The 
weather is often poor, at best 
unpredictable. But why not 
use it for a walk on a footpath 
guaranteed to be free from 
snow and ice year round? Take 
a walk under the Tyne!  

I’m not talking about the vehicle tunnels 
between Jarrow and Howdon, opened in 
1967 and 2011 respectively. These were pre-
dated by the original pedestrian and the first 
purpose built cyclist tunnel, which opened 
in 1951 as part of the Festival of Britain 
celebrations, Built at the cost of £833,000, the 
twin bores are 270 metres in length and lie 12 
metres below the the river bed. At the time 
of construction, the wooden escalators were 
the longest in the world and the highest rise 
in the UK.   

All four escalators, up and down north, and 
up and down south, had 306 steps. One of 
each are being replaced with inclined lifts, 

yet to be brought into use, and there are also 
lifts available slightly closer to the river from 
separate shafts, saving you a long walk up or 
down the non-operational escalators. Cycles can 
be used in the lifts and escalators. The whole 
ensemble of buildings, shafts and tunnels are 
now Grade II listed.  

Both ends are walkable to the Metro stations at 
Howdon and Jarrow, enabling you to cross in 
the other direction on the Shields Ferry which 
runs every day (but not every evening) between 
South Shields and North Shields. Spirit of the 
Tyne, built in the Netherlands, is the normal 
vessel from 2007, backed up by the last vessel to 
be built at Swan Hunter on the Tyne, the Pride 
of the Tyne, built in 1993. Both of them take 
around seven minutes to make the crossing. The 
ferry has been going since 1377, and now runs 
half-hourly. 

A trip on the Metro from Jarrow to South Shields 
and between North Shields and Howdon 
completes a round-trip,  which can be added to 
easily with a trip downstream to Tynemouth, up 
to Wallsend for the fort at Segedunum (check 
opening hours for winter visits), or on the south 
side to Arbeia Roman Fort (opening hours ditto) 
or the Barbour outlet shop at Bede Industrial 
Estate. On the north side, try the outlet at Royal 
Quays, walkable from Meadowell Metro station. 
Touring the Metro, you can visit some of the 

original LNER’s 1930s art deco stations. The best 
examples are Longbenton (pictured) and West 
Monkseaton You might even spot some of the 
new Metrocars, the Stadler class 555 trains built 
in Switzerland which are coming into service in 
2024. There’s plenty of things to do in winter, 
you just have to decide what you want to do.

And how you do it. This column usually 
concentrates on railways. But when there 
are good deals on buses, it’s worth knowing 
about them. For years the best multi-modal 
transport ticket was the Explorer, now £12.70. 
Coming in at £6.80 is the new Transport North 
East “Day Saver” which covers travel all day 
across Northumberland, Tyne and Wear, and 
County Durham on any bus, the Metro, Shields 
Ferry, and the Northern Rail services between 
Blaydon and Sunderland. (21 and under is 
only £3.) Unless you need to access Tees Valley 
and North Yorkshire, and a bit of Cumbria, the 
Explorer has been well eclipsed. Local Day 
Rovers are available in Tyne and Wear for £6, 
Northumberland £5 and County Durham for a 
stonking £4 for travel from Seaham to the top of 
Weardale. Maybe time to put your boots on for a 
February day out!

alexnelson@nationalrail.com,  
www.nationalrail.com

Places to go...Under the Tyne!
L E I S U R E  I N S I G H T
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Macclesfield MAC

Stockport SPT

Manchester
Oxford Road

MCO

MAN
Manchester
Piccadilly

MCV
Manchester

Victoria 

Wilmslow WML

Crewe CRE

Manchester
Airport

MIA

WAC
Warrington 

Central

WGN Wigan 
North Western 

PRE Preston 
(Lancs) 

Lancaster LAN

Barrow-in-
Furness

BIF

Isle of Man

Blackpool 
North BPN

Wigan 
Wallgate
WGW Bolton BON

Blackburn BBN

Runcorn    
RUN

LPY
Liverpool South 

Parkway

St Helens Central SNH

Liverpool
Lime Street

LIV

  Liverpool
Central LVC

Warrington
Bank Quay 
WBQ

BWD
Birchwood

SNK
Sankey for 

Penketh 

Warrington
West
WAW

HGN
Hough 
Green 

HNX
Hunts
Cross 

                    WAV    
        Wavertree
  Technology
       Park 

Broad Green BGE

ROB Roby 

Kirkdale
 KKD

   Fazakerley
FAZ

Rainford RNF
Headbolt
Lane HBL

Upholland UPL
Orrell ORR

Pemberton
PEM   

     Kirkby
(Merseyside) KIR

Rice Lane RIL

Walton
(Mersyside) 

WAO

Orrell Park
     OPK

AIN Aintree 
ORN Old Roan 

MAG Maghull 
MNS Maghull North 

TWN Town Green 
AUG Aughton Park 

OMS Ormskirk 
BCJ Burscough Junction 

Rufford 
RUF

Croston CSO

HUY Huyton 
Whiston 

WHN
Rainhill 

RNH

PSC Prescot 
Eccleston Park ECL

Thatto Heath THH

St Helens Junction SHJ

GSW
Garswood BYN Bryn Ince INC

Lostock LOT
Horwich Parkway HWI

Blackrod BLK
Adlington (Lancs) ADL

Buckshaw Parkway BSV
Chorley CRL

SLW Salwick 
Layton LAY

Moss Side MOS

Lytham LTMSQU Squires Gate 

BPB Blackpool 
Pleasure Beach 

BPS Blackpool South 

Ansdell &
Fairhaven AFV

Kirkham &
Wesham KKM

Poulton-le-
Fylde PFY

Fleetwood 

Heysham Port
R HHB

Bare
Lane 
BAR

MCM
Morecambe 

CNF Carnforth

Wennington 
WNN

Bentham 
BEN

Clapham
(North Yorkshire) 

CPY

Giggleswick 
GIG

Oxenholme
Lake District 
OXN

Penrith
(North Lakes) 
PNR         

SVR Silverdale 

ARN Arnside 

ROO
RooseASK Askam 

FOX x Foxfield 
GNR x Green Road 

MLM Millom 

Silecroft x SIC 

Bootle (Cumbria) x BOC 

Ravenglass for Eskdale RAV

Drigg x DRI 

Seascale SSC

Sellafield SEL

Braystones (Cumbria) x BYS 

Nethertown x NRT 

St Bees SBS

Corkickle x CKL 

Whitehaven WTH

Parton x PRN 

Harrington x HRR 

Workington WKG

Flimby x FLM 

Maryport 
MRY

Aspatria x ASP 

Wigton
WGT

DLS x 
Dalston

(Cumbria)

KBF x Kirkby-in-Furness ULV
Ulverston

Dalton 
(Cumbria)

DLT

Cark &
Cartmel 

CAK

KBK
Kents Bank

KEN Kendal 

BUD Burneside (Cumbria) 

SVL Staveley (Cumbria) 

WDM Windermere 

Grange-over-
Sands GOS

St Annes-
on-Sea SAS

Lostock
Hall LOH

BMB
Bamber
Bridge 

Pleasington 
x PLS

CYT
Cherry Tree

Mill Hill
(Lancs) 

MLH

Hindley 
HIN Daisy Hill DSY

HGF Hag Fold 

ATN Atherton 

WKD
Walkden 

Westhoughton WHG

MSD
Moorside 

SNN
Swinton

(Manchester) 

Salford Crescent SLD
Salford Central SFD

Clifton (Manchester) R CLI 

Kearsley (Manchester) KSL
Farnworth FNW

Moses Gate MSS

Hall-i-th-Wood HID

Bromley Cross 
(Lancs) BMC

Entwistle x ENT 

Darwen DWN

Ramsgreave
& Wilpshire RGW  

Langho LHO

Whalley (Lancs)
              WHE

Clitheroe CLH

Patricroft 
PAT

Eccles
(Manchester)

ECC

Newton-le-
Willows
  NLW 

Lea Green 
LEG

ERL Earlestown 

Widnes 
WID

Halewood 
HED

West
Allerton 

WSA

Mossley
Hill

MSH

Edge
Hill
EDG

Brunswick 
BRW

Aigburth 
AIG

Cressington 
CSG

St. 
Michaels 

STM

IRL
Irlam 

Chassen
Road 
CSR

Humphrey
Park
HUP

Manchester
United

Football 
Ground

        MUF

DGT
Deansgate 

Walsall WSL
WVH Wolverhampton 

SHR
Shrewsbury 

WRX Wrexham General 

Chester 
CTR

LLD Llandudno 

Bangor (Gwynedd) BNG

Holyhead HHD

Fenny Stratford FENWOL Wolverton 

Long Buckby LBK

Rugby RUG 

WRW Warwick 

Warwick
Parkway WRP

Hatton 
HTN

LPW Lapworth 

SRI Spring Road 

FWY Five Ways 

BBS      Bordesley 

UNI University (Birmingham) 

SLY Selly Oak 

BRV Bournville 

KNN Kings Norton 

Moseley 

Kings
Heath

Pineapple 
Road

LOB Longbridge 

NFD Northfield 

Alvechurch ALV

Redditch RDC

BTG Barnt Green 

BMV Bromsgrove 

HBY Hartlebury 

HLG Hall Green 
YRD Yardley Wood 

SRL Shirley 
WTE Whitlocks End 

WYT Wythall 
EWD Earlswood (West Midlands) 

TLK x The Lakes (Warks) 

Bearley
x BER

Claverdon 
x CLV

WDE x Wood End 
DZY x Danzey 

HNL Henley-in-Arden 
Wootton Wawen x WWW 

WMC Wilmcote 

Stratford upon 
Avon Parkway 

STY

DDG Dorridge 

OLT Olton 

Acocks
    Green   
         ACG

TYS Tyseley 

SMA Small Heath 

WMR Widney Manor 

Bow Brickhill BWB

Woburn Sands WOB

Aspley Guise APG

RID Ridgmont 

LID Lidlington 

MLB Millbrook (Bedfordshire) 

SWR Stewartby 

KMH Kempston Hardwick 

BSJ Bedford St Johns 

WEL Wellingborough 

KET Kettering 

Bedworth BEH

Coventry Arena CAA

Kenilworth 
KNW

Bermuda 
Park BEP

Hampton-in-Arden
    HIA

Adderley Park ADD

Duddeston DUD

Water Orton WTO Hinckley
(Leics)
HNK

Narborough 
NBR

Coleshill
Parkway 

CEH

South
Wigston 

SWS

Aston AST

Gravelly Hill 
GVH

Erdington 
ERD

Nuneaton 
NUN

Atherstone ATHWilnecote
(Staffs)
WNE

Polesworth R PSW 

Tamworth TAM

Burton-on-Trent BUT

Willington WIL

Chester Road 
CRD

Bescot Stadium BSC

Perry Barr PRY
Witton
   (Birmingham)
      WTT

Hamstead
    (Birmingham) HSD

Tame Bridge Parkway
TAB

Wylde Green 
WYL

Sutton
Coldfield 

SUT

Four Oaks
FOK  

Butlers Lane
BUL  

Bloxwich BLX

Willenhall

Darlaston

Bloxwich North   
            BWN

LAW Landywood 

CAO Cannock 

HNF Hednesford 

RGT Rugeley Town

SNE
Stone

(Staffs)

Longport LPT
Kidsgrove KDG

Congleton CNGAlsager 
ASG

Sandbach SDB

Mouldsworth 
MLD

DLM 
Delamere 

FRD Frodsham 

Runcorn
East
RUE

    Helsby 
HSB

INE
Ince & Elton
(Cheshire)

ELP
Ellesmere

Port 
LTT

Little Sutton 

Overpool OVE

Eastham Rake ERA
Hooton HOO

Bromborough Rake BMR
Bromborough BOM

Spital SPI
Port Sunlight PSLBEB Bebington 

RFY Rock Ferry 

   Green Lane
GNL

CNP Conway Park 

BKQ Birkenhead Hamilton Square 

LVJ
James Street

Liverpool 

MRF Moorfields 

SDL Sandhills 

BDL Birkdale Meols Cop 
MEC

New Lane NLN

BES
Bescar Lane 

BCB
Burscough

Bridge 
HSC

Hoscar 

PBL Parbold 

Euxton
Balshaw 

Lane 
EBA

LEY Leyland 

APB Appley Bridge 

GST Gathurst 

HIL Hillside 
ANS Ainsdale 

FRE Freshfield 
FBY Formby 

HTO Hightown 
HLR Hall Road 

WLO Waterloo (Merseyside) 

BAH Bank Hall 

BLN Blundellsands & Crosby 

SFL Seaforth & Litherland 
BNW Bootle New Strand 

BOT Bootle Oriel Road 

SOP Southport 

BKP Birkenhead Park 

BKN Birkenhead North 

WLV Wallasey Village 

Leasowe
LSW

Bidston BID

MRT
Moreton

(Merseyside)
Meols MEO

Manor Road MNR

Hoylake HYK

West Kirby WKI

WLG Wallasey Grove Road 

NBN New Brighton 

Birkenhead 
Central BKC

Capenhurst CPU
Bache BAC

Stanlow &
Thornton

SNT
Cuddington 

CUD
Hartford (Cheshire) HTF

Greenbank GBK
Northwich NWI

Lostock Gralam LTG
Plumley PLM

KNF Knutsford 
MOB Mobberley 

Winsford WSF

Acton Bridge
    (Cheshire)
        ACB

Holmes Chapel HCH
Goostrey GTR

Chelford (Cheshire) CEL

Alderley Edge ALD

Prestbury PRB

Adlington
(Cheshire) 
ADC

Poynton PYT

Bramhall BML

Middlewood MDL
Chinley

CLY
Edale 
EDL

Strines SRN
New Mills Central
   NMC

Marple MPL
Rose Hill 

RSH

BNT
Brinnington 

Heaton
Chapel HTC

Levenshulme 
LVM

Bredbury 
BDY

Romiley RML

Woodley WLY
Hyde Central HYC

Hyde North HYT

ADK
Ardwick 

Padgate 
PDG

Glazebrook 
GLZ

FLI
Flixton 

URM
Urmston 

TRA
Trafford

Park 
GTO

Gorton 
FRF

Fairfield 

Flowery
Field FLF

Godley 
GDL

Hattersley HTY
Broadbottom BDB

Dinting DTG
Hadfield 
HDF

Glossop GLO

BLV Belle Vue 
RRB Ryder Brow 
RDN Reddish North 

Reddish South
    RDS

MAU Mauldeth Road 
BNA Burnage 

East Didsbury
           EDY

Gatley GTY
Navigation
Road NVR

Hale
(Manchester)

HAL

ASY
Ashley

ALT
Altrincham 

Heald Green 
HDG

SYA Styal 

Handforth  
     HTH

Denton
    DTN

GUI
Guide 
Bridge 

NWN
Newton 
for Hyde 

ABY
Ashburys 

BAM
Bamford 

GRN
Grindleford 

Hope
(Derbyshire) 

HOP

Hathersage 
HSG

Dore & 
Totley 
DOR

Disley DSL

New Mills Newtown NMN

Furness Vale FNV

Whaley Bridge WBR

Chapel-en-le-Frith CEF

Dove Holes DVH

Buxton BUX

Cheadle Hulme
CHU

Davenport DVN
HAZ

Hazel Grove

Woodsmoor 
WSR

Blake Street
BKT  

 Shenstone
SEN 

PKG Penkridge 

Lichfield
Trent Valley
    LTV   

RGL
Rugeley

Trent Valley

Jewellery
Quarter JEQ

KID Kidderminster 
BKD Blakedown 

HAG Hagley 
Lye LYE

CRA Cradley
Heath 

OHL Old Hill 

ROW Rowley Regis 

LGG Langley Green 

SBT Stourbridge Town 

SBJ Stourbridge 
Junction 

THW
The

Hawthorns 

CSY Coseley 

TIP Tipton 
DDP Dudley Port 

SAD Sandwell & Dudley 

SGB Smethwick Galton Bridge 

Smethwick 
Rolfe Street 

SMR

Stechford SCF
Lea Hall LEH

Marston Green MGN

Berkswell
     BKW

Tile Hill
     THL

Canley
       CNL

MHR Market Harborough 

COR Corby 

SIL Sileby 

Syston SYS

Loughborough LBO

East Midlands Parkway EMD

Barrow-upon-Soar BWS

Beeston BEE

Bulwell BLW

Alfreton ALF

Langley Mill
     LGM

Ilkeston 
ILN

Hucknall HKN

Newstead NSD

CHD Chesterfield 

DRO Dronfield 

Kirkby-in-Ashfield KKB

Sutton Parkway SPK

Shirebrook SHB

Swinton (South Yorks) SWN

MEX
Mexborough 

CNS
Conisbrough 

Darnall DAN    
Woodhouse WDH

Kiveton Bridge KIV
Kiveton Park KVP

Shireoaks SRO

Rotherham Central RMC

MHS Meadowhall 

MRP Moorthorpe
South

Elmsall 
SES

Adwick 
AWK

Bentley
(South Yorks) 

BYK

FZW Fitzwilliam 

Sandal
& Agbrigg
          SNA

THC Thurnscoe

GOE Goldthorpe

BTD 
Bolton-upon-

Dearne

CLN Chapeltown
(South Yorks) 

ELR Elsecar 

WOM Wombwell 

Dodworth
DOD

PNS Penistone 
DBD Denby Dale 

Shepley SPY
Stocksmoor SSM

Darton 
DRT

Brockholes BHS
Honley HOY

Berry Brow BBW
Lockwood LCK

DHN Deighton 

Brighouse BGH

FZH Frizinghall 
SHY Shipley (Yorks) 

Low 
Moor 
LMR

Baildon 
BLD

Guiseley GSY

Menston MNN

Apperley
Bridge 
APY Kirkstall

Forge KLF

Burley-in-Wharfdale BUW

Ben Rhydding BEY
Ilkley ILK

Saltaire SAE

Bingley BIY

Crossflatts CFL

Keighley KEI

Steeton & Silsden SON
Cononley CEY                         

Skipton SKI

Gargrave GGV

Long Preston LPR

Settle SET

Horton-in-Ribblesdale HIR

Ribblehead RHD

Dent DNT    

Garsdale GSD

Kirkby Stephen KSW

Stanhope
Frosterley
Kingfisher Halt

Wolsingham
Witton-le-Wear

Bishop
Auckland

West

Appleby APP

Langwathby LGW

Lazonby & Kirkoswald LZB

Armathwaite AWT

Hellifield HLD   

Mirfield 
MIR

New Pudsey NPD

Bramley
(W Yorks) BLE

Burley Park BUY

Headingley HDY
Horsforth HRS

Weeton WET

Pannal PNL
Hornbeam Park HBP

Starbeck SBE

Harrogate HGT

COT Cottingley 
White Rose

OUT
Outwood

Wakefield
Kirkgate 

WKK

Streethouse 
SHC

Featherstone FEA

Whitley
Bridge 
WBD

KNO
Knottingley 

HEL
Hensall

NOR
Normanton

Pontefract
Tanshelf 

POT

Pontefract Baghill PFR

Woodlesford WDS

CRG
Cross 
Gates 

Thorpe
Park

GRF
Garforth 

MIK  
Micklefield 

Sherburn-
in-Elmet SIE

CHF Church Fenton 

ULL Ulleskelf 

KNA
Knaresborough 

HMM
Hammerton 

CTL
Cattal 

POP
Poppleton 

EGF
East

Garforth 

South
Milford
SOMCastleford CFD

Pontefract 
Monkhill PFM

Glasshoughton GLH

MLY Morley 
   BTL Batley  

DEW Dewsbury 
Ravensthorpe
          RVN 

SWT Slaithwaite 

CAS Castleton (Manchester) 

Smithy Bridge SMB

Littleborough LTL

Walsden WDN

RIS
Rishton 

ACR
Accrington 

Church &
Oswaldtwistle 

CTW

Huncoat 
HCT

RSG
Rose 
Grove 

Burnley
Manchester
Road BYM

HBD
Hebden
Bridge 

SOW
Sowerby
Bridge 

Mytholmroyd MYT

BUB x Burnley Barracks 
BNC Burnley Central 

BRF Brierfield 
NEL Nelson 

CNE Colne 

HPN x
Hapton 

Todmorden TOD

MIH Mills Hill (Manchester) 

MSO Moston 
MSN Marsden (Yorks) 

GNF Greenfield 
  MSL Mossley (Manchester) 

Stalybridge SYB
Ashton-Under-

Lyne AHN

SLK Silkstone Common 

Creswell CWD

Whitwell (Derbyshire) 
WWL

Langwith-Whaley Thorns LAG

Mansfield
Woodhouse MSW

Attenborough ATBLGE
Long Eaton 

SPO
Spondon 

Peartree 
PEA

Tutbury & Hatton TUT

Uttoxeter UTT

Blythe Bridge BYB

Longton LGN

Belper BLP

AMB Ambergate 
WTS Whatstandwell 
CMF Cromford 

MTB Matlock Bath 

MAT Matlock 

Duffield DFI

Leagrave LEA

Harlington (Beds) HLN

Lutondart.com

Flitwick FLT

LUT Luton 

Ascot 
(Berks) 

ACT

         MAI
Maidenhead 

GLD Guildford 

Woking 
WOK

Basingstoke 
BSKSAL

Salisbury 
EXC

Exeter
Central

Plymouth 
PLY

EXD Exeter St David’s 

EXT Exeter St Thomas 

MBT Marsh Barton

SCS Starcross 

Gunnislake GSL

Calstock CSK

Bere Alston BAS

Bere Ferrers BFE

St Budeaux Victoria Road SBV

Coombe Junction Halt R COE 

St Keyne Wishing Well Halt x SKN 

Lostwithiel LOS

Newquay NQY
Quintrell Downs QUI

St Columb Road x SCR 
Roche x ROC 

Bugle x BGL
Luxulyan x LUX 

BOD
Bodmin

Parkway 

Causeland x CAU 

Sandplace x SDP 

Looe LOO

DWW Dawlish Warren 

 DWL Dawlish 

TGM Teignmouth 

NTA Newton Abbot 

TRR Torre 

Totnes 
TOT

Dockyard 
x DOC 

St Budeaux
Ferry Road 

SBF

St Germans 
SGM

LSK
Liskeard Ivybridge IVY

DPT
Devonport (Devon) 

KEY
Keyham 

STS
Saltash 

MEN x
Menheniot  

TQY Torquay

PGN Paignton

Taunton TAU

Stone Crossing SCG
SWM Swanscombe 

NFL Northfleet 
GRV Gravesend 

HGM Higham (Kent) 

Ebbsfleet International EBD

SOO Strood (Kent) 

Cuxton CUX
Halling HAI
Snodland SDA

New Hythe NHE
Aylesford AYL

KMS
Kemsing 

WMA
West

Malling 

EML
East

Malling 

Barming 
BMG

Borough 
Green & 
Wrotham 

BRG

Sheerness-on-Sea SSS
Queenborough QBR
Swale SWL
Kemsley KML

Rochester 
RTR

Sole Street 
SOR

Meopham 
MEP

Longfield LGF

Farningham Road FNR

Gillingham
(Kent) GLM

Newington 
NGT

WHI
Whitstable 

Faversham 
FAV

Sittingbourne 
SIT

TEY
Teynham 

MSR
Minster

STU
Sturry

Adisham ADM

Bekesbourne BKSChartham CRT
Bearsted BSD

Hollingbourne
     HBN

Maidstone
Barracks 
MDB

MDW
Maidstone
        West

EFL East Farleigh
WTR Wateringbury

YAL Yalding
BEG Beltring

HRM Harrietsham
LEN Lenham

CHG Charing (Kent)

Marden 
(Kent)
 MRN

SPU
Staplehurst

PDW
Paddock

Wood PLC Pluckley

Headcorn
 HCN

Chilham CIL

Wye WYE Aylesham AYH

Snowdown SWO

Shepherds Well
SPH
Kearsney
(Kent)
KSN

Westenhanger WHA

Sandling SDG

HMT Ham Street

Eurostar 
service suspended

Appledore (Kent)
APD

Rye (Sussex) RYE
Winchelsea WSE

Doleham DLH

Three Oaks TOK

Folkestone
  West FKW

SEG Selling 

Broadstairs BSR

Dumpton Park DMP

Thanet
Parkway

THP

Sandwich SDW

Deal DEA

Walmer WAM

Martin Mill MTM

Ramsgate RAM

Folkestone 
Central

FKC

Ashford 
International

 AFK

Maidstone East MDE

Dover 
Priory
DVP

CBW
Canterbury

West

Canterbury
East CBE

HNB
Herne Bay 

Birchington-
on-Sea

BCH

WGA
Westgate-on-Sea 

Chestfield &
Swalecliffe 

CSW

Margate MAR

    RAI
Rainham

(Kent)
CTM

Chatham 

Ore
ORE

BEX Bexhill

CLL Collington

COB Cooden Beach

NSB Normans Bay

PEB Pevensey Bay

Hampden Park (Sussex)
HMD

Southease SEEFalmer FMR

Moulsecoomb MCB
PRP Preston Park

HSK Hassocks
BUG Burgess Hill

WVF Wivelsfield

BAB Balcombe

TBD Three Bridges

HHE Haywards Heath

London Road (Brighton)
LRB

Newhaven Town NVN

Newhaven Harbour NVH

Bishopstone (Sussex)
    BIP

Seaford (Sussex) SEF

GLY
Glynde

LWS
Lewes

CBR
Cooksbridge

Plumpton
PMP

BRK
Berwick (Sussex)

PLG
Polegate

PEV Pevensey & 
Westham    

St Leonards
Warrior Square

SLQ

High Brooms HIB

Leigh (Kent) LIH

Penshurst PHR

Edenbridge (Kent) EBR

Hever HEV

REI
Reigate

BTO
Betchworth

CRW
Crawley

IFI
Ifield

AGT
Aldrington

FSG
Fishersgate

EWR
East

Worthing

WWO
West

Worthing

GBS
Goring-
by-Sea

SSE
Shoreham
-by-Sea

HRH Horsham

Portsmouth & 
Southsea PMS

Portsmouth 
Harbour PMH

Chichester
CCH

Angmering
ANG

Ford
FOD

FSB
Fishbourne

(Sussex)
NUT

Nutbourne
EMS

Emsworth

 BDH
Bedhampton

FNC Farncombe 

GOD Godalming 

MLF Milford (Surrey) 

WTY Witley

LIP Liphook

LIS Liss

PTR Petersfield

 RLN Rowlands Castle

 CSA Cosham

 PTC Portchester

 SNW Swanwick

 BUO Bursledon
 HME Hamble

Netley
   NTL

Sholing
   SHO

Woolston
   WLS

Bitterne
    BTE

Millbrook (Hants) MBK
Redbridge RDB TTN Totton

 ANF Ashurst (New Forest)

 BEU Beaulieu Road

Lymington Town LYT

Lymington Pier LYP

 BCU Brockenhurst

 SWY Sway

 NWM New Milton

 HNA Hinton Admiral

Christchurch CHR

Pokesdown POK

BSM
Branksome

WOO
Wool

Dorchester
South
DCH

HOL
Holton
Heath

POO
Poole

WEY
Weymouth

Parkstone
(Dorset)

PKS

Hamworthy
HAM

Wareham
(Dorset)
WRM

MTN
Moreton
(Dorset)

Upwey
UPW Bournemouth

BMH

Hedge End HDE

Botley BOE

St Denys
SDN

 FRM Fareham

HSL Haslemere

Bosham
BOH

Southbourne
SOB

Warblington
WBL

Havant
HAV

Hilsea HLS
Fratton FTN

RYP Ryde Pier Head

RYD Ryde Esplanade

RYR Ryde St Johns Road

BDN Brading
SAN Sandown
LKE Lake

SHN Shanklin

SAB      Smallbrook Junction

BAA
Barnham

Bognor Regis
BOG

Littlehampton
LIT

Durrington
-on-Sea

DUR

Worthing
WRH

Lancing
LAC

Southwick
SWK

Portslade
PLD

Hove
HOV

LVN
Littlehaven

WNH Warnham 

Ockley OLY

Holmwood HLM

CHH Christs Hospital

BIG Billingshurst

PUL Pulborough

AMY Amberley

ARU Arundel

FGT
Faygate

Hurst Green HUR

Oxted OXT
Woldingham WOH

Edenbridge Town EBT

Cowden (Kent) CWN

Lingfield
LFD

Dormans
DMS

EGR East Grinstead

Ashurst (Kent) AHS

Eridge ERI

Crowborough COH

Buxted BXD

Uckfield UCK

HLB Hildenborough 

Birkbeck 
BIK

Tunbridge Wells TBW
Tonbridge

TON

Brighton
BTN

Frant FRT
Wadhurst WAD

Stonegate SOG

Etchingham ETC

Robertsbridge RBR
Battle BAT

Crowhurst CWU
West St Leonards WLD

GNH
Greenhithe
for Bluewater 

GDN
Godstone

Nutfield
NUF

Hinchley
Wood HYW

Claygate CLG

Oxshott OXS

Cobham & 
Stoke D’Abernon CSD

Esher
 ESH

HER
Hersham 

WYB
Weybridge 

BKO
Brookwood 

London Road
(Guildford) 

LRD

Effingham
Junction

EFF
Clandon

CLA
Horsley

HSY

Walton-on-
Thames

 WAL

Byfleet &
New Haw

 BFN

WBY
West 

Byfleet 

AHD Ashtead 

Leatherhead 
LHDBookham

 BKA

Box Hill &
Westhumble

 BXW

DKG Dorking (Main) 

Dorking
Deepdene

DPD

Dorking
West
DKT

Gomshall
GOM

Chilworth
CHL

Shalford
(Surrey)

SFR

Addlestone ASN

Worplesdon WPL

Ash Vale AHV

NCM   
North 
Camp 

Ash ASH

WAN Wanborough 

AHT Aldershot 

Farnborough
(Main) FNB

Fleet 
FLE

Winchfield 
WNF

GRT
Grateley 

GIL
Gillingham

(Dorset)
SHE

Sherborne 

Yeovil Pen Mill YVP

Thornford x THO 

Yetminster x YET 

Chetnole x CNO 

Maiden Newton MDN

Dorchester West
  DCW

Yeovil
Junction 

YVJ

Axminster 
AXM

Feniton
FNT

Cranbrook 
(Devon) 

CBK

PIN
Pinhoe

Polsloe Bridge POL

Digby & Sowton DIG

Newcourt NCO

Topsham TOP

Edginswell

Exton x EXN 

Lympstone Commando x LYC 

Lympstone Village LYM

Exmouth EXM

WCH
Whitchurch

(Hants)

Andover 
ADV

Tisbury 
TIS

Templecombe 
TMC

Crewkerne 
CKN

HON
Honiton

WHM
Whimple

NTC x Newton St Cyres 

CDI Crediton 

YEO x Yeoford 
COP x Copplestone 

MRD x Morchard Road 

Okehampton
OKE

LAP x Lapford 

EGG Eggesford 

KGN x King’s Nympton 

PMA x Portsmouth Arms 

UMB x Umberleigh 

 CPN x Chapelton (Devon) 

BNP Barnstaple 

Tiverton Parkway TVP

Wellington

St James Park
(Exeter)

SJP DEN Dean (Wilts) 

ROM Romsey 

DBG Mottisfont &
Dunbridge

Overton
OVR

Hook 
HOK

Micheldever MIC

Winchester WIN

Shawford SHW

Eastleigh ESL
Chandlers Ford 

CFR

 SOA
Southampton

Airport Parkway

 SOU
Southampton

Central

 SWG Swaythling

FNH Farnham 

           Bentle (Hants)
                       BYY

AON Alton 

CHY Chertsey

Bagshot BAG

Camberley CAM

Frimley FML

Aberystwyth AYW

SUN Sunderland 

Newcastle upon Tyne NCL

Darlington DAR
MBR

Middlesbrough

NAY
Newton
Aycliffe

NRD
North Road
(Darlington)

Shildon
SHD

Heighington 
HEI

Seaham SEA

Seaton Delaval

Newsham

Blyth Bebside

Bedlington

Ashington

Northumberland Park

Horden HRE
Chester-le-Street CLS

Durham DHM

Heworth 
HEW

MAS Manors 

Dunston 
DOT

MCE
MetroCentre 

SKS
Stocksfield 

CRB
Corbridge 

HDB
Haydon Bridge

HWH
Haltwhistle

WRL
Wetheral

Lockerbie LOC

BLH
Bellshill

 

Whifflet WFF

HLY
Holytown

 

Airbles
 AIR

Shieldmuir
 SDM Wishaw WSH

CLU Carluke 

LNK Lanark 
CRS Carstairs 

Mount
Vernon MTV

Bargeddie 
BGI

Coatbridge Central CBC

High
Street HST

Bellgrove
BLG

Argyle Street AGS
Bridgeton BDG

Dalmarnock DAK
Rutherglen RUT

Shettleston
SLS

Easterhouse 
EST

Coatdyke 
COA

Drumgelloch 
DRU     

Armadale 
ARM

Blackridge 
BKR

Livingston
North LSN

Carntyne CAY

CHC
Charing
Cross

(Glasgow) 

Barnhill BNL

Alexandra Parade AXP

Duke Street DST GAR
Garrowhill

BAI       
Blairhill

ADR
Airdrie 

CAC
Caldercruix Bathgate BHG

Uphall
UHA

SGL South Gyle 

Edinburgh Gateway EGY

NQU North Queensferry 

DAM Dalmeny 

INK Inverkeithing 

Edinburgh
Park
 EDP

LIN Linlithgow 

ROS Rosyth Dalgety Bay DAG

Aberdour AUR

Burntisland BTS

Kinghorn KGH

Markinch MNC

LEU Leuchars 

PLN Portlethen 

DYC Dyce 
(for Aberdeen Airport)

STN Stonehaven 

MTS Montrose 

LAU Laurencekirk 

ARB Arbroath 

CAN Carnoustie 

GOF R Golf Street 

BYL R Barry Links 

MON Monifieth 

BSI R Balmossie 
BYF Broughty Ferry 

CUP Cupar 

SPF Springfield 

COW Cowdenbeath 
LCG Lochgelly 

CDD Cardenden 

GLT Glenrothes
with Thornton 

DFE Dunfermline
City

DFL Dunfermline
Queen Margaret 

PMT Polmont 

Camelon 
CMO

Alloa ALO

BEA Bridge of Allan 

DBL Dunblane 

GLE Gleneagles 

DKD Dunkeld & Birnam 

Invergowrie ING

Inverurie INR Kintore KTRInsch INSHuntly HNTKeith KEHElgin ELGForres FORNairn NRN
Inverness

Airport

PIT  Pitlochry 

BLA Blair Atholl 

DLW Dalwhinnie 

NWR Newtonmore 

KIN Kingussie 

AVM Aviemore 

CAG Carrbridge 

BEL Beauly 

 MOO Muir of Ord 

DIN Dingwall 

CBD Conon Bridge 

ASS x Alness 

IGD Invergordon 

FRN x Fearn 

TAI Tain 

ARD Ardgay 

CUA x Culrain 

INH x Invershin 

LRG Lairg 

ROG x Rogart 

GOL Golspie 

BRA Brora 

HMS Helmsdale 

KIL x Kildonan 

KBC x Kinbrace 

FRS Forsinard 

ABC x Altnabreac 

SCT x Scotscalder 
Georgemas
Junction GGJ

Wick WCK

Thurso THS 

DNO x Dunrobin Castle 
(Summer service only)

LBT Larbert 

Falkirk
Grahamston FKG

Slateford
SLA

KGE Kingsknowe 
Brunstane BSU

MUB
Musselburgh 

Wallyford WAF Longniddry LND

PST
Prestonpans 

DRM
Drem 

NBW
North Berwick 

Newcraighall NEW

Shawfair SFI  

Eskbank EKB

Newtongrange NEG

Gorebridge GBG

Stow SOI

Galashiels GAL

Tweedbank TWB

WTA Wester Hailes 

CUH Curriehill 

KKN Kirknewton 

CBS
Coatbridge
Sunnyside 

CRF
Carfin

Cleland
CEA

Shotts
SHS

Baillieston 
BIO

Newton
 NTN

Blantyre BLT
Hamilton West

HNW

KKH Kirkhill 
BUI Burnside
(Strathclyde) 

CFF Croftfoot 

Kings Park 
KGP

Langside 
LGS

Thornliebank 
THB

Giffnock 
GFN

Gretna Green 
GEA   

Annan ANNDumfries DMF

Clarkston CKS

Cathcart 
CCT

Muirend MUI

Williamwood WLM

Busby BUS

Thorntonhall THT

Hairmyres HMY

East Kilbride EKL
Whitecraigs WCR

Patterton PTT

Neilston NEI

KNS Kennishead 

PTL Priesthill & Darnley 
Nitshill NIT

Barrhead BRR

Dunlop DNL

Stewarton STT

Kilmaurs KLM

Auchinleck AUK

New Cumnock NCK

Kirkconnel KRK

Sanquhar SQH

Kilmarnock KMK

Mount Florida MFL
Crosshill COI
Queens Park (Glasgow) QPK

Pollokshields
East PLE

Exhibition Centre
(Glasgow) EXG

Anderston 
AND

Partick
PTK

Anniesland ANL

Kelvindale
   KVD

SUM
Summerston 

Gilshochill 
GSC

Ashfield 
ASF

SPR
Springburn 

SPS
Stepps

RRN
Robroyston

BBG
Bishopbriggs

Garve GVELochluichart x LCC Achanalt x AAT Achnasheen ACNAchnashellach x ACH Strathcarron STCAttadale x ATT Stromeferry STF  Duncraig x DCG 

Kyle of Lochalsh KYL

Duirinish x DRN 

Plockton PLK

LNZ
Lenzie 

CRO
Croy 

Gartcosh GRH

CUB Cumbernauld 

GRL Greenfaulds 

PPK
Possilpark &
Parkhouse 

MLN Milngavie 

HLF Hillfoot 

BRN Bearsden 
DMC Drumchapel 

Clydebank
CYK

Garscadden 
GRS

Scotstounhill 
SCHYoker YOK

DMR
Dalmuir 

BWG
Bowling

Balloch BHC

Alexandria ALX

Renton RTNHLU Helensburgh
Upper 

GCH Garelochhead 

ART Arrochar & Tarbert 

TYL
Tyndrum
Lower 

LHA
Loch Awe

TAY
Taynuilt

Connel Ferry
CON

Dalmally 
DAL

Falls of
Cruachan

FOC
(Summer service only)

AUI x Ardlui 
Crianlarich CNR 

Upper Tyndrum UTY

Bridge of Orchy BRO

Rannoch RAN

Corrour CRR

Tulloch TUL

Roy Bridge x RYB

Spean Bridge SBR

Banavie BNV

Corpach CPA

Loch Eil Outward Bound LHE

Locheilside x LCS 

Glenfinnan GLF

Lochailort x LCL 

Beasdale x BSL 

Arisaig ARG

Morar MRR

   Mallaig MLG

Dalreoch 
DLR

Craigendoran 
CGD

Cardross 
CDR

HLC Helensburgh
Central 

Dumbarton
East DBE

Kilpatrick
KPT

DBC Dumbarton
Central 

Jordanhill 
JOR

Westerton 
WES

Drumry DMY

Singer SIN

MYH 
Maryhill

Hyndland 
HYN

Pollokshields
West PLW

Woodhall WDL Bishopton 
(Strathclyde)                    

BPT

Pollokshaws
East PWE

PWW Pollokshaws West 

CMY  Crossmyloof 

HLW
Hillington

West 

PYJ
Paisley

St James 
PTG

Port Glasgow 
LGB

Langbank 

Ardrossan
South
Beach
ASB

Stevenston 
STV

Saltcoats SLT

HLE
Hillington

East 
CDO  

Cardonald 

Johnstone
(Strathclyde)
JHN  

MIN Milliken Park 

HOZ Howwood
(Renfrewshire) 

LHW Lochwinnoch 

GLG Glengarnock 

DLY Dalry 

Kilwinning KWN 

West Kilbride WKB

Fairlie FRLADS
Ardrossan
Harbour 

Ardrossan
Town
ADN 

Largs LAR

Whinhill WNL

BGS Bogston 

Cartsdyke CDY
Greenock Central GKC

Greenock West GKW
Fort Matilda FTM

Gourock GRK

Drumfrochar DFR

Branchton BCN

Inverkip INP

Wemyss Bay
WMS

Irvine IRV

Barassie BSS 

Troon TRN
Prestwick International Airport PRA

Prestwick Town PTW
Newton-on-Ayr NOA

Ayr AYR
Maybole MAY

Girvan GIR
Barrhill BRL

Stranraer STR

DUM Dumbreck 
CKH Corkerhill 

MPK Mosspark 
CKT Crookston 

Hawkhead 
HKHPaisley

Canal 
PCN

Maxwell Park 
MAX
Shawlands SHL

Hamilton Central HNC 

CTE Chatelherault 

MEY Merryton 

LRH Larkhall 

Cambuslang 
CBL

Uddingston
 UDD

Carmyle 
CML Kirkwood 

KWD

Breich
R BRC 

West
Calder WCL

HTW
Hartwood 

FLD
Fauldhouse 

ADW
Addiewell 

LVG
Livingston

South 

WYM
Wylam 

Blaydon 
BLO

Prudhoe 
PRU

Riding Mill 
RDM

Hexham 
HEX                                                   

Brampton
(Cumbria) 

BMP

Bardon Mill
BLL

CRM Cramlington 

MPT Morpeth 

PEG Pegswood 

WDD Widdrington 

ACK Acklington 

ALM Alnmouth for Alnwick 

CHT R Chathill 

BWK Berwick-upon-Tweed 

DUN Dunbar 

ELT
East Linton 

RSN Reston

Hartlepool HPL

Seaton Carew SEC

Billingham
   (Cleveland) BIL

Stockton STK

DND
Dinsdale

ALW
Allens West 

Teesside
Airport

       TEA Eaglescliffe
EAG

Yarm YRM

TBY
Thornaby

SBK
South
Bank

Redcar Central RCC

MTO Marton 
JCH James Cook

GYP Gypsy Lane 
NNT Nunthorpe 

GTA Great Ayton 

BTT Battersby 
Kildale KLD

Commondale COM
CSM Castleton Moor 

DNY Danby 
LHM Lealholm 

GLS Glaisdale SLH
Sleights 

Ruswarp 
RUS

Whitby 
WTB

EGT Egton 

Grosmont
GMT

Redcar East RCE
Longbeck LGK

Marske MSK
Saltburn SLB

RBS R
Redcar
British 
Steel

Carlisle CAR

Motherwell
 MTH

Glasgow Central GLC

Glasgow
Queen Street GLQ

Fort William 
FTW

Falkirk
High
FKK

STG Stirling 

PYG
Paisley
Gilmour
Street 

Oban OBN

HYM
Haymarket

 

Kirkcaldy
     KDY

Perth PTH

DEE Dundee 

ABD Aberdeen 

INV Inverness 

    EDB
Edinburgh
Waverley

 

Heswall HSW

Upton
    (Merseyside)
        UPT

Ladybank LDY

Leven
Cameron
Bridge

Eurostar services
to Lille, Brusells
& Paris

Eurostar is not currently serving Ebbsfleet International
or Ashford International

Saturdays
   only

Service currently
     suspended

Saturdays
only

Occasional
service

Luton 
Airport

LUA

Seasonal
service

Old Oak
Common

Eurostar 
service suspended

Stanford-le-Hope SFO
Benfleet BEF Chalkwell 

CHW
Thorpe Bay

TPB
Southend
Central 

SOC

LES
Leigh-on-Sea 

SOE
Southend East 

WCF
Westcliff 

SRY
Shoeburyness 

Dagenham Dock DDK

RNM
Rainham (Essex) 

OCK Ockendon 
Chafford Hundred

Lakeside CFH GRY
Grays 

Tilbury Town TIL
East Tilbury ETL

Upminster 
    UPM

WHR
West

Horndon 

Laindon
LAI

BSO
Basildon 

PSE
PitseaBarking BKG

Bletchley BLY 

SAA St Albans Abbey 

WGC Welwyn Garden City 

Hertford North HFN
HFE

Hertford East 

SNF
Shenfield 

DFD
Dartford 

SEV Sevenoaks 

UWL Upper
Warlingham

CAT Caterham

TAT
Tattenham

Corner

EPS Epsom (Surrey) 

Chessington South CSS

GTW Gatwick
Airport

HMC Hampton Court 

WNR Windsor & Eton Riverside 

Virginia
Water 

VIR

Reading
   RDG

WNC Windsor & Eton Central 

Marlow MLW

Henley-on-
Thames HOT

GFD Greenford 

AMR Amersham 

Norwood Junction NWD

Anerley ANZ

Penge West PNW

CYP Crystal Palace 

BCY Brockley 
HPA Honor Oak Park 

 Forest Hill 
      FOH

Sydenham (London) SYD

New
Bermondsey

NXG
New Cross Gate

Battersea Park
    BAK

PMR Peckham 
Rye 

Denmark Hill 
DMK

Clapham
High Street CLP

Shepherd’s 
Bush SPB
Kensington
Olympia KPA

  West
Brompton
        WBP

Imperial
    Wharf
        IMW

Acton Central ACC

South Acton SAT

Twickenham 
TWI

Kew Gardens 
KWG

Queens Park
(London) 

QPW

Willesden 
Junction 
WIJ

South
Hampstead 

SOH

HDN Harlesden 
SBP Stonebridge Park 

WMB Wembley Central 
NWB Wembley 

SOK South Kenton 
KNT Kenton 

HRW Harrow & Wealdstone 
HDL Headstone Lane 

HTE Hatch End 
CPK Carpenders Park 

BSH Bushey 
WFH Watford High Street 

Kensal
Rise
KNR

Brondesbury Park BSP

Brondesbury 
BSY

FNY
Finchley
Road & 
Frognal

Hampstead
Heath
HDH

Camden
Road 
CMD

Kentish
   Town West
       KTW

GPO
Gospel

Oak 

UHL
Upper

Holloway 

CRH
Crouch

Hill

Caledonian 
Road & 

Barnsbury
CIR

Highbury &
Islington HHY

             LOF
London Fields

Haggerston 
HGG

Hoxton
HOX

Shoreditch
High Street 

SDC

CBH Cambridge 
Heath 

BET Bethnal
Green

Dalston
   Kingsland
      DLK

Dalston
Junction 

DLJ

Harringay Green Lanes 
HRY

Stamford Hill 
SMH

Stoke Newington SKW

Rectory Road REC

Clapton CPT

CNN
Canonbury 

Hackney Downs HAC

Hackney Central HKC
Homerton HMN

Hackney Wick
    HKW

South
Tottenham 

STO

Edmonton Green
EDR

Bush Hill Park 
   BHK

Southbury 
SBU

Theobalds
Grove
TEO

TUR
Turkey
Street 

ENF
Enfield Town

SLV Silver Street 

WHL White Hart Lane 

BCV Bruce Grove 

SVS Seven Sisters 

St James
Street

(Walthamstow)
SJS

Walthamstow
Queen’s Road WMW

Chingford CHI

Highams Park HIP

Wood Street WST

Leyton Midland 
Road LEM

Leytonstone
High Road LER

Wanstead Park WNP

Walthamstow
Central WHC

Blackhorse
   Road BHO

Cheshunt CHN

Chadwell
Heath 
CTH Emerson Park

EMP

Barking Riverside
BGV

Surrey Quays
SQE 

Canada Water ZCW

Rotherhithe 
ROE

Wapping 
WPE

Shadwell 
SDE

ZLW Whitechapel

London 
Fenchurch
Street FST

SRA Stratford

West Ham 
WEH

Stratford International 
SFA

Limehouse LHS

New Cross NWXQRP Queens 
Road (Peckham) 

Clapham
Junction 
CLJ

Gunnersbury 
GUN

Cheddington CED

KGL Kings Langley 
APS Apsley 

HML Hemel Hempstead 

BKM Berkhamsted 

TRI Tring 

LBZ Leighton Buzzard 

KNL Kensal
Green 

KBN Kilburn
High Road 

Watford Junction 
WFJ

London
Euston 

EUS

Hendon
HEN

Mill Hill Broadway MIL

Elstree & Borehamwood ELS

Radlett RDT

St Albans City SAC

Kentish
Town KTN

LTN Luton Airport Parkway 

NSG New Southgate 
OKL Oakleigh Park 

NBA New Barnet 
HDW Hadley Wood 

PBR Potters Bar 
BPK Brookmans Park 
WMG Welham Green 
HAT Hatfield (Herts) 

WAR
Ware 

(Herts) 

SMT
St Margarets

(Herts)
RYH

Rye House 

Broxbourne BXB

Waltham Cross WLC

Enfield Lock ENL

Brimsdown BMD

Ponders End PON

Meridian Water MRW

Tottenham
Hale TOM

Northumberland 
Park NUM

Lea
Bridge 
LEB

Finsbury Park FPK

Drayton Park DYP

Harringay HGY
Hornsey HRN
Alexandra Palace AAP

Bowes Park BOP

Palmers Green PAL

Winchmore Hill WIH

Grange Park GPK

Enfield Chase ENC

Gordon Hill GDH
Crews Hill CWH

Cuffley CUF
Bayford BAY

Maryland 
MYL

FOG
Forest
Gate 

Manor
Park 
MNP

Seven
Kings 
SVK

IFD
Ilford 

GMY
Goodmayes 

RMF
Romford 

GDP
Gidea
Park 

HRO
Harold
Wood 

Brentwood 
BRE

Deptford DEP Maze Hill MZH

GNW
Greenwich 

Westcombe
Park WCB

Woolwich
Dockyard WWD

Woolwich
WWC

Plumstead 
PLU

Belvedere BVD
Erith ERH

Slade Green SGRCharlton
CTN

Woolwich
Arsenal WWA

London Cannon 
Street CST

BKH
Blackheath 

Lewisham LEW Eltham 
ELW

Welling 
WLI

Barnehurst 
BNH

KDB
Kidbrooke 

FCN
Falconwood 

BXH
Bexleyheath St Johns SAJ

VIC
London Victoria

LGJ
Loughborough 

Junction Nunhead NHD

London 
Blackfriars

BFR

Farringdon 
ZFD

CHX
London 

Charing Cross

London
Waterloo East WAE

London Bridge 
              LBG 

Abbey Wood ABW

DNG Dunton Green 

KCK Knockholt 

CLD Chelsfield 

ORP Orpington 

PET Petts Wood 
SEH Shoreham

(Kent)
OTF Otford 

Bat & Ball BBL

SMY
St Mary

Cray 
SAY

Swanley 
BMS Bromley

South 
BKL

Bickley 

CTF Catford 

CFT Crofton
              Park 

Bellingham BGM
Beckenham
    Hill BEC

Elephant & Castle 
EPH

 SBM
South 

Bermondsey       

RDD
Riddlesdown

Norbury NRB
Thornton Heath TTH

Selhurst SRS

Streatham
    Common SRC

Balham BAL

Wandsworth
Common WSW

SCY South Croydon 
ECR East Croydon 

Sanderstead SNR

Kenley
KLY

Whyteleafe
South
WHS

Whyteleafe
WHY

PUO Purley Oaks
PUR Purley 

ELD Earlswood (Surrey)

  Coulsdon South
CDS

 Merstham
MHM 

SAF Salfords (Surrey)

HOR Horley

Redhill
RDH

KND
Kingswood

Tadworth
TAD

Chipstead
CHP

Coulsdon Town 
CDN

WME
Woodmansterne

RHM
Reedham (Surrey) 

Motspur
   Park
       MOT

Worcester
  Park WCP

Stoneleigh
   SNL

Ewell West
   EWW

Wimbledon    
        WIM

  Raynes
  Park  
RAY

Earlsfield
    EAD

                  MAL
Malden Manor      

TOL Tolworth 

Chessington North 
CSN

         SUR
Surbiton

Thames Ditton THD
BRS Berrylands 

New
Malden 

NEM

WRY Wraysbury 
SNY Sunnymeads 

DAT Datchet 

Staines
SNS

Ashford
(Surrey) 

AFS

Feltham FEL Kew
Bridge 
KWB

Brentford 
BFD

Isleworth 
ISL

London 
Waterloo
WAT

Queenstown  
Road

(Battersea)
QRB

Vauxhall VXH

Barnes Bridge BNI
Chiswick CHK

Wandsworth
Town WNT

Putney PUT

Barnes 
BNS

London Paddington
  PAD

IVR
Iver 

WDT
West

Drayton 
HAN

Hanwell 
STL

Southall 

HAY
Hayes &

Harlington 
SLO

Slough 

        AML
Acton Main

   Line

Langley
(Berks) LYY

  DRG
    Drayton
        Green
        Ealing

Broadway
EAL

Egham 
EGH

Hounslow 
HOU

Syon
Lane SYL

Shiplake SHI
Wargrave WGV

Twyford
TWY

SGN South Greenford 
CBP Castle Bar Park 

Harrow-on-the-Hill
                         HOH

RIC Rickmansworth 

CLW Chorleywood 

Chalfont & Latimer 
CFO

London Marylebone 
MYB

London Kings Cross
KGX

LST London
Liverpool Street 

Harpenden HPD

Tottenham Court Road
TCR 

Elmers End ELE

Eden Park EDN

West Wickham WWI

Hayes (Kent) HYS

Beckenham
Junction BKJ

Clock House CLK

Shortlands 
SRT

Penge East 
PNE

Kent House 
KTH

NBC New Beckenham 
LSY Lower Sydenham 

SYH
Sydenham Hill 

    North 
Dulwich NDL

Ladywell 
LAD

Bromley
North BMN

SUP Sundridge Park 

Grove 
Park 
GRP

Hither Green 
HGRCatford 

Bridge 
CFB

         RVB
Ravensbourne

AYP Albany
Park 

NEH New
Eltham 

LEE
Lee (London) 

Mottingham 
MTG

Sidcup
SID

Elmstead Woods ESD

Chislehurst CIT

Bexley BXY
Crayford CRY

Belmont
BLM
Banstead
BAD

Sutton
(Surrey)
 SUO

Waddon 
WDO

Carshalton
Beeches 

CSB

Cheam
 CHE

       Ewell
    East
EWE

West
Croydon

WCY

Epsom Downs
EPD

   MIJ
Mitcham Junction 

Hackbridge HCB
Carshalton CSH

Wallington WLT

Tooting 
TOO

Haydons
Road 
HYR

Mitcham   
  Eastfields  
       MTC

Sutton Common SUC
St Helier (Surrey) SIH

Morden South MDS

South Merton SMO

Wimbledon Chase WBO

West Sutton
   WSU

WDU
West 

Dulwich WNW
West Norwood 

GIP Gipsy Hill 

Streatham
STE 

SRH
Streatham Hill 

TUH
Tulse Hill 

HNH Herne Hill 

BRX Brixton 

Wandsworth
    Road WWR

East
Dulwich

EDW

Heathrow
Terminals 1,2,3 HXX

Heathrow
Terminal 5 HWV

Heathrow
Terminal 4 HAF

West
Ealing WEA

BNM
Burnham 
(Bucks) 

Bourne End BNE
Cookham COO

Furze Platt FZP

TAP Taplow 

Wembley
Stadium

WCX

Sudbury Hill
Harrow SDH

NLT
Northolt

Park 

SUD
Sudbury
& Harrow

RoadSRU South Ruislip 

WRU West Ruislip 

DNM Denham 

DGC Denham Golf Club 

GER Gerrards Cross 

SRG Seer Green 

BCF Beaconsfield 

HWY High Wycombe 

City Thameslink
   CTK

                      STP
     London St Pancras       
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I arranged a two-night visit to 
North Wales from 29 November 
to 1 December so my wife 
could claim I was away for two 
months. Staying in the small 
town of Llanrwst (pronounced 
Thlan-roost) at the Eagles 
Hotel, I took to opportunity 
to visit Llandudno, Blaenau 
Ffestiniog, Betws y Coed and 
the village of Dolgarrog. 

This has a very impressive Hilton Garden 
Hotel, but rather a long walk (30min) along 
unlit footpaths to the railway station of the 
same name. After dark when I was going 
back to my hotel, I was not prepared to 
trust the torch on my phone not to conk out 
along the route, so I took the unusual step of 
hitchhiking back to Llanrwst, and was picked 
up luckily by the third vehicle which came 
along, since local people are well aware of the 
deficiencies of public transport in the area, 
and the complete dearth of taxis. 

On the way there, everything was going 
swimmingly until a broken rail caused my 
train to be terminated at Huddersfield. I had 
been looking forward to a break at the fine 
Victorian resort of Llandudno and a walk on 
Wales’ longest pier, since there was a 1h 43m 
connection at Llandudno Junction. I boarded 
another train towards Liverpool which was due 
to call at Newton le Willows, and the conductor 
on the train advised that the Llandudno service 
was just behind us. Sure enough, two minutes 
after leaving the train, along came the one I 
wanted and I had my time in Llandudno after all.  

From then on I was in the hands of Transport 
for Wales on its Conwy Valley line south into 
Snowdonia, and the roughly hourly bus 
service no.19 of Llew Jones. Combining the 
rail timetable with the 19 bus enabled me, 
without too much difficulty, to plan a walk in the 
Welsh hills between Roman Bridge station and 
Dolwyddelan to visit the Castle there. Highlight 
was probably the visit on the 19 to Zip World, 
an adventure centre, where I took a ride on 
the toboggan on wheels called Fforest Coaster. 
There are huge queues for this in the summer 
and I arrived just after 1100 for my timed 1130 
ride. By 1150 with no queues I had done the 
descent on this innovative roller coaster three 
times, had a camera fitted to the toboggan and 
bought the video which entitled me to a fourth 
ride free before I walked into Betws y Coed. 

Whilst waiting for the train south, I was phoned 
by the Llechwedd Slate Caverns to say their 
underground railway was out of order so could 
I attend tomorrow? No, unfortunately, so I went 
to visit Dolgarrog where there is a memorial park 
dedicated to the dam disaster.  

On 2 November 1925 the failure of two dams 
caused a flood that swamped the village of 
Dolgarrog, killing 16 people. The disaster was 
started by the failure of the Eigiau Dam, a gravity 
dam owned by the Aluminium Corporation. 
The water released from the reservoir flooded 
downstream, and overtopped the Coedty 
Dam, an embankment dam. This dam also 
subsequently failed, releasing the huge volume 
of water that flooded Dolgarrog. Many more 
villagers could have been killed had they not 
been in the local theatre watching a film that 
night. 

The fare from the North East, with a railcard, was 
only £20.95 each way. Out-of season hotel rates 
are low, and there’s plenty of cosy hospitality 
businesses to enjoy in the hours of darkness. 
Take your walking boots, and enjoy the winter 
weather. Last train back home is after 1800 from 
Llanrwst.

alexnelson@nationalrail.com,  
www.nationalrail.com

Places to go...Llanrwst and the Conwy Valley
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